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what does »Anständige Komponenten für
Ihre BMW.« actually mean?*
From our many customer meetings, we know that – besides good design – you attach the
utmost importance to quality, fitting accuracy, workmanship, durability along with
the utility and functionality of our products.
We often hear words like »… I need something decent and
proper«. That something is decent and proper seems no
longer a given fact today. This involves something that you
always implicitly presuppose – something reliable, something
tangible, proper, real. Something that is solid and sensible –
and of course suitable. It’s like the cheap spanner you finally
replace with a decent one after you injure yourself or the screw
head tears off. We understand what you mean! We think in the
same way. We believe in the value of what we develop and
manufacture. And we want to express this with »Anständige
Komponenten für Ihre BMW«.
* Wunderlich‘s slogan »Anständige Komponenten für Ihre BMW.« literally translated
means »Decent components for your »BMW Motorrad« motorcycle.«

How to find R nineT or Airhead-Boxer in this catalog.
The catalog is divided into four areas: At the foot of the pages you will find different color codes for your helpful orientation ...

  White: About us
  Black: Chapter R nineT
White: Chapter Navigation
and Accessories for
R nineT and Airhead-Boxer
  Grey: Chapter Airhead-Boxer

Please note the following advice.
The prices in the Wunderlich online shop always apply. For the product prices stated in the price list, the shipping costs may apply.
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DEAR BOXER FANS,
The air-cooled Boxer engine, you could say, the cult engine
of Germany’s iconic vehicles: Porsche 911, VW Beetle and not
least the classic BMW. Since 1923! The concept is impressive
even today: technically on account of its vibration behaviour, by
enabling a low vehicle centre of gravity, as well as the principle
of simple, sophisticated, reliable and accessible design. Antoine
de Saint Exupéry expressed it concisely: Perfection is achieved
when there is nothing left to take away. This applies to all variants, for the Bavarian two-cylinder in just the same way as the
Stuttgart six-cylinder.
The BMW Boxers were perfect right from the start. The longitudinally installed Boxer with flange-mounted gearbox and
»shaft drive« for the rear wheel, this was a clean solution to the
then dusty roads in the truest sense of the word. No chain that
has to be lubricated and tensioned yet wears all the same. But
the technically perfect Boxer was always able to appeal to the
emotions, and this rings true for all three of the icons mentioned above. They are all regarded as reliable, durable, sturdy,
powerful and of noble character. They are loved and esteemed
throughout the world.
The Boxer BMW is the archetype of the classic motorcycle. The
motorcycle, which actually moved the masses, promised freedom and adventure and broader horizons in the true sense of
the word. And it did this long before most people could afford
a car. Consequently the BMW was always a – as you would
say today – premium product. That went without saying, since
BMW originated in aircraft engine construction, a field that
makes no comprises.

The R nineT resembles the archetype of the classic motorcycle
with its air-cooled Boxer and its puristic look, taking us back to
the Airhead-Boxers of the 1970-1990s last century.
The riders of both model series are united by the classic charm
and feeling of freedom that is so inseparable from the machines.
At Wunderlich we’re all unapologetic Boxer fans. So, it will
come as no surprise that we’re dedicating ourselves to the
Airhead-Boxers and the R nineT with heart and soul – to bring
these two worlds together in this catalog. What held true for
Rocky Balboa and his endeavours towards perfection applies
equally to us: A real Boxer is never finished!
On this note, we wish you plenty of Boxer-Spirit, inspiration
when reading the catalog, many creative ideas and, above all,
tremendous fun customizing your Boxer!

Sincerly yours

Erich Wunderlich                                      Frank Hoffmann
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The look and feel of Wunderlich.
Shows and events.
There are numerous opportunities to get in contact with Wunderlich. We are represented
at the most important motorcycle shows and exhibitions with our booth, where we shall
be pleased to listen and advise.
In addition, we organize various Wunderlich events, to which we

our latest concept and latest racing bikes, or you can visit our

cordially invite you to our corporate headquarter. These meet-

otherwise hermetically sealed development department as part

ings are of very different character and take place in a relaxed

of a tour, allowing you to discover the projects we are working on

atmosphere, you meet like-minded people, who speak the same

first hand. The event is not only accompanied by close partners

language. Our shop is open for you. All events give you the

from the industry, but also artists, motorbike acrobats and globe

opportunity to get to know the latest Wunderlich components

trotters, who either offer shows on the open grounds or in the

while talking to our specialists. As always, this is easy to do,

marquee or give varied and fascinating talks on various relevant

because the Wunderlich employees are passionate motorcyclists

topics such as motorbike technology and protective equipment,

themselves.

touring or even the latest manufacturing methods.

The Wunderlich »Anfahrt«. The complete
range.

There is also a colourful programme of entertainment, culminating in a party with live music on Saturday evening. Whoever
wishes can bring their tent and spend the night on the outside
grounds (registration required).

We regularly greet several thousand enthusiastic BMW bikers
at the beginning of the biking season as part of the two-day
Wunderlich »Anfahrt«. Our doors are opened to the public to
present our huge range of components, allowing you to hold our
products in your hand, feel their weight, evaluate them and gain
a favourable impression of our product expertise. We present

Youtube Link
Wunderlich »Anfahrt«
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»GS Day«. Sun, sand and knobby tyres.

where customizers present their original, individual works to be
judged by the public. The Boxer-Spirit is an event that feels like a

GS Day is when several hundred BMW GS bikers set off once a

festival.

year on their BMW Enduros – all heading towards Sinzig for the
Wunderlich rendezvous. It’s not important whether you’re arriving
with an F or R model or with an old G/S, Enduro riders are one

Biker Breakfast. Off to the Eifel.

big family. With a hearty breakfast together or the opportunity
to talk shop on the off-road course, there’s absolutely no time

We organise biker breakfasts several times a year. These are an

to get bored. The off-road training, headed by our factory rider

excellent opportunity to pay us a spontaneous visit and it’s not

and multiple German Enduro Champion Dirk Thelen, is also an

unusual for groups of riders to get together during breakfast and

integral part of the event. Visitors are often keen to listen to his

plan a tour in the beautiful Eifel region, the wild Westerwald or

demonstrations when it comes to the right riding technique on

the Rhineland. As at all events, our shop and test centre are open.

the terrain.
So, it’s certainly worthwhile heading off to meet us. We look
forward to seeing you!
Youtube Link
Wunderlich
»GS-Day«

Wunderlich Termine
Please find all relevant events and all venue dates here:

Wunderlich Boxer-Spirit. R nineT meets
airhead Boxer.

https://www.wunderlich.de/en/worldofexperience/events

This event is still in its infancy but is sure to appeal to not only
customizers among the R nineT and Airhead-Boxer riders. Food
trucks, a barber shop and rockabilly make for a lively background. Besides the obligatory marquee, there are timbered
lounges – or why not sit on one of the straw bales? The bikes are
spread across the entire grounds, which means there is always
something to look at. The highlight is the Custom bike Challenge,

Link
events and
venue dates
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Multimedia applications
We already combined analogue and digital worlds in the last

corresponding QR codes in all areas where we have provided

R nineT catalog, having extensively integrated digital media

interesting media (films, images, web links) in the catalog. You

in the content. We are doing the same in this Boxer-Spirit

can easily access the corresponding content with your smart-

catalog too. Our aim is to offer you a diverse picture along with

phone or tablet when browsing the catalog.

entertaining, supplementary information. We have indicated the

The Wunderlich slider: R nineT and Airhead-Boxer –
before and after the conversion
We have utilised a new digital technology for our concept bikes

A picture says more than a thousand words – so try out this

on our website, having developed a clear before-after illustration

QR codes:

with a so-called slider. You can move the vertical slider right or
left in the graphic with your mouse (alternatively you can move
the slider on your smartphone or tablet by touching to the right
or left of the slider) to vividly see how the machine changes from
the basic variant to the Wunderlich conversion. And back again. It
couldn’t be more impressive!
You can find all Wunderlich concept bikes here:
www.wunderlich.de/en/worldofexperience/concept-bikes

before

All Wunderlich
R nineT Videos

Wunderlich
Slider R nineT
GREEN HELL

after

All Wunderlich
concept bikes
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Wunderlich online.
Fast, clear, modern, safe! Our internet presence – WWW.WUNDERLICH.DE/EN
On our well-arranged Wunderlich website we present information and news about the motorcycle, us and our products as well as our
activities.

Wunderlich Online-Shop – https://www.wunderlich.de/shop/en/
• More than 3.700 products, detailed product information
including videos und mounting instructions

• Easy ordering process, convenient payment options,
fast delivery, 60 days return policy

• Suitable for all devices (PC, Notebook, Tablet, Smart
phone)

Wunderlich Interactive catalog
Scroll digitally, be inspired, and order online from the

View our Interactive Catalog now:

online catalog.

www.wunderlich.de/en/catalog

Wunderlich catalogs as pdf files
Simply watch online or download and browse at home or

Now use our catalogs as pdf files:

on the go and later order online or by phone.

www.wunderlich.de/en/catalog

Wunderlich Newsletter
The Wunderlich newsletter with brand new interesting

Receive our newsletter for free:

information from and about us. Whether new products

www.wunderlich.de/en/kontakt/newsletter

and developments, tips or videos, exciting promotions
and events. We’ll keep you up to date.
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The new »Wunderlich APP« will be out in
October 2018!
With the new »Wunderlich APP«, you always have everything you need on the go for an
unforgettable shopping experience – conveniently in your pocket.
Our free app offers you shopping, videos, appointments, news, photos, events and stories.
Please register here:
www.wunderlich.de/en/worldofexperience/
wunderlich-app/

And in October, download our
»Wunderlich APP« for free.

Or scan the
QR-Code:

WUNDERLICH: ABOUT US | 9
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Social Media
We want to keep our customers on all social media channels informed about our latest
products, test reports, events and stories.

FACEBOOK –

.INTERN
@WUNDERLICH
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WUNDERLICH PRO
+++ R NINET +++ R NINET +++ R NINET +++ R NINET +++ R NINET +++ R NINET +++

Crash Bar | 31741-103

Handlebar riser | 31011-001

Engine protection »Dakar« | 26820-202

Cockpit fairing »Daytona« | 30471-403

DUCT EXPERTISE!
+++ R NINET +++ R NINET +++ R NINET +++ R NINET +++ R NINET +++ R NINET +++

Valve Cover - Transparent | 35610-201

Valve cover- & cylinder protector | 35610-002

Crash pad hub cover »DoubleShock« | 42157-001

Paralever Strut »VARIO« | 26360-003

WUNDERLICH PRO
+++ AIRHEAD-BOXER +++ AIRHEAD-BOXER +++ AIRHEAD-BOXER +++

Chassis Struts | 44369-002

Starter Cover »Sport CBW« | 45111-000

Filler Cap »CbW« | 36881-702

Triple Clamp »Performance« | 44423-002/102/202/302

DUCT EXPERTISE!
+++ AIRHEAD-BOXER +++ AIRHEAD-BOXER +++ AIRHEAD-BOXER +++

Engine Label | 45110-300

Fork Label | 45110-200

Rear frame »Classic« | 44370-002

Seat »Classic« | 44371-000
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Wunderlich – complete your BMW.
We love and live motorcycling
We’ve been developing and producing high-quality accessories

We place great value on the highest standards in every respect.

for BMW motorcycles for over 33 years. Our products make

We were one of the first companies in the motorcycle indus-

riding your motorbike more comfortable, more ergonomic and

try to be certified according to the new standard DIN/EN/ISO

safer. Today, our range comprises far more than 3,700 items for

9001:2015. The processes clearly outlined therein and subse-

all current models, for models from the last two decades and

quently monitored guarantee compliance with all safety-related

the historic BMW models from the twin-valve era. Our product

provisions.

development means we’re always in tune with the times and
both our success as well as our customers confirm this. We’re

We’ve established the new »Classic by Wunderlich« brand

proud to have become established as the worldwide no. 1 for

as part of the long-term expansion of our business fields. In

high-quality BMW motor-cycle accessories. We couldn’t have

this field, we’re dedicating ourselves to all Airhead-Boxers

done it if one very special thing hadn’t driven us from the start:

from model year 1969. Whether it’s accessory or conversion

Our own passion for motorcycles and motorcycling! We’re en-

components, a new frame off build up or optimisation – are

thusiastic about what we do and we think you, our customers,

greatly committed to everything around the historic Boxer. With

can feel it. We take joy in our work. And if we can pass on even

Wunderlich MOTORSPORT, we regularly take part in endurance

just a little piece of that to you, then we’ve already achieved our

races and are the only German factory team in 2017 and 2018

goal.

to be represented successfully in the legendary Pikes Peak
International Hillclimb.

We’re consistently and constantly developing our product
range. When new BMW models are released, we often offer a

Our network of premium dealers and distributors means we

huge selection of components at the same time for ergonom-

cover Germany completely and com-petently. Our international

ics, comfort, all-round protection, design components, Wunder-

presence is continuing to grow. Through all this, we always

lich Suspension (chassis), luggage solutions, navi-gation and

place you, our customers, at the forefront. We want to provide

additional accessory components. Our development doesn’t

you with competent consultation and person-al contact part-

rest for models already established on the market either. In our

ners everywhere and offer you the opportunity to really put our

workshops we build fascinating concept bikes, including eleven

products to the test. And we’re sure that we can convince you.

R nineTs alone and several Airhead-Boxers in a classic look
with state-of-the-art technology.

Try it out!
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Erich Wunderlich. A short profile.
Erich Wunderlich is the specialist for high-quality BMW motor-

euro. We believe in the value of what we do and in what we pro-

cycle accessories. However, this wasn’t always the case. Erich

duce. A satisfied, loyal customer is more important to us than fast

Wunderlich was born in Brazil in 1963 and came to Germany at

turnover,« adds Erich Wunderlich.

the age of five. His success begins in 1985, with the technical
improvement of the Yamaha motorcycles SR and XT 500. In

With the pending move from Sinzig to the Innovationspark Rhein-

his garage at home, he developed the optimised oil supply for

land in Ringen, the outlook is great for Wunderlich GmbH’s future

the valve train of the Yamaha single-cylinder engines that were

innovations and continued growth.

produced in large numbers and soon offered them as a standard,
pre-assembled kit. This became the foundation of the business
success of Erich Wunderlich, who also happened to be finishing
his degree in business administration.
With the launch of the BMW R 100 GS, which effectively replaced
the XT 500 as the dual-sport motorcycle in Germany, he essentially repositioned his company. Since then, Wunderlich GmbH
has developed and produced only top-quality BMW motorcycle
accessories. Today’s renowned international company has grown
steadily; the first catalog had eight pages with just one hundred
products listed. Today, the product portfolio comprises over 3,700
components. The company employs over 65 staff and trains
young people in various departments.
Alongside Erich Wunderlich as managing director and owner,
Frank Hoffmann has been at the company since 2014 as a second
managing director. Meanwhile, the successor to the company
founder is Felix Wunderlich, the son of Erich Wunderlich, who has
already been well integrated into the company as an authorised
signatory and the head of Product Management and Development.
Erich Wunderlich: »In our company, all departments are very
closely connected and situated, from the Development department, to Product Management, Purchasing, Material Management, Production, Quality, Sales, Customer Service, Logistics,
Marketing, to Stores. This makes our organisation structure sleek
and efficient. Another factor of success is our employees, who
unfailingly share the passion for motorcycling with our discerning customers, and in doing so they reflect a high level of identification with the company and our products. And our customers
appreciate that.” »Furthermore,« says the second managing director Frank Hoffmann, »We are conveniently located close to the
Nürburgring, where we have always rigorously tested many new
products before adding them to our portfolio.« Hoffmann, himself
an experienced motorcycle racer, started a small racing division
in 2016, which has already successfully participated in the Pikes
Peak Race in the USA and in the Endurance Cup at Nürburgring,
class win, and ultimately was able to take part in a championship. »The passion, enthusiasm and joy of our employees are
an extremely important factor in the company and a reason to
train young people in our various departments! In addition, we
provide mentorship to trainees and for Bachelor’s and Master’s
theses.« »Our success is based on our technological innovative
strength, creativity, quality standard, customer relation and on
our international focus. It also reflects our stance of being and
remaining grounded. We value sustainability over making a quick
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A cornerstone ceremony –
the Wunderlich way.
Taking to the skies, the Wunderlich Performance Scrambler was the spectacular highlight of
the cornerstone ceremony at our new corporate headquarter in the Innovationspark Rheinland.
More than 120 guests from the worlds of politics, industry and as-

a real impression of the possibilities that our products and com-

sociations, press representatives and, last but not least, our new

ponents offer. In any case, these machines always attract a great

neighbours, were all present at the event at the invitation of our

deal of attention and recognition at the world’s major exhibitions,

two managing directors, Erich Wunderlich and Frank Hoffmann,

in printed publications, online and on social media,« added Frank

to see for themselves how construction was progressing on

Hoffmann. »What could be more fitting than considering literally

Wunderlich’s new corporate headquarters as part of the corner-

»installing« a concept bike such as this during the cornerstone

stone-laying ceremony.

ceremony?«. The bike ultimately chosen was the Wunderlich
Performance Scrambler, a man’s machine based on a BMW R 1200

Wunderlich GmbH
• Founded in 1985 by Erich Wunderlich
• Focus on the exclusive development of high-quality
components for BMW motorcycles since 1993
• Move to the Wunderlich headquarters in Sinzig in 2004

GS LC, which set standards with its performance and handling
following Wunderlich’s intervention and whose concept proves the
company’s independence and unequivocal creativity even today.
Frank Hoffmann commented: »This impressive bike even found its
way onto the covers of the most important national and international motorcycle magazines!«

• Move to the »Innovationspark Rheinland« in 2019

As part of the cornerstone ceremony and accompanied by mag-

• Divisions:

nificent music, the Wunderlich Performance Scrambler »took to

• Wunderlich

the skies« above the construction site in a specially made cham-

• Classic by Wunderlich

ber, right before the eyes of the expectant guests, before being

• Wunderlich Motorsport
• 70 employees
• 3,700 products and components
• 20,000 stock items

lowered into the foundation of the new corporate headquarters
by Erich Wunderlich, his son Felix, who is an authorized signatory
at Wunderlich, and Frank Hoffmann, much to the applause of the
audience. Once all the construction work is finally complete, the
chamber will be located in the ground of the future, generously
sized exhibition space of Wunderlich’s elaborately and sustainably
designed new headquarters, which will feature an architectural

Wunderlich has established itself as an internationally successful

highlight in the form of a cantilever administrative cube. Atmo-

company and as the worldwide specialist in production and sale

spheric lighting will then be added, and a top cover made of a

of high-quality components for BMW motorcycles. The company,

walk-on sapphire glass panel installed, so that guests and visitors

which is enjoying steady and healthy growth and employs a grow-

will be able to marvel at this one-of-a-kind machine when visiting

ing workforce, has reached the limits of the space available at its

Wunderlich’s premises in future.

current site in Sinzig and was unable to continue expanding, so
the decision was taken to build the new company headquarter in
the Innovationspark Rheinland in Grafschaft Ringen’s municipality.
Everyone came together at the construction site in glorious weather. In the shaded tent, Frank Hoffmann welcomed the numerous
guests and played host for the first part of the event, telling lots of

New Wunderlich Headquarter
• 5,000 square metres
• Innovative, sustainable building technology
• Architectural features: Cantilever cube for the
administrative departments

anecdotes which were interspersed with film sequences. Friedhelm
Münch, representative of Ahrweiler district, Achim Juchem, the
mayor of Grafschaft municipality, Reiner Brendicke, the General

The cornerstone-laying ceremony is symbolic. It stands for the

Executive Manager of the German Motorcycle Industry Association

client looking back and even more for looking towards the future.

(IVM), and Patrick Kaspari, Managing Director of the construc-

The Wunderlich Performance Scrambler is a symbol that stands

tion company Borgers GmbH, delivered welcoming speeches

for the lifeblood, passion and attitude that everyone lives and

to the guests as part of the ceremony. For the second half of the

breathes at Wunderlich. You can literally build for the future on a

event, Wunderlich had come up with something truly special:

foundation such as this.

»Our innovativeness, creativity and the pleasure we take in top
quality should be ubiquitous and perceptible in the new company

The cornerstone ceremony took place on Friday, 20 July 2018, in

headquarter and also during the cornerstone-laying ceremony,«

the Innovationspark Rheinland. Wunderlich is scheduled to move

explained Erich Wunderlich, who founded the company back in

into the new premises in 2019.

1985. »We regularly build concept bikes which give our customers

Reiner Brendicke, CEO of the German Motorcycle-Industry Association IVM, Frank Hoffmann, CEO, Erich Wunderlich, CEO, Felix Wunderlich, authorized signatory

Youtube Link
»Cornerstone
Ceremony«

Youtube Link
»Wunderlich 5.0«

Youtube Link
»Performance
Scrambler«

The flying Wunderlich Performance Scrambler

Wunderlich CEO Frank Hoffmann 			

The new Wunderlich corporate headquarters

Tense faces among the numerous guests of the Wunderlich Cornerstone Ceremony

Photo: Heinz Grates
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what does »Anständige Komponenten für
Ihre BMW.« actually mean?*
From our many customer meetings, we know that – besides good design – you attach the
utmost importance to quality, fitting accuracy, workmanship, durability along with the
utility and functionality of our products.
We often hear words like »… I need something decent and
proper«. That something is decent and proper seems no longer
a given fact today. This involves something that you always
implicitly presuppose – something reliable, something tangible,
proper, real. Something that is solid and sensible – and of course
suitable. It’s like the cheap spanner you finally replace with a
decent one after you injure yourself or the screw head tears off.
We understand what you mean! We think in the same way. We
believe in the value of what we develop and manufacture. And
we want to express this with »AnständigeKomponenten für Ihre
BMW«.
* Wunderlich‘s slogan »Anständige Komponenten für Ihre BMW.« literally translated
means »Decent components for your »BMW Motorrad« motorcycle.«

Anständige Komponenten:
Small Series. Handcrafted.
In a tension field of international markets and manual craftsmanship
Ever since Erich Wunderlich founded his company everything

standards – together with selected workshops which have been

here revolves around high quality motorcycle components. As a

working for us reliably for many years. They are all specialists,

passionate motorcyclist he always had a fine and secure feel for

just like us. These are mechanical workshops, welding technolo-

the needs of fellow motorcycle riders. Right from the start he lay

gy or plastic engineering companies as well as upholsters, just

claim to statements as innovation, quality, ergonomics, comfort,

to name a few – crafts businesses or medium-sized companies,

all round protection and security. Nothing has changed ever

most regionally based, from Westerwald, the Eifel or from the

since. Above all, however, there is the utter joy of riding which

Rhineland. Quite often they are specialists in Europe if there is

all high quality, functionally thoughtful and refined Wunderlich

no regional alternative. Craftsmen and technicians with lots of

products are made for. Dispensed from gimmicks and frills, but

experience and modern machinery, with a firm consciousness

unbreakable under normal circumstances.

for traditional grades, highest quality and precision – especially
regarding their own grades to proudly manufacture solid and

We are, however, in a field of tension – on one hand world-

sound products – our Wunderlich products.

wide renowned and perceived as specialist for high quality
BMW accessory components. Still, our products are not mass

Work steps during production of our engine protection plate are a

produced, the opposite is true – they are virtually hand made

descriptive example for our elaborate production.

by craftsmen.
Apart from knowing our customers specifications, we’d be no
Within our portfolio, the share of Wunderlich products developed

specialists if we would not steadily expand our know-how regard-

by us rises year by year. There are good reasons for it – as there

ing requirements for latest construction and production process-

is nothing comparable. Wunderlich products are the ones we de-

es. And to be honest – this is the basis of our success – customer

velop and test ourselves, produce them according to our quality

focus and our own ability and joy for innovation.

It all starts with a technical drawing

Accommodating a highly tensile aluminium sheet metal
piece at the laser cutting plant

Computer controlled laser cutting the slots of the engine protection

Reading CAD-data at laser cutting center – optimized utilization of the aluminium sheet with minimal waste

In a second step the individual segments are separated

Metal sheets with partly cut-out segments

Mounting holes of the engine protection are finished with
a countersink tool

This allows flush bolting of the engine protection from
below

Gentle deburring the engine protection plates

The final touch – by hand

Forming the engine protection on a precisely controlled
bending machine. The die is easily recognizable below,
the pressure cylinder above specifies the bending radius

Press-breaking, again needs plenty of experience with
handling the material, and some sure instinct

Controlling the correct bending angle, according to the
drawing. Only after this approval of the Wunderlich engine
protector is granted

After mechanical processing: this is the Wunderlich
engine protector, still to be anodized in black or aluminium, but that’s another story
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Anständige Komponenten:
Quality. For sure.
Once again, in July 2018, Wunderlich successfully achieved recertification of its quality management
system in line with the new DIN EN ISO 9001:2015 standard and obtained proof that it meets the particularly discerning additional requirements of the German Federal Motor Transport Authority (KBA).
Has your hand lever broken off, or has your brake cylinder burst?

The price is actually one of the first indicators that parts like these

Every motorbike rider can imagine the consequences of these

are fake. You should therefore steer well clear of obviously cheap

things happening, which in the worst-case scenario can be fatal.

»brand«-components under all circumstances. They are cheap and

Unapproved safety-related motorbike parts, which are simply

have been produced without any quality inspections. The cheap

audacious counterfeit products, are becoming an increasingly

price can only be achieved by ruthlessly skimping on the quality

frequent occurrence on the market. Brands are being blatantly

of the materials used and on the production processes, and, last

imitated, right down to the original packaging. The consequences

but not least, by a lack of consistent quality management. This

for motorbike riders simply don’t matter to the highly criminal

goes so far that the counterfeit product can even be missing key

providers. It is often impossible to find them.

technical or required structural features which ensure its function.

We stand for the very best engineering, workmanship and consistently high quality with its own products, and for everything
that is incorporated in the Made in Germany standard. Wunderlich
therefore exclusively manufactures its own components, which
can be approved, i.e. they either have a type approval (ABE), an
EC General Operating License, or a TÜV seal of approval. All the
other products in the range are not subject to the type approval
obligation. As one of the first leading companies in the motorcycle
Only with ABE (type approval): Brake and clutch levers (Item-No.: 25750-xxx)
are only available with ABE to give the rider maximum safety.

industry, Wunderlich has been certified according to the KBA-compliant standard DIN EN ISO 9001 since the beginning of the 2000s.

Also on the subject of ergonomics
and comfort, the components undergo
our strict quality checks – here:
Footrest System »VARIO« (s. page 115)

BOXER-SPIRIT
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Compliance with the safety-related provisions is thus ensured.
The certificate is a must for Wunderlich if it is to apply for the TÜV
seal of approval or for the type approval (ABE) from the KBA.
In July 2018, Wunderlich once again successfully completed the
three-year recertification (the certificate ceases to be valid without recertification) and the annual audit for the quality management system and the KBA. Both the audit and the certification
process were carried out by the independent test organization
EUROCERT, which is approved by the German Accreditation
Body.
The time and effort that Wunderlich invests in the constructive
development, type approval and permanent quality monitoring
by independent test institutes, which also have to be approved
by the German Accreditation Body (DAkkS), ensures that the
components are safe and that customers can rely on them. And

Wunderlich has again successfully completed the re-certification of its quality management system in accordance with the new DIN EN ISO 9001: 2015
and the particularly demanding requirements of the Federal Motor Transport
Authority (KBA) in July 2018.

it’s exactly that makes »Anständige Komponenten« what they are.

The time and effort that goes into all of this is naturally also

Wunderlich customers are therefore always on the safe side: first-

reflected in the price. And it has to be. But, as Sir Frederick Henry

ly, with respect to quality, secondly in terms of safety, and thirdly

Royce once said: »The quality will remain long after the price is

regarding the legality of the components.

forgotten«. And this much is also true of safety.

Our Wunderlich Paralever Strut
»VARIO« – A prime example of the
high demands placed on material and
workmanship, safety and functionality (Item-No.: 26360-003)
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Anständige Komponenten:
Responsibility and sustainability.
At Wunderlich we are committed to responsibility and respect for people and the environment.
Although we are active internationally, we remain down-to-earth

A considerable share of the electricity required for our company

and rooted in the Ahrweiler district. Economically, we make sure

is generated from renewable energy using our own photovoltaic

our products are manufactured locally, with the result that our

system. This helps us to contribute effectively towards reducing

Wunderlich products are »Made in Germany«. Compared with

the consumption of fossil fuels.

procurement in international markets, the transport routes are
short and easy to calculate, allowing us to protect the environ-

The preassembly of products, packaging orders, the processing

ment and save resources. This is bolstered by our long-standing,

of print and shipping orders to a major extent as well as upkeep

close and reliable links to partners.

of the factory grounds are assigned to an integrative institution.

We always gain an impression of the production facilities at our

We regularly train young and committed individuals. Currently

suppliers‘ locations to make sure that work there is only carried

this comprises 7 trainees in a very broad professional spectrum,

out in socially acceptable conditions. It is unacceptable for people

ranging from dual studies to commercial or logistics vocations

to be disadvantaged or exploited in conjunction with a company

through to motorcycle mechatronics. That puts our training rate

project.

at 10%!

We pay particular attention to a resource-saving use of materials,

We also regularly offer mechanical engineering students a long-

which means we supply components for replacement, wherever

term apprenticeship in our Development Department.

possible. In doing so, we play a role in reducing waste accumulation and energy consumption. When it comes to packaging, we

We take all measures to fully reinforce our social commitment

shall soon dispense with plastic packaging and switch to fully

and respect for people and nature.

recyclable packaging.
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Research and development at Wunderlich.
From the idea to the finished product – looking at the example of our Superlight rear frame
for our Pikes Peak race bike R 1200 R LC
To start with, we faced an interesting question: What will we do

We always start with gathering together all ides as part of a

with this R 1200 R LC? The goal was quite clear, however: Opti-

brainstorming session in our development department. Joining

mise the power-weight ratio so the machine would be compet-

us: Nicolas Petit, our designer. No thought is off limits. It’s the

itive at the Pikes Peak International Hill Climb. The desired goal

struggle for the best suggestions, for the best ideas. At the end of

was max. 1.35 kg/hp. There were three essential starting points for

it we get a product idea, the product concept as a result of com-

this: the engine performance had to be increased, the weight had

bining the best ideas. In the process, we integrate the expertise of

to be reduced and the suspension needed noticeable improve-

our active race and test riders, our development technicians and

ment. So, there were a whole lot of exciting challenges.

our mechanics. We had determined the following requirements in
the specifications, among others:

Alongside the recognised methods of improving performance
(optimisation of engine characteristics for ignition and injection),

• optimum integration of construction and form into the design concept of the R 1200 R/RS LC

one added complication with the Pikes Peak race is that the
course lies at an altitude of 4,301 m above sea level and the air is
thin there. Anyone who has mastered the highest recorded alpine

• radically reduced weight and thus extra light

pass, the Col de L’Iseran at 2,770 m, has some idea. From there
it’s then another 1,531 metres to reach the same altitude as Pikes

• stable, solid construction

Peak! Without elaborate precautions, the mixture is too rich due
to the lack of oxygen at high altitudes, so that is to be expected

• position suitable for racing

with significant performance losses to stuttering or death of the
engine. That’s why we’ve implemented an additional module

• ensure compliance with German TÜV through minimal
modification

that adjusts the mapping in real-time using a broadband oxygen
sensor. No easy challenge. But anyone can do easy! Furthermore,
light racing tyres played a role in handling, in particular in con-

In the next step, our designer Nicolas Petit captured multiple

junction with our fully adjustable Wunderlich Suspension.

drafts on paper until this crystallised at the end into how the tail
piece of our racing bike would actually look. He then manufac-

In addition to the meticulous enhancement of the engine output,

tured a model using the bike directly out of light, high-stability

our development department dedicated itself in particular to the

aluminium pipes and cardboard segments.

question of where weight can be saved. It made sense to use
carbon components for this purpose.

This in turn was scanned with a state-of-the-art 3D scanner, which
transfers the surface and form into the CAD system with the ut-

For participation in the Pikes Peak Race, among other things, we

most precision. The system creates a digital model of the tail and

wanted to develop a super sporty Wunderlich tail section to offer

renders it as a differentiated, three-dimensional object with re-

our customers, if it proved itself worthy. We’d like to illustrate a

alistic physical surfaces. This digital data, which is smoothed out

typical development process for you using the tail section of our

and adapted on the CAD computer, is fed by our developers into

»Superlight R 1200 R/RS LC« Pikes Peak bike.

our ultra-modern 3D printer, which produces the actual prototype
in the rapid prototyping process. Depending on the complexity

1

2
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of the parts to be printed, the printing process can take anywhere

The saving in weight alone compared to the original weight is

up to several hours. This printed prototype was then adjusted

approx. 12 kg!

to match the bike. Given the precision that we work with, only
minimal corrections are to be expected. All of the significant com-

The tail has long since proven itself and passed its harsh test

ponents of the Superlight tail frame are therefore defined and the

in the Rocky Mountains with flying colours. As one of the first

drawing data can be relayed to the manufacturing workshops: in

companies in the motorcycle industry to be certified to KBA-com-

this case, to the specialists for the detailed carbon cusp clad-

pliant standard DIN/EN/ISO 9001:2015, we guarantee compliance

ding as well as the mechanical workshops that manufacture the

with all safety-related provisions. The best quality, a fair price-per-

supporting pipe frames. For the pipe frame, high-stability pipe

formance ratio and above all the optimum safety are always at

segments are manufactured on precision pipe bending machines

the forefront for us.

required for manufacturing the rear frame. These are precision
welded in so-called welding fixtures and then tested in frame

The Superlight tail section was so well-received by our customers

gauges with respect to the permitted geometric tolerances. These

that we decided to implement our idea and include it under item

are then powder-coated.

number 44813-000 in our product range.

For the carbon cladding to be combined with the pipe frame, we

It is meticulously hand-crafted in small batches. This means a

create our own mould in which the carbon latticework is then

piece of our exciting Pikes Peak story always rides with you!

thermally hardened in a sealed, gas-tight autoclave under pressure. The result is a highly solid, rigid carbon fibre shell which is
simultaneously extremely light in its construction and has perfect
surfaces. With this, we are essentially holding the primitive form
of the carbon cladding for our Superlight tail in our hands. The
carbon shell and the precision pipe frame thus became the Superlight tail for our Pikes Peak race bike.

3

1. First ideas   |   2. 3D-Sketch   |   3. Our Pikes Peak race bike R 1200 R LC
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Invaluable! Good Ergonomics.
Naturally, BMW offers corresponding options from the factory.

sense of balance both for the motorcycle as well as for your own

But not everyone buys a new motorcycle from the factory and

body is the start and finish. If I can safely push the bike then the

our accessory solutions are known to be the even better and

feeling ON the motorcycle is totally different. Additionally, the

more ergonomic choice in some cases. Various combinations

best training for your sense of balance is using simple sports

are also a possibility.

routines and equipment. Higher footwear is perfect add-on to this
already recommendable training. For example, Daytona offers

Now, before anyone starts applying technical solutions to an

very helpful motorcycle boots with higher soles. There are no

outsized motorcycle, there are two other far less time-consuming

comparable products for riders that are too tall, folding yourself

solutions open to us. The first is as easy as it is simple: You can

up is almost impossible to train.

do a lot even with short legs if your head is in the game. A good

Doesn‘t fit? Doesn‘t exist!
We‘ve always dedicated ourselves to improving ergonomics and

raise kits, a small change with great effect. The increase not only

offer a variety of beautifully designed components that allow you

ensures a more relaxed and upright sitting position, but also

to ergonomically adapt your R nineT to your individual needs.

for significantly more freedom of movement. Useful for both

This includes our footrest systems »9T VARIO« and »VARIO«:

tall and small riders are definitely our »DAYTONA« fairing, our

Up, down and forward and backward is possible. We especially

»VINTAGE« lamp mask or our well-designed screens. Not only

recommend lowering for tall people who complain about the too

when riding with an open jet helmet, they offer excellent wind

narrow and therefore uncomfortable knee angle on the R nineT.

and rain protection, they also reduce noticeable helmet-depen-

With our unique, adjustable Paralever Strut »VARIO«, a moderate

dent aerodynamic Turbulence and minimize the often unpleasant

raise or lower is easy to do. At the same time, it offers the option

vibrations.

of setting the chassis more stable or more manoeuvrable. Our
ERGO seats are already known to be more comfortable than

If that‘s not enough for you, you have to delve deeper into the

the original. Helpful is also the ease of mounting our handlebar

technology of your motorcycle.

The best solution: The Wunderlich Suspension components
The absolute best solution for final lowering or raising is a

We have equipped our blue Offroad Urban G / S and the GREEN

high-quality suspension kit with the corresponding an adjusted

HELL, which is based on the Scrambler. Numerous photos here

shock absorber combined with fork springs or cartridge kit for

in the catalog show how much fun and joy the machines make

the Fork. Together with the chassis specialist Wilbers, we offer our

off the road! Well, there is no reason to despair and renounce the

own, high-quality product line Wunderlich Suspension. Here you

dream motorcycle, if the size is not right – we help! In this catalog

will find various high-quality suspension components that you

we have products that make life easier for motorcyclists and

can configure individually for your needs. For those of you who

riders. Of course, we advise you individually and like to explain in

want to get their R nineT in the terrain, here‘s our unique +70mm

personal conversation all possibilities.

suspension kit. Ideal for Scrambler and Urban G/S.

Wunderlich handlebar riser »ERGO«

Footrest System »VARIO«
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Wunderlich seat »ActiveKomfort Solo«

Wunderlich seat »ActiveKomfort«

Wunderlich fairing screen »G/S«

Wunderlich Suspension Shock absorber

Wunderlich adjustable brake & clutch lever »VarioLever«

Wunderlich Paralever strut »VARIO«
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Wunderlich Suspension. Sensitive response.
Best quality. Individually configurable. Fully adjustable.
Basically, a suspension is of proven technology when the wheels
stay on the ground under the worst possible conditions, maintaining contact to any surface. The sensitive response of the sus-

Thereby, our own challenging goals cover those of our ambitious

pension is dependent for the quality of the chassis components

customers who ask for a technically superb, individually configu-

and therefore the complete bike.

rable and adjustable suspension.

No need to mention that the quality of the components de-

Just in time for our common 30-year-anniversary, Wilbers Prod-

pends on the choice of materials used as well as the precision in

ucts GmbH of Nordhorn and Wunderlich decided on a wide-rang-

manufacturing and the diligence in production. This is especially

ing cooperation. Since the beginning of 2015, Wilbers as suspen-

true for chassis components. A chassis is as perfect as its rider’s

sion specialist, manufactures an independent Wunderlich product

ability to configure it to his or her individual needs. Wunderlich

line. On the other hand, Wunderlich adds the complete range of

therefore offers high quality suspension systems: perfect chassis

shocks of Adjustline, Ecoline and WESA-suspensions as well as

components providing individual configuration and adjustability.

the hyper-race steering damper and the fork spring kits with the

Our large product range includes almost any BMW model, series

corresponding shock absorber fluid. In addition, Wilbers produces

5, from 1969 up.

the

Wunderlich classic-shock-absorber, exclusively
configured for Wunderlich.

The power of a motorcycle is usually measured by its
Thus, Wunderlich customers will be sure to

size of the engine which of course is easy to com-

receive an individually manufactured chassis

prehend. Though, we at Wunderlich consider a bike’s

of typical Wunderlich Suspension design including

chassis just as important as sheer engine power. In
the seventies, at the latest, we found out that 100

special Wunderlich tuning.

hp is not worth anything if the chassis is setting the
limits instead of the engine.

Each shock absorber is produced within 5 days receiving an
individual set-up depending on its use, its load weight and seat

Today’s motorcycle frames are stiffer and better

level. After delivery to the customer, the 5-year warranty grant-

than ever. The quality of the shock absorbers and

ed by Wilbers, is assumed by Wunderlich.

forks, however, is often defined by the standards
of the calculating department of the manufacturer

In most cases, the original ESA-adjustment (at the handlebar)

without considering maximum technical possibil-

remains.

ities. In addition, the manufacturer often has to
compromise in terms of dimensioning which in
this case means: they presume an average size

If interested, we will be happy to give you all the information
you need. Please, contact us. In our Sinzig service-centre, we

rider, an average weight of rider and passenger and

take care of any kind of installation (clutch and vehicle electronics

an average weight of luggage. But, who corresponds

incl.) and maintenance of all Wunderlich suspension systems. Our

to average? Such a suspension is way too hard for

customers can count on our individuality, quality and service on

a rider of 155 lbs – even less appropriate for a small

highest level.

woman.
Our online shop allows you to configure the individual compoWhen looking at a person of 265 lbs, it is much too soft. Further-

nents to fit your model and your personal requirements.

more, there is the height of the seat which is designed according

www.wunderlich-suspension.de

to average height.
Some may say: Be happy with what you’ve got. You can’t have
everything. Contrary to the frame, however, the standard
shock-absorbing and damping elements can be exchanged with
products of even higher quality providing a better responsive
performance.
For over two decades, our development- and test-riders have
gained vast experiences on the road, cross-country and the
tracks of this world. The tests of the globetrotters – sponsored by
Wunderlich – often take place within challenging events like the
Enduro d´Agadir, the Pikes Peak Hill climb or the Bremerhaven
Road Race.

Link »Wunderlich
Suspension«
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Wunderlich Shop.
In our shop we present our versatile product range including a selection of concept bikes fully
equipped with our components. They give you an idea of all the opportunities offered by our
products and components.
All our staff members will be pleased to assist you with their

• Friendly, competent service

competence. Take our products in your hand and get a picture of

• Entire range of products and components present

their quality and performance.

• Parking spaces in front of our doors
• Advantage of short ways (Test- and Service-Center)

Shop opening hours:

• Advice, consultancy and service directly ex works

Monday to Friday:
9.30 am to 6.00 pm

Silvia Ide

Saturday:

Our Shop manager
Advises you competently and with a lot of
passion.

9.00 am to 4.00 pm (April to October)
9.00 am to 2.00 pm (November to March)

Wunderlich Test-Center.
To buy a pig in a poke? Not with us!
We firmly believe in the value of our products. That’s no coincidence: we develop ideas and manufacture our products and components carefully, and not only do we test them out thoroughly in

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

test rides but also in the attachment stage before we add them to
our range. This procedure ensures that we only offer products that
we ourselves are convinced about.
In addition to the exclusive opportunity to test the aforemenBecause of this, you can test certain Wunderlich ergonomics com-

tioned products on your own vehicle at zero risk, we’ll also give

ponents – that simply have to be right – on your own machine at

you a guarantee that’s total unique in the motorcycle industry: If

our test centre in Sinzig. This includes:

you’re not satisfied, we’ll let you return the item within 60 days of
purchase.

•

windscreens

•

VARIO deflectors

•

Ergo seats (excluding the Classic by Wunderlich seats).

•

the Classic by Wunderlich suspension struts

If you’re interested, we recommend getting in contact with our
respective employees on +49 (0)2642 9798-161 for a consultation
and to arrange an appointment if you wish.

Wunderlich Test Centre and
Service Centre opening times
Monday to Friday from 9:30 am to 5 pm
Saturday from 09:00 am to 4 pm (May to September)
Saturday from October to April on request
Kranzweiherweg 12 | D-53489 Sinzig
Telephone: +49 (0)2642 9798-161 / Fax: +49 (0)2642 9798-33
E-Mail: werkstatt@wunderlich.de

Wunderlich Service-Center.
Our competent and experienced workshop team cares metic-

and carry on after your BMW after the current state of the art.

ulously for all modification and attachment wishes regarding
your BMW. It is integrated in the product development and very

Our workshops are equipped with state-of-the-art tools and

familiar with the Wunderlich range.

dynamometers. This gives you the certainty that you can always
rely on your BMW.

Our staff is at your disposal for questions and advice. They are
excellently trained specialists who discuss your personal wishes
and your order with you. They will professionally plan the work

Our Service-Center Team.
The two specialists of the Wunderlich Service Center are there for you:
Bartolome (Tom) Oliver-Daumen

Thomas (Icke) Schumann

Technical manager customer- and test workshop
Motor vehicle technician master and certified
technician specialization automotive engineering, long-term Motorsport specialist and
professional Motorsport technician.

workshop manager
Two-wheeled master mechanic and master cutting mechanic, Specialist for vehicle structures,
cutting technics and electronics.

Wunderlich Motorsport
From the racing department of Wunderlich.

The range of successful motorsport activities of Wunderlich MOTORSPORT is enormous.
It ranges from participating in Endurance and Road Races over to the legendary Pikes
Peak International Hill Climb, the outstanding and most demanding of all mountain races
in the USA. Driving force behind the ambitious commitment are Erich Wunderlich and
Frank Hoffmann. All information and dates on:
www.wunderlich.de/en/worldofexperience/wunderlich-motorsport/
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Ex-course.
Autódromo de Sitges-Terramar.
Wunderlich photo-shoot 2018 in Spain.
Two, three years ago, we discovered a real gem while pho-

A bygone age.

to-shooting in Spain and we immediately knew we had to go
there to show our concept bikes. The Autódromo de Sitges-Terra-

The historical race track – which is designed as an oval course

mar (formerly Autódromo Nacional Sitges de Ribes) is before us

for up to 200 km/h having been built from concrete in 1922, and

– forgotten since the war, or so the story goes – slumbering like

which shows similarities to the layout of the English Brooklands

Sleeping Beauty, in gleaming light, surrounded by green nature.

track (situated south of London) or Indianapolis – today belongs
to the world’s race tracks assigned to near obscurity. Its most

We, this is the troupe of Wunderlich photo riders – by the way

prominent feature is the fearsomely steep curves, which were

predominantly Employees from different Wunderlich departments

characteristic for high-speed race tracks at that time, its counter-

– our photographers and the organization team.

parts including the Berlin Avus, Monza, to the northeast of Milan
and Linas-Montlhéry south of Paris.

When you reach this mystical place, just under one hour’s drive
southwest of Barcelona and close your eyes, you can still hear –

We’re fascinated by the former glory. Race tracks are like old

with a little imagination – the roar and clamour of the old races

motorcycles. If you receive the patina-covered, original artefacts,

and their vehicles: The great JAP twin-cylinder, Gnôme et Rhône,

you can simply preserve their noble inelegance or restore them

Motosacoche and the like. Or ERA, Bugatti, Hispano Suiza, Alfa

to a condition that is better than new but takes away their charm.

Romeo, GN or Frazer Nash.

This track certainly has charm.

Everyone is excited and keen to know how it feels if you dare to
chase through the fierce curves. A unique opportunity indeed
– but the crumbling concrete is terrifying! At the end everyone
shows pluckiness, the formation of racers roaring into the big
curve and disappearing into the woods. What remains is the buzz
– becoming ever fainter – booming out as the pack flies past the
pits, then boldly tackling the big corner again. And then they return to the old pit area, whose plaster has faded and is crumbling
like the track itself. They cannot help but express their excitement
in a multitude of words. It’s breath-taking how the machines
respond to the uneven terrain, how the handlebars bend in the
steep curve, a manoeuvre requiring you to hold on with all your
strength. And then it all came to an end! With a glint in their
eyes, everyone is overjoyed at the dare. Respect is due to the old
swashbucklers, who battled it out with rigid frame suspensions.
We were so impressed by this site that we would like to show
you a few outstanding pictures here – hoping you will share
some of our enthusiasm, still undiminished even today.
If you have the chance, visit this dilapidated gem,
Do it. Just do it!

Youtube Link
»Wunderlich
Shooting«

Youtube Link
»Autodromo
Sitges-Terramar«

Youtube Link
»Circuit de Terramar,
1923«

A REAL BOXER IS NEVER FINISHED!
ANSTÄNDIGE KOMPONENTEN FÜR IHRE R NINET.

R NINET
SCRAMBLER | PURE
URBAN G/S | RACER
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SINZIG 2011
As early as 2011 we here at Wunderlich
with our French designer, Nicolas Petit,
created a brute machine based on the
HP2 Sport which we christened SpeedCruiser.

© Copyright Wunderlich GmbH

Two years ahead:
Wunderlich SpeedCruiser vs. R nineT

The idea of a powerful Cruiser had been lurking in the minds of the Bavarians for quite some time. Again and again,
drafts and concepts had been submitted which were very well appreciated by the BMW fan community. The fact that
no action ever followed the words had been increasingly frustrating.
When comparing the two machines, it doesn‘t take much imagination to realize that the SpeedCruiser is actually
of an advanced design. Many thoughts and ideas we had, fit the R nineT perfectly: Just like on our SpeedCruiser,
the large round headlight provides a memory of historical designs. Also the shape of the hand-brushed alloy petrol
tank holding 18 litres, whose sides contain the three characteristic beads, shows significant resemblances with our
concept bike …

MUNICH 2013
In October 2013, in the ninetieth anniversary year of the BMW Motorcycle
department, Bayern finally presented the
long-awaited classic R NineT roadster.

© Copyright BMW AG
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The R nineT
Upon creating the R nineT BMW succeeded in manufacturing a

With an R nineT you have chosen a ‚good outfit‘ at all times. Its

machine with a purist concept far from their once established

presence is not based on sheer size but rather on a confident,

model range, designing a perfect addition to it.

noble nature.

The round headlamp, the black paint and of course the Boxer

The R nineT offers a large amount of
modification opportunities

engine – all these features indicate »the« classic BMW. Characteristics the R nineT is equipped with clearly prove its BMW identity
while at the same time they are acting as a tribute to the good old
Boxer and its 90-year history! Still the R nineT is no half-baked

A further aspect of the R nineT is its special frame construction

retro machine. In fact, concerning performance, chassis, safety

offering a vast number of opportunities for individual design.

and reliability it is state of the art. It was brought to life, provided

BMW airheads built between 1969 and 1996 are popular in the

with an easy-going character and born into a family of sophisti-

conversion scene for having a rear frame end which is bolted on

cated two-wheelers.

to the rest of the chassis. In a country where welding a motorcycle frame is strictly illegal thus deleting the bike’s General

After all this has been the key to the R nineT’s success. Like no

Operating Permit, a bolted rear frame is worth its weight in gold.

other machine the bike managed to express the classic attributes

When designing the machine all of this has been taken into

of motorcycle basics while still meeting contemporary standards.

account. Its rear frame end (R nineT) as well as the footrest supports (R nineT, Scrambler, Pure, Racer and Urban G/S) are bolted

Thus, it gained great recognition from those longing for a naked,

on, allowing the ability to alter the machine’s rear according to

honest, pure and decent motorcycle. Respect also came from those

one’s taste.

who only focused on classic bikes of the seventies or eighties.
The R nineT benefits vastly from its extended maintenance
intervals and warranty assets, for today’s ambitious customers
utter reliability is a significant and obvious requirement. Meeting

Our modifications, our modification
program

these demands the R nineT manages to target people who like to

Here is where our rear end variations apply. They are simply

ride a classic machine but attach a higher priority to easiness. We

bolted on to the chassis. That‘s why we start our catalog with the

are talking about a generation which no longer wants or is able to

presentation of our R nineT modifications ideas.

bother with adjustments and tune-ups related to old motorcycles
– still, their personal lifestyle includes a stylish machine by any

In addition, you will find clearly defined sections for quick orien-

means possible.

tation.
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Wunderlich Bob Job. WunderBob!
We’ve already developed 10 conversions of the R nineT at Wunderlich, so as to showcase the whole spectrum of options. An eleventh one has now been added as a result of
our Bob Job: Our Bobber is going by the name of WunderBob!
In the 1940s and 1950s, American Bobbers were characterised

solutions. Especially half-hearted retro! We devoted ourselves

by the guard of the front wheel being mounted over the rear

to the R nineT and developed a Bobber representing a con-

wheel. The front wheel was then without a fender. The rear,

temporary interpretation of the Bob Jobs of the 40s and 50s,

lower finish of the guard was frequently exposed, which the

its appearance losing nothing of the R nineT. The result was a

Americans called Bob, hence the name Bobber. The machines

Bobber, which we duly christened with the name WunderBob.

were to be more lightweight and hence more powerful by

An independent machine, which – besides outstanding design

discarding their cumbersome exterior. Added to this: a solo

– offers plenty of power

seat. In their casual, unmistakable appearance reduced to the

and unexpectedly agile

essential basics, Bobbers polarised opinions much less than

handling thanks to the

other styles, like the café racer. This may be due to its easy-going exterior with a laid-back seat position, which is transferred
to riders, lending them and their Bobber a great deal of
likeability.
That was the approach for our designer Nicolas
Petit: The Bobber was to be more powerful, more
lightweight and at the same time, emanate an air of
nonchalance. The task was demanding, as Bobbers are
usually built based on transversely installed two-cylinder V or inline engines, which offer much less structural and design restrictions owing to the spatial arrangement of the footrests alone.
Whoever knows us, knows that we
enjoy challenging tasks
and shun half-hearted

carbon rims: all the
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ingredients for an honest and reliable mate on two wheels.

will head to the EICMA 2018 in Milan. Of course, it will also be

We plan to present the Wunder Bob to the public for the first

there for all to see at the Custombike Show at the beginning of

time at the Intermot in Cologne in the autumn. After this, it

December in Bad Salzuflen.

Of course, we have provided our WunderBob with the finest ingredients*):
Design

Chassis and wheels

• Footrest system Wunderlich 9T-VARIO (Item.-Nr.: 31430-702)

• Chassis – Wunderlich Suspension 25 mm lowering

• Fender front/rear Wunderlich

Miscellaneous

• Lincense plate holder Wunderlich – Execution either swing or
low
• Black nubuk leather seat, tone in tone stitched to match the
paint set

• Handlebar Magura, fit to Bobber-Style, modified
• Finest carbon rims from BST
• Exhaust system: downpipes Remus, exhaust Speed Products
• Tyres Pirelli

• Noble dark blue, glossy paint set for fuel tank, seat carrier and
upper and lower triple clamp
• Seat frame tube black powder coated

Engine
• Performance Controller (Item-No. 29500-000)

It is planned to offer a kit. At the time of going to press, its scope
has not yet been determined.
* Final version is not yet known at the time of printing.
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R 1200 GS vs. R nineT Urban G/S
We put the R nineT off-road
With good reason the RnineT is considered BMW’s tribute to

The fact that our approved, adjustable paralever bar also allows

the beginning of G/S’s success story. The white colouration in

a variation of the wheelbase, makes the Wunderlich Urban G/S a

combination with the original BMW motorsport colours such

machine with a high fun factor, even beyond asphalt roads. Our

as the red bench seat, the protective grill for the headlight, the

21-inch front-wheel conversion (see pages 60 and 135) completes

windshield and last but not least the high fender covering the 19“

the image of the R nineT-Enduro perfectly.

front-wheel, may lead your thoughts to the legendary R 80 G/S.
The machine was introduced into the market as many as 37 years

We also offer perfect all-round protection for its current sister

ago as the forerunner model of todays R 1200 GS.

model, the G/S with our crash bars which have proven to be
effective a thousand times in practice – an equipment BMW does

Optionally equipped with knobby tires on spoke wheels and

not provide as a standard. Just like our engine protection, we

BMW enduro footpegs, the Urban GS may very well travel on

have adapted and optimized the bars for the Urban G/S as well. In

tracks beyond the paved road. Provided, the rider knows what he

connection with several other security features, the G/S receives

or she is doing.

the same all-round protection as the recent water-cooled counterpart. Just as with the Urban G/S, the active endurist may also

Off-roaders with an affinity for GS models rather choose the

enjoy a functional shift of the handlebar which enables relaxing

recent GS because of its extra spring stroke of 65 mm in the front

every-day rides and comes in handy when riding off-road. After

and an extra 60 mm in the rear as well as its shorter wheelbase.

all, it takes a low centre of gravity and a perfect control over the

Looking at all these advantages, an approximately extra weight of

machine, which as we all know, is best when riding upright.

20 kilos becomes irrelevant.
We can truly affirm that we managed to compensate for the
Though, it is a different story with the Urban G/S. Our Wunder-

deficit in off-road capability of the Urban G/S with its current

lich suspension chassis of an all-in-all extended height of 70 mm

sister model. Nothing can stop it from following the paths of the

allows an extra pitch of 20 mm in the front and a respectable 90

legendary 80 G/S. Enjoy the ride!

mm in the rear.
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Gaudi? Husky!
A new motorcycle event has been established in southern Tyrol in 2015. The event we are
talking about is »Harley and Snow«, a mountain race, a wild motorcycle spectacle originally initiated for Harley riders which is held during extreme conditions throughout the
winter period.
We participate in one of the various classes, »speed hill climb«

And so, J&H handed their wild conversion, made by Nagel

at which it is all about climbing a mountain as the fastest by only

Motors and named »HUSKY«, over to the Wunderlich workshop:

using a ski slope as race track in Ridnaun, Italy. This is more than

A monster with a long tubular swing arm, special spiked blade

challenging enough as by far not all riders manage to climb the

wheel tyres and – what else – with a complete Jekill & Hyde

first part of this slope. Therefore, teams started to create numer-

exhaust system.

ous bike conversions and specials made for those conditions and
to take part in the combat for victory. Long since the machines
no longer only consist out of clumsy and heavy American old
iron; participants are increasingly drawing upon Japanese and
European brands.
This year, we breathed ample performance into a radical conversion made for Jekill & Hyde, main sponsor of the event. This
bike only slightly reminds you of its base form, a BMW R nineT
Scrambler. For its very final finish, Wunderlich added several
refinements with their components to this bike. Matthias Holzer,
managing director of Jekill & Hyde made contact with Wunderlich´s CEO Mr. Frank Hoffmann to talk about the possibility of a
cooperation and to suggest they accept the challenge together.

R NINET | SCRAMBLER | PURE | URBAN G/S | RACER

Who at Wunderlich is predestined for unrestrained, spectacular
and fearless rides over mountains? Thilo Günther! He therefore
took up the hunt on the R nineT and impetuously set off into the
mountains. The second rider has been Roland Stocker from BMW
Motorrad. He is known as the spiritual father of the BMW
R nineT!
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Wunderlich R nineT
»DAYTONA BLACK«
Our R nineT DAYTONA is based on the R nineT model. Its black paintwork quotes the defining designing elements of the classic
BMW machine which up until 1969 had been available in any colour – as long as it was black – refined with their white, unmistakable lining all of which was applied manually using special brushes.
Our DAYTONA was named after the instrument fairing, the so-called S-type cockpit from which it was stylistically adapted. As
the first fairing ever mounted to a handlebar fitted as standard, it made its debut on the legendary R 90 in the mid-seventies.
The DAYTONA fairing combines style and protection from air vortexes and turbulence with elegant ease. The overall appearance
is emphasized by a simply beautiful humped single seat in combination with one of our various rear end designs.
The R nineT DAYTONA finished in black is equipped with our perfectly integrated components: The DAYTONA fairings available
with screens in clear or smokey grey, offered as sport or sport-touring variant are followed by our Mammut tank bag suits
which entirely round up the machine‘s classic impression. Both our valve cover and cylinder protectors blend in perfectly with
the sporty elegant appearance of our black DAYTONA. Thanks to our revolutionary VARIO Paralever bar allowing continuous
adjustment, riding dynamics and vehicle height are variable.
Further chassis options can be implemented with components from the Wunderlich suspension program ‚plug and play‘.

List of components used
• Crash bars, stainless steel | 31741-103

• Swingarm bearing cover CLASSIC-Design left,
silver anodised | 28280-201

• Injection system cover, black | 26781-002
• Gear- & brake lever extension Touring | 26240-001
• ERGO footrest relocation rider | 31430-002

• Aluminum cap for rear brake reservoir,
titanium anodised | 27070-003
• Tank bag Mammut, black | 40340-000

• Side stand surface extension, black | 32421-000

• Side bag leather (right), black | 44115-012

• Exhaust holder, black | 44201-102

• Side bag leather (left), black | 44115-002

• REMUS Hypercone Slip on, black | 44200-002

• Tail bag leather, black | 44115-102

• Rear wheel cover, Carbon | 32130-101

• Wunderlich Suspension fork conversion |
Online-configurator

• Rear end modification »LOW« | 44111-202
• Safety plate pillion seat | 44112-000
• Hub cover Tornado, titanium anodised | 34120-003
• Shaft drive crash pad DoubleShock, black | 20350-002
• Cover gearbox plug, silver anodised | 28870-001
• Security oil plug, titanium anodised | 27440-003

• Wunderlich Suspension shock absorber |
Online-configurator
• Fairing »Daytona« R nineT, black | 30471-202
• Handlebar raising kit, silver anodised | 31011-001
• Brake caliper cover, silver coated | 41980-001
• Oil cooler protection grill, black anodised| 31961-002

DAYTONA BLACK
modification
components

DAYTONA BLACK
modification
components

DAYTONA BLACK
modification
components

Presentation
DAYTONA BLACK,
SIXDAYS, CAFE
RACER

R NINET

DAYTONA
BLACK
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Wunderlich R nineT
»DAYTONA SILVER«
Whereas the black DAYTONA spreads discreet sporty elegance, the silver DAYTONA appears rather extroverted. Even though both
are fitted with our DAYTONA fairing, their appearance is definitely a different one. Its charm results from the narrowly cut front
and rear mudguards. The authenticity of the noble, brushed aluminum was maintained by not concealing it with any paint or
anodised coating. The visual traces arising by the elongation of the material are proof of high-quality craftsmanship. In the
silver DAYTONA you found a friend sticking with you through thick and thin. If the black DAYTONA is your tailor-made suit, the
silver one is your favourite leather jacket.
Here is where our meticulously finished, casual black retro luggage bags are displayed, cutting a good figure on man and machine. If you need additional storage space, the noble tank bag ‚RETRO‘ is what you‘re looking for.

List of components used:
• Paralever bar VARIO, titanium anodised | 26360-003

• Throttle valve cover, black | 26800-002

• Swingarm bearing cover Classic, black | 28290-302

• Gear- /brake lever extension Touring, silver painted |
26240-001

• ERGO rearview mirror extension, black anodised |
26100-002
• Hand protector R nineT, smoke grey | 27520-502
• Brake- /clutch fluid container cover, black anodised |
27070-202
• Handlebar raising kit, silver anodised | 31011-001
• Fairing »Daytona« R nineT, silver finished (2017-) |
30471-602

• Start number plate Set R nineT, brushed aluminum |
44851-101
• Rear brake reservoir protector, silver anodised |
26970-001
• Shaft drive crash pad DoubleShock, black | 20350-002
• Hub cover Tornado, black | 34120-002
• License plate holder Retro-Sport R nineT, VA | 38981-400

• Fairing screen Touring-Sport for fairing Trophy and
Daytona, smoke grey | 30470-222

• Rear end modification R nineT including rear light, black |
44116-002

• Fork cover R nineT, brushed aluminum | 44850-012

• Indicator kit for number plate holder, black | 36342-602

• Brake caliper protector, left & right, black | 43540-002

• Footrest lowering kit for rider, silver anodised | 31430-402

• Valve cover- & cylinder protector, black | 35610-002

• Side stand surface extension, black | 32421-202

• Crash pad vehicle axle, front, black | 42152-102

• Mudguard Classic front R nineT, brushed aluminum |
44850-000

• Oil cooler protection grill, black anodised| 31961-002
• Downpipe protector Dakar, silver painted | 26900-101
• Intake protection grill »Le Mans« black | 42751-002

• Mammut side bag black | 44115-212

R NINET

DAYTONA SILVER
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Wunderlich R nineT »CAFE RACER«
Our white, Cafe Racer style R nineT Special, was entirely built according to the personal ideas of our chief executive Frank
Hoffmann. Not only its looks make this machine a real blast, the R nineT also scores with convincing technology.
The original forks have been lengthened by 15mm while sitting lower in their yokes which raises the bike by 30mm in total.
This, in addition with the lengthened (15 mm extra) fully adjustable Wunderlich suspension unit, does not only give extra suspension travel but also improves the machine´s riding characteristics vastly.
Rear suspension unit and forks can be ordered in black as an option. The chassis itself is perfected by the adjustable Wunderlich paralever bar and the Wunderlich steering damper.
The exhaust raising unit which accommodates every aftermarket pipe as well as an OE exhaust, gives it a very tasty racer look.
With clip-ons and a humped single-seat finished in light brown leather as shown in the picture – or Alcantara as an option
– the Roadster turns into a typical sporty Café Racer. Bar-end indicators and mirrors, the MotoGadget-dashboard, various
license-plate carriers and further extras complete the wide product range for the R nineT, including complete successfully
designed makeovers.

List of components used:
• Handlebars Sport ERGO, black | 35632-002
• Brake lever, adjustable, black anodised | 25750-305
• Clutch lever, adjustable, black anodised | 25760-305
• Seat, brown, real leather | 44114-003
• LED rear light Devils Eye, black | 44114-102
• Indicator Cube, black | 44113-202
• Exhaust raising unit, black | 44201-202
• Kellermann handlebar-end indicator | 36341-102
• Valve cover protection, black| 35610-002
• Mirror arm for handlebar-end, black | 36370-002
• Mounting adapter for mirror arm, black | 36380-002
• Mirror housing Race, black | 36390-002
• Mirror clamps, (2 off), black | 21211-102
• Brake-/clutch-fluid container cover,
titanium coloured, anodised | 27040-103
• Brake-dust trap, black | 43540-002
• Intake manifold protection grill »Le Mans«,
black | 42751-002

• Motoscope mounting, for clip-on handlebar use |
44481-102
• Motoscope pro, black| 44481-000
• License plate swingarm holder, central-mounted, black |
38981-302
• Wunderlich Suspension 642 shock absorber | configurator
• Steering damper Wunderlich Suspension 875 | configurator
• Downpipes Remus, stainless steel | 44202-000
• Downpipe protection tape, graphite-coloured | 44260-102
• Axle protection pads front, black | 42149-002
• Drive shaft protection pad, black | 20350-002
• Throttle valve cover, black| 26800-002
• Security oil plug, titanium coloured, anodised | 27440-003
• Paralever bar Vario, titanium coloured, anodised |
26360-003
• Gear-/brake lever extension, silver | 26240-001
• Frame sealing plug, silver | 34130-001
• Headlight raising unit, silver anodised| 30475-001

• Oil cooler protection grill, black | 31961-002
• Side stand surface extension, black | 32421-000

Presentation
DAYTONA BLACK,
SIXDAYS,
CAFE RACER

Presentation
CAFE RACER
Special-
components 2

Presentation
CAFE RACER
Special-
components 1
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Remember the SixDays
Our interpretation of the R nineT
At »Glemseck 101«, one of the most popular bike events in Europe, we presented our Scrambler »SixDays«. The machine is now
available as a complete unit, though all parts can also be obtained individually. The Scrambler built in SixDay style is a tribute
to original BMW machines from the Seventies.
With its minimalist headlight cover, the extra spotlight mounted to the crash bar, the spoke wheels fitted with motocross tires,
and its short rear and broad endure handlebars, this Scrambler appears ready for challenging use off the beaten track. The
icing on the cake are the license plate holder, start number plates and the raised front mudguard. And of course, neither the
reliable Wunderlich engine and cooler protectors, nor the ergonomic, multi-adjustable levers for clutch and brake are lacking.
The chassis of the »SixDays«, however, proves that we are totally serious about this tribute to BMWs successful off road racers.
The multi adjustable fork cartridge in combination with the rear shock allows individual set ups awarding the R nineT-Scrambler with a perfect handling, more ground and banking freedom as well as better maneuverability on any terrain. All components are available directly from us or our dealers. The machines of our customers can be individually modified in our service
centers.

List of components used:
• Fairing screen/headlight cover Vintage,
Black Storm metallic | 30471-303

• Gear-/brake lever extension, silver anodised | 26240-001

• Handlebar-end indicators, black | 36345-102

• Wunderlich Suspension steering damper 875 |
Online-configurator

• Indicator Cube, black | 44113-202

• Brake lever, adjustable, black anodised | 25750-305

• Rear light Texas, black | 36344-002

• Clutch lever, adjustable, black anodised | 25760-305

• Rear mudguard, brushed aluminum | 44850-100

• Wunderlich Suspension 642 shock absorber |
Online-configurator

• Front mudguard, raised, R nineT,
brushed aluminum | 44850-000

• Brake-/clutch fluid container cover | 27040-103

• License plate holder for swingarm, black | 38981-302

• Auxiliary headlight, stainless steel | 30476-000

• Exhaust holder, black coated | 44201-102
• Start number plate Set, right & left | 44851-101

Other interesting components:

• Engine protection bar, black coated | 31741-102

• Valve cover protector, black anodised | 35610-002

• Engine protector, black anodised | 26820-202

• Downpipe set Remus, stainless steel | 44202-000

• Brake dust catch, right & left, black | 43540-002

• Downpipe protection tape, graphite coloured | 44260-102

• Intake protection grill »Le Mans« black | 42751-002

• Shaft drive crash pad DoubleShock, black | 20350-002

• Oil cooler protection grill, black anodised | 31961-102

• Throttle valve protection, black| 26800-002

• Side stand surface extension, black anodised | 32421-000
• Axle protection pads front, black | 42149-002
• Security oil plug, titanium coloured, anodised |
27440-003
• Paralever bar Vario, titanium coloured, anodised |
26360-003
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Wunderlich R nineT »PURE«
Nomen est Omen: Paraphrasing Leonardo da Vinci – simplicity is the highest form of perfection, or as we dare to say: less is
more. ‚The Pure‘ is the most consequently reduced R nineT even up to its paintwork. It‘s the purists‘ first choice. Our products
and components emphasize the character of the powerful roadsters. They are specially designed for ‚The Pure‘. Thus, there is
no limits set on the creativity in individualizing the R nineT.
The »LOW«, our rear end modification adds a new source of dynamics to the machine. And there is the brand new fairing screen
»SPORT« with its narrow profile offering a great plus in the reduction of air resistance.
The design for the side panel bag and the seat bag follows the principle of form follows function like all of our components.
With their weather-resistant nubuck leather of high quality and best possible processing – a material you simply want to touch
– they‘re a haptic sensation. This is yet another indication of our attention to detail. »LOW«, our customized rear end emphasizes the aerodynamic robust silhouette of the machine.

List of components used:
• Shaft drive crash pad Double Shock, black | 20350-002

• Indicator Kellermann »Micro-Rhombus«, right | 36330-100

• ERGO mirror expansion /-offset, black | 26100-002

• License plate carrier »LOW« NineT, black | 38981-002

• Gear- / brake lever extension, silver| 26240-001

• Tank bag Retro, black | 40340-202

• Throttle valve cover, black | 26800-002

• Cruise Control, black | 26160-302

• Brake-/clutch fluid container cover, titanium anodised |
27070-203

• Brake lever, adjustable, black anodised | 35700-102

• Oil cooler protection grill, black | 31961-002

• Clutch lever, adjustable, black anodised | 25760-402
• Side bag leather, left, black | 44115-002

• Brake disc protection aluminum rear, silver anodised |
27150-001

• Side bag leather, right, black | 44115-012

• Handlebar raising kit, silver anodised | 31011-001

• Paralever bar VARIO, titanium coloured, anodised |
26360-003

• Brake caliper dust trap front, left & right, black |
43540-002
• Rear end R nineT including rear light, black | 44116-102
• REMUS HYPERCONE assembly with pillion footrests
(EURO 4), Stainless steel, black| 44200-102
• Mudguard Classic front, brushed aluminum | 44850-000
• Fairing screen Sport short, smokey grey | 30472-307
• Headlight protection grill, black | 30473-002
• Indicator Kellermann »Micro-Rhombus«, left | 36330-100

• Valve cover- & cylinder protectors, black anodised |
35610-002
• Footrest lowering kit, rider, black anodised | 31430-402
• Side stand surface extension, black anodised | 32421-202
• Hub cover Tornado, black anodised | 34120-002
• Crash pad vehicle axle, front, black | 42152-102
• Intake protection grill »Le Mans« black | 42751-002
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Wunderlich R nineT »RACER«
R nineT Racer as Sports bike, Seventies style
With the launch of its R nineT Racer, BMW had created a classic sports machine entirely in the style of the Seventies. The
sportiest member of the R nineT series which now consists of five model variants, was based on the three-piece trellis frame
known from the Scrambler model. Due to its pillion, which can be disassembled, it is possible to build individual specials with
manageable effort.
The R nineT Racer is equipped with a conventional set of forks and BMW‘s paralever, and runs on alloy five-spoke wheels. As
far as the engine is concerned there are no differences between the Racer and its sister variants. The familiar powerful Boxer
with its 110 PS has merely been adjusted to Euro 4 guidelines without major effects on the unit. The eye-catching semi-fairing
with its narrow profile, behind which a sporty ambitious rider is comfortably seated on a humped single race-seat clutching
the clip-ons, embodies the flair of the seventies at its best. Needless to say that matching footpegs are offered as well. All in
all, the package seems to be a quite successful tribute to those very popular racers from the days of the oil crisis, Watergate
and Germany’s second soccer World Cup victory. On our roads, these days, ‚The Racer‘ only appears in light white, featuring a
silver frame. Its visual appearance is well rounded out with patterns in classic BMW-motorsport colours.
As you would expect from a seventies sports bike, ‚The Racer‘ is obviously a single seater. Anyone who can’t do without a pillion on his swift low level flight above John Loudon McAdams best, may order ex-works the bolted-on pillion frame, together
with a matching dual seat and a pair of pillion foot rests.
Our vast product range for the complete R nineT family holds lots of opportunities for the R nineT-Racer. With our main focus
on products concerning safety, ergonomics, design and luggage systems, we have all sorts of accessories to choose from.
Whether you need a pair of stylish side bags, a sporty-looking tank bag, our swingarm license plate mount for a free rear end
vision, or the fully adjustable paralever bar for perfect chassis tuning – any Racer friend will certainly discover just what he
had been looking for – and maybe more...

List of components used:
• Brake caliper cover set front, black anodised | 41980-102

• Oil cooler protection grill, black anodised | 31961-102

• Cover set for clutch/brake fluid container, black anodised |
27070-202

• Motogadget indicator m-Blaze left, black | 36342-202

• Brake lever, adjustable, black anodised | 35700-102
• Clutch lever, adjustable, black anodised | 25760-402
• Fairing screen »TT«, transparent | 30472-405
• Headlight cover »TT«, transparent | 45130-000
• Rear frame for solo use | 44814-000
• Rear end modification including rear light Devils Eye |
44116-002
• License plate holder Retro Sport | 38981-400
• Indicator M-Pin rear | 38983-002
• Start number plate, brushed aluminum | 44851-101
• Swingarm bearing cover Classic right, silver | 28280-201
• Security oil plug, titanium coloured, anodised | 27440-003
• Valve cover- & cylinder protectors, black anodised |
35610-002

• Motogadget indicator m-Blaze right, black | 36342-302
• Exhaust holder R nineT, black | 44201-102
• Handlebar-end mirror arm, black | 36370-002
• Rearview mirror MV4, black | 36390-002
• Adapter for handlebar-end mirror | 38480-000
• Remus Hypercone (EURO 4) titanium coloured | 44200-103
• Crash pad front wheel, black | 42152-102
• Hub cover Tornado, black | 34120-002
• Shaft drive crash pad DoubleShock, black | 20350-002
• Injection system cover, black | 26781-102
• Paralever bar VARIO, titanium coloured, anodised |
26360-003
• Wunderlich Suspension Catridge | Online-configurator
• Wunderlich Suspension shock absorber | Online-configurator
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Wunderlich R nineT »SCRAMBLER«
The Scrambler features all the characteristics of its untamed, classic predecessors: relaxed riding position, big 19-inch front
wheel, knobby tires and a characteristic high-level exhaust system. Prepared for any adventure, a (strained) long ride on a
country road as well as a relaxed detour to the beach or on green lanes.
But even the Scrambler is calling for individual modifications. Our engine crash bar and the downpipe protector as well as
our Boxer engine protector securing the collector box effectively perfectly complete the Scrambler look while providing a
high protection level for the machine. Another important means of protection are the Micro-Flooter LED auxiliary headlamps
which turn the night into day. Thanks to the paralever bar, riding dynamics and vehicle height can individually be tuned in a
moments time. Together with the noble competition numbers and hand protectors, the exceptional vintage headlamp cover
inevitably recalls memories of the legendary SixDays. Wunderlich rear end modification »SWING«.

List of components used:
• Axle protector pads, front, black | 42149-102
• Exhaust valve control protector, black anodised |
26930-002

• Rear end modification, with integrated rear light, black |
44116-002
• License plate holder »SWING«, black | 38981-302

• Injection system cover, black | 26781-102

• Rear aluminum mudguard, brushed aluminum | 44850-500

• Brake caliper cover, black | 41980-102

• Indicator kit »M-Pin« rear, black | 36342-602

• Engine protector Dakar, black | 26820-202

• Front aluminum mudguard, with fork stabiliser,
brushed aluminum | 44850-410

• Downpipe protector | 26900-101
• Oil cooler protection grill black anodised | 31961-102
• Intake protection grill »Le Mans« black | 42751-002
• Hand protector Clear Protect | 27520-501
• Side stand surface extension, black | 32421-202
• Headlight cover »VINTAGE« R nineT | 30471-501

• Start number plate, brushed aluminum | 44851-101
(special paintwork)
• Security oil plug, titanium coloured, anodised | 27440-003
• Swingarm bearing cover left, black | 28290-302
• Brake-/clutch fluid container cover, black | 27070-202

• Rear view mirror Montana, black | 44450-002

• Brake fluid container cover rear, silver anodised |
27070-001

• LED auxiliary headlight Micro-Flooter | 30476-102

• Gearbox plug, silver anodised | 28870-001

• Petrol tank pad Set, 3-piece, black | 32561-002

• Paralever bar VARIO, titanium coloured, anodised |
26360-003

• Kellermann handlebar-end indicator, black | 36341-102
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»GREEN HELL«
Our interpretation of the R nineT Scrambler
It’s not only the looks of our latest R nineT-Scrambler variant that differs from the original. The model named »Green Hell« has
been equipped with various technical highlights.
Apart from the obvious short rear end modification with integrated rear light, license plate carrier and beautiful brushed aluminum mudguards, this model includes a completely adjustable chassis. The Wunderlich suspension shock and cartridge kit not
only gives our agile Scrambler more height but also upgrades the riding characteristics significantly. All of this is supported by
the paralever bar which is likewise adjustable.
Behind the nostalgic vintage style headlight cover with its short yellow screen, a perfect riding position is granted thanks to
the enduro-suited SixDays handlebar which allows for alteration according to the rider’s size. Adjustable levers offer comfort
to hands and shifter foot. Stylish retro luggage solutions hold all touring gear while the racing number plate of smoothly
gleaming aluminum provides an attractive look. Safety, actively and passively implemented, as part of our centre of competence is shaping the appearance of the »Green Hell«. Crash bars and pads, downpipe protectors and engine skid plates make
the Scrambler – to some extent – indestructible«. Auxiliary headlights allow optimal visibility. It goes without saying that the
product range for the Green Hell will be extended in the same way as for all recent BMW motorcycles.

List of components used:
• Axle protection pads, front, black | 42149-102

• Indicator kit »M-Pin« rear, black | 36342-602

• Exhaust valve control protection, black | 26930-002

• Aluminum front mudguard with fork stabiliser,
brushed aluminum | 44850-410

• Cover for fuel injection system, black | 26781-102
• Brake caliper cover, front, black | 41980-102
• Engine protector Dakar, black | 26820-202
• Downpipe protector | 26900-101
• Oil cooler protection grill, black | 31961-102
• Intake grill »Le Mans« | 42751-002
• Hand protector Clear Protect | 27520-501

• Aluminum start number plate, Set, brushed aluminum |
44851-101
• Petrol tank cap adapter, aluminum | 36881-600
• Petrol tank cap Monza | 36881-000
• Security oil plug, titanium coloured, anodised | 27440-003
• Swingarm bearing cover left, black anodised | 28290-302

• Side stand surface extension, black anodised | 32421-202

• Brake-/clutch fluid container cover, black anodised |
27070-202

• Headlight cover »VINTAGE« | 30471-501

• Brake container cover rear, silver anodised | 27070-001

• Rear view mirror Montana, black | 44450-002

• Gearbox plug, silver anodised | 28870-001

• LED auxiliary headlight Micro-Flooter, black | 30476-102

• Paralever bar VARIO, titanium coloured, anodised |
26360-003

• Petrol tank pad set 3 pieces, black | 3256 1-002
• Kellermann bar-end indicator, black | 36341-102
• Rear end modification, with integrated rear light, black |
44116-002
• License plate holder Retro-Sport, stainless steel |
38981-400
• Aluminum mudguard, rear, brushed aluminum | 44850-500

• Mammut Side bag, brown | 44115-202
• 21” front wheel conversion | 44121-000
• Wunderlich Suspension chassis raising kit 70mm |
Online-configurator
• Hand protectors Clear Protect | 27520-501
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Our Urban G/S – ready for dust and dirt
We prepare the R nineT Urban G/S for proper off road use
Our modification proves it: The dark blue Urban G/S is an eye-catcher – but we don’t restrict ourselves to just altering its
paintwork. Due to our Wunderlich raised suspension chassis (by 70 mm) and the proven adjustable paralever bar, the G/S is
transformed into a machine, fun to ride, not only on tarmac. The knobby tires are by no means fancy attachments.
When the going gets tough, our G/S Scrambler gets going. Both machine and rider are properly protected with our crash bars
finished in vehicle colour, complemented by the dark hand protectors and various other safety items from our vast product
range.
By the way – another contribution to safety for the single seat rider is a practical carrier behind his back, styled in memory of
bygone twin cylinder days. The small rear mudguard and the perfectly suited headlight cover are of convincing functionality
just like the painted competition number plates and a large variety of our other well designed components.

List of components used:
• Fairing screen »G/S«, smokey grey | 45140-002

• Luggage Rack R nineT, black | 31742-302

• Shaft drive crash pad DoubleShock, black | 20350-002

• Oil cooler protection grill, black anodised | 31961-102

• Clutch lever, adjustable, black anodised | 25760-402

• Side stand surface extension, black | 32421-202

• Brake lever, adjustable, black anodised | 35700-102

• Swingarm bearing cover Classic, black anodised |
28290-302

• Cruise Control, black anodised | 26160-302
• Gear-/brake lever extension, silver anodised | 26230-001

• Paralever cover, silver anodised 34130-001

• Brake lever extension silver anodised | 26232-001

• Indicator set for license plate holder »SWING«, black |
36342-602

• Paralever bar VARIO, titanium coloured anodised |
26360-003

• Brake caliper cover set, front, black | 41980-102

• Injection system cover set, black | 26781-102
• Engine protector Dakar, black | 26820-202

• Crash pad front wheel, black | 42149-102
• Intake protection grill »Le Mans« black | 42751-002

• Downpipe protector Dakar | 26900-202

• Indicator protection bracket set, short, front, black |
42841-102

• Exhaust valve control protector, black anodised |
26930-002

• Seat »AKTIVKOMFORT« black | 44118-102

• Brake fluid container protector, rear, black | 26970-002
• Brake- | clutch fluid container cover, black anodised |
27070-202

• Start number plate set, brushed aluminum | 44851-101
• REMUS HYPERCONE (EURO 4), VA black | 44200-202
• Hub cover Tornado, black anodised | 34120-002

• Security oil plug, titanium coloured, anodised | 27440-003

• Rear view mirror Montana, black | 44450-002

• Hand protector, smokey grey | 27520-502

• Wunderlich Suspension chassis raising kit 70mm |
Online-configurator

• Mudguard including rear light »ENDURO« | 27761-001
• Gearbox plug cover, silver anodised | 28870-001
• Auxiliary headlight SixDays Ø155mm, stainless steel |
30476-000
• Handlebar raising kit, silver anodised | 31011-001
• Engine protection bar, black | 31741-102

YouTube Link
»Urban G/S«
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Our urban G/S
In order to equip the Urban G/S – the most off road-suitable R nineT version – we are able to offer an extensive range of
products. However, this is by no means limited to the machine’s visual appearance. We also offer an adjustable paralever bar
and a Wunderlich suspension chassis – infinitely variable – raising the height up to 70mm. Crash bars and engine protectors
for the Boxer unit, downpipe and cooler protection as well as various crash pads and skid items keep the urban G/S save from
bad damages, should the worst happen.
With an intense focus on seating comfort we developed the »AKTIVKOMFORT« seat. It is built up using an utterly new shell as
well as a new base, finished in black or in its original shade of orange. In conjunction with a raised handlebar and various ergonomic supplements it guarantees an extremely relaxed riding position which tremendously increases comfort for long-distance rides on the G/S.
The design of our rear »ENDURO« mudguard is very appealing: The white protection perfectly suits the style of the latest
R nineT version, securely keeping whirled-up dust from the back wheel away from rider and pillion.
Competition number plate, attractive luggage solutions, white hand protectors and other sensible accessories to fit the Urban
G/S round out our range. These items turn the Urban G/S into an ideal touring machine, a worthy successor of the old R 80 G/S.

List of components used:
• Shaft drive crash pad DoubleShock, black | 20350-002

• Oil cooler protection grill, black | 31961-102

• Clutch lever, adjustable, black anodised | 25760-402

• Side stand surface extension, black anodised | 32421-202

• Brake lever, adjustable, black anodised | 35700-102

• Swingarm bearing cover Classic left, black | 28290-302

• Gear-/brake lever extension, silver anodised | 26230-001

• Tank bag Retro, black | 40340-202

• Brake lever extension, silver anodised | 26232-001

• Brake caliper cover set front, black | 41980-102

• Injection system cover set, black | 26781-102

• Crash pad front wheel, black | 42149-102

• Engine protector Dakar, black anodised | 26820-202

• Intake protection grill »Le Mans« black | 42751-002

• Downpipe protector Dakar | 26900-101

• Indicator protection bracket set, short, front, black |
42841-102

• Exhaust valve control protector, black anodised |
26930-002
• Brake- | clutch fluid container cover, black anodised |
27070-202
• Security oil plug, titanium coloured anodised |
27440-003
• Hand protector, white | 27520-503
• Mudguard, including rear light | 27761-001
• Gearbox plug cover, silver anodised | 28870-001

• Start number plate Set R nineT, brushed aluminum |
44851-101
• Engine protection bar, black | 31741-102
• Downpipe protector | 26900-101
• »MAMMUT« side bag, black | 44115-212
• Seat »AKTIVKOMFORT« black one piece | 44118-002
• Auxiliary headlight SixDays Ø155mm, stainless steel |
30476-000

• Handlebar raising kit, silver anodised | 31011-001

Youtube Link
»Urbane G/S«
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OUR R NINET REAR END CONVERSIONS
S. 70 – S. 85

REAR END CONVERSION »ENDURO«
–
LUGGAGE RACK »RALLYE«
–
REAR END CONVERSION »LOW«
–
REAR END CONVERSION »SPORT«
–
REAR END CONVERSION »SWING«
–
REAR END CONVERSION »SIXDAYS 2«
–
REAR END CONVERSION »SIXDAYS«
–
FRONT MUDGUARD »SIXDAYS«
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WUNDERLICH
REAR END CONVERSION »ENDURO«
Fender made out of sheer passion for good design. Combines
classic design features from the 80s sports-modified G/S with upto-date material technology and minimal LED light technology.
• With this rear end the R nineT merges to a design unit made as
from a single mould
• Can be combined with single seats, one-piece seat or rider seat
plus pillion carrier
• Made from deep-drawn, fiber-reinforced plastics
• Special developed number plate luggage rack can be combined
with all other license plate carriers
• Available with rear light or without (for use of e.g. Kellermann
indicators carrying integrated brake-/rear light units)
• 5 years warranty
• Made in Germany
• Plug & play – all electrical connections have proper plugs/adapters – no soldering /damaging of wiring harness necessary
• Shown accessory parts might not be included in purchase
objects
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Fender including rear light
unpainted

Item-No.: 27761-000

Monolith metallic matt painted

Item-No.: 27761-002

Lightwhite painted

Item-No.: 27761-001

Fender including rear light without pillion footrest
unpainted

Item-No.: 27761-200

Fender without rear light with pillion footrest
unpainted

Item-No.: 27761-100

Monolith metallic matt painted

Item-No.: 27761-102

Lightwhite painted

Item-No.: 27761-101

OPTIONS
License plate carrier »ENDURO«
black

Item-No.: 38981-502*

License plate carrier »SWING«
black

Item-No.: 38981-302

Indicators Kellermann »MICRO RHOMBUS«
black / rear left / piece

Item-No.: 36330-100

black / rear right / piece

Item-No.: 36330-000

Indicators Motogadget »M-PIN« with bracket
black

Item-No.: 38983-002

* Scope of delivery: License plate holder including plate illumination and bracket for
original indicator
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License plate carrier »ENDURO« combined with original indicators

License plate carrier »SWING« combined with original indicators

License plate carrier »ENDURO« combined with Kellermann
»MICRO RHOMBUS« indicators

License plate carrier »SWING« combined with Kellermann
»MICRO RHOMBUS« indicators

License plate carrier »ENDURO« combinded with Motogadget
»M-PIN« indicators
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WUNDERLICH
PILLION LUGGAGE RACK »RALLYE«
This luggage rack is the perfect solution for all solo riders to fit
their luggage to attain a low centre of gravity. With this item not
only, a lot more luggage can be accommodated, it also moves
forward so the machine is easier to handle resulting in a more
comfortable ride.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strong, powder coated precision tube
Firm, reliable fit
Elaborate, multi-part design
Useful rigging opportunities
Spot-on Custom-fit to rider seat
Fits all original seats as well as our »AktivKomfort« seat and all
mudguard variants
Quick refitting of pillion seat due to easy disassembly
Including complete attachment kit and frame cover plate
5 years warranty
Made in Germany
For all NineT with single seats or separately obtained Wunderlich
mudguard »ENDURO«

For all R NineT with single seats or separately purchased Wunderlich fender
»Enduro«

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

All R nineT with single seats
black / with pillion frame		

Item-No.: 31742-302

black / without pillion frame		

Item-No.: 31742-402
At rear end Conversion »ENDURO«

REAR BAG »LEATHER «
•
•
•
•
•
•

High quality, stylish leather bag
In layout and design perfectly to the R nineT
Robust Nubuk suede leather, surface has fine, velvet-like character
Simple and securely leather loop attachment to the pillion seat
Concealed, circumferential zipper with catch
Outer dimensions: W/L/H = 22cm/27cm/10cm

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Rear bag »LEATHER«
black		

Item-No.: 44115-102

REAR BAG »MAMMUT«
• Suits pillion luggage rack »Rallye« (Item-No.: 31742-302/-402)
• Thanks to universal fastening opportunities usable on nearly
every luggage carrier
• Reliable mounting with strong leather loops and two tightly
stitched high-quality leather belts
• Applications from real leather emphasize the high value
• Outer dimensions: Width/length/height = 28 cm/29 cm/15 cm
• Volume approx. 7 litres
• Tightly stitched, water-proof inner bag with zip
• Detachable cover additionally fixed with two Velcro straps
• Abrasion-resistant base

Rear bag »LEATHER«

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Rear bag »MAMMUT«
black		

Item-No.: 44119-002

brown		

Item-No.: 44119-004

khaki		

Item-No.: 44119-005
Rear bag »MAMMUT«

At original rear end
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WUNDERLICH REAR END CONVERSION »LOW«
Free view to tire and uncompromising retro style.

License plate carrier »LOW« – electropolished

• Light stainless steel number plate holder, reduced to the bare
essentials, mounted directly on cardan shaft drive
• Aluminium number plate holder side-adjustable on its base
support (closer or further/away from wheel)
• Number plate adjustable in height by slotted holes
• Drilling for number plate as original (no additional holes necessary)
• Mounting of rear light/indicator holder (under seat) covers complete gap of seat bottom
• Indicator holder is side-adjustable with easy-to-move slides
• Indicators with two mounting possibilities referring to vehicle
axle
• Combinable with all original indicators (Standard & LED or
Kellermann items)
• Pillion- seat/rear hump mounting as original
• Including e-approved reflector
• Contains flat LED illumination
• Plug & play – all electrical connections have proper plugs/adapters – no soldering /damaging of wiring harness necessary
• TÜV-free (e-approved – registration not required)

Scope of supply: Base luggage rackunder seat, two indicator
positions possible (adjustable for width and vehicle axle),
number plate holder, LED-number plate illumination, Cateye/
-holder and complete assembly kit.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!
Distance to wheel/shaft adjustable
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CHOOSE YOUR REAR LIGHT FOR THE REAR END CONVERSION »LOW«
BRACKET FOR ORIGINAL REAR / BRAKE COMBINATION
Fits original Dual seat (not for original humped seat)
R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black/titan		

Item-No.: 44111-002

REAR END-/BRAKE COMBINATION »STRIPE«
Fits original Dual seat and original humped seat
R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black/titan		

Item-No.: 44111-102

REAR END-/BRAKE COMBINATION »DEVILS-EYE«
Fits original Dual seat and original humped seat
R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black/titan		

Item-No.: 44111-202

KELLERMANN REAR END-/BRAKE COMBINATION »MICRO RHOMBUS«
Fits original Dual seat and original humped seat
R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black/titan		

Item-No.: 44111-602
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WUNDERLICH
REAR END CONVERSION »SPORT«
Light, delicate and noble – as opposed to the protruding
original item.
The new R nineT started off as a puristic Retro-Boxer so the
bulky original luggage rack might not fit the overall concept.
• Light stainless steel number plate holder, reduced to the bare
essentials
• Adjustable angle
• Number plate adjustable in height by slotted holes
• Indicator holders are side-adjustable with easy movable slides
• Indicators with two mounting possibilities referring to vehicle
axle
• Drilling for number plate as original (no additional holes necessary)
• Positive-locking, light bracket to suit original rear light, with
blurred transition to seat
• Mounting of rear light/indicator holder (under seat) covers complete gap of seat bottom
• Laser cut, coated aluminium
• Combinable with all original indicators (Standard & LED)
• Pillion seat mounting as original
• Including e-approved reflector (also adjustable in height)
• TÜV-free (e-approved – registration not required)
• Plug & play – all electrical connections have proper plugs/adapters – no soldering /damaging of wiring harness necessary

Scope of supply: Base luggage rackunder seat with two possible indicator positions, rear light at customer’s option, number
plate holder, rear light luggage rack with positive-locking transition to seat, cat eye and carrier.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Adjustable angle for license
plate

Indicator can be pulled in / out and mounted in two positions
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CHOOSE YOUR REAR LIGHT FOR THE REAR END CONVERSION »SPORT«
BRACKET FOR ORIGINAL REAR / BRAKE COMBINATION
Fits original Dual seat (not for original humped seat)
R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 44111-302

REAR END-/BRAKE COMBINATION »STRIPE«
Fits original Dual seat and original humped seat
R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black/titan		

Item-No.: 44111-402

REAR END-/BRAKE COMBINATION »DEVILS-EYE«
Fits original Dual seat and original humped seat
R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black/titan		

Item-No.: 44111-502

KELLERMANN REAR END-/BRAKE COMBINATION »MICRO RHOMBUS«
Fits original Dual seat and original humped seat
R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black/titan		

Item-No.: 44111-702
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WUNDERLICH REAR END CONVERSION »SWING«
Subtle, light number plate holder, suits the sporty lines of the Roadster perfectly, leaving an exposed vision on rear wheel.

Scope of supply: Base luggage rack under seat with two possible indicator positions (adjustable in width and to vehicle axle),
number plate carrier, LED number plate illumination, cat eye,
carrier, and complete assembly kit.
•
•
•
•

Combinable with knobby tires as well as size 180/190
Robust, powder coated design made from stainless steel
License plate itself is adjustable in height and angle
Plug & play – all electrical connections have proper plugs/adapters – no soldering /damaging of wiring harness necessary
• LED number plate illumination can be assembled from top or
side
• Tubes make wire routing invisible
• TÜV-free (e-approved – registration not required)
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

Adjustable angle
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CHOOSE YOUR REAR LIGHT FOR THE REAR END CONVERSION »SWING«
BRACKET FOR ORIGINAL REAR / BRAKE COMBINATION
Fits original Dual seat (not for original humped seat)
R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 44111-012

REAR END-/BRAKE COMBINATION »STRIPE«
Fits original Dual seat and original humped seat
R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 44111-112

REAR END-/BRAKE COMBINATION »DEVILS-EYE«
Fits original Dual seat and original humped seat
R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 44111-212

KELLERMANN REAR END-/BRAKE COMBINATION »MICRO RHOMBUS«
Fits original Dual seat and original humped seat
R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 44111-612
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WUNDERLICH
REAR END CONVERSION »SIXDAYS 2«
A newly developed item for all R nineT models. It contains an
elaborately bend and processed frame rear end, optional with
or without rear/ brake light unit. This elegantly shaped rear
end to fit the R nineT comprises a frame end piece which is a
perfect fit with its conical adapter and easy to assemble. The expensively manufactured sheet metal cover plate is an exact and
discreet fit under the seat. Accurate manufacturing assures an
easy assembly of this cover plate – all drill holes for mudguard
assembly are already present.
• Rear end with inner cover, optional with or without rear-/brake
light unit
• Easy assembly of the rear end piece, as it simply has to be
pushed inside the tubular ends of the rest mounting and finally
just needs fastening on the rear frame.
• Due to accurate manufacturing the joint to the tubular ends of
the rest mountings is hardly noticeable
• Adapter for all machines without pillion footrest mounts available
• Optional: brushed aluminium mudguard and/or number plate
holder »SWING« or »RETRO SPORT«
• Inner cover has already been drilled to take the mudguard
• Indicator mounts combinable with all original indicator types
(Standard & LED)
• Plug & play – all electrical connections have proper plugs/adapters
– no soldering /damaging of wiring harness necessary
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Rear end Conversion without integrated rear light bracket
black 		

Item-No.: 44116-102

Rear end Conversion with integrated rear light »DEVILS-EYE«
Item-No.: 44116-002

black 		

OPTIONS
License plate carrier »SWING«
black

Item-No.: 38981-302*

License plate carrier »RETRO SPORT«
black/silver

Item-No.: 38981-400*

Adapter for all machines without pillion footrest mounts
The adapter makes it possible to mount the »SIXDAYS 2« rear
end Conversion on R nineT models with missing / disassembled
pillion footrest carrier. The structure consists of two precisely
bent stainless steel tubes, which are connected by a stainless
steel sheet and record the contours and the course of the seat /
humped seat. The adapter and the rear end »SIXDAYS 2« visually
merge into one unit and close the rear of the R nineT clean.
black

Item-No.: 44814-000

Rear mudguard
silver

Item-No.: 44850-500

black

Item-No.: 44850-502

Indicators Kellermann »MICRO RHOMBUS«
black / rear left / piece

Item-No.: 36330-100**

black / rear right / piece

Item-No.: 36330-000**
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Rear end Conversion with integrated rear light »DEVILS-EYE« with license plate
carrier »RETRO SPORT« in conjunction with original indicator set and aluminium
mudguard

Rear end Conversion with integrated rear light »DEVILS-EYE« with license
plate carrier »RETRO SPORT« combined with original indicators and aluminium
mudguard

Rear end Conversion with integrated rear light »DEVILS-EYE« with number plate
holder »RETRO SPORT« combined with Kellermann indicators »M-PIN« and
aluminium mudguard

Rear end Conversion without rear light unit with license plate carrier »RETRO
SPORT« in conjunction with rear-/brake-/indicator combination Kellermann
»MICRO RHOMBUS«

Indicators Motogadget »M-PIN« with bracket
Indicator set »M-PIN«		

Item-No.: 38983-002

Matching resistance
Piece

Item-No.: 38910-000

* including reflector & license plate illumination / ** please order matching resistor

Rear end Conversion without rear light unit with license plate carrier »SWING«
in conjunction with rear-/brake-/indicator combination Kellermann »MICRO
RHOMBUS«

Adapter for rear end Conversion ItemNo.: 44814-000 combined with rear end
Conversion with integrated rear light
»DEVILS-EYE« Item-No.: 44116-002 for a
clean transition at the rear of all R nineT
without pillion footrest carrier
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WUNDERLICH
REAR END CONVERSION »SIXDAYS«

1

Robust but still light mudguard made from brushed aluminium.
The noble and distinctive mudguard is held by a black coated
tubular fixing bracket and clamping, assembly is very easy.
Combinable either with our own rear light or another one you
pick – that’s why we dare not to drill the mounting fixture.
• Combinable with number plate holder »LOW« or »SWING«
• Including e-approved Reflector

Scope of supply: coated tubular carrier, hand-build aluminium
mudguard, machined aluminium junction to fit original seat,
wiring kit for rear light and assembly kit
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (-2016)

1 Rear end Conversion
black		

Item-No.: 44850-100

2 License plate carrier »LOW«
black		
Machined from billet aluminium

Indicator set »M-PIN«

3 License plate carrier »SWING«
black		

2

3

Item-No.: 38981-002

Item-No.: 38981-302

Accessories
Indicator set »M-PIN«		

Item-No.: 38983-002

Rear light		

Item-No.: 36344-002

Mounting video
»SIXDAYS«
rear mudguard
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WUNDERLICH
FRONT MUDGUARD »SIXDAYS«
It‘s definitely a real eye-catcher – our short, beautiful front
mudguard made out of brushed aluminium. It gives the R nineT
a new, distinctive front design. In its high version the noble
mudguard is bolted to the headlight bracket with two anodized
mounts. The low-mount version is fixed at the original supports
with a black coated tubular bracket. Light, but utterly stable.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT
silver / high		

Item-No.: 44850-000

silver / low		

Item-No.: 44850-010

Image incl. Fork tube-/ bracket cover
(here black coated)

Scrambler | Urban G/S (including new fork stabilizer)
silver / low		

Item-No.: 44850-410

black / low		

Item-No.: 44850-412

Fork tube-/ bracket cover
silver		

Item-No.: 44850-012

R nineT Scrambler low
Fork tube-/ bracket cover

R nineT mudguard high

R nineT Scrambler including new fork
stabilizer
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FAIRING / SCREENS
S. 83 – S. 89

FAIRING »DAYTONA«
FAIRING »VINTAGE«
FAIRING SCREEN »G/S«
SPORTS SCREEN »SPEED«
TOURING SCREEN »70TH-ROADSTER«
FAIRING SCREEN »TT«
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WUNDERLICH FAIRING »DAYTONA«
The classic following the legendary R 90 S. Please order screen
separately!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Turns your R nineT into a real Retro classic machine
Gives even relief of upper body and head
High cruising speeds possible
Optional sports- or touring screen
Light, undestructable ABS plastics
Through-dyed white or in hand-painted original colour
Pre-finished complete kit
Easy assembly
Includes type-approval

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (2017-)
Monolith metallic matt – all images on this page show the screen »Sport«

unpainted		

Item-No.: 30471-601

Blackstorm metallic painted		

Item-No.: 30471-602

Slash-Lined painted		

Item-No.: 30471-604

silver painted		

Item-No.: 30471-605

R nineT (-2016)
unpainted		

Item-No.: 30471-201

Blackstorm metallic painted		

Item-No.: 30471-202

Slash-Lined painted		

Item-No.: 30471-204

Scrambler
unpainted 		

Item-No.: 30471-401

Monolith metallic matt painted		

Item-No.: 30471-403

Pure

Slash-lined – has lining styled as line models

R nineT Scrambler

More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages

unpainted		

Item-No.: 30471-401

catalano-grey painted		

Item-No.: 30471-414
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WUNDERLICH FAIRING SCREENS
FOR FAIRING »DAYTONA«
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Sport
This harmonic fairing has a perfectly matched sports screen
giving an even wind stream and perfect protection. Colour:
smoke tinted. Including type approval.
R nineT | Pure | Scrambler
smoke tinted / »Sport«		

Item-No.: 30470-212

Touring-Sport
Made from original moulding of the popular R90/100S- touring
screen! Screen drawn further back and heightened for extra
touring comfort. Can be retrofitted to already obtained fairing
types – first choice for long-distance riders – colour: smoke
tinted. Including type approval.

»Touing-Sport«

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler
smoke tinted / »Touring-Sport«		

Item-No.: 30470-222

»Sport«
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WUNDERLICH
FAIRING »VINTAGE«
This minimalistic headlight mask presents the ideal compromise between fairing and naked Roadster feeling. Its Retro-Design
supplements the R nineT front in an ideal way, caring for a
noticable decrease of wind pressure, especially at constantly
high cruising speeds. Light and virtually undestructable ABS
plastics. Easy assembly. Please order screen separately – includes type-approval.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (2017-)
unpainted		

Item-No.: 30471-705

Blackstorm metallic painted		

Item-No.: 30471-702

silver painted		

Item-No.: 30471-701

R nineT (-2016)
unpainted

unpainted		

Item-No.: 30471-304

Blackstorm metallic painted		

Item-No.: 30471-305

Pure
unpainted		

Item-No.: 30471-501

catalano-grey painted		

Item-No.: 30471-504

Scrambler
unpainted		

Item-No.: 30471-501

Monolith metallic matt painted		

Item-No.: 30471-503

Suitable screens to fit
R nineT | Pure | Scrambler

transparent

smoke tinted

transparent		

Item-No.: 30471-301

smoke tinted		

Item-No.: 30471-302

yellow		

Item-No.: 30471-303

yellow

Monolith metallic matt
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WUNDERLICH
FAIRING SCREEN »G/S«
We turn the Urban G/S into the best G/S ever. Classic design
vocabulary meets modern aerodynamics.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thorough protective effect despite compact dimensions
Free of turbulence
Effective tear-off edge
Optical clear (full perspective) material, 5 mm thickness
All kerbs rounded- off and polished so no disturbing edge
protection
Scratch-resistant and break-proof
Easy fit
Complete kit with all accessories
Includes type approval

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Urban G/S
transparent		

Item-No.: 45140-001

smoke tinted		

Item-No.: 45140-002
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WUNDERLICH
SPORTS SCREEN »SPEED«
Compact, sporty but still effective.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

R nineT

Thorough protective effect despite compact dimensions
Turbulence free
Inclination and height adjustable (R nineT only)
Optical clear (full perspective) material, 5 mm thickness
All kerbs rounded- off and polished so no disturbing edge
protection
Scratch-resistant and break-proof
Easy fit
Complete kit with all accessories
Includes type-approval

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (Height: 265 mm)
smoke		

Item-No.: 30472-207

Pure | Scrambler (Height: 265 mm)
smoke		

Item-No.: 30472-307*

* fitting without original tachometer

R nineT

R nineT

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

Pure

Pure

Pure
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WUNDERLICH
TOURING SCREEN »70TH-ROADSTER«
»Oldschool« elements in conjunction with modern aerodynamics.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discreetly fitted tear-off edge
Turbulence-free protection for arms, upper body and head
Inclination and height adjustable (R nineT only)
Optical clear (full perspective) material, 5 mm thickness
All kerbs rounded- off and polished so no disturbing edge
protection
Scratch-resistant and break-proof
Easy fit
Complete kit with all accessories
Includes type-approval

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (Height: 420 mm)
transparent		

Item-No.: 30472-001

smoke		

Item-No.: 30472-002

Pure | Scrambler (Height: 420 mm)
transparent		

Item-No.: 30472-101

smoke		

Item-No.: 30472-102

WUNDERLICH
FAIRING SCREEN »TT«
A classic, produced in consideration of modern aerodynamic
recognition.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Further to the rear and much higher drawn screen
Turbulence free protection at all speeds – even for taller riders
Optical clear material, 4 mm thickness
Scratch-resistant and break-proof
All kerbs rounded- off and polished
Easy fit
Includes type-approval

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Racer (Height: 150 mm)
transparent		

Item-No.: 30472-405

smoke		

Item-No.: 30472-406

smoke

              Wunderlich screen    /    
              Original screen

transparent
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PROTECTION / SAFETY
S. 91 – S. 107

VALVE COVER- & CYLINDER PROTECTORS

INTAKE TUBE GRILL »LE MANS«

-

-

ENGINE PROTECTOR

INDICATOR PROTECTION SHORT FRONT

-

-

CARDAN SHAFT DRIVE PROTECTOR »LEVER-GUARD«
-

AUXILIARY HEADLIGHT GRILL FOR
»MICRO FLOOTER« AND »ATON«

AXLE PROTECTION PADS »DOUBLESHOCK«

-

-

THEFT-PROOF WHEEL BOLT

CARDAN SHAFT DRIVE CRASH PAD »DOUBLESHOCK«

-

-

FRONT FENDER EXTENSION »EXTENDA FENDER«

VALVE CONTROL PROTECTOR

-

-

MUDSLING INNER FENDER

COVER INJECTION SYSTEM

-

-

REAR WHEEL COVER »XTREME«

LAMBDA SENSOR PROTECTOR

-

-

REAR FENDER EXTENSION »EXTENDA FENDER«

THROTTLE VALVE COVER »R-BOXER«

-

-

WUNDERLICH HANDLEBAR MUFFS

BRAKE FLUID CONTAINER PROTECTOR REAR

-

-

WUNDERLICH HAND PROTECTORS »CLEAR PROTECT«

BRAKE DUST CATCH

-

-

SIDE STAND SURFACE EXTENSION

BRAKE CALIPER COVER

-

-

SPIKES FOR SIDE STAND SURFACE EXTENSION

WUNDERLICH ENGINE PROTECTOR

-

-

TANK PAD SET 3 PIECES

WUNDERLICH HEADER PIPE PROTECTOR

-

-

WUNDERLICH PAINTWORK/PETROL TANK PROTECTION FOIL
»VENTURESHIELD«

OIL COOLER PROTECTION GRILL
COVER ACTIVATED CARBON FILTER
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WUNDERLICH
VALVE COVER- & CYLINDER PROTECTORS
Life assurance for those fracture-prone Boxer valve covers!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reliable protection from shocks, crashes and topple-overs
Protection of mounting thread in the cylinder head
Optimal distribution of power by rubber dampers
Exchangeable 4 mm grinding pad
Three mounting points
Anodised aluminium
Easy to fit
Protective effect left and right
Including complete attachment kit
Made in Germany

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S

A positively connected rubber damper securely distributes and absorbs
all involved forces. A unique item.

black / pair		

Item-No.: 35610-002

silver / pair		

Item-No.: 35610-001
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WUNDERLICH ENGINE PROTECTION BAR
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perfect protection of cylinder and valve cover
Stable 6-point mounting
Protects both lambda sensors
Does not affect ground or banking clearance
Easy to fit
Minimal weight
Made from stainless steel, addition glass bead blasted and electro polished
High tensile strength and elongation
Also available with optional robust plastic coating
Needs no disassembling for maintenance
Made in Germany

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Stainless steel
glass bead blasted and und electro polished.
stainless steel		

Item-No.: 31741-103

Steel tube, coated
Made from precision steel tube (not stainless) with shock-
resistant, robust plastic coating.
black		

Item-No.: 31741-102

silver		

Item-No.: 31741-101

Reinforcement and valve cover protection
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SHAFT DRIVE PROTECTOR »LEVER-GUARD«
• Crash protection for final drive and cardan shaft drive
• Hybrid design – flexible steel core, thick-walled polymer coating
• Absorbs drop energy and prevents damages and break of drive
unit
• Easy to fit
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 20360-002

WUNDERLICH
AXLE PROTECTION PADS »DOUBLESHOCK«
Ensure safe distance of front forks to road tarmac, prevents
massive damages sustainably.
• Effective protection of the forks
• Ideal combination with crash bars or pads as vehicles is also
supported by axle pads within »sliding phase«
• Protection against impact or grinding damages
• Race design for little friction resistance and shear forces
• Highly stressable special plastics
• Secure mounting
• Easy to fit
• Complete with attachment kit
• Made in Germany
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (2017-)
black		

Item-No.: 42152-102

R nineT (-2016)
black		
Mounting video
crash pad front
wheel R nineT

Item-No.: 42149-002

Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 42149-102
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WUNDERLICH CARDAN SHAFT DRIVE CRASH PAD
»DOUBLESHOCK«
• Effective protection for cardan shaft and final drive
• Double protection against impact (incorporated damping layer)
and grinding damages
• Race design for little friction resistance and shear forces at
crashes/road contact and for a progressively increasing friction
resistance at longer grinding contact
• Highly stressable special plastics
• Easy to fit
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
For final drive joint

For final drive joint

Item-No.: 20350-002

black		

For hub tunnel (including hub cover at both sides)
silver/black		

Item-No.: 42157-001

black/black		

Item-No.: 42157-002

titan/black		

Item-No.: 42157-003

CUSTOMER RATING
Had – sadly – to function really well ...
What can I say, it has done its duty!
Vehicle is still in one piece, protection units will be replaced.
User Tino

titan

For hub tunnel (including hub cover at both sides)
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WUNDERLICH
EXHAUST FLAP COVER
Cover and protection for exposed sound valve mechanism at
exhaust collector/silencer connection. No more damages from
stone chipping or accidental boot-steps. Anodised aluminium.
Comes with attachment kit.
R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 26930-002

WUNDERLICH
COVER FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM
• Protection for pipe nozzles, plug connectors, throttle valve sensor
and injection tube
• Protection against manipulation (plugs and plug connectors)
• Abrasion protection for injection unit
• Reduced risk of injury
• Nearly indestructible
• ABS plastics
• Robust mounting system (anodised aluminium)
• Easy to fit
• Complete with attachment kit
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (-2016)
black		

Item-No.: 26781-002

R nineT (2017-) | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Mounting video Cover
fuel injection R nineT

Item-No.: 26781-102
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WUNDERLICH
LAMBDA SONDE PROTECTOR
•
•
•
•
•

Protects lambda sensor & wiring against damages & tearing off
Decreases pollution
Anodised aluminium (no oxidation)
Easy to fit
Fits with/without Krauser crash bars

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
silver / right		

Item-No.: 26810-101

silver / left		

Item-No.: 26810-201

black / right		

Item-No.: 26810-102

black / left		

Item-No.: 26810-202

WUNDERLICH
THROTTLE VALVE COVER »R BOXER«
The left hand side throttle valve sensor is not only far from eye
candy but also at risk as it is placed extremely protruding so
slight impacts (e.g. with a boot) might damage it seriously. This
robust and light aluminium cover hides the unsightly sensor,
the intake tube merges into a unit so the sensitive throttle valve
sensor and its cable connections are perfectly protected. Silver
or black anodised aluminium.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
silver		

Item-No.: 26800-001

black		

Item-No.: 26800-002
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WUNDERLICH
BRAKE CONTAINER PROTECTOR REAR
Integrates the distractive brake fluid container and turns it into
a technical highlight. This stable protector includes the container safe and secure, it also gives protection against sabotage
(makes unscrewing of the top very difficult). Made in Germany.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
silver		

Item-No.: 26970-001

black		

Item-No.: 26970-002

WUNDERLICH
BRAKE DUST CATCH
Brake caliper are open at their rear for a reason (heat dissipation/self-cleaning). However, dirt and abrasive particles get
spun about. This shows especially at the alternator cover.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deflection of brake dust and dirt
Dirt can also drain off (open sides)
No heat congestion at the caliper
Self-cleaning effect remains intact
High-temperature resistant plastic coating
Complete with attachment kit
Easy to fit
Made in Germany
5 years warranty

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT
black		

Item-No.: 43540-002

WUNDERLICH
BRAKE CALIPER COVER
With this elaborately made cover the brake caliper turns into an
eye-catcher and gains additional protection. After all, the caliper
suits the front forks perfectly and turns into a unit. Cover made
from high-tensile billet aluminium. Easy to attach, complete
with all attachment parts. 5 years warranty. Made in Germany.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT
silver / pair		

Item-No.: 41980-001

black / pair		

Item-No.: 41980-002
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WUNDERLICH
BRAKE CALIPER COVER
• Refinement and protection of brake caliper
• Anodised aluminium
• Easy to fit
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black / pair		

Item-No.: 41980-102

WUNDERLICH ENGINE PROTECTOR
• Protection against substantial engine failures (as easily possible
with unfavorably designed original engine protector)
• Angled at its front (so getting caught is impossible)
• Protects the collector box
• Optimized ground clearance
• Impact decoupling with silent blocks
• 6 mounting points (original has 4)
• 4 mm anodised aluminium (no oxidation)
• Easy to fit
• Complete with bolt set
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 26820-202

WUNDERLICH HEADER PIPE PROTECTOR
After the first off road tour the sensitive original header pipe
set was distorted and full of dents -as the set is directly within
»shooting range« of the front wheel, that’s why. Only a sophisticated protector can prevent these damages. Awards brownish
downpipes with new splendour.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
silver		

Item-No.: 26900-101
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WUNDERLICH
OIL COOLER PROTECTION GRILL
Oil cooler protection against damages and dirt.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Optimized protection of cooler and felicitous refinement
Protects from stone chipping and insects clogging-up
Does not affect cooling air flow
Laser cut, coated frame, very sturdy
Welded grill made out of stainless steel
Elaborately designed grill-to-frame connection
Ready-to-install
Easy to fit
Approved by German TÜV
Made in Germany

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 31961-102

All-welded wire mesh,
made from stainless
steel (Please note:
Image from rear).
Safe edging/beading of
wire mesh (Please note:
Image from rear).
Reliable protection:
The stainless steel grill securely filters out all small “projectiles”.

WUNDERLICH
COVER FOR ACTIVATED CARBON FILTER
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protects activated carbon filter
Comprises the container securely
Anodised aluminium
5 years warranty
Comes with complete attachment kit
Made in Germany

R nineT (2017-) | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 45120-002
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WUNDERLICH
INTAKE TUBE GRILL »LE MANS«
1970ties Racing style with effective benefits. Turns the plastic
intake tube into a design unit and prevents suction of flies,
leaves, etc.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protects suction of larger objects
Laser-cut, black, anodised frame
Domed, stainless steel grill – mesh wire, all welded
Intake relations as original
Quick fit and release – it clamps round the original intake snorkel
Easy to fit, inclusive fitting accessory parts

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 42751-002

Mounting video
intake protection
grill R nineT

NEW!

WUNDERLICH INDICATOR PROTECTION SHORT
FRONT
The perfect protection for the original LED-Indicators. Fitting on
the original indicator.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

high protection
simple mounting
Protection against stone chipping
Prevents ripping off of the indicators
strong, black coated metal construction.
5 years warranty
Made in Europe

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black / pair		

Item-No.: 42841-102

black / piece		

Item-No.: 42841-002
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WUNDERLICH GRILL TO FIT AUXILIARY HEADLIGHTS »MICRO FLOOTER« AND »ATON«
These high quality protection grills prevent costly damages at
your auxiliary headlights from chipped stones or similar. Light,
coated aluminium grill. Easy attachment.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!
For auxiliary headlight »Micro Flooter«

silver		

Item-No.: 28365-101

black		

Item-No.: 28365-102

For auxiliary headlight »ATON«

black		

Item-No.: 42839-102

WUNDERLICH
THEFT-PROOF WHEEL BOLT
For many years, theft-proofing by means of special wheel bolts
has been standard for cars. Now this standard has found its
way into the motorcycle sector. The bolts made of annealed
chrome-molybdum steel can only be released using a special
adapter. Just one bolt is enough to protect against theft. Over
the years of production, BMW has changed the wheel bolt
sockets on the final drive of some vehicles, so that we had to
make some distinctions here. Note: The bolt length is stamped
on original bolt head and can be usually read from the outside.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
M 10 x 40 / L = 40 mm		

Item-No.: 20090-100

M 12 x 63 / L = 63 mm		

Item-No.: 20090-600
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WUNDERLICH SPLASH PROTECTOR
»EXTENDA FENDER« FRONT
Dirty downpipes and engine case, damages from chipped
stones and muddy water are often criticized. This extension to
fit the original mudguard is made from ABS plastics and does
away with these problems. As the extension is fixed outside the
visible area, the fixing bolts don’t attract attention. Comes with
mounting bolts for vibration-free and tight fit. Black ABS plastic,
to fit the original mudguard.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT
black		

Item-No.: 44791-002

CUSTOMER RATING
I obtained this mudguard extension as I ride in all
weather conditions. It keeps off water, mud and dirt
really well. So I can simply recommend it to anyone.
User Ralph

Images of our development department during test of protection products (Image here: R 1200 GS up to
2012) Easy to recognized here: Effective diversion of water and dirt.

NEW!

MUDSLING INNER FENDER
The mudsling inner fender of high-strength, impact-resistant
ABS material not only protects the narrow parts of the rear
frame and shock absorber and parts of the drive. Also, rider
and passenger legs are much better preserved thanks to the sophisticated, effective shaping against splashing water and dirt.
Thanks to its sophisticated design, it integrates excellently into
the design of the R nineT. A TÜV registration is not necessary.
• The well-designed construction ensures the highest functionality,
durability and long lifespan
• Manufactured on the latest injection moulding machines
• Consistent component thickness of 3 mm
• Protects the rear shock absorber, tail section, rider and passenger
against water and dirt
• Perfectly formed integrated design
• Mounts easily in seconds
• Scope of delivery: Inner fender, mounting material and mounting
instructions
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 40822-002
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REAR WHEEL COVER »XTREME«
Protects rear shock absorber, battery, exhaust system, collector
box, exhaust flap mechanism and lower part of the rear frame.
Sturdy mounting with ABS mudguard. Easily attached, comes
including attachment kit. Not usable for offroad tires (e.g. Conti
TKC 80).
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Urban G/S
black / slightly grained		

Item-No.: 29220-101

Scrambler
black / slightly grained		

Item-No.: 29220-300

WUNDERLICH SPLASH PROTECTOR
»EXTENDA FENDER« REAR
• Mud, dirt and water spray from rear wheel are kept away from
pillion, luggage and seat
• Adjustable in height to fit number plate size
• Original splash protector can be removed
• Including Wunderlich logo
• Light, deep-drawn so nearly indestructible ABS plastics
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Variant for EU number plate
black / Wunderlich logo		

Item-No.: 27760-100

black / BMW-logo		

Item-No.: 27760-300*

* Legal note: only the badge is an original BMW part. The mudguard extension has
been developed and manufactured by Wunderlich GmbH. For trademark protection
reasons we cannot show the badge here.

WUNDERLICH HANDLEBAR MUFFS
• Protects complete hand against wind, moisture and dirt (heated
grips only warm up your palm)
• High quality, water- and stain repellent CORDURA textile withTEFLON coating
• Clear window for switchgear
• Easy, secure mounting by push-over and quick release fastening
• Fits all BMW motorcycles with/without hand protectors
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black / pair		

Item-No.: 25200-000

SAFE / pair		

Item-No.: 25200-004
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NEW!

WUNDERLICH HAND PROTECTORS
»CLEAR PROTECT«
• Maximum protection from cold, moisture or dirt
• Made from highly stressable, scratch- and impact resistant acrylic
material
• Light, unobtrusive attachment
• Quick and easy to fit
• Suitable with or without heated grips
• Usable with all handlebar-end weights and Cruise Control
• Approved by TÜV, no paperwork necessary
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (-2016)
transparent / pair		

Item-No.: 27520-301

smoke / pair		

Item-No.: 27520-302

black / pair		

Item-No.: 27520-303

R nineT (2017-) | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
transparent / pair		

Item-No.: 27520-501

smoke / pair		

Item-No.: 27520-502

white / pair		

Item-No.: 27520-503*

black / pair		

Item-No.: 27520-504

* specially adapted to the original color of the Urban G / S material
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WUNDERLICH SIDE STAND SURFACE EXTENSION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secure machine foothold on all surfaces
Balances the inclined parking angle
Gives more than 100% extra surface
Comes with external teeth for extra grip during fold-out
8 mm aluminium
Black, anodised item, well-protected against oxidation
Extra damping pad between original contact area and extension
CNC milled
Easy to fit

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (-2016)
black		

Item-No.: 32421-000*

R nineT (2017-) | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 32421-202*

Spare screws
silver / pair		

Item-No.: 34470-100

* Note: with extremely sporty riding style may occasionally be limited cornering
clearance

External teeth for extra grip during
fold-out

WUNDERLICH SPIKES FOR SIDE STAND SURFACE
EXTENSION
•
•
•
•
•

Spikes prevent the machine sliding-off at slopes
Higher point load and increased friction resistance
Raising by 7 mm for easier straightening of machine
Scope of supply: Three Spikes including longer mounting bolts
Suitable for all machines with side stand surface extension

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (-2016)
black 		

Item-No.: 34471-002
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WUNDERLICH TANK PAD SET 3 PIECES
A set which exactly suits the petrol tank design, prevents
scratches, damage and abrasion at all contact points of the
petrol tank. Improved knee grip gives a more catchy riding feel
for significantly more riding pleasure. Black, slightly grained,
soft, PU material, adhesive for tight fit.
R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 32561-002

NEW!

WUNDERLICH PAINTWORK- / PETROL TANK PROTECTION FOIL »VENTURESHIELD«
This indestructible adhesive foil has originally been developed to protect aircraft props. This makes it first choice for value retention
of your BMW. Nearly invisible protection from scratches and general wear and tear at the paintwork. Exactly cut true to contour,
extremely adhesive and easy to fit. Supply for Do-It-Yourself-use, comes with cleaning detergent, scraper and instruction sheet.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

VEHICLE

PRODUCT

COLOUR

ITEM-NO.

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler

Completely

transparent

33331-000

Urban G/S

Completely

transparent

33331-200

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S

Petrol tank set

transparent

33331-100

Illustration as an example to Scrambler
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SEATS / FOOTREST SYSTEMS
S. 109 – S. 117

SEATS »AKTIVCOMFORT«
SEATS »VINTAGE-SPEED«
FOOTREST SYSTEM »9T-VARIO«
FOOTREST SYSTEM »VARIO«
FOOTREST ALTERATION
GEAR / BRAKE LEVER EXTENSION
BRAKE LEVER-EXTENSION
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NEW!

WUNDERLICH SEAT
»AKTIVCOMFORT«
The new generation of seats for the R nineT. Thoughtfully
designed with many innovative solutions. This one-piece bench
seat has a painstakingly foam core with a revised contour and a
unique material structure. The base shell comes from our own
elaborate development and production.
• Relief of the tailbone and optimised weight distribution on the
entire buttocks
• Progressive two-layer construction with a soft upper layer and a
taut core ensures an even distribution of forces
• Sweat-inhibiting, non-slip cover material
• High-strength base shell from its own mold design
• Noble, contrasting »cut« seams
• With iconic retaining strap
• Bonded and welded seams for 100% tightness
• Seat height about 20 mm higher
• Optionally available in black, brown or orange
• Highly suitable for long distance
• Made in Germany

Seat »AktivComfort« one piece unit, black

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
ERGO seat one piece unit
black		

Item-No.: 44118-002

brown		

Item-No.: 44118-003

orange		

Item-No.: 44118-004

ERGO seat solo
Seat »AktivComfort« solo, orange

black		

Item-No.: 44118-102

brown		

Item-No.: 44118-103

orange		

Item-No.: 44118-104

ERGO seat pillion

Noble, contrasting »cut« seams

Retaining strap for R nineT-seat

black		

Item-No.: 44118-112

brown		

Item-No.: 44118-113

orange		

Item-No.: 44118-114

RETAINING STRAP FOR THE R NINET SEAT
Our retaining strap for the R nineT seat is required when you
combine the original pillion seat with a rider‘s seat. It is simply
screwed under the seat. For our pillion seats the band is already included in scope of delivery.
Retaining strap pillion

Sitzbank one piece

black		

Item-No.: 44118-122

brown		

Item-No.: 44118-123

orange		

Item-No.: 44118-124

Solo seat

Pillion seat
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WUNDERLICH
SAFETY PLATE PILLION SEAT
Safety plate pillion seat R nineT for all R nineTs without pillion
frame
• To attach the pillion seat without pillion footrests
• Complete with mounting kit
• No TÜV-approval required
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
silver		

Item-No.: 44112-000

BOLT-SECURITY KIT FOR HUMPED SEAT
Replacing the series bolt with the M6x30 safety bolts means
releasing the humped seat bolt is then only possible using the
security bit from the kit.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 44110-400
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WUNDERLICH SEAT »VINTAGE-SPEED«
Rider‘s seat made of noble, brown cowhide genuine leather
or black, durable synthetic leather. Made in German saddlery.
Deep-drawn base made of high-strength, thermoplastic material. Handmade multilayer construction of upholstery. Absolutely
long-distance suitable with best non-slip grip. Optimum weight
distribution on the entire buttocks. Breathable with a pleasant
feel. Incl. complete attachment kit.
Note: When assembling this seat, the original rider and pillion
seat, the pillion frame, the rear frame, the wheel cover, the rear
light and the indicators are omitted. Please order the following
items separately:
•
•
•
•
•
•

44201-202 exhaust lift kit (incl. exhaust bracket)
or 44201-102 exhaust bracket (for conventional exhaust position)
44114-102 LED Rücklicht »DEVIL‘S EYE«
44113-202 indicator »MODUL 1« for rear light Conversion
As well as 38981-002 number plate holder »LOW«
or 38981-302 number plate holder »SWING«

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT

More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages

brown / real leather		

Item-No.: 44114-003

black / synthetic leather		

Item-No.: 44114-202
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WUNDERLICH FOOTREST SYSTEM »9T-VARIO«
Easily adjustable to every need, perfectly fitting and developed
from the racing experience.
• Position of the footrest in 8 steps and individually adjustable
by eccentric adjustment with 20 mm radius
• Optimal sitting posture and center of gravity distribution
• Relaxed knee angle
• No bearing clearance
• Brake and gear lever length adjustable with 17mm
adjustment range
• Perfect balanced between lightweight construction and
adjustability
• Materials according to aviation standard
• Anodised
• Complete with installation kit
• ABE approved after EURO4 (foldable footrest)
• Made in Germany

The systems convince especially in continuous use by their
plus in riding pleasure. Cramps, fatigue or even technical problems are no longer even in marathon operations.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (2017-) | Pure | Scrambler | Urban GS
black		

Item-No.: 31430-702

R nineT (-2016)
black		

Item-No.: 31430-502

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.
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WUNDERLICH
FOOTREST SYSTEM »VARIO«
Adjustable comfort footrest system, combinable with different
Varioplates. In a radius of 23, 30 or 50 mm, depending on the
Vario joint, the footrest is mounted around the pick-up point.
Footrest, in every position 100% contact to the foot. Due to
the adjustment mechanism, the foot moves further outwards,
which can restrict the corner clearance. With ABE. You will need
a Vario joint, a Vario adapter, an »EVO1« footrest and, optionally, a detent rubber. Suitable for rider and pillion!
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Vario-joint (for reception on the vehicle)
For all R nineT
silver / rider / pair		

Item-No.: 31590-200

black / rider / pair		

Item-No.: 31590-202

silver / pillion / pair		

Item-No.: 31600-100

black / pillion / pair		

Item-No.: 31600-102

Footrest »EVO1« rider

Urban G/S
silver / rider / pair		

Item-No.: 31590-100

black / rider / pair		

Item-No.: 31590-102

Vario adapter (for height adjustment of the footrest)
silver / 23 mm / pair		

Item-No.: 25912-000

black / 23 mm / pair		

Item-No.: 25912-002

silver / 30 mm / pair		

Item-No.: 25912-030

black / 30 mm / pair		

Item-No.: 25912-032

silver / 50 mm / pair		

Item-No.: 25912-050

black / 50 mm / pair		

Item-No.: 25912-052

Footrest »EVO1« (suitable for rider and pillion)
black / pair		

Item-No.: 25911-001

silver / pair		

Item-No.: 25911-002

Fully 360 degree adjustement range

Footrest rubber
black / pair		

Item-No.: 25913-002

For tall ...

Optional footrest rubber

... and small rider adjustable
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WUNDERLICH FOOTREST ALTERATION
Footrest lowering kit to gain a more ergonomic seating position.

Rider: nearly invisible and no outside offset

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rider: Lowering by 20 mm, slightly tilted forward
Pillion: Lowering by 50 mm, of which 30 mm are variable
Offers a significantly more relaxed seating position
Reduced knee angle
More long-distance comfort
Pillion rest adjustable in height (R nineT only)
Minimal offset for best possible lean angle
No alteration on machine necessary
Easy to fit
Anodised, CNC-milled aluminium
5 years warranty
Made in Germany

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (-2016)
black / rider / pair		

Item-No.: 31430-002

silver / pillion / pair		

Item-No.: 31440-001

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
silver / pillion / pair		
Rider footrest relocation

Pillion »ERGO«: large adjustment
range

Item-No.: 31430-101*

R nineT (2017-) | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black / rider / pair		

Item-No.: 31430-402

Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
silver / rider / pair		

Item-No.: 31430-401

Racer
silver / rider / rider		
* not adjustable, approx. 45 mm lower

Item-No.: 31430-601
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WUNDERLICH
GEAR- OR BRAKELEVER-EXTENSION
The gear- and break-levers are too short and too thin for many
riders. This extension is simply pushed over the rubber and sits
with a tight clamp. The length, the circumference and also the
better grip makes shifting and breaking to pleasure. Made of
aluminum, milled and anodized. For original gear- and brake-
levers. Made in Germany.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Both versions fit left and right
silver/black / Touring		

Item-No.: 26240-001*

silver / OffRoad		

Item-No.: 26230-001*

* Note: This brake lever extension does not fit with the Scrambler and Urban G/S.
Please select brake lever extension for Scrambler and Urban G/S,
Item-No.: 26232-001 (see below)

WUNDERLICH BRAKE LEVER-EXTENSION
SCRAMBLER & URBAN G/S
Contact area of the original brake lever is quite tiny which may
often represent a security issue. Using this extension, slip-offs or
stepping out into nothing seems impossible. Furthermore, the R
nineT gains an extra highlight. Still, you will only appreciate this
innovation once you have tried it. Costly milled and anodized.
This version of our brake lever extension has a custom-fit threaded
counterpart sealing the bottom. Easy to fit.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Scrambler | Urban G/S
silver		

Item-No.: 26232-001

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

Touring-Version

OffRoad-Version
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HANDLEBARS / CONTROLS & MIRRORS / INSTRUMENTS
S. 119 – S. 129

CLIP-ON SYSTEM »SPORT ERGO VARIO«

BRAKE LEVER LOCKER

-

-

FORK YOKE CONVERSION »MULTICLIP SPORT«

GRIPS

-

-

COVER HANDLEBAR CLAMPS

MIRROR ANGLE EXPANSION / OFFSET

-

-

SPORT-HANDLEBARS, CONICAL

MIRROR »ERGO-SPORT«

-

-

HANDLEBAR RAISING UNIT

ALUMINIUM MIRRORS ASPHERICAL

-

-

HANDLEBAR CONVERSION »SIXDAYS«

ALUMINIUM MIRRORS »NAKEDBIKE«

-

-

WUNDERLICH BRAKE / CLUTCH LEVER ADJUSTABLE »VARI-

ADAPTER FOR INDICATOR »M-BLAZE DISC«

OLEVER«

-

-

ADAPTER HANDLEBAR END MIRRORS

WUNDERLICH »CRUISE CONTROL«

-

-

MOTOGADGET SPEEDO »MOTOSCOPE PRO«

HANDLEBAR END WEIGHTS PRO-SPORTS

-

-

REV COUNTER

»THROTTLE ROCKER«
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HANDLEBAR SET
SPORT ERGO »VARIO«
Continuously adjustable clip ons. Laser scaling for symmetrical
adjustment of all positions. No twisting as triple clamping at
forks. Handlebar offset 5 degrees for fine adjustments. CNC
milled from high-tensile aluminium, black anodised, tube
dimensions Ø22/260 mm, black. Including part certificate, registration (in Germany) necessary.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT
black / 0 mm – 40 mm		

Item-No.: 35632-002

black / 40 mm – 70 mm		

Item-No.: 35632-012

NEW!

FORK YOKE CONVERSION MULTICLIP SPORT
Numb arms, tired wrists, a tense neck – a set of individually
adjustable clip-ons will definitely help. Still, every rider is
different, and any improved riding comfort should never affect
handlebar optics. Our handlebar Conversion multiClip is fully
adjustable to your size and personal riding style with its perfect
fine adjustment design.
• Up to approx. 50mm in height / approx. 80mm in width
• Ready-to-assemble kit including all necessary parts, always
matched to the relevant machine and model
• Benefits: significantly more seat comfort without the need of fitting a Superbike-Kit and tubular handlebars
• If necessary, clip-ons can be lowered at a later date
• With parts certificate
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Racer
black		

Item-No.: 30477-102

WUNDERLICH
COVER HANDLEBAR CLAMPS
As the R nineT is modified for clip-on receptions, unpleasant holes
remain visible on the top yoke. These noble, custom-fit covers
seal those clamping thread holes and visually upgrade the yoke
significantly.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT
silver		

Item-No.: 44481-201
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SPORT-HANDLEBARS, CONICAL
These handlebars do not only look pretty noble, they also
present an optimized combination in terms of height, width and
offset. These sturdy light alloy handlebars do not distort giving
an increased steering precision. Fitted with a robust anodised
layer and attached inclination scale. Original handlebar-end
weights cannot be used.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Sport-Handlebar / aluminium double butted
silver		

Item-No.: 35660-001

black		

Item-No.: 35660-002

gold		

Item-No.: 35660-003

WUNDERLICH HANDLEBAR RAISING UNIT
A nearly invisible change with a significant effect.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved handling
A more direct riding feeling
Relaxed, upright seating position
Singularly milled from high-tensile aluminium
Height raised by 20 mm
Easy to fit
Complete including bolt set
Type approved

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
silver		

Item-No.: 31011-001

Mounting video
Handlebar raising
unit R nineT

WUNDERLICH HANDLEBAR CONVERSION
»SIXDAYS«
Perfect choice to fit the stylish Scrambler, but suitable for any
other Special, with broad cross brace. This cross brace induces
an enormous stiffness for better steering precision.
• Width 795 mm, height 100 mm, offset 100 mm, clamping width
210 mm, tube diameter 22 mm
• Chromed steel
• Made in Germany
• Type approved
• Supplied with 28/22 mm diameter reduction
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
chrome		

Item-No.: 30477-007
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WUNDERLICH BRAKE- & CLUTCH LEVER
ADJUSTABLE »VARIOLEVER«
Perfect ergonomics and operation:
Grip length and width are adjustable, for both brake and clutch lever.
Adjusted to minimum size two-finger
use possible. In maximum size lever
length equivalent to original unit.
Great usability with gloves. Durable
design – full extended lever can still
take loads of more than 60 kg (!) at
farest grip point. With type approval.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (-2016)
Brake lever
black		

Item-No.: 25750-305

Clutch lever
Item-No.: 25760-305

black		

R nineT (2017-) | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Brake lever
black		

Item-No.: 35700-102

Clutch lever
Perfect control and grip

Easy adjustment during ride

black		

Item-No.: 25760-402

Length continuously adjustable

WUNDERLICH »CRUISE CONTROL«
• Gives significantly better long-distance comfort by continuous,
individual locking of throttle
• Simple operation: Turn adjusting wheel forward then adjust locking continuously
• Slight tightened, hands and joints are relieved
• Firmer tightening gives practice-oriented, easily adjusted alternative to conventional cruise control unit light and high-tensile
• Anodised Aluminium, teflon coated adjusting mechanism
• Complete set, comes with left-hand handlebar-end weight unit
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 26160-302
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NEW!

WUNDERLICH PRO-SPORTS HANDLEBAR
END WEIGHTS
If you want to use our R nineT handlebar end mirror, the original handlebar end weights are no longer suitable. You can simply replace these with out Pro-Sports handlebar end weights.
Our handlebar end weights made of anodised aluminium also
represent a very attractive visual upgrade compared to the
series parts.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 35663-002

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

»THROTTLE ROCKER«
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ergonomic supplement for throttle
Even power distribution to palm and ball of the thumb
Eliminates joint pains or cramps
Improved grip
More sensitive throttle movement
Perfect maintaining of speed
Easy speed adjustment
Simply folds away if not in use
Flexible special plastics
Comes with rubber fastening ring for smooth grips

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 25020-000

WUNDERLICH BRAKE LEVER LOCKER
Prevents unwanted prop stand roll-offs. Also recommendable
as anti-rolling security measurement during vehicle transport.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
blue		

Item-No.: 25140-000
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GRIPS
Durable and catchy substitute for original rubbers which are
often too hard and quick-wearing. In original design. Usuable
with or without heating units.
R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black / pair		

Item-No.: 42110-100

Substitutes the unreliable »plastic mixture«

RUBBER GRIPS »GRIP PUPPIES«
•
•
•
•
•
•

Soft Grip coating, reducing vibrations
Relaxed gripping and throttle operation by larger grip diameter
Reduces vibrations
No need to remove original grip rubbers
UV- and heat resistant
Usuable with or without heating items

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black / pair		

Item-No.: 42320-000
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WUNDERLICH MIRROR ANGLE EXPANSION /OFFSET
These expansion/offset units integrate
themselves into the series design
ensuring additional safety. High quality
construction made from milled aluminium. Black anodised. Custom-fit offset,
mirrors gain a maximum extension of
40 mm per item. Easy and quick mounting. Supplied in pairs. Suitable for original and retrofit mirrors. Type-approved.
R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Item-No.: 26100-002

black / pair		
Optional: Additonal height (+2.5 cm)
black / pair		

Item-No.: 41000-012

customer rating
I fitted those widening items and only confirm that they
are worth every Cent. Finally you see in the mirror those
things you need to recognize – especially what goes on
behind the machine.

Additional height (+2.5 cm) for extra
thick jackets and/or tall riders.

User Hannibal

MIRROR »ERGO-SPORT«
•
•
•
•
•

Continuously adjustable for angle & length
e-approved
Mirror arm adjustable by 75mm, completely foldable
Incorporated friction clutch between thread and mirror
Fits left and right side

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black / Flash		

Item-No.: 23640-000

black / Round		

Item-No.: 23650-000

Angle adjustment for
improved sight
Improved sight

Mirror »FLASH«

Incorporated friction
clutch

Adjustable in length

Mirror rund

customer rating
They simply don’t only look better than those boring mirrors
of my BMW ADV, their multi-adjusting possibilities are truly
ingenious as well as practical.
User ADV Rider
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ALUMINIUM MIRRORS, ASPHERICAL
• Perfectly CNC milled aluminium mirrors wearing aspherical,
dehedral glass
• Best possible rear view giving a much broader range – without
any blind spot
• Every mirror can be compiled individually
• e-approved, no paperwork necessary
• Per mirror a housing, an arm as well as a specific adaptor to fit
the vehicle (item No.: 38480-000) are needed
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Mirror housing, aspherical
Mirror housing, aspherical

silver		

Item-No.: 36400-001

black		

Item-No.: 36400-002

red		

Item-No.: 36400-003

blue		

Item-No.: 36400-004

carbon/silver (Bicolor)		

Item-No.: 39080-005

carbon/black (Bicolor)		

Item-No.: 39080-006

Mirror arm (standard, length 100 mm)

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

silver		

Item-No.: 38370-031

black		

Item-No.: 38370-032

Mirror arm (standard, length 125 mm)
silver		

Item-No.: 38370-011

black		

Item-No.: 38370-012

red		

Item-No.: 38370-013

blue		

Item-No.: 38370-014

Mirro arm (standard, length 150 mm)
silver		

Item-No.: 38370-021

black		

Item-No.: 38370-022

red		

Item-No.: 38370-023

blue		

Item-No.: 38370-024

Mirror arm for handlebar end
black		

Item-No.: 36370-002

Mounting adapter for handlebar end mirror
black		

Item-No.: 36380-002

MIRROR ARM ADAPTER
Fit right or left side. Please order one per mirror arm.
R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
silver / piece		

Item-No.: 38480-000
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ALUMINIUM MIRRORS »NAKEDBIKE«
• Perfect, first-class CNC made aluminium mirrors
• Each mirror can be compiled individually, safety can be further
extended with a longer mirror arm if required
• e-approved (no paperwork necessary)
• Per mirror a housing, an arm as well as a specific adaptor to fit
the vehicle (item No.: 38480-000) are needed
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Mirror housing
silver		

Item-No.: 39730-001

black		

Item-No.: 39730-002

Mirror arm, length 100 mm
silver		

Item-No.: 39740-011

black		

Item-No.: 39740-012

Mirror arm, length 125 mm
silver		

Item-No.: 39740-021

black		

Item-No.: 39740-022

Mirror arm, length 150 mm
silver		

Item-No.: 39740-031

black		

Item-No.: 39740-032
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NEW!

WUNDERLICH ADAPTER FOR INDICATORS
»M-BLAZE DISC«
This adapter lets you mount our handlebar end mirror on the R
nineT in conjunction with our m-Blaze Disk indicators.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 35661-200

NEW!

WUNDERLICH ADAPTER HANDLEBAR END MIRROR
This adapter lets you mount our handlebar end mirror on the
R nineT in conjunction with our Pro Sports handlebar end
weights.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages

Item-No.: 35661-100
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MOTOGADGET SPEEDO
»MOTOSCOPE PRO«
The CAN-Bus interface of motoscope pro enables the complete
display of all original functions. Plug&go! LED-Matrix display
has an ultra-slim housing with 734 LEDs, controlled by a 6-bit
Risc processor. Optimised readability and automatic brightness
adjustment. Main- and ancillary display are both auto-configurable. The aluminium housing is milled from solid billet
aluminium and anodized. Easy fastening with two threaded
bushes at the rear.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (-2016)
Speedometer incl. mounting for original tubular handlebars
black		

Item-No.: 44481-000

Mounting for clip-on conversion incl. covers (silver) for handlebar mount
black		

Item-No.: 44481-102

Mounting for clip-on conversion

Covers to suit handlebar mount

NEW!

REV COUNTER R NINET
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adjustable electronc rev counter for R nineT
Analogue pointer display for engine running speed
Freely adjustable/changeable for any vehicle at any time
Includes complete fitting set and easy to understand instructions
Simple adjustment via dip switch
Power-saving LED lighting
Separate lighting plus for individual brightness adjustment
Suitable for positive and negative input signals
Transmission ratio can be adjusted at any time
Housing diameter 48 mm
Installation depth 46.3 mm
Temperature range -20 to +85 °C
12 V operating voltage
Power consumption with lighting max. 70 mA
Weight max. 150 g depending on version
Positive and negative input signal for: i=1:2, 1:1, 2:1, 3:1
Signals from ignition box to ignition coil

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 44587-002
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WUNDERLICH SUSPENSION
S. 131 – S. 139

CARTRIDGE SYSTEME
FORK SPRINGS
SHOCK ABSORBERS
21“ WHEEL CONVERSION
CHASSIS RAISING KIT +70 MM
SIDE STAND EXTENSION
WUNDERLICH PARALEVER BAR »VARIO«

132 | WUNDERLICH SUSPENSION
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We didn’t invent the wheel however
we improved it a bit!

powered by

Configure you
customised spring here.
www.wunderlich.de
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WUNDERLICH SUSPENSION …
The independent Wunderlich product line of suspension specialist Wilbers covering
all recent BMW models. On customer request we offer individually made suspension
with distinctive design and a unique set up depending on personal use, weight and
seat height, including a five year warranty. All details please see on
www.wunderlich-suspension.de

… THERE IS NOTHING MORE INDIVIDUAL!

Tipp

Now your shock absorber can be
configured on

our Service –> your advantage:
Our shock absorbers are manufactured for you individually.
Therefore we need the following statements:
• Rider- / pillion weight

• Riding style

• Luggage weight

• General use

21“
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NEW!

ENDURO-ID!
Guess what belongs to an Enduro just like the white-and-blue propeller does to BMW?
It’s the 21 inch front wheel! A true brand of any real Enduro or Offroad motorcycle!
Anyone who sometimes uses an Enduro off the »beaten« tarmac track will definitely appreciate the advantages of a 21 inch
front wheel. They have been renowned for a long time – and
have been acknowledged: The larger diameter ensures that the
machines copes a lot better and irons out major bumps and
nasty potholes. With this size any Enduro handles better and
gives more control offroad – especially on sandy or muddy surfaces, but also riding on badly and bumpy tarmac. On purpose
we decided to tune our chassis to make sure the offroad advantages do not alter any riding dynamics on usual roads – in fact,
we had the opposite in mind.
The 19 inch front wheel, a works fit to the BMW R nineT Scrambler and the Urban G/S, is something of a compromise due to
large series production. Apart from all advantages concerning
its chassis technics Wunderlich finally adds a coherent – or let’s
say: a correct impression with the 21 inch front wheel Conversion to both the R nineT Urban G/S and the Scrambler. No
compromise, that is.
The Wunderlich Conversion consists of a 21 inch cross spoke
wheel which allows tubeless tires, a specially developed ABS
rim adapted to the BMW-ABS, furthermore the necessary
mounting kit and an easy-to-read manual for fitting.

This exclusive Conversion has been examined and tested, so it
can be registered with the supplied TÜV certificate!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cross-spoke wheel 2.15 x 21“
Aluminium, black anodized, stainless spokes
For tubeless tires, size 90/90-21
Matches rear wheel – all of a piece – identical hub
Original parts (axle, bush, Buchse, fastening material,
brake disc etc.) can be used
ABS rim, adapted from stainless steel
Angled valve – Item-No.: 44850-410
Mudguard Sixdays low – Item-No.: 44850-410
TÜV certificate (German Type approval) for registration

Note: Can only be installed in combination with our chassis
raising kit.
Vehicle allocation: Urban G/S, Scrambler, all year models
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Scrambler | Urban G/S
		

Item-No.: 44121-000
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WE GET THE R NINET FIT FOR OFFROAD USE! CHASSIS RAISING KIT +70 MM!
For all of you wishing to take your R nineT off-road sometimes
– here is our unique off-road-suited 70mm chassis raising kit
from the Wunderlich Suspension program we would like you to
take to heart. Ideal of course for Scrambler and Urban G/S models. We equipped our blue off-road Urban G/S and the GREEN
HELL, which is based on the Scrambler, with it – to make sure
the knobblies are simply not just for decorating!

•
•
•
•

Shock absorber type 642
Cartridge set »C30R«
including longer Stanchions
Fork oil

Scrambler | Urban G/S
		 Editions Blue and Black line
		

We offer two kits:
Chassis kit type 640 R nineT
•
•
•
•
•

Chassis kit type 642 R nineT »Competition«

Shock absorber type 640
Cartridge set »C30R«
Including longer stanchions
Fork oil
Shock absorber adjustable in spring preload and rebound

Scrambler | Urban G/S
Editionen Blue- und Blackline
		

for the Nightline Edition

• As a matter of course we offer a 5 years manufacturer’s
warranty for our products
• Shock absorber adjustable in spring preload, compression,
High and Low speed as well as rebound
• An ideal supplement for chassis raising is our adjustable
Paralever bar »VARIO« (see following pages)
• Installation at the Wunderlich Service-Center in Sinzig on request

Edition Nightline

SUSPENSION        powered by

UP TO
+70 MM

Configure you
customised spring here.
www.wunderlich.de

WITH ORIGINAL CHASSIS

WITH CHASSIS RAISING KIT
UP TO +70 MM
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NEW!

WUNDERLICH SIDE STAND EXTENSION
Specially developed for our 70mm chassis raising kit this is an
adapted side stand version from our workshop. Not only offroad it makes sure the raised Urban G/S and Scrambler will never
be out of balance. Assembly just like original. High quality
processing, finished in black.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extended original side stand
Safe stand for raised R nineT Urban G/S and Scrambler
Simple to fit
Hand crafted
Made in Germany
5 years warranty

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 33303-002
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WUNDERLICH
PARALEVER BAR »VARIO«
• Technically and formally a true revolution in Paralever technics
• Machine height and riding dynamics continuously adjustable by
eccentric/cam unit
• Also adjustable for better handling, directional stability and/or
back to original chassis geometry
• No twisting
• Milled from billet aluminium
• Anodised (no oxidation)
• TÜV-approved
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!
A simple twist and the chassis geometry can be adjusted according to your
individual needs

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
titan		

Item-No.: 26360-003

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

Presentation CAFE
RACER conversion
components 1

Chassis improvement at the highest level: This adjustable
Paralever bar guarantees optimised, individual chassis tuning.
With a few twist the chassis is tuned to offer a new dimension
of manageability or an even better straight-running ability.
With the eccentric unit the Paralever bar can be continuously
adjusted within a range of 14 mm:
• short (-7 mm): for maximum tracking stability
(at simultaneously moderate chassis lowering)
• medium (0 mm): original length, neutral
• long (+7 mm): for maximum agility and the best manoeuvrable
chassis (at simultaneously moderate chassis raising)

We replace the original support, highlighting the elegant shaft
drive again with gained technical and formal elegance. Our
engineers have calculated the Paralever bar according to its
loads, our designer had equipped it with matchless momentum. In our mechanical workshop it is milled precisely from
billet aluminium.
The Paralever bar: A real technical treat, titan colour anodised,
including its blue anodised eccentric adjustment unit and white
lasered scales.
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LUGGAGE SOLUTIONS
S. 141 – S. 149

TANK BAGS »RETRO« AND »MAMMUT«

PILLION LUGGAGE RACK »RALLYE«

-

–

SIDE BAG »LEDER«

SPORTS BAG SYSTEM »STREET«

-

-

SEAT AND LUGGAGE RACK BAG »LEDER«

SPORTS BAG SYSTEM »ROYSTER«

-

-

SEAT AND LUGGAGE RACK BAG »ELEPHANT«

SPORTS BAG SYSTEM »ORBIT«

-

-

HANDLEBAR BAG »BARBAG MEDIA« WATER-PROOF

PANNIER & TOP CASE CARRIER

-

-

HANDLEBAR BAG »BARBAG MEDIA«

PANNIERS / TOP CASES

–

-

HANDLEBAR BAG »BARBAG EVO«

LUGGAGE SACK

-

-

SIDE BAG »MAMMUT«

RACK PACK

-

-

LUGAGE ROLL »MAMMUT«

STRAP

-

–

TOOL ROLL »MAMMUT«

LEG BAG

–
LUGGAGE RACK AND REAR BAG »LEGACY«
–
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WUNDERLICH
TANK BAG »RETRO«
Here we have a modern classic – a compact noble and stylish
companion containing 7 litres. Universal, classic fixing, with
belt round the steering head and underneath the seat. For base
material we have chosen convertible soft-top canvas, high-quality processing including leather cover, and partly leather belts.
Water-repellent zip with grippy handles, large lockable map
compartment with extra flap. Comfortable leather handle. Dimensions (length/width/height): 32 cm x 25 cm x 14 cm.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 40340-202

brown		

Item-No.: 40340-205

More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages
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High quality leather belt for fixing

Accurate in every detail

High quality locks

Water-repellent zips
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WUNDERLICH
TANK BAG »MAMMUT«
The revival of a true classic.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Volumes: base compartment 6 litres, top 17 litres
Fixing with two leather belts
Rear belt is a sliding fit for universal mounting
Large map compartment
Side compartment as an extra
High quality zips
Detachable top
Water-repellent and ageing resistant drapery
Base compartment made from dimensionally stable and reinforced leather
• 2 side-mounted eyelets for fitment of e.g. bungees or similar
• Supple base plate is gentle to the paintwork
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 40340-000

Rain cover
Recommended for transport of sensitive items and/or during
heavy rain
		

Item-No.: 20690-000

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.
Turn-locks to adapt to the packing height of the Mammut
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High quality leather belt for fixing

Accurate in every detail

Side compartment for cards

Base compartment made from real leather with sewn in reinforcement. Useable
without upper part

Presentation luggage solutions
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WUNDERLICH SIDE BAG »LEDER«
High quality, stylish leather bay, perfectly suited for the R nineT
regarding layout and design – handmade in Germany. Robust
nubuk leather, surface has fine, velvety character. Simple and
secure mounting with leather Velcro loops and discreet holder
as an extra. Has period leather belt lock including guide eyelet.
Approx. dimensions: Length 30cm, height 16cm, width10cm.
Note: Does not fit in combination with silencer raising system.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black / left		

Item-No.: 44115-002

black / right		

Item-No.: 44115-012

WUNDERLICH SEAT- / REAR BAG »LEDER«
High quality, stylish leather bay, perfectly suited for the R nineT
regarding layout and design – handmade in Germany. Robust
nubuk cowhide, surface has fine, velvety character. Simple and
secure mounting with leather loops on the pillion seat or on
our pillion rack »Rallye«. Circumferential, concealed zip with
grippy handle. Approx. dimensions: Width 22cm, length 27cm,
height 10cm.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer* | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 44115-102

Extension strap for rear bag (for high seats)
brown		
* fits only in conjunction with pillion seat

Item-No.: 44115-112
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WUNDERLICH SEAT- AND LUGGAGE RACK BAG
»ELEPHANT«
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seat and luggage rack bag »Elephant« for all BMW motorcycles
Innovative quick-detachable fittings for seat or luggage rack
Volume 8-15 litres (extendable)
Fitted with rubber net for gloves etc.
2 outer bags as extra
Dimensionally stable inner reinforcement
Closed inner lining
Water-/dust-protected zips
Water-repellant, fluorcarbon impregnated CORDURA
Ergonomic handle

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer* | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 44150-000

* fits only in conjunction with pillion seat

WUNDERLICH REPLACEMENT ZIP
Ergonomical design, carries Wunderlich branding on front/back.
Easy gripping with or without gloves. Fits all our bags.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black / piece		

Item-No.: 20750-000

Usable as seat- or luggage rack bag
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NEW!

WUNDERLICH HANDELBAR BAG
»BARBAG MEDIA WATER-PROOF«
This bag is an advanced development our recent handlebar bag
which gave an enormous step towards utter waterproofness.
We changed the top and the complete flap for waterproof tarpaulin material and heat sealed the smartphone compartment.
So now the mobile is perfectly protected.

Impregnated CORDURA® material

Media slot for different devices

• Easy to put on/off
• Safe grip under all conditions
• Media slot for devices on version L up to (dimensions):
130 x 70 x 10 mm (HxWxD)
• Media slot for devices on version XL up to (dimensions):
150 x 90 x 10 mm (HxWxD)
• Device still usable in slot
• Water-repellent wiring access
• Additional holder and bay in inside flap
• Dimensionally stable when empty
• Quick-mount on handlebars via velcro
• Water-repellent and dustproof zips
• Upholstered with liner
• Shoulder strap
• Water-repellent, fluorcarbon impregnated CORDURA®-material
• Bag flap made from robust, waterproof tarpaulin material, heatsealed slot
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S

Q/D mount on handlebar with tight
velcro lock

black / L		

Item-No.: 29870-302

black / XL		

Item-No.: 29870-402

Upholstered with liner

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

Additional holder and bag in inner
flap

E-Connect: water-repellent wire exit
Device still usable
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WUNDERLICH HANDLEBAR BAG
»BARBAG MEDIA«
• Easy to fit/detach
• Secure grip in all conditions
• Media slot for devices on version L up to (dimensions):
130 x 70 x 10 mm (HxWxD)
• Media slot for devices on version XL up to (dimensions):
155 x 90 x 10 mm (HxWxD)
• Device remains operable
• Water repellent cable access
• Additional holder and pocket in lid interior
• Stable form even when empty
• Quick handlebar attachment
• Waterrepellent and dust tight zip closures
• Padded and with interior lining
• Carry belt
• Waterrepellent, fluorocarbon-impregnated CORDURA® fabric

Media version with viewing window

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black / L		

Item-No.: 29870-100

black / XL		

Item-No.: 29870-200

WUNDERLICH
HANDLEBAR BAG »BARBAG EVO«

Quick lock via high stable velcro
fastener

E-Connect: water repellent cable
access

Suitable for different
device sizes

Shoulder function with included carrying strap

All the advantages of the BarBagMedia, but without the device slot.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

»BarBagEvo«

Item-No.: 29870-000

»BarBagMedia L«

»BarBagMedia XL«

More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages
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WUNDERLICH
SIDE BAG »MAMMUT«
With great attention to detail created classic, which is made by
hand exclusively for Wunderlich.
• Waxed cotton contains reinforcements and straps made from
leather
• Durable lining
• Each item offers 9.5 litres of volume
• Easy fixing by sliding above lower rack tube and further securing
with two Loxx quick fastening units (200 kg pulling force per unit)
• High wear comfort due to holder size reduced to minimum
• Large zip aperture, dust-tight roll-up lock
• Can be used on right or left side
• Hand crafted
• Available colors: black, brown or khaki
• Carrying strap optional
• For pillion use we recommend our additional pillion footrest
lowering system (Item-No.: 31430-101)

black

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 44115-212

brown		

Item-No.: 44115-213

khaki		

Item-No.: 44115-202

Base carrier
black 		

Item-No.: 44115-220*

Base carrier for rear conversion »ENDURO«
black 		

Item-No.: 44115-250*

Side bag carrier
khaki

black / left		

Item-No.: 44115-240**

black / right		

Item-No.: 44115-230

Carrying strap to fit
Fully adjustable nylon strap with real leather shoulder padding
and snap hook (turnable).
black		

Item-No.: 44115-512

brown		

Item-No.: 44115-502

* one item only necessary per vehicle / ** not usable with raised exhaust system

Straps made from leather

Loxx fastener

Grundhalter
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WUNDERLICH BASE- AND SIDE BAG CARRIER FOR RIGHT AND LEFT SIDE IN DETAIL
Side bags
44115-202 khaki
44115-212 black
44115-213 brown

Riding direction

Side bag carrier left
44115-240
not usable with raised
exhaust system

Base mount side bags
for all R nineT from 2014
44115-220
one item only necessary
per vehicle

Carrying strap
44115-512 black
44115-502 brown

Side bag carrier right
44115-230

152 | LUGGAGE SOLUTIONS
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WUNDERLICH
REAR LUGGAGE ROLL »MAMMUT«
Perfectly suited for our side bags.
• Waxed cotton contains reinforcements and straps made from
leather
• Durable lining
• Volume 17 litres
• Secure fixing with incorporated strap guides and matching, fully
adjustable expander straps
• High wear comfort
• Large aperture with zip and Velcro dust-proof leather cover strip
• Roll can be fitted on seat or rack
• Hand crafted
• Available in black, brown or khaki
• Carrying strap inclusive
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Scrambler | Pure | Urban G/S | Racer
black		

Item-No.: 44115-612

brown		

Item-No.: 44115-602

khaki		

Item-No.: 44115-622

WUNDERLICH STRAP
Stabile P.E.S. strap with metal clamp for safe grip and easy
handling. In contrast to expansion strap these do not stretch
but are fully adjustable. So, all stays at its place, securily! Easily
shortened if required. Length 200 cm / Width 2 cm
blue		

Item-No.: 25120-010

black		

Item-No.: 25120-012
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WUNDERLICH
TOOL ROLL »MAMMUT«
Robust tool roll according to original pattern from the 1920s,
crafted with modern know-how.
• Waxed cotton, straps made from leather
• can be fastened to all round-shaped tubes
(leather belt-Set supplied)
• Handcrafted
• Available in black, brown or khaki
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Scrambler | Pure | Urban G/S | Racer
black		

Item-No.: 44115-700

brown		

Item-No.: 44115-710

khaki		

Item-No.: 44115-720
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HEPCO & BECKER LUGGAGE RACK
Classic luggage carrier for accommodation of soft luggage.
•
•
•
•

Strong, powder coated precision tube
Reliable, tight fit
Additional, practical lashing on all four sides
Fits original as well as our “AktivKomfort” seat, usable with all
mudguard variants
• Including mounting kit
• 5 years warranty
• Made in Germany

Note: Due to large leverage effect the rack is not approved for
top case fitment.
R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 31742-202

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

REAR BAG »LEGACY«
Leather rear bay suits aforementioned luggage rack.
Available in brown or black, the Legacy Rear Bag is made from
3 mm horse hide, it also features a strong and dimensionally
stable lining. Due to two circumferential mounting straps this
bag has the ideal fit for tubular luggage rack as offered for the
new BMW R nineT model. Thus, fixing is easy and secure.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Made from 3 mm horse hide
Has two circumferential mounting straps
Strong and dimensionally stable lining
High quality logo Legacy
Ideal for smaller luggage items
For storage of tools or other luggage items

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 44115-802

brown		

Item-No.: 44115-800
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WUNDERLICH
PILLION-LUGGAGE RACK »RALLYE«
This luggage rack is the perfect solution for all those solo riders
looking to store their luggage as close to the centre of gravity as
possible. Thanks to this rack a lot more luggage can be stored, the
centre of gravity moves towards the front end. So, the whole machine seems easier to maneuver, making riding more enjoyable.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strong, powder-coated precision tube
Reliable, tight fit
Elaborate, multi-part design
Practical lashing opportunities
Custom-fit shape to rider‘s seat
Fits original as well as our »AktivComfort« seat, usable with all
mudguard variants
Due to uncomplicated disassembly pillion can be re-used quickly
Including mounting kit and frame cover plate
5 years warranty
Made in Germany
For all R nineT fitted with single seats or separately obtainedWunderlich mudguard »ENDURO«

For all R nineT fitted with single seats or separately obtained Wunderlich
mudguard »ENDURO«

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

All R nineT with single seat
with pillion frame
black		

Item-No.: 31742-302

with pillion frame
black		

Item-No.: 31742-402

Rear end Conversion »ENDURO«

WUNDERLICH SEAT- / REAR BAG »LEATHER«
•
•
•
•
•
•

High quality, stylish leather bag
Layout and design perfectly suited for R nineT
Robust nubuk suede leather, surface with fine, velvety character
Simple and secure fastening – with leather loops
Circumferential, concealed zip with grippy handle
Outer dimensions: height/width/depth = 22cm/27cm/10cm

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!
Rear bag »LEATHER«

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Rear bag »LEATHER«
black		

Item-No.: 44115-102

WUNDERLICH REAR BAG »MAMMUT«
• Suits pillion luggage rack »Rallye« (item-No.: 31742-302/-402)
• Thanks to universal fastening opportunities usable on nearly
every luggage carrier
• Reliable mounting with strong leather loops and two tightly
stitched high-quality leather belts
• Applications from real leather emphasize the high value
• Outer dimensions: Width/length/height = 28 cm/29 cm/15 cm
• Volume approx. 7 litres
• Tightly stitched, water-proof inner bag with zip
• Detachable cover additionally fixed with two Velcro straps
• Abrasion-resistant base

Rear bag »MAMMUT«

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Rear bag »MAMMUT«
black		

Item-No.: 44119-002

brown		

Item-No.: 44119-004

khaki		

Item-No.: 44119-005

Sophisticated mounting option

Original rear
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KRAUSER
SPORTS BAG SYSTEM »STREET«
• With symmetric design for simple fitting on proven C-Bow carrier
• Dimensionally stable, made from robust polyester with reinforced rear panel
• Water-proof, detachable inner bags and additional storage compartment in Upper shell
• Volume approx. 22 litres (per item)
• Tight handles and reinforced edges
• Practical shoulder straps
• Supplied in pairs
• L/D/H 42 cm/23 cm/28 cm
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!
Sports bag system »Street«

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 29990-400

HEPCO & BECKER
SPORTS BAG SYSTEM »ROYSTER«
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Sports bag system »Royster«

Symmetric, light and insensitive soft bag
Integrated, water-proof inner bag made from polyester
Dimensionally very stable, made from deep-drawn EVA-material
Reflecting design applications and thoughtful, concealed
recessed grip for easy carrying
Integrated side bag
Light, discreet carrier system – please order separately
Volume approx. 22 litres (per single case)
no (TÜV)-approval needed
Supplied in pairs
L/D/H 45 cm/25 cm/25 cm

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 29990-100

SAFE		

Item-No.: 29990-200
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HEPCO & BECKER
SPORTS BAG SYSTEM »ORBIT«
• Made from black, highly shock-and UV-resistant plastics
• Futuristic design with detached surfaces and high quality,
Independent surface finish in carbon fibre structure
• New all-in-one locking concept: single lock for cover- and
rack fixing
• 100% water-proof
• Mounted on original Hepco & Becker C-Bow soft bag carrier,
Obtainable for more than 200 motorcycle models
• Scope of supply: Case set right/left including keys and key
cylinders
• Volume 22 litres per item
• Weight 1.8 kg per item
• supplied in pairs
• Dimensions L/D/H 42 cm/22 cm/30 cm
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 29990-500

CASE RACK SPORTS BAG SYSTEM (C-BOW-CARRIER)
VEHICLE

PRODUCT

COLOUR

ITEM-NO.

R nineT

case rack

black

31742-002

Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S

case rack

black

31742-102
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HEPCO & BECKER
CASE CARRIER R NINET
Double-sided case carrier for mounting various Hepco&Becker
side cases, e.g. Junior or Xplorer. The carriers are produced
specifically for each model and have been designed to be
sturdy and offer effective protective protection for the rider‘s or
passenger‘s legs in the worst case scenario.The side carrier can
be combined with our luggage rack (Item No. 31742-202) or our
top rack (Item No. 31743-002).
• Constructed from steel pipe
• Firmly screwed to the motorcycle
• The indicators usually remain in the original position, but sometimes also have to be moved (please follow the product installation instructions here!)
• Recommended loading: 10 kg per side case
• The set includes right + left incl. attachments and instructions
• Luggage carriers don‘t require ABE or recording

Note: can be combined with Top case Journey 42
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 31742-502*

* won´t fit in combination with raised exhaust system.

HEPCO & BECKER
TOPCASETRÄGER
The solution to many luggage problems on the R nineT. The topcase
carrier specially developed for this model can be mounted quickly
and easily. It picks up all topcases available from Krauser and
Hepco & Becker and comes with a vehicle-specific mounting kit and
detailed assembly instructions.Fahrzeugspezifische Entwicklung.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Additional reinforcement for a better load distribution
Construction made of aluminum
High tensile surface finishing: black plastic coating
Integrated plastic cover to cover the attachment points
All around fastening options for luggage straps
Suitable for own luggage and extensions
Comprehensive, easy-to-follow installation instructions

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT
black		

More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages

Item-No.: 31743-002
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SUITABLE HEPCO & BECKER PANNIERS AND TOP CASES
MODEL

ITEM-NO.

Xceed single pannier 38 litre left black

30311-002

Xceed single pannier 38 litre left titan

30311-003

Xceed single pannier 38 litre right black

30311-102

Xceed single pannier 38 litre right titan

30311-103

Xceed Top case black

30311-202

Xceed Top case titan

30311-203

Xplorer single pannier 30 litre left silver

30300-001

Xplorer single pannier 30 litre left black

30300-002

Xplorer single pannier 30 litre right silver

30300-101

Xplorer single pannier 30 litre right black

30300-102

Xplorer single pannier 40 litre left silver

30310-001

Xplorer single pannier 40 litre left black

30310-002

Xplorer single pannier 40 litre right silver

30310-101

Xplorer single pannier 40 litre right black

30310-102

Xplorer Top case 45 litre silver

30320-001

Xplorer Top case 45 litre black

30320-002

Gobi pannier set silver

30240-001

Gobi pannier set black

30240-002

Gobi pannier set black & silver edition

30240-003

Gobi Top case 42 litre silver

30250-001

Gobi Top case 42 litre black

30250-002

Gobi Top case 42 litre black & silver edition

30250-003

Journey TC 50 Top case black

35250-002

Journey TC 50 Top case black/silver

35250-003

Journey TC 42 Top case black/silver

35260-003

Journey TC 52 Top case black/silver

35270-003

Journey Top case black

35240-002

Journey Top case black/silver

35240-003

WUNDERLICH LUGGAGE SACK
• 100% water-proof for secure transport of cameras, documents
etc.
• tailor-made to fit our tank and rear bags etc. – nevertheless also
universally usable
• Water- and abrasion-proof, PU-coated polyester 75d
• sealed, reinforced roll-up lock fitted with clip-buckle and additional eyelet (for hanging)
• sealed double seams
• Royal blue, including Wunderlich-Logo
• Approx. dimensions 30 x 60cm
• weighs only 75 g
• Approx. volume 30 litres
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

blue		

Item-No.: 44000-000
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WUNDERLICH »RACK PACK«
The ultimate pack bag from Wunderlich. Easy to access through
the opening on the top and more convenient to carry than other
pack bags.
• Easy to access content thanks to the opening that covers the
whole length
• Extremely resilient 3D-welded PD 620 material
• Carrying handle
• Padded shoulder strap
• 49 litres volume
• 100% dust and water-tight
• Dimensions: (HxLxW) 34x61x32 cm
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 25180-102

WUNDERLICH STRAP
Strong webbing strap with metal clamping buckle for secure
hold and easy operation. Does not stretch, fully adjustable. So,
everything stays tightly secured. Easily shortened if necessary.
Length 200 cm / width 2 cm
black		

Item-No.: 25120-012

blue		

Item-No.: 25120-010
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WUNDERLICH LEG BAG
All utensils which on every motorcycle always need to be close
to male or female rider, may now be stored inside our innovative leg bag. With its fully adjustable belt- and leg loop it always
sits safe and comfortable at the thigh, undisturbing, without
giving a crampy feeling. Water-repellent and dimensionally
stable, approx. 26 cm x 19 cm. Available for right and left leg.
Additional outer compartment for smartphone, paperwork etc.
Made from abrasion-proof and unfading CORDURA.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black / right		

Item-No.: 44880-000

black / left		

Item-No.: 44880-100

Belt
For proper fixing of leg bag a belt is necessary. In case you
need one, here is our alternative – fully adjustable in length.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 44880-200
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WUNDERLICH-DESIGN /
CARBON FIBRE COMPONENTS
S. 163 – S. 171

SAFETY OIL PLUG
SWING ARM BEARING COVER
–
START NUMBER PLATE
FUEL CAP CONVERSION »ASTON« AND »MONZA«
TRANSPARENT VALVE COVERS
WUNDERLICH CONTAINER CAP
HUB COVER »TORNADO«
COVER GEARBOX PLUG
FORK TUBE COCER R NINET BRUSHED
DECO STRIPES
FILLER CAP COVER
FILLER CAP COVER
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WUNDERLICH SAFETY OIL PLUG
Simple operation and optimized anti-theft protection. To be
opened with our supplied special spanner only.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Singular, undestructable structure
Absolutely oil-tight
High quality finish
Spanner designed as key fob
Supplied including plug, spanner, seal and key fob
5 years warranty
Made in Germany

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
silver		

Item-No.: 27440-001

titan		

Item-No.: 27440-003

WUNDERLICH SWING ARM BEARING COVER
We have sealed the unimportant hole in the swingarm mount
with milled and anodised covers, so that no more dirt accumulates here and the R nineT is visibly upgraded.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protects bores on swing arm mounts
Prevents paint abrasion on frame
No more dirt accumulation in the bores
Keeps pivots stable and free from oxidation
Safe locking
simple to fit
CNC-milled from billet aluminium
Anodised (no oxidation)

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

»Classic-Design«, black

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
»Classic-Design«
black / left		

Item-No.: 28290-302

black / right		

Item-No.: 34090-004

More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages
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WUNDERLICH START NUMBER PLATE
These strong, artfully and elaborately shaped start number plates
made from brushed aluminium round off the R nine Ts perfect
appearance.
•
•
•
•
•

Made from brushed aluminium
Perfects the visual appearance of the R nineT
Fastening with high quality stainless mounts
Noble finish
Easy to fit

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
silver / pair		

Item-No.: 44851-101

black / pair		

Item-No.: 44851-102

Racer

Scrambler

Urban G/S – Design example
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FUEL CAP CONVERSION
Suitable adapter unit for »Aston« or »Monza« fuel cap. Made
from fine metal, milled from billet aluminium, a one-to-one fit
for the R nineT petrol tank.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Fuel cap adapter
silver		

Item-No.: 36881-600

Fuel cap
polished / Monza		

Item-No.: 36881-000

polished / Aston		

Item-No.: 36881-400

Fuel cap Monza

Fuel cap Aston

NEW!

XRAY VALVE COVERS TRANSPARENT
Reveal the inner workings of your Boxer cylinder with these
fascination valve covers. Our transparent valve covers simply
replace the original cover and straight away you‘ve got a clear
view of the covers, their functions and effects.
• Ultra modern latest generation techno polymer with a material
thickness of 5 mm
• Thermal application range of -50 °C to 180 °C
• Permanently stable at 180 °C (tested by BASF over 10,000 hrs
with no interruption)
• UV-stabilised
• Scratch-proof surface coating and seal that exceeds the standard
„California Test“
• The engine sound is unchanged
• Tested by us on four motorcyclesover approximately 18,000 km
• Resistant to all plastic-friendly cleaning products
• The valve covers can make contact with various chemicals with
no issues. Even if the properties of the surface coating offer additional protection, contact with DOT4 (brake fluid) should still be
avoided.
• Simple assembly by swapping with the original valve cover
• New valve cover seals contained in the delivery
• Exclusive manufacture – so only available in our range
• This is where the oil flows – the visual hit at the moped meet!
• Does not require TÜV approval
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
transparent / pair		

Item-No.: 35610-201
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WUNDERLICH ALUMINIUM CONTAINER CAP
Ultimate milling art in aluminium for an exposed position. A
true visual delight, technically a strenghtened development of
the rather bland plastic original. A cap, consequently implemented with new »Edge« design.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Significantly more stable and torsion-free
Makes container valuable and an eye-catcher
A simple fit – change and forget
Titan or silver anodised
5 years warranty
Made in Germany

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (-2016)
Set of brake-/clutch fluid container caps
black / Pair		

Item-No.: 27040-102

titan / Pair		

Item-No.: 27040-103

R nineT (2017-)

R nineT (2017-) | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Set of brake-/clutch fluid container caps
black / Pair		

Item-No.: 27070-202

titan / Pair		

Item-No.: 27070-203

R nineT (-2016)

WUNDERLICH CONTAINER CAP
Best machining art for an exposed place. A treat to look at, and
a stable development from the sensitive original and rather
plain unit.
•
•
•
•
•

Much more stable and torsion-free
Makes container valuable and an eye-catcher
CNC-milled from billet aluminium
A simple fit – change and forget
Anodised

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Footbrake container cap
silver		

Item-No.: 27070-001

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.
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WUNDERLICH
HUB COVER »TORNADO«
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Covering the hollow, rugged wheel hub
Both sides offering turbine design
Visual and technical Upgrade
Same temperature conditions as original
Self-locking expansions holder
Easy fit, supplied with assembly spanner and two logos
Made from billet aluminium, CNC-machined/-milled
Fits swingarm/hub anodised titan or silver

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
silver

titan

side facing wheel

black

Mounting wrench

silver		

Item-No.: 34120-001

black		

Item-No.: 34120-002

titan		

Item-No.: 34120-003

WUNDERLICH
COVER GEARBOX PLUG
•
•
•
•

Covers the often-rusty gearbox plug
Safe locking/seating
CNC-machined/milled from billet aluminium
Anodised (free from oxidation)

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
silver / piece		

Item-No.: 28870-001

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.
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NEW!

WUNDERLICH FORK TUBE COVER
R NINET BRUSHED
When installing the high version of the »Classic« front fender,
this fork tube cover made of brushed aluminium covers the
original mounting points for the original fender, which are not
used. Unused, they would then very ugly fall in the eye. That's
why we've developed these clever fork covers that not only
cover the attachment points, but also look great.
•
•
•
•
•

Made from brushed aluminium
The perfect addiotion for the high fender
Noble finish
Easy assembly
Complete mounting kit

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT
Aluminium brushed		

Item-No.: 44850-012

NEW!

WUNDERLICH DECO STRIPES
These decorative stripes do not only emphasize the prominent
classical lines of the R nineT, they also award the Roadster with
a rather individual note giving a significant upgrade.
We offer this long-term durable set of stick-on strips as a perfect, high quality alternative to extraordinary expensive hand
lining. Thanks to markings, sticker helplines and an instruction
video accurate fixing up to the millimetre is no problem even
for the unexperienced.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
white		

Item-No.: 44840-000

black		

Item-No.: 44840-002

Mounting
instruction
video deco
stripes

NEW!

WUNDERLICH FILLER CAP COVER
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New look for the petrol filler cap
Amade of a special 3D Carbon Look plastic
With a thick, crystal clear plastic protective layer
The seal underlines the three-dimensional carbon fiber look
Very durable
Undercoated with 3M special adhesive, very strong
Easy assembly

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Carbon-Look		

Item-No.: 28950-001
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CARBON FIBRE PARTS
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

01

PRODUCT

VEHICLE

1 Fender front
2 Fender front
3 Fender rear
4 Fender rear
5 Brake line cover
6 Alternator cover
7 Wind tunnel cover / right
8 Intake tube cover / left
9 Windshield
q Petrol tank cover / left
q Petrol tank cover / right
w Headlight housing
e Valve cap cover / left
e Valve cap cover / right
r Petrol tank cover top
t Starter motor cover
y Front spoiler
u Ignition lock cover
i Speedo housing
o Silencer end caps / 2-part
p Exhaust heat protector / 2-part
a Seat cover for single seat
s Intake tube cover / left
d Shaft drive protector
f Headlight mask »Street«
g Headlight mask »Race« (no image)
h Fairing holder at oil cooler (no image)
j Cover headlight
k Hump incl. holder (no image)
l Hump single, no holder (no image)
; Frame rear cover (no image)
z Splash guard incl. number plate holder (no image)
x Fender front
c Silencer end cap
v Front spoiler
b Holder for petrol tank venting (no image)
n Passenger seat cover without bracket

R nineT

33931-004

Pure | Scrambler

45051-100

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S

32130-101

Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S

45051-600

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S

27230-001

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S

27250-001

02

ITEM-NO.

R nineT (-2016) | Racer | Scrambler

45050-100

R nineT (-2016)

45050-200

R nineT

45050-400

R nineT | Racer | Scrambler

45050-300

R nineT | Scrambler

45050-301

R nineT | Scrambler

45050-500

R nineT | Scrambler

45050-700

R nineT | Scrambler

45050-701

R nineT | Scrambler

45050-600

R nineT | Scrambler

45050-800

R nineT | Scrambler

45050-900

R nineT | Scrambler

45051-000

Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S

45051-200

Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S

45051-300

Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S

45051-400

Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S

45051-500

R nineT (2017-) | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S

45051-700

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S

26600-001

Racer

45052-000

Racer

45052-010

Racer

45052-100

Racer

45052-200

Racer

45052-300

Racer

45052-300

R nineT (2017-) | Racer | Scrambler

45052-400

R nineT (2017-) | Racer | Scrambler

45052-500

Racer

45052-600

Racer

45052-700

Racer

45052-800

Racer

45052-900

Racer

45052-310

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

26

31

32

33

35
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MOTOR / SILENCER / TUNING
S. 173 – S. 179

TRANSPARENT VALVE COVERS
REMUS »HYPERCONE«
EXHAUST BRACKET »SINGLE«
EXHAUST LIFTING KIT
EXHAUST HEAT PROTECTION SHIELD
HEAT PROTECTION EXHAUST TAPE
OIL FILTER
MAGNETIC SUMP PLUG
AIR FILTER
LONG-TERM AIR FILTER / CARE
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174 | MOTOR / SILENCER / TUNING

R NINET | SCRAMBLER | PURE | URBAN G/S | RACER

NEW!

XRAY VALVE COVERS TRANSPARENT
Reveal the inner workings of your Boxer cylinder with these
fascination valve covers. Our transparent valve covers simply
replace the original cover and straight away you‘ve got a clear
view of the covers, their functions and effects.
• Ultra modern latest generation techno polymer with a material
thickness of 5 mm
• Thermal application range of -50 °C to 180 °C
• Permanently stable at 180 °C (tested by BASF over 10,000 hrs
with no interruption)
• UV-stabilised
• Scratch-proof surface coating and seal that exceeds the standard
„California Test“
• The engine sound is unchanged
• Tested by us on four motorcycles over approximately 18,000 km
• Resistant to all plastic-friendly cleaning products
• The valve covers can make contact with various chemicals with
no issues. Even if the properties of the surface coating offer additional protection, contact with DOT4 (brake fluid) should still be
avoided.
• Simple assembly by swapping with the original valve cover
• New valve cover seals contained in the delivery
• Exclusive manufacture – so only available in our range
• This is where the oil flows – the visual hit at the moped meet!
• Does not require TÜV approval
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
transparent / pair		

YouTube
Link

Item-No.: 35610-201
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REMUS »HYPERCONE«
The perfect mix of sound, power delivery and low weight,
unique deep sound, powerful, harmonious power delivery
across the entire speed range. Exhaust backpressure reduction
of at least 35% and weight savings of up to 3 kg with a fascinating appearance. Durable construction, inside completely made
of stainless steel. For sports use removable DB eater. With
EG-ABE.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (2017-) | Pure | Urban G/S
with passenger pegs
Titanium		

Item-No.: 44200-103

Stainless steel black		

Item-No.: 44200-102

R nineT (2017-) | Pure | Racer | Urban G/S
without passenger pegs
Titanium		

Item-No.: 44200-133

stainless steel		

Item-No.: 44200-122

R nineT (-2016)
with passenger pegs
VA		

Item-No.: 44200-001

Titanium		

Item-No.: 44200-003

Stainless steel black		

Item-No.: 44200-002

Scrambler
with / without passenger pegs
More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages

Titanium		

Item-No.: 44200-203

Stainless steel		

Item-No.: 44200-202

WUNDERLICH EXHAUST BRACKET »SINGLE«
Slimmer exhaust pipe holder reduced to the bare essentials for
all solo nineT’s.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To attach the rear silencer without passenger seat holder/strut
Sophisticated, unobtrusive and yet extremely stable
Barely visible
4 mm thick stainless steel
Black or Silver coated
Complete with mounting kit
TÜV-free

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
R nineT

silver		

Item-No.: 44201-401

black		

Item-No.: 44201-402

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

R NINET | SCRAMBLER | PURE | URBAN G/S | RACER

WUNDERLICH EXHAUST RAISE KIT
With this construction both exhausts, original or accessory, increase their height and the view of the rear wheel becomes free
– a special aesthetic treat! The set includes the exhaust pipe
extension and the frame bracket. It can be easily and quickly
mounted, even without the back part of the frame. A perfect
complement for the R nineT!
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (-2016)
black		

Item-No.: 44201-202*

* We recommend the additional installation of the exhaust heat shield.
(Item-No.: 44201-302)

WUNDERLICH EXHAUST HEAT PROTECTION SHIELD
The exhaust is a real safety risk. Unfaired, burns are preprogrammed. We have connected the pleasant with the useful and
covered the hazard parts of the silencer. Especially in the front
area (connection with the collector pipe) the plate now reliably
protects against painful contacts.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (-2016)
black		

Item-No.: 44201-302*

* Mounting only in conjunction with exhaust raise kit (Item-No.: 44201-202).

HEAT PROTECTION EXHAUST TAPE
This heat protection exhaust tape has been race-tested intensively. It ensures to raise temperature and flow velocity inside
the downpipes. It is also great for insulation of the pipes and
may also protects trousers, boots and bags. The tape is characterized by its high resistance to temperature (750°C) and its
high flexibility which makes wrapping of tight radii possible.
L.: 10m, W.: 50mm, D.: 2mm.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
beige		

Item-No.: 44260-100

graphite		

Item-No.: 44260-102
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MANN OIL FILTER
MANN micro-filter with outstanding cleaning effect. The latest
filter technology is used here to provide permanent protection
against wear. The long period over which oils are in the engine
makes particularly high demands on the filtering effect for even
the finest dust particles. Give your engine a real treat, it will
thank you for it!
R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
		

Item-No.: 24240-200

MAGNETIC SUMP PLUG
The finest metallic abrasion is held back. As a result, wear is
identified early and any abrasions are removed from the oil
system. We have this plug manufactured as a flat hexagon bolt,
so that it fits tightly and does not protrude.
R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Sump plug		

Item-No.: 24140-000

Copper washer		

Item-No.: 24150-000

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

AIR FILTER
Micro-filter with outstanding cleaning effect. The latest filter
technology is used here to provide permanent protection
against wear. We only use high-quality filters from the manufacturers or the renowned brands MANN and Mahle.
Tip: The service intervals given by the manufacturer are just
recommendations. You should therefore check how clean your
air filter is at regular intervals to ensure maximum performance.
R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Standard filter
		

Item-No.: 24230-500
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BLUE LONG-TERM AIR FILTER
• This increase allows a greater volume of air to move more freely
• Deep pleats in the double-layered cotton create ca 20% increase
in filtration surface
• Oil-soaked, homogeneous cotton fabric
• Dirt does not penetrate it adheres on the outside
• Resistant to all weather influences
• Servicing after 20.000 up to 50.000 km
• Stainless steel mesh on both sides
• Airtight filter mount
• Patented fixing aids
• Easy exchange against the original
(no changes to the vehicle necessary)

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
		

Item-No.: 29480-000

More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages

Deep lamella
increase filter
area by 10-20 %.
For an extraordinary filter effect
and minimal flow
resistance.

BLUE SERVICE OIL COMBIPACK
For servicing a Blue Filter use only the approved Blue Filter
cleaner and oil to ensure the filter is not damaged and the
filtering effect not impaired. The specially formulated cleaner
bottle (500 ml) and oil can (300 ml) are available either as a
»Service Pack« combination or as single components. Cleaning
and oiling the filter is easy to perform. Instructions included.
The cost-effective set. Lasts as long as your bike.
		

Item-No.: 29540-000

A very smooth surface
and a soft, durable
rubber for the airtight
frame.

BLUE-Filter pass
a time-intensive, four-step production, to keep
rubber amount within the fleece as low as possible. Mass manufacturers, on the other hand,
working with high working pressure in terms
of quantity. So, rubber can intrude the fleece
thoroughly, a fact that may reduce air flow
often by 25%.
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VEHICLE ELECTRICS / CABLE / PLUGS
S. 181 – S. 193

LED ADDITIONAL HEAD LIGHTS »ATON«

LED INDICATORS »SPARK« TINTED

-

-

LED ADDITIONAL HEAD LIGHTS »MICRO FLOOTER«

LED REAR LIGHT / INDICATORS »SPARK« TINTED

-

-

BI-LED-HEAD LIGHT

HEAD LIGHT LIFT KIT

-

-

LED HEAD LIGHT INCLUDING CORNERING LIGHT

»BATTERY GUARD«

-

-

MOTOGADGET INDICATORS »M-BLAZE DISC«

BATTERIES

-

-

KELLERMANN INDICATORS »BL 2000«

BATTERY CHARGER

-

»OPTIMATE 4 DUAL-PROGRAM EDITION«

KELLERMANN INDICATORS »MICRO-RHOMBUS«

-

-

BATTERY CHARGER »OPTIMATE 4 LITHIUM«

KELLERMANN INDICATORS »BULLET 1000«

-

-

ILLUMINANT

INDICATORS »TORPEDO«
INDICATORS »BULLET LIGHT«
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WUNDERLICH LED ADDITIONAL HEAD LIGHT
»ATON«
Highly luminous, low energy absorption and more active safety! ATON additional headlights increase the vehicle outline and
provide a considerably expanded field of view at night.
• 100% uniform illumination thanks to the stretched, three-dimensional diffuser lens
• Pure white daylight temperature
• Very long life (about 100.000 hours)
• No self-glare
• Very good additional illumination to headlight
• Extremely robust – waterprotected according to the IP67
• Integrated ballast unit = no additional mounting or space required
• E approved as fog light
• Special bracket set for every vehicle type
• Headlight set (right & left), weight optimised bracket set and electrical installation kit
• Note: You will find the suitable protection grille in the section
protection/safety
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Crash bar/tube mounting
Optional protection grille
Item-No.: 42839-102

silver		

Item-No.: 28380-101*

black 		

Item-No.: 28380-102*

* For crash / tank bar & round tubes with a diameter of 20 to 28.5 mm

WUNDERLICH LED ADDITIONAL HEAD LIGHT
»MICRO FLOOTER«

1

These additional head lights Micro Flooter for the R nineT be
mounted on the original indicators bracket. The standard indicators can still be used. By using our Kellermann indicators the
standard indicators can also be omitted.
• 100% uniform illumination thanks to the stretched, three-dimensional diffuser lens
• Pure white daylight temperature
• Very long life (about 100.000 hours)
• No self-glare
• Very good additional illumination to headlight
• Extremely robust – waterprotected according to the IP67
• Integrated ballast unit = no additional mounting or space required
• E approved as fog light
• Special bracket set for every vehicle type
• Headlight set (right & left), weight optimised bracket set and electrical installation kit
• Note: You will find the suitable protection grille in the section
protection/safety

2

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (2017-) | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Vehicle mounting

1
Optional protection grille
Item-No.: 28365-101/102

black		

Item-No.: 30476-102

2 Crash bar/tube mounting
silver 		

Item-No.: 28380-201*

black		

Item-No.: 28380-202*

* For crash / tank bar & round tubes with a diameter of 20 to 28.5 mm
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BI-LED MAIN HEAD LIGHT
BI-LED headlights for the BMW Heritage model series. A true
advance with regards to safety and comfort, which with its matt
black look and striking light elements also looks great.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

light and uniform light
Newest LED technology
Perfect street illumination
Easy assembly
At least 30,000 hours of life span of the LED’s
No registration necessary (ECE)
Original manufacturer quality
Passive and active increase in safety

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Bi-LED main head light
		

Item-No.: 30478-000

NEW!

LED MAIN HEAD LIGHT INCLUDING CORNERING
LIGHT
With this ingenious main headlight input, you will provide your
R nineT not only with luminous, fail-safe and bright LED light,
but also with an upwardly-controlled, dynamic cornering light.
This means a clear increase in sight and visibility and thus of
active and passive safety. Finally, you will also be able to see
exactly where you’re going even in the dark.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Direct replacement for the headlight input of the R nineT
Excellent sight lines, safety, and durability
Simple Plug-n-Play connection in H4 style
Housing made of cast aluminium
Light intensity 1600 lm (high beam), 1020 lm (low beam)
With ECE approval stamp, no entry required
Light glass made of polycarbonate

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
LED MAIN HEAD LIGHT INCLUDING CORNERING LIGHT
		

Item-No.: 30478-100

Adapter cable Euro4 models
		

More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages

Item-No.: 30478-101
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MOTOGADGET INDICATOR »M-BLAZE DISC«
The m-Blaze Disc is the indicator signal of the latest generation.
Characteristic feature of the LED indicator is its transparent
lighting disc on a compact aluminium base which harmonically
completes with the handle at the bar end. The discreet aluminium housing acts as a good mount for the glass as well as it
integrates control unit and high-End LEDs.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black / left		

Item-No.: 36342-202

black / right		

Item-No.: 36342-302

NEW!

WUNDERLICH ADAPTER FOR INDICATOR
»M-BLAZE DISC«
This adapter lets you mount our handlebar end mirror on the R
nineT in conjunction with our m-Blaze Disk indicators.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 35661-200
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KELLERMANN INDICATOR »BL 2000«
The replacement for the clunky original front turn signals. Kellermann High Power LED technology. Shapely handlebar degree
with Tinted annular glass. High quality metal housing. Indicator
disappears visually when not in use. ECE-approved as a substitute for front turn signals. Easy assembly. Set with 2 pieces.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black / pair		

Item-No.: 36341-102

KELLERMANN INDICATOR »MICRO-RHOMBUS«
Probably the smallest rear / brake / turn combination for one
»Minimal optic« with maximum luminosity.
•
•
•
•
•

Kellermann HighPower LED Technologie
Long Life Protection Guard®, IC controlled, 330 kHz clocked
High-quality metal housing. Black coated
ECE-approved at the rear as full replacement for all three functions
Silent rubber blocks can be replaced, which protects the indicator
from vibration damage and vandalism

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

In two versions, with pure flashing function or for the rear as
an innovative rear / brake / indicator in one.
rear / brake / indicator (rear)
The innovative turn signal brake / tail light combination in the
extraordinary micro-rhombus housing sets new standards with the
characteristic beaming double tail lights.

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Indicator

Kellermann indicators »Micro-Rhombus-DF« with integrated brake / rear and
turn signal. ECE proofed

black / rear left		

Item-No.: 36330-100*

black / rear right		

Item-No.: 36330-000*

black / front left		

Item-No.: 36340-100*

black / front right		

Item-No.: 36340-000*

Fitting Resistor
piece		
* Please order fitting resistor seperately.

Item-No.: 38910-000
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KELLERMANN INDICATOR »BULLET 1000«
One „highlight“ of the product comes in the form of the newly
developed light technology, which enables a homogenous,
ring-shaped beam and once again makes a mark. After all,
design quality doesn‘t stop with the product design and product surface but is also defined through the light emitted. The
high-quality crafted metal casing with a maximum diameter of
39 mm appears discreet as a decoration on your motorcycle
and is available in surface variations of chrome, black or matte
chrome. The Bullet 1000 thus fits any demanding bike design.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black / rear		

Item-No.: 36340-302

matt chrome / rear		

Item-No.: 36340-301

black / front		

Item-No.: 36340-202

matt chrome / front		

Item-No.: 36340-201

Fitting Resistor
piece		

Item-No.: 38910-000

INDICATOR »TORPEDO«
Classical, little indicators with a small, but very bright light
surface. Match very well with our rear light »DEVILS-EYE«. Incl.
bulbs and wiring-adaptor set (no illustration).
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (-2016)
black rear / pair		

Item-No.: 44300-000

black front / pair		

Item-No.: 44300-100

Replacement bulb / piece		

Item-No.: 34480-100
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INDICATOR »BULLET LIGHT«
Classic, discreet halogen indicator with high light yield with low
power consumption.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Black aluminium housing
Diameter 25 mm / length 65 mm
Incl. Lamp H6W 12V 6W
Can be used front and back
Diameter threaded bolts M8
E-approved

• Delivered as a set
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black / pair		

Item-No.: 36340-402

NEW!

LED INDICATOR »SPARK« TINTED
The most modern light technology packed into an extremely
small size. An optical highlight on any motorcycle. Mini indicator with black plastic housing and tinted glass, E-approved.
• Length of rubber handle: 11 mm
• Threaded bolts: M8
• Scope of delivery: 1 pair

Note: Depending on the software status of your motorcycle, for
the indicators to function properly, you will probably need an
additional resistor for each indicator. This is available as a practical set with standard plugs for easy insertion, compatible with
the original connectors, from our shop under the item number 44109-400. As an alternative, the resistor is also available
individually for self-soldering (item number 40530-000). Please
be aware that this may also be necessary if, for example, your
workshop assigns a new software status to your motorcycle
during maintenance work.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black / pair		

More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages

Item-No.: 36347-002
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NEW!

LED TAIL LIGHT / INDICATOR »SPARK« TINTED
This unit stands out thanks to its small size. For installation at
the rear – e-tested.
• Scope of delivery: 1 pair

Note: Depending on the software status of your motorcycle, for
the indicators to function properly, you will probably need an
additional resistor for each indicator. This is available as a practical set with standard plugs for easy insertion, compatible with
the original connectors, from our shop under the item number 44109-400. As an alternative, the resistor is also available
individually for self-soldering (item number 40530-000). Please
be aware that this may also be necessary if, for example, your
workshop assigns a new software status to your motorcycle
during maintenance work.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black / pair		

Item-No.: 36347-102

WUNDERLICH INDICATOR ADAPTER
The adapter allows for the installation of the most common accessory turn signal, which is fastened using a threaded screw,
to the original BMW turn signal attachment. The adapters are
milled on the interior such that the securing nut of the turn
signal can be seated without a problem. The adapter is then attached to the original attachment point along with the indicator.
•
•
•
•
•

Milled from solid block material
High-quality aluminium
Black anodised
Easy assembly
Complete set for right and left

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 44960-002
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WUNDERLICH
HEAD LIGHT LIFT KIT
If you are adding a Motogadget speedometer or changing the
handlebars on your R nineT, the original position for the headlight will be less optimal and too far down. With this headlight
lift kit, you can raise it up by 24mm and place it slightly closer
to the bike without making an ugly hole in the design of the R
nineT. Easy to mount, big effect!
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT (-2016) | Pure | Scrambler
silver		

Item-No.: 30475-001*

*can only be used with speedometer motogadget »motoscope pro«

BATTERY GUARD
With the intAct Battery Guard and with the help of an app
which can be downloaded free of charge you can now check
the charge status of your battery quickly and easily on your
smartphone. The current, positive charge status of the battery
guarantees full capacity and usability. It also prevents possible
premature damage failure of the battery.
After simply connecting to the battery via eyelets and downloading the Android or Apple app, you can call up the current
voltage value. The transmitter can be used for 6 V, 12 V and 24 V
batteries. The range is approx. 6 metres. The four-colour display
that resembles a tachometer displays the charge status in dark
green (full charge), light green (partial charge), orange (discharged) and red (heavily discharged).
The voltage value is also displayed alphanumerically. If the
voltage falls below the minimum voltage value, a notification
appears to charge the battery soon. The voltage of up to 5
batteries can be checked using the app, of course the intAct
Battery Guard must be installed on each battery.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
		

More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages

Item-No.: 45070-000
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MOTORRAD

INTACT GEL BATTERIES

Urteil: sehr gut

• 300 A peak starting current
• Over 20 possible cold starts (with charge battery)
• According to a test, the battery possesses 130% of the stated
capacity as delivered
• 119% capacity after cold start check (start attempt after 12 hours
in cold chamber at -20°)
• Lower danger of ABS outage due to low battery performance
• Extremely long-lasting since cycle stability tests (tests for shelf
life) showed there was still 114% of the capacity available
• Damage due to deep discharge impossible
• Completely maintenance-free
• Leak-proof (even laid out, etc.) and gas-proof (no ventilation hose
required)
• Electrolyte is firmly bound in a fleece layer
• Acid level check no longer required
• Unlike with conventional batteries, charging does not lead to formation of condensation
• Robust ABS housing
• Fully filled unit

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S

*  Battery deposit law

		

WE ARE BOUND BY LAW TO TAKE A BATTERY DEPOSIT FEE OF 7.50
EURO. REFUNDING OF THIS AMOUNT IS USUALLY CARRIED OUT AT
RETURN OF A SECONDHAND BATTERY AT OUR PREMISES.
DURING POSTAL ORDER AN OLD BATTERY CANNOT BE SEND IN. HOWEVER, IF A DEPOSIT COUPON OF AN APPROVED DISPOSAL POINT
IS INCLUDED WE WILL CERTAINLY REFUND THE DEPOSIT AMOUNT.

Item-No.: 45080-000*

* Please refer to the Note for the battery-deposit law!

Capacity

Length

Width

Heigth

Weight

20 Ah

180 mm

78 mm

172 mm

6,2 kg

LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
Lithium-ion batteries are the tip of the motorcycle battery range.
They get along without lead and acid, making them a third lighter than conventional batteries. Fast charge is possible. Installable
in any position, no acid. Uniform state of all cells through balancers. Low self-discharge. Up to six times the life of a lead-acid
battery. Chargeable via on-board socket. With charge status
indicator. We recommend to charge with our charger 40950-000.

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
		

Item-No.: 20970-100*

* Please refer to the Note for the battery-deposit law!

Capacity

Length

Width

Heigth

Weight

14 Ah

150 mm

87 mm

93-145 mm

0,9 kg
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BATTERY CHARGER »OPTIMATE 4 DUAL-PROGRAM EDITION«
The OptiMate 4 charging device is a universal tool for maintaining your battery. It comes with automatic programs for
diagnosis, reactivation, charging and maintaining of your
vehicle’s battery. The OptiMate 4 automatically sustains and
charges your battery. This mode includes low voltage reactivation impulses for an even more effective charging process of
extremely run-down and sulphated batteries.
More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages

Delivery includes a weather-resistant plug for the on-boardsocket as well as a weather-resistant safeguard and a terminal
kit for charging outside of the vehicle. The delivered version is
already CAN-Bus ready and needs no further adjustment.
The facts OptiMate 4 DUAL charging device:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weather-resistant case
Integrated fastening lug
CAN-Bus-Edition including matching plug for on-board socket
Plug and play
Input current max. 0,15 A at 230 V
Output current 1,0 A until 14,3 V voltage
Desulphation
Automatic battery check when connecting
Elongates battery lifespan up to 4 times

		

EMPFEHLUNG

Item-No.: 20190-200

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

WUNDERL

Weather-resistant case

ICH-EDIT

ION
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BATTERY CHARGER
»OPTIMATE 4 LITHIUM«
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automatic diagnosis, charging, reviving and maintenance
Pulse charge for deep discharged/sulphated batteries
Increases battery durability up to a fourfold
Cable length (in- and output): 2 metres each
Water-proof tower-housing with additional wall mount
Specially designed for lithium-ion batteries

		

Item-No.: 40950-000

OSRAM »COOL BLUE«
The alternative to the expensive Xenon lights. The brilliant
white daylight of the blue vision bulb improves the reflection of
road signs, markings and other reflective surfaces. Unpleasant
night riding turns pleasant as the eyes don’t tire as before and
you can react better to traffic situations. Changing the bulb is
easy, same as the original.
Note: These bulbs are approved for road use in Germany, but
may not be road legal in your country. Check the regualtions
before ordering!
Head light
H4 (55/60 Watt)		

Item-No.: 37000-000
Cool Blue H4

Parking light
Glass socle		

Item-No.: 36760-000

Parking light

STANDARD BULBS
Parking light
Glass socle		

Item-No.: 22020-000

Head light
H4 12V/55/60W		

Item-No.: 23770-000

Standard H4

Parking light

ANSTÄNDIGE KOMPONENTEN IN THE
»ACCESSORIES« FITS BOTH, YOUR

AIRHEAD-BOXER
R 80 G/S, ST, RT, GS & BASIC, R & MYSTIC | R 100 CS, T
RT, RS, GS & BASIC,R & MYSTIC | /5, /6, /7 | R 45, 65

FIELDS OF »NAVIGATION« AND
R NINET AND AIRHEAD BOXER.

R NINET
SCRAMBLER | PURE
URBAN G/S | RACER
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NAVIGATION
S. 197 – S. 213

DEVICE GLARE SHIELDS
SMARTPHONE BRACKETS, CASES, RAIN COVERS AND ACCESSORIES
NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
–
GPS-FINDER (THEFT PROTECTION / TRACKING DEVICE)
–
MULTIPOD VARIO 360/360
BRACKET »MULTIBASE«
–
BRACKET »MULTIBASE MONO«
BRACKET »MULTIBASE SMALL«
–
UNIVERSAL CLAMP »NAVI & ACTION«
–
CLAMP »VARIO«
–
UNIVERSAL CLAMP FOR ROUND TUBES
–
NAVIHALTERUNG BRACKET ADJUSTABLE
–
DEVICE BRACKET FOR ORIGINAL NAVIGATION HOLDER
BRACKET »EXTREM II«
–
MEDIA BAG »EVO«
–
QUICK LOCK »QR01« FOR MEDIA BAG »EVO«
–
QUICK LOCK »QR01« FOR HANDLEBAR MOUNT
–
HANDLEBAR BAG »BARBAGMEDIA«
HANDLEBAR BAG »BARBAG MEDIA« WATER-PROOF
–
MOTORCYCLE / TOURING MAPS

198 | NAVIGATION
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WUNDERLICH NAVIGATION GLARE SHIELD
• Allows reading the display even in strong sunlight
• Easy fitting thanks to the clip system
• Glare-free structured surface
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

For BMW Navigator VI
black		

Item-No.: 21070-302

For BMW Navigator V
black		

Item-No.: 21070-202

For BMW Navigator IV
black		

BMW Navigator VI

Item-No.: 21070-102

For Garmin Zumo 395
black		

Item-No.: 21072-002

For Garmin Zumo 595
black		

Item-No.: 21073-002

For Garmin Zumo 660
black		

Item-No.: 21070-102

For TomTom Rider 400/410/450/550 landscape
black		
Optimale glare protection

BMW Navigator V

For TomTom Rider 400/410/450/550 portrait orientation
black		

TomTom Rider (portrait format)

TomTom Rider (landscape)

Item-No.: 21071-002

Item-No.: 21071-102
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NEW!

SP CONNECT SMARTPHONE MOUNTING UNIT
With this Set including smartphone cover, handlebar- or rearview
mirror fixing kit and silicone cover your smartphone is fixed to your
bike »in the twinkling of an eye« and protected from rain/dirt. The
mounting unit is milled from billet aluminium and may be fitted to
all handlebar diameters thanks to all relevant diameter adapters.
The smartphone cover protects your device reliably from everyday
harm and is securely fitted on its mount at only a 90 degree-turn.
Set includes cover, handlebar- or rearview mirror mount and weather cover.
•
•
•
•
•

Optimized positioning by 360 degree-adjustment opportunities
Mounting unit includes an integral damping part
Secure locking by 90 degree twist
Usable flat or upright
Moto Bundle – to fit handlebar, fits following handlebar diameter:
(22 / 25 / 28,5 / 32 mm)
• Mirror Bundle – to fit rearview mirrors, fits following mirror arm
diameter: 10 – 16 mm respectively 0,39 – 0,63 inches
• Other mounting unit for car, bicycle available.

Further informationen, the individual components of the bundles and the various holders are available in our online shop
unter www.wunderlich.de/en

MOTO BUNDLE – HANDLEBAR MOUNT
black / iPhone X		

Item-No.: 45150-308

black / iPhone 8/7/6/6S		

Item-No.: 45150-300

black / iPhone 8+/7+/6S+/6+		

Item-No.: 45150-301

black / iPhone 5/SE		

Item-No.: 45150-302

black / Samsung S9/S8		

Item-No.: 45150-309

black / Samsung S9+		

Item-No.: 45150-310

black / Samsung S8+		

Item-No.: 45150-306

black / Samsung S7		

Item-No.: 45150-303

black / Samsung S7 Edge		

Item-No.: 45150-304

black / Universal		

Item-No.: 45150-307

Handlebar bracket

Rain cover

Mirror Bundle – handlebar strut
mount

Mirror Bundle – Mirror arm mount

MIRROR BUNDLE – MIRROR MOUNT
iPhone X		

Item-No.: 45151-001

Samsung S9/S8		

Item-No.: 45151-005

Samsung S9+/S8+		

Item-No.: 45151-006

iPhone 8/7/6s/6		

Item-No.: 45151-002

iPhone 8+/7+/6s+/6+ 		

Item-No.: 45151-003

Samsung S7		

Item-No.: 45151-004

Universal		

Item-No.: 45151-007

Moto Bundle – Tubular handlebar mount
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NEW!

TOMTOM RIDER
550 WORLD & WORLD »PREMIUM«
You are permanently accessible, able to hear calls, get messages and listen to music etc. By Siri or Google Now™ you may
get access to your smartphone functions and listen to music,
calls, news, weather forecast and a lot more. Have your smartphone read your messages via headset – so you can always be
reached, but still able to concentrate on traffic.
• TomTom road trips: Capture the road with the best, carefully
selected routes of the world – exclusively available to synchronize with your Rider 550.
• Updates via Wi-Fi®: get the most recent maps and software for
your TomTom Rider by integrated Wi-Fi®. No PC necessary for
download.
• Smartphone messages: listen to your smartphone read to you
via headset.
• Compatible with Siri and Google Now™: Get access to all your
smartphone functions via voice control, and listen to music, get
calls, messages etc. on route.
• Fast Quad-Core processor: Plan your trip quicker than ever.
• Twisty and hilly routes: Find the most exciting twisty routes and
rises and miss out the boring straights.
• Plan a round trip: Your TomTom Rider will automatically find
another way back from your tour.
• Motorcycle-POIs: benefit from more than 1.000 preinstalled POIs
especially for motorcyclists.
• Motorcycle route-planning with TomTom MyDrive: Create your
own most exciting tours using TomTom MyDrive by specifying its
hilly and twisty ratio. Synchronize it wireless with your device.
• Lifelong map updates (world): Install and actualize within complete lifespan of your navigation device without any further cost
– all maps throughout the world.
• Lifelong TomTom Traffic: Use intelligent routes in real time
throughout complete lifespan of your navigation device so you’re
always ahead of traffic.
• Lifelong speed cameras: Information about radar speed cameras
on your route.
• RAM® mounting set: Includes a robust RAM® universal motorcycle mounting.

Scope of supply: TomTom Rider 550 World
• TomTom Rider 550
• Motorcycle mounting kit
• RAM fixing kit

Additional scope of supply TomTom Rider 550 World »PREMIUM«
• Car mounting kit
• RAM Anti theft solution
• Protection bag
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

TomTom Rider 550 World		

Item-No.: 42590-500*

TomTom Rider 550 World »PREMIUM«

Item-No.: 42590-501*

* CURRENT PRICES OF NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
As the market for navigation systems is highly
competitive and constantly changing, we do not
quote prices in our pricelist. The current prices can
be found in our online shop at www.wundelich.de
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GARMIN ZUMO 395 LM EUROPE
Intuitive, easy and advanced, safe motorcycle avigation – and
all on a big, bright 4.3“ display. Whether it‘s a Sunday tour
through the mountains or a spontaneous joyride after work –
the zumo® 395LM lets you experience the pure joy of riding.
• Curvy Routes suggests particularly curvy riding routes
• Pre-planned intermediate targets can also be overcome with SKIP

		

Item-No.: 41620-200*

GARMIN ZUMO 595 LM
Premium Motorcycle GPS in large format. Glove-friendly, sunlight-readable 5-inch dual-orientation touchscreen with rugged
design with many features.
• SKIP, Curvy Routes and the new Round Trip function for more
riding pleasure
• With further features like PhotoRealTM 3D-views of junctions, the
active lane assistant and Garmin Real DirectionsTM keep track of
every trip
• Thanks to Bluetooth connectivity it is possible to make phone
calls during your ride
• Even music can be played thanks to the integrated MP3 player

		

Item-No.: 21090-200*
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NEW!

GPS-FINDER –
TRACKING DEVICE AND GPS-TRACKER
Want to make sure that you always know where your motorcycle is? No problem with the ALLROUND Finder complete set for
online location tracking!

GPS finder ALLROUND

Our complete set offers you smart all-round protection for
almost any area of application. To be able to use the complete
set in conjunction with the Finder, a service fee is payable for
the data connection and the Finder portal of just €4.99 a month
(can be cancelled monthly). The Finder can only be used together with the M2M SIM card and the FINDER portal from PAJ.
The Allround Finder (Item No.: 42595-000) – unlike the Motorcycle Finder (Item No.: 42595-100) – can be used in many applications due to its 5000 mAh battery, since it is not dependent on
the motorcycle battery. This is helpful, for example, if you own
several vehicles. Then the finder can be used on the used vehicle. Further possible uses are, for example, luggage, backpacks,
bicycle, handbag, caravan and trailer, etc.

GPS finder MOTORCYCLE

GPS finder ALLROUND – versatile possible applications

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extensive alarm, SOS and monitoring functions
Live tracking via web app
No more SMS costs
Less effort – Everything from one source
Can be cancelled monthly
Free German phone and email support from the manufacturer
Approx. 20 days battery charge
5000 mAh battery
Dimensions ALLROUND: 108 mm X 63 mm X 20 mm
Dimensions MOTORCYCLE: 70 mm x 49 mm x 22 mm
Weight ALLROUND: 130 g
Weight MOTORCYCLE: 56 g
Outstanding GPS reception
Flexible application options
Automatic selection of the best possible network (Europe-wide)
No manual charging required for the SIM card
Europe-wide data connection included
Follow GPS tracker online LIVE
100 days route storage
Alarm settings directly via the FINDER portal
Alarm notifications by email
Can be used with PC and smartphone
No more annoying activation required
FINDER-Portal for just 4,99 Euro a month

Scope of delivery ALLROUND:
•
•
•
•

ALLROUND Finder
Charging cable with USB plug adapter
M2M SIM card
Robust protective bag

Scope of delivery MOTORCYCLE:
• MOTORCYCLE finder
• Charging cable for connection to the vehicle battery
• Self-adhesive Velcro sticker
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

GPS finder MOTORCYCLE – versatile possible applications

GPS-Finder ALLROUND		

Item-No.: 42595-000

GPS-Finder MOTORCYCLE		

Item-No.: 42595-100
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WUNDERLICH MULTIPOD VARIO 360/360
Extremely versatile and strong device holder with a revolutionary range of adjustment that keeps any electronic device
perfectly in view.
• Variable Length
• Inhibiting theft
• Ball heads can be rotated through 360° and tilted to any position
through 180°
• Vibration free
• High-speed and Off-Road capable
• Turned and machined from high-strength aluminium alloy and
anodised
• For nearly all devices, bags, etc.
• Camera port
• Easy installation
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

silver/blue		

Item-No.: 21020-001

Mounting plate for almost all
common navigation devices

Fast and safe adjustment thanks to
handy gripy screw

Cover cap included

Individual mounting on the base plate
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WUNDERLICH MULTIBASE
• This support will be fitted easy and directly to the handle bar riser screws and carries via clamp a universal tube
• On this tube, similar to a handle bar support, you can fit several
navigation brackets as well as our Multimedia-Bag for mobile
navigation
• Rohrdurchmesser 22 mm
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S | R 80 GS & Basic |
R 100 GS
Item-No.: 21020-101

silver		

A variety of devices can be mounted.

WUNDERLICH MULTIBASE »MONO«
• This support will be fitted easy and directly to the handle bar
riser screws
• could take several navigation brackets as well as our Multimedia-Bag for mobile navigation
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Scrambler | Urban G/S | R 80 GS & Basic |
R 100 GS
black/blue		

Item-No.: 21020-202*

* In combination with a handlebar riser, longer screws are needed each to the increase

Optimal alignment of the device possible
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NEW!

WUNDERLICH MULTIBASE »SMALL«
• Can be fixed directly in the middle of the handlebar clamp
• Includes various navigation mountings as well as our universal
media bag for smartphone navigation
• Made of high-quality, light but stable aluminium
• Soft silent blocks effectively filter out vibrations
• Fits with all current BMWs with handlebar clamps
• Available in black or silver
• Simple assembly
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S | R 80/100 GS |
R 80 GS Basic
silver/blue		

Item-No.: 21020-401

black/blue 		

Item-No.: 21020-402

WUNDERLICH UNIVERSAL CLAMP
»NAVI & ACTION«
With this universal clamp you can mount the Multipod nearly
everywhere: at the crash bar as a camera mount, at the footrest
bracket, bicycle handlebars and at all tubes.
• Due to the precise and solid processing it can be absolutely safe
fixed
• The clamping jaws are covered with a material-protecting rubber
layer
• The handle can be decoupled, so that the mounting in confined
spaces can also be effected with quarter turns
• For diameters from 12 up to 42 mm
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Universal clamp incl. adapter with M8-threaded hole
black		

Item-No.: 41810-002
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WUNDERLICH »VARIO« CLAMP
The all-rounder among the clamps. Thanks to the half shell
spacers, fits to any tube diameter, from 20 to 28,5 mm.
• Fastening screws M8 and two additional M6 screw threads
• For mounting of MultiPod (optional with socket), ActionCam,
single sockets or anything that can be attached with a M6 or M8
screw
• Silver or black anodised
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

silver		

Item-No.: 43580-001

black		

Item-No.: 43580-002

Universal clamp for different tube diameters

Adaptable to different tube diameters
with plastic reducers

Secure hold

WUNDERLICH UNIVERSAL MOUNT FOR
TUBES
• Universal clamp with camera holder for GoPro cameras and all
cameras with standard tripod mount
• Simple and easy mounting on any round tube
• Clamp diameter from 12 up to 42 mm
• Precise and thoroughly solid construction
• Unshakeable hold
• Clamp jaws coated with non-slip rubber
• It can also be tightened in inaccessible locations with quarter
turns
• Delivery with GoPro Holder
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages

Item-No.: 44601-002
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ADJUSTABLE NAVIGATION HOLDER
• Adjustable adapter to complement the stock mount when using
a tank bag
• Fits to all BMW models with original navigation on the handlebar
clamp
• Individual setting of the navigation in height and angle
• Quick adjustment with central locks (winged screws must be
loosened on one side only)
• Simple assembly on the original attachment points
• Supplied with complete mounting kit
• Made in Germany
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 21171-002

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

WUNDERLICH DEVICE HOLDER FOR
ORIGINAL NAVIGATION MOUNT
• An alternative solution for the original navigation holder!
• Can be fitted with one touch, just like the original navigation
• Strong and secure metal holder for mounting external instruments (TomTom Rider, Garmin Zumo) or a navigation bag (for
example our MediaBags EVO)
• Sealing pad for original contacts
• Black, plastic coated stainless steel
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

All vehicles with bracket for original
»BMW Motorrad Navigator«
black		

Item-No.: 21170-202
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WUNDERLICH BRACKET »EXTREM II«
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lockable and tight grip on the TomTom
Very strong and stable connection
Theft-proof protection and protection against loss
Can be used in combination with the MultiPod or TomTom bracket
3 mm thick aluminium
Exchangeable locking cylinders
Incl. 2 keys
Vibration-absorbing inner lining

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

TomTom RIDER II & Urban
black		

Item-No.: 21040-002

TomTom RIDER V4
black		

Item-No.: 21040-102

GARMIN ZUMO 590
black		

Item-No.: 21041-002

WUNDERLICH MEDIA BAG »EVO«
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water repellent bag for smart phones
Smart phone can be operated through the transparent film
All around, on three sides water repellent zipper
Padded, non-slip and reinforced base plate
Aufklappbarer und umlaufender Sonnen- und Blendschutz
Water repellent grommet for electrical cables, such as mobile
phone charger etc.
• Mounting by our MultiPods or other systems
• Size approximately 15 cm x 9 cm x 3 cm
• Water repellent, flourcarbon-impregnanted CORDURA
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 42990-000
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WUNDERLICH QUICK LOCK »QR01«
FOR MEDIABAG »EVO«
• Quick lock for nearly every bag or device
• With a handle attached and easily again removable
• Sturdy, secure aluminum bracket and Loxx quick release (20 kg
pulling force)
• Can be used with Wunderlich MultiPod, all customary brackets or
with clamp on handlebar / cross strut
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 21021-002

WUNDERLICH QUICK LOCK »QR01«
FOR HANDLEBAR MOUNT
• Sturdy, secure and practical quick release for the handlebar
mounting of our media tag or other bags
• The connection to the vehicle assumes the enclosed clamp
• Thanks to the included distance shells, it fits all tube diameters
from 20 up to 28.5mm

black		

Item-No.: 21021-100
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WUNDERLICH HANDLEBAR BAG
»BARBAG MEDIA«
• Easy to fit/detach
• Secure grip in all conditions
• Media slot for devices on version L up to (dimensions):
130 x 70 x 10 mm (HxWxD)
• Media slot for devices on version XL up to (dimensions):
155 x 90 x 10 mm (HxWxD)
• Device remains operable
• Water repellent cable access
• Additional holder and pocket in lid interior
• Stable form even when empty
• Quick handlebar attachment
• Waterrepellent and dust tight zip closures
• Padded and with interior lining
• Carry belt
• Waterrepellent, fluorocarbon-impregnated CORDURA® fabric

Media version with viewing window

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Quick lock via high stable velcro
fastener

E-Connect: water repellent cable
access

Suitable for different
device sizes

Shoulder function with included carrying strap

black / L		

Item-No.: 29870-100

black / XL		

Item-No.: 29870-200

»BarBagMedia L«

»BarBagMedia XL«
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NEW!

WUNDERLICH HANDELBAR BAG
»BARBAG MEDIA WATER-PROOF«
This bag is an advanced development our recent handlebar bag
which gave an enormous step towards utter waterproofness.
We changed the top and the complete flap for waterproof tarpaulin material and heat sealed the smartphone compartment.
So now the mobile is perfectly protected.
• Easy to put on/off
• Safe grip under all conditions
• Media slot for devices on version L up to (dimensions):
130 x 70 x 10 mm (HxWxD)
• Media slot for devices on version XL up to (dimensions):
150 x 90 x 10 mm (HxWxD)
• Device still usable in slot
• Water-repellent wiring access
• Additional holder and bay in inside flap
• Dimensionally stable when empty
• Quick-mount on handlebars via velcro
• Water-repellent and dustproof zips
• Upholstered with liner
• Shoulder strap
• Water-repellent, fluorcarbon impregnated CORDURA®-material
• Bag flap made from robust, waterproof tarpaulin material, heatsealed slot

Impregnated CORDURA® material

Media slot for different devices

Q/D mount on handlebar with tight
velcro lock

Upholstered with liner

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black / L		

Item-No.: 29870-302

black / XL		

Item-No.: 29870-402

FOLYMAPS – FOLIATED MOTORCYCLE MAPS
9 or 12 double-sided laminated and printed single sheets.
Weatherproof, tearproof and writable with a water-soluble pen.
So you can enter your own routes or comments and remove
them later. In a handy pocket with zipper. Tour scale: France and
Alps 1: 250,000, Germany 1: 300,000
Germany		

Item-No.: 44650-220

Alps		

Item-No.: 44650-710

France		

Item-No.: 44650-310

FOLIATED MOTORCYCLE MAPS
The 1: 250,000 scale FolyMap tour card sets are a unique product. Each set consists of eight tour maps of the region. On each
map there are up to five different tour suggestions, which are
described in detail on the back of the map sheet. The cards are
foiled and thus protected against water and pollution. They are
tear-proof too. By using microfilm instead of the usual stiff laminate, the cards remain highly flexible and perfectly foldable.
Germany South-West		

Item-No.: 44650-200

Germany North-East		

Item-No.: 44650-210

French Alps		

Item-No.: 44650-300

Alps Austria / Switzerland		

Item-No.: 44650-700

Italy North		

Item-No.: 44650-400

Corsica / Sardinia		

Item-No.: 44650-500

Croatia / Slovenia		

Item-No.: 44650-600
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EXTRAS
S. 215 – S. 275

TOOLS
WORKSHOP EQUIPMENT
CABLE / PLUGS
WHEELS
LUBRICANTS / CARE PRODUCTS
ACCESSORIES
CLOTHING
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WUNDERLICH
SPINDLE TOOL/-MULTITOOL
• Special tool for removing the front wheel and universal holder
for bits
• For Journey (standard tyre services won´t have this tool) and
maintenance
• Operated by using a ratchet, 17 mm socket or a round bar
• Bit holder with integrated magnet (holds the bit securely in the
holder)
• Steel, blue anodised
• With some more suitable bits it will complete your tool set
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Useful tool to remove wheels, extension for ratchets or screw driver (in combination with a common 50 mm 1/4 inch extension) useable.

		

Item-No.: 21300-000*

* Bits, screw driver, spanner and ring spanner shown in this image are not included in
the scope of delivery.

Usable as special tool for removing
the front wheel and more.

Bit holder for 1/4 inch bits.

WUNDERLICH
ON BOARD TOOL SET »BMW 01«
•
•
•
•

Nearly complete travel tool set for your BMW
Wunderlich MultiTool
Hexalobular socket bits in the dimensions: 20/25/27/30/40/45/50
To loosen all Hexalobular screws and removing wheels (standard
tyre services won´t have this tool)
• Incl. suitable tool bag (Leather)
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
		

Item-No.: 21350-000

BOXER-SPIRIT
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ACCESSORIES FOR ONBOARD TOOL SET
Spark plug wrench SW 16		

Item-No.: 36800-000

Spark plug socket nut 3/8 SW14		

Item-No.: 36800-100

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

WUNDERLICH SPARK PLUG TOOL
• Safe and easy removal of the spark plug cap (or HT coil) without
risk of damage to the coil
• The original extractor often breaks with caps that are stuck and it
also bends easily
• additional transverse hole to pull out those stuck caps
• Aluminium (anodised)
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
blue		

Item-No.: 21560-000

WUNDERLICH TOOL BAG
• Useful, sewn (not glued) tool holder / bag
• Closed zipped pocket for small parts
• Made of strong, coated canvas with a useful division into compartments and a transparent pocket.
• With hanger
• Dimensions 20/52 cm x 27 cm

		

Item-No.: 21610-000*

Spark plug wrench SW 16
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WERA TOOLS

1 Ratchet kit 1/2 inch, 28 pieces
		

Item-No.: 41881-000

2 Ratchet kit 3/8 inch, 29 pieces
		

3

4

Item-No.: 41881-100

3 Kraftform Kompakt
		

Item-No.: 42360-100

4 Tool-Check PLUS
		

Item-No.: 41882-000

WERA MULTI COLOUR L-KEY SETS
• Made of round material, grip friendly and plastic-coated L-keys
(SPKL).
• The coating makes working at low temperatures comfortable and
safe.
• Thanks to the colour coding and to the size marking, all the
L-keys are quick to find.

Hexagon socket

Hexagon socket (8 pieces)		

Item-No.: 21410-300

Hexalobular socket (9 pieces)		

Item-No.: 21410-200

Hexalobular socket

PROXXON HEXAGON-/HEXALOBULAR L-KEY SETS
Top quality material combined with a comfortable shaft length for
best leverage. The set includes 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 8.0
and 10 mm keys with a spherical finish on the long end (short end
has chamfered).
Hexagon socket

Hexalobular socket

Hexagon (9 pieces)		

Item-No.: 21460-000

Hexalobular (9 pieces)		

Item-No.: 21470-000

PROXXON TORQUE WRENCH

Torque wrench with 3/8 inch for cylinder head, piston rod & wheel bolt.

MICRO-Click torque wrench with ratchet feature and high level
of accuracy of +/- 3% conforms with DIN/ ISO. Large, clearly
legible scale for exact adjustment of desired torque by turning
knurled adjustment ring on end of handle.
Torque wrench 3/8 inch
With 3/8” square drive to DIN 3120 (convertible for lefthand
threads). For torques from 20 to 100 Nm. Uses with BMW bikes
include final drive, oil drain plug, brake caliper bolts, suspension etc.
		

Torque wrench 1/4 inch for valve adjustment, handlebar mount, engine covers and
more.

Item-No.: 21440-000

Torque wrench 1/4 inch
A small wrench with a 1/4” square drive conforming to DIN
3120. For torques from 6 to 30 Nm. For tightening all types of
bolts up to M8 (13 mm spanner head size), e.g. wheel spindle
clamp bolts, cylinder bolts, oil filter, handlebar clamp bolts,
valve adjuster nut etc.
		

Item-No.: 21450-000

BOXER-SPIRIT
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PROXXON
HEXAGON SPECIAL SOCKET SET
• Special 18-piece set for hexagon bolts.

		

Item-No.: 21480-000

Adapter
• These adapter will allow you to attach a 3/8” tool to a 1/4” ratchet
or extension.

3/8 to 1/4 inch		

Item-No.: 21490-000

3/8 to 1/2 inch		

Item-No.: 21500-000

PROXXON
HEXALOBULAR SOCKET WRENCH SET
• For 1/4 inch

		

Item-No.: 21510-000

PROXXON
COMPLETE SET 1/4 AND 1/2 INCH-RATCHET
• Forged from one piece of CrV steel.
• 56 pieces

		

Item-No.: 41880-200

PROXXON
COMPLETE SET 1/4 INCH RATCHET
• Forged from one piece of CrV steel.
• 36 pieces

		

Item-No.: 41880-100
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FEELER GAUGE KIT
• For an accurate valve adjustment
• Colour coded for easy identification
• Complete set (4 pieces; for intake and outlet)

2 x 0,3 mm + 2 x 0,15 mm
		

Item-No.: 21540-000

2 x 0,10 mm + 2 x 0,15 mm
		

Item-No.: 21541-000

FEELER GAUGE KIT
• In this way the ideal setting can be found to avoid rattling valves
• Blades fold away into handle
• Sizes included: 0,03; 0,05; 0,08; 0,10; 0,13; 0,15; 0,18; 0,20 und 0,25

		

Item-No.: 21570-000

TIRE IRON

Short tire mounting levers with fine »nose« for easy tire mounting.

These clever tire irons (220 mm in length) are standard in
every tool kit. They were offered by Metzeler years ago, were
extremely popular, but also quite expensive. Due to their
special, slim shape with the very fine »noses« you can always
get along with them quite easily between tire and rim. Anyone
who has ever assembled tires, knows how difficult that is with
the standard mounting levers. These are also the most common
hex keys from 8 to 17 mm on board.
		

Item-No.: 44502-000

CENTERING PIN FOR CLUTCH
To spare nerves when fitting the gearbox or while working on
the clutch it is important to make sure the friction plate is centered in place. For this there are special centering pins available
which also make clutch assembly easier.
For/5/6/7 models up to 09/1980
		

Item-No.: 37111-000

For R 45 to R 100 from 09/1980
		

Item-No.: 37111-100

BOXER-SPIRIT
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THREAD LOCKING FLUID
The 3 g bottle keeps for a very long time, since only a little is
needed at a time.
medium strength		

Item-No.: 21580-000

high strength		

Item-No.: 21590-000

SYNCHRONIZING TESTER »CARBTUNE II«
• Carbtune II is an easy-to-handle synchronizing device which is
simply plugged in at the cylinders
• Comes with high quality bag, manual and all necessary adapters
• Note: The 1200 engines can only be electronically synchronized,
the Carbtune II is only for control
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

		

Item-No.: 21600-000

NEW!

DIAGNOSTIC TOOL »GS-911«
• Consists: GS-911 Interface and GS-911 Diagnostic software
• Display on the PC and on mobile devices such as smartphones
and tablet
• Numerous functions and special functions: real-time scope,
graphical representation of measured values

Note: The »GS-911 WIFI Diagnostic tester OBDII« (Item-No.:
44610-400) corresponds in functionality to the »GS-911 WIFI
Diagnostic Tester« (Part No. 44610-200), but has the OBDII-
compatible EURO4 connector.
R nineT (2017-) | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Euro 4		

Item-No.: 44610-400

R nineT (-2016) | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Adaptercable OBD II to OBD I (for motorcycles up to Euro 4)
		

Item-No.: 44610-500

DIAGNOSTIC TESTER »BS-100«
• For the professional control unit diagnostics on the BMW‘s
motorbikes. This system covers the complete motorbike electronics and makes a fault finding much easier for the user.
• Easy and quick menu navigation in German.
• No PC or laptop required (stand-alone system) – many special
features.
• Supports CAN-BUS, KWP-2000, UDS and all BMW type series
C1/R/K/F/G/HP/S with ten pole diagnostic plug

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
Diagnotic tool
		

Item-No.: 44610-000

For Euro 4 vehicles adapter cable
		

Item-No.: 44610-010

WiFi-Version GS-911 Euro 4
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STARTRONIC 400 PORTABLE 12 V EMERGENCY
STARTER WITH SUPER-CAPACITORS
Tested by Wunderlich: A reliable helper in our workshop and
development – large volume models such as the R 1200 GS LC
with deeply drained batteries up to 7 V are routinely and effortlessly revived again with the Startronic 400.
The Startronic 400 is a mains-independent jump start device
for vehicles with 12 V on-board power system. The device is
fitted with super-capacitors that use the residual voltage of
the vehicles batteries for charging and can restart the vehicle
motor after just a few seconds of charging. The device is totally
mains-independent.
The Startronic can start 12 V vehicles (petrol & diesel) with a
starting current of 300 A within 60 seconds. Two »Force Function« modes for maximum capability:
• »Bypass« mode: start a vehicle with a deeply drained battery.
• »Glow« mode (preheat): start a diesel engine in cold weather.

Protective functions:

Included in delivery: Carrying case and cigarette lighter connection cable

• Short circuit protection
• Polarity reversal protection
• Protection against deeply drained batteries

Maintenance-free:
•
•
•
•

Batteryless technology (batteryless).
always ready for operation even if not used for years
Ready for operation even in extreme temperatures (-40°C /+65°C).
Extended lifecycle: the Startronic can be used up to 10,000 times
with no power loss.

Rechargeable in several ways:
There are 3 ways to pre-charge the Startronic 400:
• with a 12 V spare battery (led, gel, AGM, StartStop batteries) in
60 seconds.
• using the cigarette lighter port (12 V/10 A) in 100 seconds.
• using the micro USB port (5 V/2 A) in 15 minutes (cable not
included in scope of delivery).

The facts:
• 300 amps at 12V

Charging current:
• Clip to 12 V battery – ready for operation in 60 seconds
• Cigarette lighter 12 V/10 A – ready for operation in 100 seconds
• Micro USB 5V 2A – ready for operation in 15 minutes
Im Kaufgegenstand sind eventuell abgebildete Zubehörteile nicht inbegriffen!

		

Item-No.: 20191-100

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

BOXER-SPIRIT
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PORTABLE 12 V EMERGENCY STARTER & USB
POWER BANK DRIVE 13000
Tested by Wunderlich: After countless test runs with similar
products, the »Drive 13000« has proven itself to be the most
reliable and powerful, and was able to effortlessly start both
an R 1200 GS LC and an R nineT with deeply drained starter
batteries.
Ultra-compact portably 12 V emergency starter in a multifunctional design for motorcycles, cars, mobile homes or boat
engines. Equipped with two USB ports (1A-2.1A) for charging
(power bank) electronic devices (tablets, smartphones, MP3
players, notebooks, cameras, etc.), with two 12/19 V ports for
powering laptops and other devices as well as two bright LED
emergency lights.
Starter
The drive is a 12 V starter (1500A START MAX) with a high starting current for motorcycles, cars, boats, vans, mobile homes
with GEL, PbCa WET, AGM SPIRAL MF batteries.
The LiPo battery technology guarantees full and speedy
charging that you can monitor via LED indicators.
Power-Bank
The power bank function allows the charging of mobile devices
such as smartphones, tablets, cameras (via two USB ports) and
power laptops, lamps, camping fridges and other devices via
two 12 V and 19 V connections).
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

red		

Item-No.: 20191-000

MOTORCYCLE LIFTER
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Load capacity: 350 kg
Platform size: 220 x 60 cm
Maximum height: 96 cm
Access height: 18 cm
Drive: Footpumps-Hydraulics, 1 m tube
Safety features:
Mechanical, base grid
Hydraulic ram, integrated restrictor throttle as additional safety
item

Standards
•
•
•
•

8 maintenance-free ball bearings
Greaseable pivot bolts
Safety access ramp at front, removable
Rampe hingable in platform

red (piece)		

Item-No.: 21771-000

More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages
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BURSIG CENTRAL BIKE LIFT
• The basic setting of the stand is designed for original foot peg
systems
• The entire motorcycle can be disassembled on the stand down to
the frame and swing arm
(wheels, engine, fork, etc.)
• Super helpful on the racetrack, or in the garage
• Also optimal for overwintering a bike, since it relieves the tires
and the entire chassis
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
black		

Item-No.: 21751-100

Roller set
black		

Item-No.: 21751-300

roller set must be ordered separately

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

FRONT LIFTER
MODEL W-PADDOCK STAND
• Individually designed for every BMW motorcycle type
• Easy transport / jacking up
(4 light rollers on ball bearings)
• One person operation

R nineT
silver / front		

Item-No.: 36700-000

REAR LIFTER RACE-PADDOCK STAND
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Holds the bike securely, laterally as well as to front and back
Very thick-walled, titanium silver, coated steel
Four low-friction wheels for easy movement and propping
Double, closed ball-race mounted rubber-sheathed hub mandrel
Easy and safe positioning
Long lever arm for foot operation
Easy for one person to operate
Comes complete! No further adapters or fitting kit necessary.

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
silver / rear		

Item-No.: 21750-000

BOXER-SPIRIT
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»EASYPARK«
• Easy manoeuvring of the motorcycle when on centre stand
• 360° rotation of the motorcycle on one spot
• Ideal base for over-wintering (both wheels can be kept off the
ground with just one additional support)
• 9 mm (~3/8”) thick galvanised steel material with rubber supports
for the main stands
• For up to 320 kg/~705 lb (XL) or up to 400 kg/~880 lb (XXL)
• Four ball-bearing mounted twin polyamide wheels (protect the
floor surface and run extremely easily), can be rotated through
360°
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

EasyPark XL
silver		

Item-No.: 21780-000

EasyPark XXL
silver		

Item-No.: 21790-000

STRONG TIE DOWN STRAP AND ACCESSORIES
Tie Down Strap
• The very strong, even material, the high resistance to fraying, the
multiple stitching of the joints and the reliable tensile strengths
printed on the straps guarantee safe, easy transport
• These straps do not stretch and therefore do not have to be
re-adjusted constantly
• Total length 150 cm, fixed end 20 cm,
belt width 3,5 cm, load 400 daN
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

blue		

Item-No.: 25110-000

Endless loop
• The very strong, even material, the high resistance to fraying, the
multiple stitching of the joints and the reliable tensile strengths
printed on the straps guarantee safe, easy transport.
• Total length, belt width 3,5cm, Belastbarkeit 1.000daN
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

blau		

Item-No.: 25110-100

lashing strap

SYRINGE
• Syringe with 100ml
• With a precise scala and double rubber seal

		

Item-No.: 24700-000

Endless loop
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AUTOMATIC BRAKE BLEEDER
Automatic Brake Bleeder (Acid resistant hose with check valve)
for one person operation). There is an adjustable valve at the
end of the tube which opens with pressure thus preventing any
backflow.
Anwendung:
• Push bleeder and tube above bleeding fit
• Loosen the later
• The system can be bled immediately with a few pumping moves
at the lever
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

		

Item-No.: 23630-000

* Note: PLease have FROMS and Integral-FROMS only bled at a skilled workshop!

WUNDERLICH FOLD-UP FUNNEL
•
•
•
•
•

Easy and clean to refill oil or petrol
Oil- and petrol-resistant material, always ready for use
Foldable
Does not take up any space
It can be easy cleaned

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

blue		

Item-No.: 24690-000

SPARK PLUG BOX
This transport box keeps the spark plug tidy and protects it
from bend electrodes.
yellow		

Item-No.: 24850-000

SPARK PLUG BRUSH
Removes all dirt from spark plug and keeps it in good working
order. Especially during short-haul operation cleaning of the
sensitive electrode is strongly recommended. Brass brush
gives gentle and residue-free clean.
		

Item-No.: 24860-000

BOXER-SPIRIT
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FLAIG AIR PRESSURE GAUGE
Has neat and accurate display from 0 up to 4 bar and from 0 up
to 57 psi. Very low tolerance, plus minus one percent of upper
scale figure (according to DIN 74720).
silver / Single connector 		

Item-No.: 20060-000

silver / Twin connector		

Item-No.: 20060-100

MINI-AIR PUMP – DIGITAL MANOMETER
• 17cm height when folded
• Max. Pressure 12 bar thanks to double cylinder with practical
pressure switch, which reduces the pump volume at high pressures
• With rotatable valve head
• 21cm extension adapter for car valves
• nylon bag within scope of supply.

		

Item-No.: 41740-000

Tube extension
		

Item-No.: 41740-100

12 VOLT KOMPRESSOR »AIRMAN«
• This light and compact (0,6 kg) Airman features an integrated
manometer and an exactly displaying scale, power supply is
BMWs own on-board socket or cigarette lighter.
• Pressure build-up is at max at 10 bar, the tiny unit is utterly
robust (not to be compared with cheap copies) and uses very
little space (12 x 14 cm).

schwarz		

Item-No.: 20080-000*

For BMW models with Canbus no connection to the standard on-board socket possible,
external power socket necessary!

Ingenius plug for cigarette lighter and
on-board socket: To fit on-board socket
simply draw back the red cap!
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TIRE RIM SAVER/PROTECTOR
Anyone not keen to have his nice alloy rims marked and
damages should always keep these practical rim savers during
tours, long or short. Also suit rims of cross spoke wheels like R
80/100 GS and R 80/100 R items.
		

Item-No.: 44503-000

These broad rim protectors ensure your alloy rims don’t get harmed during tire
repairs or changes.

COMPRESSION CONTROL DEVICE
For simple and quick control of cyclinder compression. Thanks
to supplied adapter (M 10 x 1; M 12 x 1,25 and M14 x 1,25)
nearly all motorcycle engines can be controlled. This device has
a well-readable display and a scale from 0 up to 21 bars. It also
has a breather valve feature for resetting the device and display
to zero. As adapter is firmly screwed into spark plug bore, compression test can be made by one person on its own in.
For all models
		

Item-No.: 44512-000

TEST LAMP
Voltage-/electricity-device made form brass, for quick debunking to get much time controlling and finding faults in electrical
equippement. Has nickle-plated terminal (49 mm) – For all
vehicles upto for 6, 12 or even 24 Volt.
		

Item-No.: 44513-000

GASKET SCRAPER STAINLESS STEEL
High quality scraper with extra sharp blade for removal of old,
caked-on Boxer gaskets. Overall length 220 mm, width of blade
30 mm.
		

Item-No.: 44514-000

BOXER-SPIRIT
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DIGITAL CALIPER
Should be a part of every well-sorted toolbox. Large and exact,
the digital display facilitates reading significantly.
The facts:
• Made from stainless steel
• Has additional fine adjustment and locking screw
• On/off push button, »0«-point on every position
• Display has 11 mm digits
• Reads 0,01 mm/0,0005´
• Measurement range: 150,0 mm
• Supplied in case including spare battery

		

Item-No.: 44515-000

WUNDERLICH OIL FILTER TOOL
• Accurately fitting professional oil filter tool with practical features
• Open with external hexagon or hexalobular
• Easy to use and without damage to the filter
(engages exactly over the entire external toothing of the filter)
• Machined high quality »Dural« aluminium alloy
• 5 Year warranty
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
blue		

Item-No.: 24210-002

Wunderlich oil filter tool: with external hexagon or hexalobular

OIL CONTAINER
Saves space and gives secure storage for engine oil abroad.
250ml		

Item-No.: 24710-000
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WUNDERLICH COVERS /TARPAULINS IN- AND
OUTDOOR
Common features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The most noble materials for safe storage of every BMW
Fits with all conversions (higher windshields etc.)
Cold- and heat- resistant
UV-stable
Elastic band for firm seating
With transport bag

Outdoor:
• Tearproof, soft and coated textile with very dense structure (protects from scratches)
• Impact-resistant outer coating (rubberized)
• Ventilated, breathable multi-layer construction with climate membrane
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

blue		

Item-No.: 24120-001

Indoor:
• Effective like a humidor: Garage ensures a balanced climate,
absorbs too much humidity and prevents condensate
• Two-layer structure: protects against dust, scratches and damage:
Dense, padded structure with a silk-like outer layer
• Breathabel singleway- menbrane textile – moisture is transported
to the outside
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

blue		

Item-No.: 24130-001

WUNDERLICH NUMBER PLATE HOLDER
To fit the number plate without holes or ugly screws – once
installed, the number plate holder will hold the sign without
any screws. This prevents not only ugly screw heads or caps,
the number plate will be reinforced and won‘t crack any longer.
The number plate is held safely with several clamps, so a loss
is impossible. With Wunderlich signature and logo. For EU flag.
Height = 20 cm, Width = 18 cm.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 43886-000
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FIX NIPPLE REPAIR KIT
The small tin with those vital bits that help out in many hairy
situation, such as when the torn cable replacement is not
directly available. The complete kit contains various cables with
different diameters and all the nipple shapes required
		

Item-No.: 24910-000

COROPLAST DUCT TAPE
Soft PVC-Insulation tape suited very well for all standard insulation work. Highly adhesive and easy to work with, as easy to
tear off by hand. Tape length: 10 m, width: 15,0 mm, thickness:
0,15 mm
		

Item-No.: 44500-000

Very soft tape, excellent
to work with – not only
for wiring looms.

PETEC POWER BAND SELF-BONDING
Self-bonding repair tape made from PIB (Polyisobutylene) and
natural rubber. POWER BAND is easy to form by hand and for
repair job at e.g, wiring looms, ignition cables and plug. Great
for any tool box. Temperature resistant from -400 to + 900
Celsius, stretches up to 600 percent. Dimensions: Roll length 5
metres, width 19 mm.
The facts:
•
•
•
•

Self-bonding to give homogene insulation
Excellent water-and ozone resitstance
Impact absorbing and tear-resistant
Even applicable on dirty items

		

Ideal helper for good insulation.

Item-No.: 44500-100

HYLOMAR UNIVERSAL SEAL BLUE
Sealing compound which might help with loads of leakages on
the Airhead engine, therefore should be within basic equipment
of any workshop. Typical applications of Hylomar are seals
and gasket support on valve covers, cylinder bases, oil sumps,
gearboxes and threads in general. Supplement and/or option
for toolbox, necessary during longer tours!
Perfect sealant for boxer engines.

The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Universal sealant, permanently elastic
Very economical
No adding of Dichlormethan
Easy to take off
Can be used for broad Temperature range (-50°C up to +250°C)
Resistant against fuel, oil and water

80 ml Tube 		

Item-No.: 44501-000
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KENT PATCH »N« BOND STEEL
A two-components repairs compound for quick repairs with
minutes e.g. for broken valve covers or other metal pieces.
Hardens within 10 minuten, after this period it can be drilled,
filed and rubbed down. Also, to mend and/or improve, connect,
protect or stabilise of almost all base materials such as steel,
cast iron, aluminium, stainless steel, glass, wood and ceramics.
		

Item-No.: 24580-000

TANK BADGES
The white and blue propeller simply belongs to a Boxer, and
the better the finish, the more elegant. Here we have three decorative, bonded metal versions in 60, 70 und 82 mm diameter
which might not only make a great trim on a petrol tank or
fairing.
60 mm		

Item-No.: 40920-000

70 mm		

Item-No.: 40920-010

82 mm		

Item-No.: 40920-020

UNIVERSAL PROTECTION FOIL
An indestructible, flexible adhesive foil which was originally
developed for the aircraft industry for (rock fall) protection of
propellers and rotor blades. The foil can be fitted to any twovalve BMW e.g. at the far end where the seat usually leaves its
traces. Sticking it onto the rear frame where the seat touches it
might also make sense.
The foil itself is absolutely UV-resistant (does not go yellow)
although it is UV-permeable (!) so the protected paint areas
change over the years as before so there is no difference to
non-covered areas. Simple fitting – size: 20 x 30 cm
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

		

Item-No.: 28240-000

REPAIR MANUAL R NINET
Repair Manual for BMW R NINET (2014+) provides the following contents:
• Step-by-step instructions on how to do your own oil changes,
inspections and more
• Workshop chapter with screwdriver tips
• Fault search with troubleshooting tips
• Binding: paperbound, 176 sets
• Format: 210 x 280 mm
• ISBN: 978-3-7168-2221-0

• German language edition
		

Item-No.: 21681-000
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BOOK SERIES »BMW BOXER«
We included all four BMW Boxer-types books of renowned author Andy Schwietzer in our product range as it helps us day by
day in our technical research. It is a truly helpful support, which
we cannot miss anymore!
German language edition!
Vol 1		

Item-No.: 39620-000

Vol 2		

Item-No.: 39630-000

Vol 3		

Item-No.: 39620-100

Vol 4		

Item-No.: 39620-200

BMW BOXER –
DIE ZWEIVENTIL-TWINS 1969-1996
By the end of the Sixties only a bunch of optimists believed that
BMW Boxer motorcycles would be able to survive and be profitable in the future. Without the flourishing cars from Munich
they did not seem to be salvageable. The Airhead, however,
was the face of those white-and-blue motorcycles – and BMW
did hang on to its Boxer engine – firmly until 1983. Today, those
bikes have reached a cult status, they originated a new Boxer
generation ten years later.
In this 176 page-BMW Boxer bible, author Ian Falloon explains
all you need to know about those Airheads, introducing every
single model and all series, including their technical characteristics.
German language.
		

Item-No.: 21742-000

BMW Boxer
BMW Boxer
BMW-Motorcycles, 1969
up to 1985 Vol. 1 – All Airheads with twin shocks,
English language, 176
pages

BMW Boxer
BMW-Zweiventiler 1980
up to 1996, Vol. 2 – All
Monolever models, 176
pages, German language

BMW Boxer
BMW-Zweiventiler 1969
up to 1996, Vol. 3 –
Repairs and optimizing
288 pages, German language

BMW Boxer
BMW-Zweiventiler
1973 up to 1984
Vol. 4 – R 90 S,
R 100 S and R 100 CS
160 pages, German language
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WUNDERLICH STRAP- AND HOOK LOOPS
Little helper which can be enormously useful for loading up the
machine. Can be fixed at any bolt (up to M6), for tight grip of
straps or hooks. So, within minutes luggage can be fixed to the
seat. Black anodized aluminium.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 25150-002

LUGGAGE LOOPS
Ingeniously simple and versatile. With this, any case or topcase
can be »topped« by another one. No matter if extra can of more
luggage, all bits are quickly fixed (for this, we recommend
our straps). Galvanized for best rust-protection. To keep cases
waterproof we also have added suitable seals and bolt to our
product range.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

silver / piece		

Item-No.: 25160-000

Matching O-ring including nut and bolt
(per loop two rings are necessary)
piece		

Item-No.: 25160-100

VELCRO STRAP SET
Easy idea to fix any parts tightly but quick demountable. We
use velcro e.g. for mounting tool rolls in the topcase, for base
plates on petrol tank etc. Complete set has one metre velcro
strap and on metre of fleece (counterpart).
black / per metre		

Item-No.: 25170-000

Velcro is ideal for fastening smaller luggage items.

MOTORCYCLE FIRST AID BOX
Specially tailored to motorcycles, this box is already mandatory
in some European countries (e.g. Austria) and the basis for lifesaving immediate action on site. Has most necessary bandaging
material, scissors, survival blanket as well as a manual for »First
aid at accidents«. Fits eventually under seat or in tail piece.
Robust nylon bag, dimensions are 20 x 3,5 cm. According to DIN
13167.
red		

Item-No.: 25070-000
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HÜNERSDORFF FUEL CAN FRIEND
Our FuelFriend can belongs to the most stable containers of its
class. Apart from this it is one of the smallest ones actually suitable for petrol nozzles, especially for storage and transport of
hazardous material. Due to side mounted eyelets it can easily
be secured with tightening straps. High quality PE-material is
food-safe. Available in signal red or nature.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perfect and secure petrol reserve
Very small package, extremely stable
Eyelets for strap mount etc.
Screw-up cap, loss-secured
Aperture diameter 29 mm (suitable for petrol nozzles)
Fulfills highest security requirements
Volume 1 or 1,5 litres
Made in Germany
Dimensions: 125mm (width); 165mm/235mm (height); 65 mm
(depth)

1,0 l white		

Item-No.: 24720-001

1,0 l red		

Item-No.: 24720-002

1,5 l red		

Item-No.: 24720-102

HÜNERSDORFF CAN
Crack up-resistant plastic can with integrated emergency ventilation and small aperture so also suitable for filling up cookers
etc.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perfect and secure petrol reserve
Very small package, extremely stable
Eyelets for strap mount etc.
Screw-up cap, loss-secured
Additional fill-up help
Inner diameter of aperture 18mm
Fulfills highest security requirements
Made in Germany
Maße: 147mm (width); 1270mm (height); 80mm (depth)

2 litres		

Item-No.: 24730-002

CASTROL OIL CAN
Classic tin can from the (g)olden days in original Castrol Wakefield-Design. A real jewel for every workshop, garage, or club
– still as usable as decades ago. Made from tin, volume approx.
1 Litre.
		

Item-No.: 24610-400

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.
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T-JUNCTION FUEL LINE DISPENSER
Original made by Karcoma, full metal type. Connects safe and
secure, all 6 mm fuel line types.
		

Item-No.: 24990-100

HOSE CLAMPS
Absolute secure fitting of petrol lines. These clamps are highly
flexible, that’s why they perfectly fit tubes and lines. Compared
to normal clamps they are easy to fit and do not squash the fuel
lines. Made in Germany – For all petrol- and ventilation lines.
		

Item-No.: 24930-000

FUEL LINE-COUPLING

Q/D-coupler for fuel lines.

No more mess when fuel lines need separating. Q/D-connector with locks on both sides and prevents leakages in both
directions (both parts feature a locking mechanism each). This
new, black version features a smoother inner area which treats
the O-ring gently. Just in case an O-Ring is damaged, there is
cheap replacement. An investment that makes sense as repairs
and maintenance are cleaner and more pleasant. Fits all all fuel
lines and 6 mm-tubes. Resistant against acids, oil and of course
petrol.
8 mm fuel line coupler		

Item-No.: 24980-000

6 mm fuel line coupler		

Item-No.: 24980-200

Replacement O-Ring		

Item-No.: 24980-300

FUEL FILTER ALUMINIUM
High glossy alternative to standard unit with high cleaning
effect thanks to ceramic element. Filter can be dismantled for
controlling and cleaning
		

Filter in aluminium housing with ceramic filter element

Item-No.: 36870-100
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FUEL FILTER
Extremely small (31 mm) fuel filter with high cleaning factor
and water trap. Does not affect the flow!
		

Item-No.: 36870-000

FUEL FILTER KNECHT AND MAHLE
Original petrol filter made by Knecht & Mahle (KL 13), corresponding with 6 and 8 mm fuel lines – best filter performance
guaranteed.
		

Item-No.: 36870-200

FUEL LINE, STEEL BRAIDED
Classic fuel line (5,5 x 10,5 mm) not just for old tractors. With
galvanized steel braiding, the real thing has three orange-coloured braids.
5,5 x 10,5 mm / per metre		

Item-No.: 44266-000

FUEL LINE, COTTON BRAIDED
Classic petrol tube according to DIN 73379 with cotton braiding
and broad temperature resistance – not a cheap product and so
still leak-free after years of use! This fuel hose is also suitable
for E10 fuel, which contains between 5 and 10% bioethanol.
5,5 mm / per metre		

Item-No.: 44266-200

6 mm / per metre		

Item-No.: 44266-100
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OPTIMATE CABLES AND ACCESSORIES
Optimate cables and accessories are cable systems and solutions designed specifically for the needs of the motorcycle.
Optimate Cable is an ingenious plug-in system that allows the
power supply to almost any load. Whether in the Tank bag, for
the connection of USB devices, mobiles or for battery monitoring. In addition, the plugs, sockets and couplings are compact,
water-resistant and highly resilient.

Ordering note: The system is in most cases multi-part.
For example, do you need to connect the cigarette socket
(Item-No.: 45010-500) to the DIN socket, also the matching
DIN cable (Item-No.: 45010-600). The Ingenious is then
however the free combinability of all supply lines / Adapters
with each other.

Step 01: Vehicle connection cable

Motorcycle plug

Battery cable

Cigarette-DIN universal plug

Step 02: Extension cable

1 in 2 extension battery connection cable

Tankbag power connection

Extension cable

Step 03: Cable for electrical loads

Cigarette lighter socket

Battery terminals

Mini USB adapter

Battery diagnosis with flashlight
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OPTIMATE MOTORCYCLE SOCKET
The most compact DIN socket.
• Very small size
• Angled socket for a flat cable outlet
• Cable length 15 cm with coupling to the Optimate cable system
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 45010-600

DIN- OR CIGARETTE PLUG/-SOCKET?
BMW MACHINES HAVE AN ON-BORD SOCKET ACCORDING TO CURRENT
STANDARDS AS DIN ISO 4165. CIGARETTE- SOCKETS ARE THOSE SOCKETS AS USED IN CARS AS CIGARETTE-LIGHTER OUTLETS, THEY ARE
A BIT BIGGER. SIZE DIFFERENCE, HOWEVER CAN BE COMPENSATED
WITH AN ADAPTER.

OPTIMATE
CIGARETTE LIGHTER DIN COMBINATION PLUG
Connector with rotate adapter, fits to DIN or cigarette lighter
socket with 2-pole, SAE connection.
• Cable length 50 cm with coupling to the Optimate cable system

Incl. fuse 8A
black		

Item-No.: 45010-100

Suitable extension
black / 0,3 m		

Item-No.: 45010-400

black / 1,8 m		

Item-No.: 45010-200
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OPTIMATE
BATTERY CONNECTION CABLE
High-quality permanent battery connection cable with quick
coupling and weather-protected connection system and cable.
• Cable length 50 cm with coupling to the Optimate cable system
• Incl. fuse 15A
• Already contained in the scope of delivery of all Optimate chargers including the »Wunderlich edition«

black		

Item-No.: 45010-000

Y-piece for coupling the Optimate cable system
black / 0,3 m		

Item-No.: 45010-400

black / 1,8 m		

Item-No.: 45010-200

Suitable extension 0,3 m

OPTIMATE TANK BAG
POWER SUPPLY
Optimate tank backpack power supply, ideal for splashproof
cabling of tank bag, bags, or hard cases.
• Easy installation on all Wunderlich tank backpacks and bags with
e-connect (splashproof cable access)
• Also optimal for panniers or top cases
• Angled external connection, thus lies close to the bag
• Special rubber seal with M14 screw connection
• Divided cable set with mini round plug and coupling to the Optimate cable system
• Cable length 30 cm with coupling to the Optimate cable system
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 45010-700

More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages
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OPTIMATE CIGARETTE LIGHTER SOCKET
• Loadable up to 10A
• Cable length 50 cm with coupling to the Optimate cable system

		

Item-No.: 45010-500

DIN- OR CIGARETTE PLUG/-SOCKET?
BMW MACHINES HAVE AN ON-BORD SOCKET ACCORDING TO CURRENT
STANDARDS AS DIN ISO 4165. CIGARETTE- SOCKETS ARE THOSE SOCKETS AS USED IN CARS AS CIGARETTE-LIGHTER OUTLETS, THEY ARE
A BIT BIGGER. SIZE DIFFERENCE, HOWEVER CAN BE COMPENSATED
WITH AN ADAPTER.

OPTIMATE BATTERY TERMINALS
Battery terminals with »easy grip« rubber handles for round,
rectangular, and flat poles.
• Loadable up to 10A
• Cable length 50 cm with coupling to the Optimate cable system

black		

Item-No.: 45010-300

OPTIMATE MINI-USB ADAPTER WITH BATTERY
MONITOR AND DIAGNOSTICS
• Slim charging adapter for all USB consumers
• Battery stick: USB switches itself off 3 hours after the turning off
of the motors or when the charging condition of the vehicle battery is less than 50%
• Battery diagnosis: 3 LEDs show the charging condition of the
vehicle battery for 5 seconds (when no USB consumer is inserted)
• 5V/2400mA Output power: Thus suitable for all power-hungry
consumers, such as larger smartphones
• Waterprotected USB socket: USB socket is sealed as soon as it is
inserted
• Direct coupling to the Optimate cable system
• Tight cap for USB socket
• Short circuit, overheating, surge protection
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 45010-800
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Webshop

OPTIMATE BATTERY DIAGNOSTIC WITH
FLASHLIGHT
• Battery diagnosis: Green LED shows that the vehicle charging
voltage is 14V or more. The red light shows that the battery voltage is under 12.3V
• Powerful Led lamp with 6 LEDs
• Coupling to the Optimate cable system

• 100 cm cable length
black		

Item-No.: 45010-900

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

OPTIMATE »DUO-USB« DIN MINI-ADAPTER
• Mini USB charging adapter with two USB ports
• Direct connection to BMW DIN sockets
• 5V/3300mA output power: Therefore also suitable for all high-end
devices, such as larger smartphones
• Battery monitor: USB turns off 3 hours after the engine is turned
off, or when the vehicle‘s battery charge falls below 50%
• Waterprotected USB port: USB plug is sealed as soon as it is
inserted
• Sealed cap for USB port
• Short-circuit, overheating and over-voltage protection

Webshop

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

blue		

Item-No.: 45010-802

Webshop

More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages
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Webshop

OPTIMATE USB ADAPTER WITH
BATTERY MONITOR
• Slim charging adapater for all USB consumers with DIN socket
and USB socket
• Battery stick: USB switches itself off 3 hours after the turning off
of the motors or when the charging condition of the vehicle battery is less than 50%
• 5V/2400mA Output power: Thus suitable for all power-hungry
consumers, such as larger smartphones
• Waterprotected USB socket: USB socket is sealed as soon as it is
inserted
• Tight cap for USB socket
• Short circuit, overheating, surge protection
• 26 cm cable length (total length of connector to socket)

black		

Item-No.: 45010-801

Webshop

OPTIMATE RECHARGEABLE FLASHLIGHT
Practical flashlight that fits directly into a cigarette lighter socket
for charging.
• Bright LED light, power supplied by internal battery
• The red LED indicates that the internal battery is currently
charging

white		

Item-No.: 45010-901
Webshop

Webshop
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»ELECTRONIC PROTECTOR«
This device protects the expensive electronic components of
your BMW. It removes those undesired and damaging voltage
»spikes« in the system that can appear when jump starting,
charging with unsuitable chargers etc. It also protects the light
bulbs and increases their life span
		

Item-No.: 23890-000

USB SOCKET
•
•
•
•
•

With automatic spring-loaded folding cover
Flexible installation via 1.2 m cable length
60 x 42 x 38 mm (L/W/H)
With integrated switch and LED display
Fuse and holder in scope of delivery

		

Item-No.: 41440-400
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ADAPTER WITH TRIPLE CONNECTION 3 X 5 A
• Triple connection for three consumer
• Adapter- for BMW sockets
(remove red cap)
Also suitable for cigarette lighter sockets
• Built-in fuse
• Cable: each 0,25 m Length
• 16A (3 x 5A) total load capacity

black		

Item-No.: 24110-100

BATTERY TESTER
This battery analyzer was designed for the permanent installation at the motorcycle and is as simple as useful. It does
not need continuous current and indicates 5 different battery
charge levels: »full«, »still okay«, »charge or drive«, »empty
charge« or »necessarily to charge« (if status is below 12,3V
= sulfating). With this device it is now possible to check the
charging status fast and easy, even during the winter break. the
testing can be effected without starting the engine. Scope of
supply contains cable straps and connecting cables. Test result
of the magazine »MOTORRAD«: »excellent«. Waterproof electronics. Universal mounting at the handlebar or frame.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 20170-000

USB ANGLE PLUG ADAPTER
• Power USB plug
• max. 2 A
• L/D/W: 62 x 45 x 22 mm

black		

Item-No.: 41450-100

ANGLED DUAL USB CHARGING PLUG
Angled dual USB charging plug 12-24 V DC / 5 V DC 2 x 2.500
mA (5000mA) for use in cigarette lighter socket and starndard
DIN sockets. For charging and operating mobile phones, smartphones, navigation devices, MP3 players, cameras and all kinds
of tablets, etc. which has an insentive charging requirement.
black		

Item-No.: 24111-100
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USB SOCKET
• The board socket converts the input voltage from 12V to 5V
• The housing according to the standard IP54 is weatherproof
• 1,2 m long cable with battery cable lugs

with terminals
black / 1 x USB		

Item-No.: 41440-000

black / 2 x USB		

Item-No.: 41440-300

UNIVERSAL USB PLUG ADAPTER
• It can be plugged in different 12V auxiliary power outlets and
adapt to standard USB 5V (Charging current 1 A max.)
• A special feature of the adapter is that it does not only fit in the
cigarette lighter socket but also in the BMW board socket by
removing the red cap

black		

Item-No.: 41450-000

USB POWER-DOPPELSTECKDOSE
• Integrierter Spannungswandler von 12 auf 5 Volt (1A)
• Eingebaute Sicherung

schwarz		

Item-No.: 41440-100

USB EXTENSION CABLE
• Power USB socket
• 1.8 m connection cable
• Inclusive screws

black		

Item-No.: 41440-200

PE-SPIRAL RIBBON
High quality, black and UV resistant spiral ribbon made in
europe. Also for cables assembled at the bike. Diameter 4 up to
20mm, Length 1.5m
black		

Item-No.: 42041-002
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WUNDERLICH UNIVERSAL ON-BORD SOCKET
Practical on-board socket can be mounted in almost every required placed, fitting in every position possible, e.g. at the fairing side or directly at the handlebar bolts. Multiple adjustment
possible by slots for best positioning. Set comes with socket,
mounting set, includes 2 bolts and cover of socket slot.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 20180-000

TANK BAG POWER SUPPLY
An ingenious idea: just put the onboard socket for charging mobile phones or Smartphones into the waterproof tank bag. The
universal plug (DIN and cigarettes) is installed in place of the
original socket and the one meter long cable can be directed
via a water-tight shell in every tank bag, where a cigarette-outlet with cap is installed.
black /angle plug		

Item-No.: 42040-100

ANGLE PLUG DIN SUITABLE FOR
BMW STANDARD SOCKET
Kink proof DIN angle plug in mini design. Suits to the original
mounted BMW sockets and let the cable disappear subtly at a
90-degree angle.
black		

Item-No.: 41460-000

DIN- OR CIGARETTE PLUG/-SOCKET?
BMW MACHINES HAVE AN ON-BORD SOCKET ACCORDING TO CURRENT
STANDARDS AS DIN ISO 4165. CIGARETTE- SOCKETS ARE THOSE SOCKETS AS USED IN CARS AS CIGARETTE-LIGHTER OUTLETS, THEY ARE
A BIT BIGGER. SIZE DIFFERENCE, HOWEVER CAN BE COMPENSATED
WITH AN ADAPTER.

MINI ON/OFF SWITCH
Splashprotected mini On- and Off switch with universal mounting. Tube. 12V / 3A – max. 36W.
black		

Item-No.: 41441-000
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SYSTEM PLUGS AND SOCKETS
Plugs (suitable for original BMW sockets)
This plug fits the original BMW socket. Can be used to connect
any appliance or charger. For all BMWs with original type socket. Original Hella. Sold without wiring.
Item-No.: 21130-000

black		

Plug (DIN)

Built-in socket (DIN) with cable

Built-in socket DIN
(compatible with the standard socket) Ideal as replacement or
extra socket. Complete with hinged cover, 50 cm input cable,
fuse and fitted ring lugs. Fixing with hexagon nut.
black		

Item-No.: 21140-000

Built-in socket DIN
Replacement DIN socket with rubber cap. Fixing with hexagon
nut.
black		

Item-No.: 39810-000

Socket holder for DIN socket
Universal holder for all DIN sockets (compatible with standard
socket). Fixing with included cable ties.
Built-in socket (DIN)		

Holder for DIN sockets

black		

Item-No.: 24070-000

Cigarette lighter socket
Ideal as an additional socket for all power devices with DIN plugs
such as mobile phones, PDAs or other devices. The socket matches the vehicle standard (cigarette lighter). Supplied with bracket
and complete cable kit (incl. 120 cm conductor).
black		

Item-No.: 24060-000

Holder for cigarette lighter socket
Cable tie-free mounting on tube (22-28 mm).
Socket for cigarette lighter socket

black		

Item-No.: 24060-100

DIN- OR CIGARETTE PLUG/-SOCKET?

Holder for cigarette lighter socket

BMW MACHINES HAVE AN ON-BORD SOCKET ACCORDING TO CURRENT
STANDARDS AS DIN ISO 4165. CIGARETTE- SOCKETS ARE THOSE SOCKETS AS USED IN CARS AS CIGARETTE-LIGHTER OUTLETS, THEY ARE
A BIT BIGGER. SIZE DIFFERENCE, HOWEVER CAN BE COMPENSATED
WITH AN ADAPTER.

UNIVERSAL PLUG WITH
SWITCH
• On/Off switch
• Swiveling(180°) adapter plug for BMW sockets (remove red cap).
Also suitbable for cigarette lighter socket
• 8A load-bearing capacity

black		

Item-No.: 24111-000
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»BIKESTART«
Complete jump start set consisting of:
• Built-in socket
• Jump start cable

		

Item-No.: 23940-100

Built-in socket
It is almost impossible to jump start a BMW, or you can only do
so by running the considerable risk of causing a short circuit.
That’s why this system is an enormous relief and a safety benefit at the same time. Simply connect the jump-start cable to the
socket and the large crocodile clamps can be connected to a
suitable donor – or even vice versa.

Bikestart-Set

Jump start cable
Loadable up to 90A, ready wired, with 6 qmm battery connection cable and battery ring tongues. Not compatible with
original 12V sockets. 160 cm long, flexible copper cable.

Jump start cable

Built-in socket

More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages

BATTERY CHARGER
• This is 2-stage automatic charger for lead-(acid) and gel-batteries
• Fully insulated connectors for both motorcycle- and car batteries
• Thanks to Q/D-coupling this device can be connected to a cigarette or DIN- (BMW socket)
• With intelligent controlling of charge-/maintaining condition
• Loading capacity 750 mA
• Usable for all original batteries. Cannot be used with Can-Bus

		

Item-No.: 23990-000

Fitting battery connecting cable
		

Item-No.: 24000-000

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.
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ADAPTER FOR BMW SOCKET
For safety reasons, the load on the adapter is limited to 8 Amps
(=96 Watts at 12 Volts). For an even higher load, we generally recommend the Bike-Start system. Some of the adapters are fitted
with extension cables
Note: the BMW socket corresponds to the general standard
socket to DIN ISO 4165.
Adapter with battery monitor
One device for everything:
• Adapter for the BMW socket
• Protects the battery from excessive discharge
• Switches power consuming devices off at 11 Volts and activates
them again when an on-board voltage of 12.3 Volts is reached
• Integrated fuse
• LED controls
• Short-circuit protection
• Adjustable plug = perfect fit with the vehicle
• Plug can also be used in regular cigarette lighter socket (adapter
sleeve supplied)
• 1 metre cable

black		

Adapter with battery monitor (suitable for DIN- and cigarette lighter socket)

Item-No.: 24080-000

Adapter DIN > cigarette lighter socket
This lets you connect all standard devices (cigarette lighter
socket) to one motorcycle DIN socket. Cable: 2 x 0.75 mm Ø
und 0.25 m.
black / with cable		

Item-No.: 24090-000

black / without cable		

Item-No.: 24100-000

Adapter DIN/cigarette lighter socket
with cable

Adapter DIN/cigarette lighter socket
without socket

Distributor / adapter with twin clutch
One for all:
•
•
•
•

Adapter for standard BMW socket (DIN ISO 4165)
A twin coupling allows you to connect two consumers
Integrated fuse
Plug can also be used in cigarette lighter sockets (firmly lockable
adjustment sleeve supplied)
• 0.25 m cable

black		

Item-No.: 24110-000
Adapter with twin coupling

DIN- OR CIGARETTE PLUG/-SOCKET?
BMW MACHINES HAVE AN ON-BORD SOCKET ACCORDING TO CURRENT
STANDARDS AS DIN ISO 4165. CIGARETTE- SOCKETS ARE THOSE SOCKETS AS USED IN CARS AS CIGARETTE-LIGHTER OUTLETS, THEY ARE
A BIT BIGGER. SIZE DIFFERENCE, HOWEVER CAN BE COMPENSATED
WITH AN ADAPTER.

MAIN BATTERY SWITCH
• Mini design
• Fully insulated
• Max. 160 A / 10Sec

black		

Item-No.: 41441-100
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VALVE CAP »PISTON«
• Replaces the plain original caps
• Anodised aluminium
• Set (2 pieces)

Valve cap set »Piston«
blue		

Item-No.: 23170-002

black		

Item-No.: 23170-003

Valve cap set »Standard«

Valve cap set »Piston«

silver		

Item-No.: 23180-001

blue		

Item-No.: 23180-002

black		

Item-No.: 23180-003

red		

Item-No.: 23180-004

Valve cap set »Standard«

ANGLED VALVE
• Angled valves for easy filling the tires
• For all models for tubeless spoke wheels
(not for tire pressure control system)
• Anodised, leightweight aluminium
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

For all models with spoke wheels (tubeless)
silver		

Item-No.: 23190-000*

* Not for vehicles with tire pressure monitoring system

SCREW-ON ANGLED EXTENSION
• Easy screw to valve top, for relaxed air pressure control (cannot
be left in place after air check!). Corrosion-free brass version,
including security valve.

		

Item-No.: 20010-000

Fig. similar

WUNDERLICH VALVE CAPS WITH BADGE
• Dural-Aluminium with Wunderlich badge
• For proper sealing there is also an O-ring fitted
• For all tire valves, replacement for BMW Originals.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

silver / Stück		

Item-No.: 20030-000
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WHEEL RIM STICKERS
• UV resistant material
• Applying the tape to the bike is easy with the included special
patented tool
• One Set includes material for front and rear wheel
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

19/21 inch
white reflective		

Item-No.: 23150-001

blue reflective		

Item-No.: 23150-002

red reflective		

Item-No.: 23150-003

yellow reflective		

Item-No.: 23150-004

17 inch
white reflective		

Item-No.: 23160-001

blue reflective		

Item-No.: 23160-002

red reflective		

Item-No.: 23160-003

yellow reflective		

Item-No.: 23160-004

SNOW CHAINS
With these, even extreme tours will not fail die to lacking grip.
We tested this during winter tours through Austria, Serbia an
even up to Syria.
• These snow chains fitted within minutes, legal for speeds up to
50 km/h
• Case-hardened, galvanized stainless chains including tension
springs.
• Can not be combined with original splash guard and / or rear
wheel covers (grind)
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

17 inch
for tires 130/80-17		

Item-No.: 25240-000

for tires 140/80-17		

Item-No.: 25240-100

for tires 150/70-17		

Item-No.: 25240-200

18 inch
for tires 150/80-18		

Item-No.: 25240-300

19 inch
for tires 100/90-19		

Item-No.: 25240-400

for tires 110/80-19		

Item-No.: 25240-500

21 inch
Tires 90/90-21		
* Also suitable for 3.00-21.

Item-No.: 25240-600*
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SPOKE NIPPLES KLEEBLATT BLACK CHROMED
Original cloverleaf spokes – Made in Germany – and high quality black chromed version For nicely modified BMW specials.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Steel black chromed, for For 18 Inch rear wheel, For all models
from /5 up to R 45/65, R 100, R 80 G/S and R 80 ST
M4 x 140 – 18 Zoll
		

Item-No.: 44570-002

Steel black chromed, for 17 inch read wheel Paralever R 80/100
GS and R 80/100 R and for 19-inch front wheel drum brake, for
all/5-models and For R60/6
M4 x 153 – 17 & 19 inch
		

Item-No.: 44570-102

Steel black chromed, for 19-inch front wheel, disc brake,
For all models from R 75/6 up to R 100 RS and R 80 ST
M4 x 176 – 19 inch
		

Item-No.: 44570-202

Steel black chromed, for 18 Inch cross spoke front wheel,
For R 80/100 R & Mystic
M4 x 190 – 18-inch
		

Item-No.: 44570-302

Steel black chromed, for 21-inch front wheel,
For R 65 G/S up to R 80 G/S
M4 x 200 – 21-inch
		
This is a back wheel of a R 100 R fitted with black chromed crossleeaf spokes,
black powder-coated rim and blasted hub

Item-No.: 44570-402

Steel black chromed, for 21-inch cross spoke front wheel,
R 80/100 GS
M4 x 220 – 21-inch
		

Item-No.: 44570-502

POKE NIPPLES STAINLESS STEEL
Spoke nipples, chromed for alle BMW Airhead-Boxer spoke
wheel models except for cross spoke wheels of paralever
models.
stainless steel / M4		

Item-No.: 44570-600

black anodised / M4		

Item-No.: 44570-602

WHEEL BEARINGS FRONT
High quality, fully enclosed deep groove ball bearing, dimensions 25x47x12 for front wheel.
For R 65, R 80 R/RT, R 80/100 GS & Basic,
R 80/100 R & Mystic
Wheel bearing front		

Item-No.: 24921-000
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SPOKES KLEEBLATT STAINLESS POLISHED
These are the »real« cloverleaf spoke made in Germany – easy
to recognize with their coined cloverleaf at the spoke head. We
offer those high-quality stainless spokes for Boxer-wheels in
different length.
Stainless steel, polished, for 18-inch rear wheel,
For all models from/5 up to R 45/65, R 100, R 80 G/S and R 80 ST
M4 x 140 – 18 Zoll
		

Item-No.: 44570-000

Stainless steel, polished, for 17-inch rear wheel Paralever
R 80/100 GS and R 80/100 R and, for 19 Inch-front wheel drum
brake, for all/5-models and R60/6 M4 x 153 – 17 & 19 inch
		

Item-No.: 44570-100

Stainless steel, polished, for 19-inch front wheel, disc brake, For
all models from R 75/6 up to R 100 RS and R 80 ST
M4 x 176 – 19-inch
		

Item-No.: 44570-200

Stainless steel, polished, for18 Inch-cross spoke front wheel
For R 80/100 R & Mystic M4 x 190 – 18-inch
		

Original – Germany crossleaf
spokes – here are black
chromed versions

Item-No.: 44570-300

Stainless steel, polished, for 21-inch front wheed,
For R 65 G/S up to R 80 G/S
M4 x 200 – 21-inch
		

Item-No.: 44570-400

Stainless steel, polished, for 21 Inch crossspoke-front wheel,
R 80/100 GS
M4 x 220 – 21-inch
		

Item-No.: 44570-500

SPOKE IN A WHEEL
THIS WORK IS NOT AN EASY ONE AND NEEDS SKILL AND EXPERIENCE. HOWEVER, PREPARATION JOB CAN STILL EASILY BE CARRIED OUT.
BEFORE ANY SPOKES ARE TAKEN OFF AND RIM PLUS HUB ARE CAREFULLY CLEANED, PHOTOS NEED TO BE TAKEN TO HAVE A NUMBER OF
PATTERNS AND REFERENCES FOR EXACT POSITIONING OF THE SPOKES AS BACKUP. ON CROSS SPOKE WHEELS ALL SPOKE HEADS ARE OFTEN
VERY TIGHT – THE ONLY CURE IS A GOOD SOAK IN WD 40.

ELEPHANT SKIN INNER TUBE
Extreme thick walled inner tube for extreme conditions, incl.
strengthened valve stem.
17 inch		

Item-No.: 37060-000

21 inch		

Item-No.: 37070-000
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LIQUI MOLY MOTOR OILS AND ADDITIVES
All product information and application notes can be found at www.wunderlich.de/en
Product

Content

Item-No

Motor oil 5 W-40

1000 ml

42780-000

Motor oil 5 W-40

4000 ml

42780-100

Motor oil 10 W-40

1000 ml

24620-000

Motor oil 10 W-40

4000 ml

24620-200

Motor oil 10 W-50

1000 ml

24630-000

Motor oil 10 W-50

4000 ml

24630-200

Motor oil 15 W-40

1000 ml

24590-000

Motor oil 15 W-50

1000 ml

24590-300

Motor oil 15 W-50

4000 ml

24590-200

Motor oil 20 W-50

1000 ml

24610-000

Motor oil 20 W-50

4000 ml

24610-200

Low friction motor oil MOS2 10 W-40

1000 ml

24600-000

Low friction motor oil MOS2 10 W-40

5000 ml

24600-100

125 ml

24650-000

1000 ml

24670-000

50 ml

24680-000

125 ml

24660-000

Motor oil additive
 ypoid
Gearbox oil-/Kardan oil 75 W-140 H
Gearbox oil stop loss
Fuel additive

CASTROL MOTOROIL 20W-50
A classic among motorcycle oils, then as well as now. CLASSIC XL MOTOR OIL SAE 20W-50 is a mineral multi-purpose
oif for Youngtimers and especially for the Boxer engine it has
our warmest recommandations. Usable without any problems
throughout the whole year, it features good low temperature
behavior for easy starting and quick lubrication. Also, it ensures
thanks to its SAE 20W-50 viscosity for excellent protection even
at high engine temperatures. This mineral oil also guarantees a
decent sealing effect and low oil consumption.
True Classic: Castrol
20W-50 in fine-looking tin can

Spezifikationen: API SE / CC.
1 Liter		

Item-No.: 24610-301

TRW LUCAS-BRAKE FLUID
High performance brake fluid glycolether-based. Its extremely
high nucleation point increases safety of the brake system
– even under difficult conditions. Fulfills all required norms
(FMVSS 116, DOT4, SAE 70R3 and SAE J1703).
250 ml		

Item-No.: 24950-000
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LIQUI MOLY CARE PRODUCTS
All product information and application Notes can be found at www.wunderlich.de/en
Product
Battery Pole grease

Contents

Item-No.

10 g

24560-000

10 g

24490-000

100 g

24500-000

Gloss Spray-on wax

400 ml

24470-000

Insect remover

500 ml

24510-000

100 g

24480-000

Quick-Rust releaser

300 ml

24460-000

Tar remover

400 ml

24450-000

Visor-and fairing screen cleaner

100 ml

24440-000

Contents

Item-No.

FColour refresher

300 ml

43903-000

Gloss waxing spray

250 ml

43907-000

High glossy polish

75 ml

43902-000

Corrosions Protector

300 ml

43904-000

Paintwork & plastic polish

220 ml

43901-000

Matt-Wax Spray

250 ml

43990-000

Seat care

100 ml

43980-000

Overall cleaner

750 ml

43900-100

Brake Anti-Squeak-Paste
Grease LM47

Copper paste

S100 CARE PRODUCTS
All product information and application Notes can be found at www.wunderlich.de/en
Product

ROTWEISS REFURBISHMENT COMPONENTS
Professional components for allround care, refurbishing and
sealing of motorcycles. We use this series on a daily basis, as
all components are perfectly compatible. All ROTWEISS-products are characterized by their efficient processing.
Polishing paste (100 ml)		

Item-No.: 24400-100

Paintwork conserver (250 ml)		

Item-No.: 24400-200

Stainless steel/Chrome Polish (150 ml)

Item-No.: 24400-300

Acrylic glass/Perspex Polish (150 ml)

Item-No.: 24400-500

Polishing sponge		

Item-No.: 24400-600
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NEVR-DULL POLISHING WADDING
For years this has been the best cleaning and polishing wadding for aluminium, chrome, and metal. It also works extremely
well for deep cleaning of black coated metal such as engine
housings and drive bits. With a bit of patience, it is even possible to polish off deep scratches. The wadding can be used very
focussed as well as gentle, so anodized layers are not damaged
if given as decent polish and clean.
190 g		

Item-No.: 24430-000

QUIXX ACRYLIC SCRATCH REMOVER
• Reliably removes scratches from acrylic and Plexiglas® surfaces
of the car, motorcycle, caravan, boat, furniture and more
• Proven millions of times and one of the leading acrylic scratch
removers
• Excellent results in various product tests of trade journals
• TÜV certificate for proven effectiveness
• Attains results in professional quality, also for deeper scratches
• Easy and quick application
• Application saves expensive repairs and provides value retention

		

Item-No.: 24570-100

AUTOSOL CHROME SHINE POLISHING
Autosol Edel-Chromglanz is a worldwide known and internationally honored cleaning – and maintenance product for all
metal surfaces. In only one »go« dirt and rust can easily be removed. With its special structure of ingredients, a tremendous
cleaning effect and brilliant high glossy surface is obtained, but
also all treated metals gain a perfect protection coating. Tube
contains 75 ml of cleaning paste.
75 ml		

More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages

Item-No.: 42970-000
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STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER
OptiGloss, the most effective stainless-steel cleaner, is able to
restore blue and discoloured stainless downpipes to their initial
polish. Simple to apply: Spray on, allow it take effect and then
rinse off with water. The substance is biodegradable. Supplied
in 250 ml pump bottle, lasts for various downpipe-applications.
250 ml		

Before...

Item-No.: 24420-000

...and after a few moments.

ALPINE »PLUG & GO« EAR PROTECTORS
Cheaper, softer standard ear plugs that close off the ear completely. The ear plugs do not only protect against wind noise
but also cut you off from the noise of your motorcycle and the
other traffic.
• Pack of ten including carrying box
• Intended for single use

red		

Item-No.: 25050-000

ABUS BRAKE DISC LOCK
• Made of robust and solid metal
• The bolt is made of hardened special steel with a diameter of
5mm
• Dust-proof cap

black		

Item-No.: 20150-000
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NOSTALGIC ART
Metal signs

Mug

It’s either their depicted makes and products or their decorative
designs – metal signs are considered pleasant and traditional
items. For years they have been popular devices offering ideal
opportunities to reveal taste and personality on anyones own
four walls. Depending on the motif suitable areas are highlighted on different levels

May we introduce you to your favorite mug! Oh yes, there
are plenty of mugs – but this one is a truly special item. The
design instantly attracts attention – everyone asks for it. Even
the inside colors matches the design. It has a pleasant, slightly
rounded shape and a beautiful hand-fit.

1 BMW »Parking Only« 30 x 40 cm
		

		
Item-No.: 25320-200

2 BMW »Ansprüche« 30 x 40 cm
		

Item-No.: 25320-201

3 BMW »Garage« 30 x 40 cm
		

Item-No.: 25320-202

4 BMW »Parking Only« 15 x 20 cm
		

7 BMW Garage

Item-No.: 25320-700

Item-No.: 25320-500

Wall clock
Using high-quality material our wall clock combines design and
quality. Discreetly framed any popular motifs are particularly
enhanced. Wall clock has a diameter of 31 cm and a depth of
5,5 cm. Its classic metal frame and the stable, convex glass turn
this clock into a real designer’s piece. Depending on design the
frame is either finished in black or silver. A battery-powered
quartz mechanism ensures accurate time display.

8 BMW Garage

Storage tin
These special storage tins are true eye-catchers giving space
and tidiness on any shelf. With their brilliant colors any of their
popular designs are particularly effective. Their dimensions
make them suitable to keep food and items like tea bags,
bakery utensils or spices – but of course any other useful things
can be stored. The big hinged top is easily opened or closed,
tins are practical item and can be stacked on top of one another. They are made from tidy sheet metal, with firmly closing
tops to keep food fresh for a long amount of time.

5 BMW Service
		

Item-No.: 25320-400

		

Item-No.: 25320-100

9 BMW Speedo
		

Item-No.: 25320-102

Key fob
Key fobs are truly useful companions. They ease up finding
your keys inside the depth of your handbag, prevent confusion
and help your orientation on the key ring. To withstand all adversities of everyday life our key fobs are made from massive
stainless steel which makes them rust-free. At their size of 4
cm they are small enough to fit your pocket but still big for a
neat-looking design.

Piggy bank

q BMW Speedo round

Dimensions 10 x 13 cm, holds 1litre. Robust steel sheet, sealed
surface

		

Item-No.: 25320-600

6 BMW Service
		

Fig. 1

Item-No.: 25320-300

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

Fig. 10
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WUNDERLICH DRINK HOLDER »VARIO«
• Adjustable drinks holder for bottles with a diamter of 52 to 67
mm
• Can be installed on bag protection bars, crash bars, handle bars
and all round tubes
• Set consisting of: adjustable drinks holder, coated bracket, drinks
holder/clamp and fastening clamp of your choice
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 43581-002

WUNDERLICH SIGG BOTTLE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contents 0.3 litres
Sturdy, high-quality stainless steel
Highly effective vacuum insulation
Unscrewable tea filter
Large opening for pouring
Easy to clean
Absolutely neutral taste, suitable for all drinks
Standard size (outer diameter) for various flask holders
High quality and environmental standards

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Motif
»Complete your BMW«

Motif »Complete your BMW«
white		

Item-No.: 44990-000

Motif »Motorcycle«
white		

Item-No.: 44990-100

Motif »Classic by Wunderlich«
white		

Item-No.: 44990-200

Motif
»Motorcycle«

Motif
»Classic by Wunderlich«
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WUNDERLICH STRAP
Stabile P.E.S. strap with metal clamp for safe grip and easy
handling. In contrast to expansion strap these do not stretch
but are fully adjustable. So, all stays at its place, securily! Easily
shortened if required.
Length 200 cm / Width 2 cm
blue		

Item-No.: 25120-010

black		

Item-No.: 25120-012

WUNDERLICH KEY RING
• Practical, light and suitable not just for your motorcycle key.
• Material: bound and embroidered fabric, Length 11 cm
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

grey/blue / piece		

Item-No.: 25270-000

WUNDERLICH STICKER SHEET
•
•
•
•

30 Wunderlich sticker on DIN A4-sheet
Width 24,5 cm, 10 cm, 6,7 cm and 5 cm
Printed in three colours
Lightfast and strong adhesive

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

		

Item-No.: 40910-100

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.
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WUNDERLICH STICKER
Our high quality pretty looking sticker in 3-D are plastic coated.
The valuable 3-D sticker in bright colours.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

90 mm x 21 mm		

Item-No.: 40910-000

CbW STICKER
Stick your hobby on the car, side cases, disguise or where
you most like to see your passion. High quality sticker. Quality
»Made in Germany«. Diameter 70 mm.
black		

Item-No.: 40915-100

white		

Item-No.: 40915-000

RENNDIENST

RENNDIENST
More Infos on classicbywunderlich.de
in 5 languages

STICKER »BIKER ON BOARD«
Many people are bikers by conviction. For your trip to work, for
journeys, for a family holiday or in unfavourable weather conditions, switching to the car is often unavoidable. But then it’s
not just the baby who is »on board«, you are too, and you can
show your allegiance to the motorcycle. »By bikers, for bikers«.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Piece		

Item-No.: 25300-000
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SCOTT JACKET AND PANTS »DUALRAID«
Redefining Adventure. The Duaraid suit is the best choice for long adventures where durability, ventilation and comfort are a necessity. The Dualraid jacket has more features built into it than a Swiss army knife. With a removable TriPhase thermalliner, removable
SAS TEC® protectors and a breathable, wind and waterproof construction, you can custom fit this jacket to any condition.

MEN JACKET

MEN JACKET

olive/grey / S		

Item-No.: 44891-214

grey/blue / S		

Item-No.: 44891-212

olive/grey / M		

Item-No.: 44891-224

grey/blue / M		

Item-No.: 44891-222

olive/grey / L		

Item-No.: 44891-234

grey/blue / L		

Item-No.: 44891-232

olive/grey / XL		

Item-No.: 44891-244

grey/blue / XL		

Item-No.: 44891-242

olive/grey / XXL		

Item-No.: 44891-254

grey/blue / XXL		

Item-No.: 44891-252

olive/grey / 3XL		

Item-No.: 44891-264

grey/blue / 3XL		

Item-No.: 44891-262

MEN PANTS

MEN PANTS

olive/grey / S		

Item-No.: 44891-314

grey/blue / S		

Item-No.: 44891-312

olive/grey / M		

Item-No.: 44891-324

grey/blue / M		

Item-No.: 44891-323

olive/grey / L		

Item-No.: 44891-334

grey/blue / L		

Item-No.: 44891-332

olive/grey / XL		

Item-No.: 44891-344

grey/blue / XL		

Item-No.: 44891-342

olive/grey / XXL		

Item-No.: 44891-354

grey/blue / XXL		

Item-No.: 44891-352

olive/grey / 3XL		

Item-No.: 44891-364

grey/blue / 3XL		

Item-No.: 44891-362

WOMEN JACKET
grey/blue / 36		

Item-No.: 44891-900

grey/blue / 38		

Item-No.: 44891-910

grey/blue / 40		

Item-No.: 44891-920

grey/blue / 42		

Item-No.: 44891-930

grey/blue / 44		

Item-No.: 44891-940

grey/blue / 46		

Item-No.: 44891-950

WOMEN PANTS
grey/blue / 36		

Item-No.: 44891-901

grey/blue / 38		

Item-No.: 44891-911

grey/blue / 40		

Item-No.: 44891-921

grey/blue / 42		

Item-No.: 44891-931

grey/blue / 44		

Item-No.: 44891-941

grey/blue / 46		

Item-No.: 44891-951

grey/blue / 48		

Item-No.: 44891-961
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SCOTT JACKET AND PANT »TOURANCE«
Tourance jacket and trousers offer a combination of those light,
soft and comfortable advantages of cloth with protective leather functions. On this carefully-made jacket leather and a 3-layer
DRYOsphere membrane were stuck together guaranteeing utter
waterproofness. Perfectly suited for service during more than a
single season.

MEN JACKET
black / M		

Item-No.: 44891-012

black / L		

Item-No.: 44891-022

black / XL		

Item-No.: 44891-032

black / XXL		

Item-No.: 44891-042

black / 3XL		

Item-No.: 44891-052

MEN PANTS
black / S		

Item-No.: 44891-162

black / M		

Item-No.: 44891-112

black / L		

Item-No.: 44891-122

black / XL		

Item-No.: 44891-132

black / XXL		

Item-No.: 44891-142

black / 3XL		

Item-No.: 44891-152

SCOTT BLOUSON »MOTO VTG«
The SCOTT Moto VTG Blouson not only looks amazing, it also
offers special wearing comfort.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Black vintage leather with used look
Comfortable collar with soft edging
Optimum temperature regulations thanks to ventilation system
Glove-friendly zip puller
Safe Tech protectors on shoulders and elbows.
Pocket for optional back protector with size indicator
Hybrid elbow protector pocket with two height settings
Snap-button belt for wearing with trousers
One inside pocket
Three outer pockets
Width adjustment on collar and seam

MEN
black / M		

Item-No.: 44892-022

black / L		

Item-No.: 44892-032

black / XL		

Item-No.: 44892-042
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SCOTT RAIN SUIT »ERGONOMIC PRO«
We at Wunderlich value SCOTT Ergonomic Pro DP. If it pours
down the Ergonomic Rain jacket and its inherent trousers are
first choice. Thanks to its elastic and breathable laminated
DRYOsphere membrane the jacket perfectly adapts to all underwear. It also scores with a water-proof labyrinth seal, its seating
bridge for fixing and reflecting elements for best visibleness
as well as featuring a practical width adjustment on collar and
sleeve cuffs. Another advantage is it‘s high-cut kidney area. Of
course, there is also the usual adjustment in waist.

MEN JACKET
yellow / XS		

Item-No.: 44890-004

yellow / S		

Item-No.: 44890-104

yellow / M		

Item-No.: 44890-204

yellow / L		

Item-No.: 44890-304

yellow / XL		

Item-No.: 44890-404

yellow / XXL		

Item-No.: 44890-504

yellow / 3XL		

Item-No.: 44890-604

yellow / 4XL		

Item-No.: 44890-704

MEN PANT
black / XS		

»Ergonomic Pro« Men

Item-No.: 44891-002

black / S		

Item-No.: 44891-102

black / M		

Item-No.: 44891-202

black / L		

Item-No.: 44891-302

black / XL		

Item-No.: 44891-402

black / XXL		

Item-No.: 44891-502

black / 3XL		

Item-No.: 44891-602

black / 4XL		

Item-No.: 44891-702

WOMEN JACKET
yellow / 36		

Item-No.: 44890-014

yellow / 38		

Item-No.: 44890-114

yellow / 40		

Item-No.: 44890-214

yellow / 42		

Item-No.: 44890-314

yellow / 44		

Item-No.: 44890-414

yellow / 46		

Item-No.: 44890-514

WOMEN PANT
black / 36		

»Ergonomic Pro« Women

Item-No.: 44890-012

black / 38		

Item-No.: 44890-112

black / 40		

Item-No.: 44890-212

black / 42		

Item-No.: 44890-312

black / 44		

Item-No.: 44890-412

black / 46		

Item-No.: 44890-512

black / 48		

Item-No.: 44890-612
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SCOTT GLOVE »LANE 2«
This glove is extremely light and airy thanks to the perforated
leather. Sporty design plus top-class comfort.
•
•
•
•
•

Short cuffs
Knuckle protection beneath the leather
Perforated leather
Fastens at wrist
Stretch area: Upper surface of the thumb

black / S		

Item-No.: 44890-712

black / L		

Item-No.: 44890-732

black / XL		

Item-No.: 44890-742

black / XXL		

Item-No.: 44890-752

black / 3XL		

Item-No.: 44890-762

SCOTT GLOVE »TRAFIX DP«
The SCOTT Trafix DP gloves are absolute all-rounders. They provide a breathable, wind and water-proof DRYOsphere membrane.
•
•
•
•
•

Long cuff
Fastens at wrist
Cushioned reinforcements and special pad in the palm
Reflective print on the sides
Moulded fingers and palm

black / M		

Item-No.: 44891-862

black / L		

Item-No.: 44891-872

black / XL		

Item-No.: 44891-882

black / XXL		

Item-No.: 44891-892

VENTZ JACKET VENTILATION
• The ultimate solution for riding in summer heat
• The jacket air ventilation Ventz from Wunderlich provides good air
circulation over arms and of the torso
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black / pair		

Item-No.: 42120-002
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HEATED VEST E-VEST
This ingenious heated vest can be worn under all garments and
is the ideal, simple source of warmth – and not just for winter
drivers, either. Thanks to the quality of the materials and the
design, it can even be worn as a »normal« vest.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adjustable circumference due to two zippers at the side
Weatherproof
Effective wind stopper membrane and pleasant mesh lining
Flexible, very thin and streamlined heating elements with
invisible circuits
Heating zones perfectly positioned for an ideal and pleasant
temperature
Practical one-button operation and »easy touch« regulation
Even visible when dark thanks to three different colours
Even visible when dark thanks to three different colours
Lightweight technology
Integrated, quick-to-recharge lithium-ion battery in a small inside
pocket
Average runtime without charging while driving:
HIGH up to 3.5 h / MED up to 6.5 h / LOW up to 7 h
Can naturally also be recharged while driving using the on-board
socket

• The battery and charger are included in the scope of delivery,
but are also available separately
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!
Suitable battery

Charger

Heated vest E-Vest XXS/XS
black		

Item-No.: 42790-300

Heated vest E-Vest S/M
black		

Item-No.: 42790-301

Heated vest E-Vest L/XL
black		

Item-No.: 42790-302

Heated vest E-Vest XXL/XXXL
black		

Item-No.: 42790-303

Suitable battery
More Infos on wunderlich.de
in 5 languages

		

Item-No.: 42790-304

Charger
		

Item-No.: 42790-305
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THE HARRO RACING VEST PRO
The newly launched black HARRO racing vest PRO has a dark
red quilted lining and is equipped at the shoulders, elbows
and back with contemporary safety prototypes according to
the current standards EN 1621-1 and EN 1621-2. Velcro-sealed
protector pockets are accessible through zips.
Without the protectors, the HARRO racing vest has to be worn
as a authentic, chic leisure leather jacket.
All work steps are carried out in the factory exclusively by
hand. It will be the original patterns, best cowhide from German and European tanneries, linings from German production and high-quality metal zippers and buttons used for the
production.
Please note that HARRO manufactures the Rennweste in accordance with the original patterns and therefore the indicated
clothing sizes are (as in earlier times) slightly smaller. We therefore recommend choosing the racing jacket one size bigger, e.g.
52 instead of 50.
The Rennweste PRO is manufactured to order. You will receive
a genuine, individual, valuable item, which is handmade by
HARRO in a traditional manner. Therefore, only limited stocks
are available. If your size is unavailable, we ask you to allow us
five weeks for production and delivery of your Rennweste.
Size 50		

Item-No.: 43243-100

Size 52		

Item-No.: 43243-200

Size 54		

Item-No.: 43243-300

Size 56		

Item-No.: 43243-400

Size 58		

Item-No.: 43243-500

Size 60		

Item-No.: 43243-600
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WUNDERLICH POLO SHIRT
This Wunderlich Polo Shirt has a high quality; it‘s made of
95 % cotton and is very comfortable to wear. On the back of the
shirt we have placed our logo with the lettering »Wunderlich –
complete your BMW«, on the chest is our logo with the lettering
»Wunderlich«.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Men
blue / M 		

Item-No.: 43240-010

blue / L 		

Item-No.: 43240-020

blue / XL 		

Item-No.: 43240-030

Women
blue / S 		

Item-No.: 43280-000

blue / M 		

Item-No.: 43280-010

blue / L 		

Item-No.: 43280-020

blue / XL 		

Item-No.: 43280-030

WUNDERLICH SOFT SHELL JACKET
This soft-shell jacket is very comfortable to wear and the ideal
clothing for all outdoor activities. The soft and breathable fabric
is made of three layers and provides a perfect and absolute
windproof climate. The jacket is waterproof up to 8.000 mm water gauge. The useful chest pocket as well as the jacket can be
securely closed with a zipper. The sleeve cuffs have an adjustable Velcro collar. On the back of the jacket we have placed our
logo with the lettering »Wunderlich – comlete your BMW« and
on the chest is our logo with the lettering »Wunderlich«.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Men
blue / M 		

Item-No.: 43220-010

blue / L 		

Item-No.: 43220-020

blue / XL 		

Item-No.: 43220-030

blue / XXL 		

Item-No.: 43220-040

Women
blue / S 		

Item-No.: 43230-000

blue / M 		

Item-No.: 43230-010

blue / L 		

Item-No.: 43230-020
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WUNDERLICH MULTIFUNCTIONAL CLOTH
The practical multifunctional cloth, proven a thousandfold
times, in tubular form. Can be worn as a head scarf, head
covering, face mask, or storm hood. Easy transition between
helmet and jacket. Conforms nicely and sits perfectly. Made of
100% quick-drying and elastic synthetic fibre. Indispensable
accompaniment for all times of the year.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

blue		

Item-No.: 25250-100

A REAL BOXER IS NEVER FINISHED!
ANSTÄNDIGE KOMPONENTEN FÜR IHREN ZWEIVENTIL-BOXER.

AIRHEAD-BOXER
R 80 G/S, ST, RT, GS & BASIC, R & MYSTIC | R 100 CS, T
RT, RS, GS & BASIC,R & MYSTIC | /5, /6, /7 | R 45, 65
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The first time – boxer conversion
We are regularly approached by people raving about Classic
by Wunderlich, young and old, who own or want to buy a
Boxer and who have decided on a conversion. There is certainly no shortage of inspiration. But how do you start out
when this is your very first motorcycle project? Are you unsure about what style you’d like to convert your machine to?
Do you like a sporty compact seat position with low handle-

bar stubs and laid-back footrests on a sports bike? Or do you
prefer to sit casually and upright, kind of like on a scrambler?
Try it out! We’ve met a lot of people who were a hundred
percent sure they wanted a café racer! Only to change their
minds the first time they sat bent low on a genuine sports
bike. And so a basic decision was made.

YOU AND YOUR BOXER
We provide the rear frame concept for all Airhead-Boxer
series. Scrambler or café racer – everything begins with
the Wunderlich rear frame! The rear conversion only takes a
weekend, as the frames are black powder coated ready for
installation and you’re more or less riding on a new machine.

A classic seat, guard, light, indicator, licence plate holder
are also available from us. Once the rear is converted, you
can develop your own style step by step and build your own
customised Boxer.

COMPLETE CONVERSION? OR BETTER STEP BY STEP?
Does the machine ride and brake properly? Then there’s no
reason not to make the conversion step by step. On the contrary. A rolling conversion more or less. We’ve outlined this
system in detail with our Classic Enduro »The Blue Frank« at
www.derblauefrank.de.

Link »Der Blaue Frank«

The rear frame lets you get in touch with your machine. You
lose your fear of the first nuts and bolts and the Boxer sheds
a few pounds. You gain courage and self-confidence to spur
on your project and put your own stamp on the bike. Take
your time, step back and look at what you’ve created and
discover how you feel when riding, and then you’re at the
next step – everything seems to progress like clockwork.
Is the exhaust system right? Not only the design, but also
the sound plays a key role! Do you want to change your
handlebar, replace the narrow BMW handlebar with a higher
and wider version, allowing you to feel the wind and the rain
when you’re laid-back and cruising?

WHAT’S THE NEXT STEP?
A real Boxer is never finished! That’s our slogan. Not merely
empty words! Once you’ve got a handle on your first Boxer
and you’ve gotten to work, you’ll soon realise there’s always
something to improve or convert. Each machine is unique. It’s
nice to get to know your own machine and become an expert
yourself, to be able to fix the odd problem when out on the
road – a kind of freedom – the freedom not to have to rely
on a rescue service or – even worse – on a diagnostic device.

Your machine gives you all this plus tremendous freedom on
the road – the sound of your Boxer, the wind, the cool breeze
between the trees and the heat of the sun. In the early summer the scent of hay on a damp morning and in autumn the
aroma of ploughed earth. A nice bench and the faithful Boxer
at your side. Life is beautiful!

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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A REAL BOXER IS NEVER FINISHED!
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Tailor-made customizing with the range
of Classic by Wunderlich
We’ve thought long and hard about developing a system that can

ment your conversion with the Classic by Wunderlich product

offer you a wide range of individual options to plan and imple

range flexibly in line with your own wishes and skills.

Conversion step by step
Conversion with a clear time scale and financial expense!
When creating our product range, we regarded it as very

frame, a seat (Classic, Pure or Sport), with a rear guard and the

important for you to be able to easily make your conversion in

necessary lighting components. And the best thing about it: The

sections or stages. You can make a distinct change to the way

required work is easy to do in a weekend. Whoever wishes to

your machine looks in just a short time, more or less as a rapidly

can perhaps tackle the vehicle front with handlebar, fittings and

visible success and riding experience. Our customers often begin

instruments. Or the engine configuration. Depending on where

by converting the rear of their BMW. You can often transform

and when you want to focus.

your machine from its »Plain Jane« image with our Classic rear

The rolling chassis from Classic by Wunderlich
A fascinating conversion needs a solid basis!
As a recommended basis to build a new Airhead-Boxer, we offer
preconfigured, rolling chassis, in which the technical assemblies

• Tank
• Handlebar

• Engine

• Rear frame

• Gears

• Seat

• End drive

• Fittings

• Engine and vehicle electrics

• Instruments

• uspension and brakes

• Guards …

are revised and prepared. These chassis are more or less technolo

We always have a small number of different rolling chassis in

gy flagships for our components, which we develop in the Classic

stock, which differ with respect to the engine or suspension

engineering so you as the customer have the opportunity to build

layout and the equipment. We supply the chassis with registration

your desired motorcycle on a solid technical basis, in other words

book/approval part II.

customise things with:

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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Expert appraisal
Have you ever thought about what value your BMW has with

in a suitable coverage class and not according to the book. It is

Classic by Wunderlich components? Have you calculated your

particularly helpful if you are the victim in an accident and require

work time? We recently visited a customer from the Taunus with

validation about the value of your own machine. Expert apprais

his very respectable R 80 RT conversion, which he was keen to

ers differentiate between valuations and restoration appraisals in

show us. We knew each other from phone calls, from discussing

this context. We feel the need to make you aware of this aspect

his conversion together.

concerning conversions, so as to keep your safe from unpleasant
surprises.

During the course of the visit, the question of adequate insurance
for a converted Airhead-Boxer cropped up, amongst other topics.

As a result, we are now offering to compile corresponding expert

He complained that his insurance company had offered him a

appraisals in close cooperation with expert appraisers for BMWs

liability insurance for a 1984 R 80 RT. Owing to his age, neither

that have been converted and refined with Wunderlich compo

accident and breakdown cover nor fully comprehensive insur

nents. Contact your insurance company in advance and ask what

ance was possible.

type of expert appraisal is required and which one is recognised.
Don't hesitate to contact us if you’re interested.

When we asked what his machine was actually worth, he could
not answer off the top of his head. After pondering for a short
time, he came up with a sum of around € 10,000 for the purchased
RT, parts, paintwork etc. He had completed the conversion in six
months, on Saturdays, together with a friend. If we estimate just
€ 25/hour labour, you soon arrive at a sum of € 8-10,000 that he
has invested in the machine. The end result is a beautiful machine,
which surely has a value of € 18,000 - 20,000 – which has nothing
in common with what the insurance tables are based on.
It’s not the first time we’ve heard about this dilemma and we’ve
thought long and hard about it. In the insurance world, there
are many specialised offers. You simply need to find the right
insurance broker. It is always helpful to have an expert appraisal
drawn up, something that
bindingly documents the conversion and determines the value
of your machine. Such an expert appraisal can help to ensure
that your insurance company classifies your machine correctly
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CLASSIC BY WUNDERLICH ENGINEERING
Classic by Wunderlich concentrates expert technical knowledge

• Effective, functional suspension struts

around the air-cooled Airhead-Boxer from BMW. But it’s not enough

• Milled fork braces made from aluminium

to describe what we’re aiming for – namely to provide technically
outstanding, functional and contemporary products for the air-

• Springs

cooled Airhead-Boxers from BMW.

• Rear frame

In the Wunderlich Development Department, our engineers, techni

• Seat versions

cians and master motorcycle mechanics also devise the exclusive

• Engine covers/starter hoods (sand casting)

Classic by Wunderlich components. In doing so, they always utilise
state-of-the-art CAD and CAM systems, 3D printers and ultramodern

• Cable harnesses clearly configured for conversions

measuring equipment, in order to test innovative ideas initially in

• Preconfigured rolling chassis

the form of prototypes and finally develop technically outstanding,

• and much more
exclusive components for your Classic by Wunderlich division. For
these small yet sophisticated series, we also attach the utmost im

The meticulous craftsmanship and strict production criteria mean

portance to quality, because the requirements according to the new

our products achieve outstanding quality. In addition to our own

DIN EN ISO 9001:2015 and the particularly demanding additional

developments, we receive many suggestions from our customers

requirements of the German Federal Motor Transport Authority

as well. Plus, they are the outcome of our commitment to historic

(KBA) also apply to these components. These ambitious certifica

motorcycle racing in the Deutsche Historische Motorradmeister

tions mean we are qualified to apply for TÜV appraisals and general

schaft (DHM -German Historical Motorcycle Championship). Be

operating licences for our components. Thus Classic by Wunderlich

fore we include components in our portfolio, we test them on the

has offered exclusively for the first time since 2016:

road and on the race track meticulously down to the last detail.

Wunderlich suspension – Classic by Wunderlich suspensions
To improve the suspension of the Airhead-Boxers, we have paid

In addition, we also offer a diverse spectrum of fine and functional

close attention to the suspension struts, fork braces and springs.

components aimed at optimising the suspension of your BMW.

The Chassis struts from Classic by Wunderlich
Our suspension strut connects the front and rear frame columns,

tensioning of the aluminium struts made of 20 mm tube pipe is

it is lightweight and flexible to mount on all Airhead-Boxer

done by hand and the setting is fixed with a locknut.

frames, which means it can also be used for conversions (not
only sports versions) and in various carburettor and intake con

The advantages of the suspension struts aren’t limited to sports

figurations. To that end, we’ve developed high-quality, screw-fas

suspensions. They’re just as effective with the Airhead-GS and

tened aluminium consoles that incorporate the adjustable

road bikes.

suspension struts and ensure the necessary rigidity. This means
it’s possible to align the suspension struts individually. The pre-

Flexible fitting, with adjustable pre-tensioning.

Classic by Wunderlich Triple Clamps
We have refined our Performance fork brace in terms of technol

CNC-milled from high-strength aluminium, it captivates with a

ogy and shape. The Performance fork brace impresses compared

harmonious design that matches the Airhead-Boxers and is a real

to the original with a refined construction that increases the

upgrade for this classic. We provide a black anodised version.

rigidity four-fold compared to the original bridge. This makes

It is equally suitable for installing tube or stub handlebars. The

the steering behaviour and directional stability more accurate,

drill holes are already in place to hold the handlebar brackets

greatly improving the response of the front wheel. It is ideal in

for fitting a tube handlebar. The handlebar brackets are 30 mm

combination with our suspension strut!

in height. The clamps of stub handlebars can be located easily
below the fork brace.

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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Classic by Wunderlich Shock Absorbers
The first Airhead-BMW models (/5 series) originally had suspen

springs tailored to your individual requirements for all suspen

sions with two springs (twin-shock, a distinction is made between

sion variants. Your preferred riding style and load are essential

short and long vibration suspensions) from 1969 onwards, later

parameters for the design. When designing the suspension, the

with the first R 80 G/S a pioneering monolever suspension, which

altered, usually lower weight is crucially relevant for a responsive

has been refined into the paralever suspension. We provide

suspension design, especially in converted machines.

Lightweight frames and slim seats with TÜV
The first step, extensively improving the design of the Air

TÜV approval (German type approval) and can be easily entered

head-Boxer often regarded as clumsy or ponderous, involves

in the vehicle documents. The matching seat variants Pure, Clas

converting the rear of the machines. Classic by Wunderlich

sic and Sport are available »on top«!

offers lightweight, secure rear frames here that come with a

Specially configured cable harnesses
In particular for complete vehicle conversions, we value a lean,

cable breaks or defects in electrical components making them

clean cable harness layout. Particularly when it comes to conver

selves known somewhere or other. We have five differently

sions in which the instrumentation and fittings are converted, it is

configured cable harnesses in our range for these cases. By wide

advisable to consider keeping the old cable harness or just using

spread request, we have recently also been providing a cable

a new one. It’s often the case that our BMWs are older than

harness for the electrification of shortened rear sections.

30 years and there’s a risk of bugs in the form of unrecognised

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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Classic by Wunderlich-concessionaires
Again and again we receive inquiries from all over Germany,

offer appropriate workshop services.Reason enough for us to

whether we can recommend a good regional workshop for

think about it and select competent workshops, with whom we

Airhead-Boxers because there are not so many knowledgeable,

anywaywork together and fulfill exact those customer require

reliable workshops that deal with the classic boxer technique and

ments.

The Classic by Wunderlich concessionaires are characterized by the following expertise:
• They are Airhead-Boxer-specialists with their own workshop.

• They support our mutual customers (Type approval, Homolo
gation/registration of Classic by Wunderlich components).

• They offer our Classic by Wunderlich assortment

• They maintain close contacts with local residents Experts.

• and provide a mounting service
• as well as partial and complete conversions with ours Classic
by Wunderlich components.

We are pleased to introduce you to the following specialist companies as the first
Classic by Wunderlich concessionaires.
BeJo-Tec Motorradservice GmbH

2wheels4u GmbH

Wolfgang Becker

Service für BMW Motorräder

Wortstraße 24

Nonnendammallee 32

D-33397 Rietberg

D-13599 Berlin

Phone:

+ 49 (0)5244 906690

Phone:

+49 (0)30 33604166

e-mail:

bejo-tec@t-online.de

e-mail:

info@2wheels4u.de

www.bejo-tec.de

www.2wheels4u.de

CONCESSIONAIR
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R 100 Sport
We’ve kitted out our white Wunderlich R 100 Sport as a classic twin-shock, making it
reminiscent of the tradition when classic and sporty racers ruled. We’ve fitted it with
• Headlight mask »VINTAGE«

• Oil cooler

• Motogadget instrumentation

• Rear frame

• Performance fork yoke

• Seat shell

• Stub handlebars

• Rear protective guard

• Steel flex kit - reinforced brake lines

• Licence plate holder

• Starter cover hood (aluminium sand casting)

• and much more

• K&N filter

R 100
SPORT
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R 100 R Sport
Our grey Wunderlich R 100 R with paralever suspension reflects the style characteristics
of the café racers of the 1960s. It is fitted with
• Performance fork yoke

• K&N air filters

• Stub handlebars

• Classic rear frame

• Motogadget instrumentation

• Sport seat

• Steel flex kit - reinforced brake lines

• Licence plate holder

• Monza tank cap

• and much more

R 100 R
SPORT
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La Belle Bleue
On the Base of the R 80 RT (monolever), we have created an attractive, classic motorcycle
with excellent handling on its wheels. It is characterised by
• Performance fork brace for tube handlebars

• Dell’Orto carburettors

• LED handlebar end turn indicators

• Polished valve cover

• Acewell instrumentation

• Wunderlich classic rear frame

• Cast aluminium bar fittings

• Classic seat

• Magura brake pump with steel flex kit

• Rear fender

• Monza tank cap

• and much more

• K&N filter

LA BELLE
BLEUE
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R 100 R Classic
Our first conversion! With our R 100 R Classic, we’ve transformed the R 100 R from a
cumbersome bike into a lean, powerful machine, which – thanks to the low weight –
moves with a playful grace. A conversion that can be done without breaking the bank.
We’ve presented this motorcycle with the following Wunderlich-components
• Performance fork yoke

• Valve cover with protectors

• Flat track handlebars

• K&N air filter

• Bulletlight indicator

• Rear fender

• Acewell instrumentation

• Tail light and turn indicator

• Monza tank cap

• and much more

• Stainless steel battery box

R 100 R
CLASSIC
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Der blaue Frank
DER BLAUE FRANK – The classic Enduro: rebellious, down-to-earth, with spirit and TÜV!
With »DER BLAUE FRANK«, not only are we presenting a paralever GS converted into a classic Enduro, but also our »rolling« conversion concept. With this concept, you can simply
keep riding the machine during the conversion phase. Plus you can break up the conversion
into small, clear sections that can be planned in terms of time and money, and which can
be carried out independently of one another.

Find more on:
»Der Blaue Frank«

Youtube Link
»Der Blaue Frank«

DER
BLAUE
FRANK
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Spandau / Geländesport
R 100 GS – in the style of the great off-road racers of the 1970s and 80s.
• Performance fork yoke for tube handlebars

• Monza tank cap

• Cable harness

• Big Bore kit 1070 ccm

• LED indicator

• 2-in-1 exhaust system

• Motogadget instrumentation

• Wunderlich classic rear frame

• Cast aluminium bar fittings

• and much more

• Steel flex kit - reinforced brake lines

SPANDAU/

GELÄNDESPORT
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R 860 W
Model series 248, with the »small« R 45 and
R 65 models, is enjoying ever more popularity.
They are widely available and the prices for
these machines are still moderate at present.
A further reason is their compact structure,
resulting from the short-stroke engine leaner
by just under 60 mm (compared with the 247
model series). That makes them the ideal basis
for easy and convenient conversion and especially popular for creating scramblers.

As cylinder capacity cannot be replaced
with anything but more cylinder capacity,
we’ve installed the 860 ccm kit in the model
shown here, a R 45 . This gives the lightweight
motorcycle a torque-emphatic characteristic, which invites you to enjoy relaxed and
casual riding. The kit is prepared for both the
R 45 as well as for the R 65. Our classic rear
frame, the seats, guards and almost all our
conversion parts can also be installed in the
248-series models.

R 860 W
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Sportboxer
The Wunderlich Sportboxer shown here is what Michael Töwe regularly rides in select
races of the DHM (German Historical Motorcycle Championship). That means it’s equipped
following the rules of the DHM.
• Performance fork yoke

• Contemporary tuning

• Motogadget rpm counter

• Wunderlich rear frame

• Conversion kit for fully hydraulic brake system

• Wunderlich racing half-shell

• (in conjunction with ATE swing saddle brake)

• with Wunderlich bracket set

• Dell’Orto carburettor

• Race hump

• Open suction heads

• and much more

• Hoske exhaust

SPORTBOXER
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ENGINE
S. 303 – S. 319

STARTER COVER SPORT CBW
TIMING CHAIN / TENSIONER
CAM SHAFT SEAL KIT
VALVE COVER
ENGINE LABEL / FORK LABEL / FORK STICKERS
OIL CIRCULATION
OIL SUMP EXTENSION
OIL TEMPERATURE GAUGE
OIL FILTER
SEAL KITS
ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES
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WUNDERLICH
STARTER COVER SPORT CBW
This sporty cover hood for the starter follows the lower tank
line and replaces the angular original starter cover as well
as the air filter box and thus ensures an elegant transition
between the timing chain cover and engine housing. These are
high-quality, individually manufactured cover hoods made by
hand in sand casting from aluminium for converting all twinvalves from the /6 models with ribbed timing chain cover as
well as R 45 and R 65. The carburettors must then be fitted with
open suction heads or K&N filters.
The motor ventilation can be fitted beneath the cover hood. We
have a K&N filter 44352-000 in the range for this.
R 100, R 100 CS, R 100 GS, R 100 GS P.D., R 100 R, R 100 R Mystic, R 100 RS, R 100 RT, R 100 S, R 100 T, R 100/7, R 45/1, R 45/2,
R 60/7, R 65, R 65 GS, R 65 LS, R 75/7, R 80, R 80 G/S, R 80 G/S
P.D., R 80 GS, R 80 GS Basic, R 80 R, R 80 RT, R 80 ST, R 80/7
		

Item-No.: 45111-000

TIMING CHAIN SIMPLEX
A worn, lenghtened timing chain makes »inaccurate« valve
timing, a badly running engine, causes in worst case an engine
failure. Therefore, it is necessary to change this item early and
to control its tightness regularly. Quality is »Made in Germany«.
For all Models from 09/1978
		

Item-No.: 38081-000*

* Also available as replacement set for Duplex timing chain – see Tipp.

TIMING CHAIN-TENSIONER
The tensioning mechanism of the timing chain contains various
parts. With piston and spring, it keeps the timing chain tight, a
silde rail at the opposite side prevents chain lash, especially at
tickover. If traces of wear occur, or if running noises increase,
these parts should be replaced.
Timing chain tensioner Simplex
		

Item-No.: 38082-000

Slide rail Simplex
		

Item-No.: 38082-100

Piston Simplex
		

Item-No.: 38082-200

Spring Simplex
		

Item-No.: 38082-300

Timing chain joint
R 100 GS/R, R 65, R 80 G/S, R 80 GS/R/ST
		

Item-No.: 38060-000

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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DUPLEX-CHAIN
DISMANTLING AND REFITTING OLDER DUPLEX-TIMING CHAINS NEEDS INCREASED EXPENDITURE AS THE CRANKSHAFT SPROCKET
AND THE CAMSHAFT NEED TO BE DISMANTLED. A DIRECT Conversion TO A SIMPLEX-CHAIN IS MUCH EASIER, IT LASTS JUST AS
LONG (UP TO 100.000 KM). THANKS TO ITS SUPPLIED CHAIN JOINT FITTING IS MUCH EASIER. DROP IT ON THE FRONT TEETH OF
THE DUPLEX SPROCKET AND THAT’ S IT!

CAMSHAFT GASKET SET
Recommended if camshaft is dismantled or for curing oil leaks
at end cover. It consists of 3 x end cover gasket, end cover oil
seal and a camshaft bearing O-Ring.
For all models from 09/1980
		

Item-No.: 38211-000
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VALVE COVER CLASSIC
A true classic within valve covers, an item that can’t be bettered
up to now. Roundshaped valve cover in OEM-quality, for all
Airhead-Boxer machines from 1969 – conventional bolting by
studs from behind and cap nuts from the front.
For all models
		

Item-No.: 37990-200

VALVE COVER CLASSIC-EXTRA
Visually like the »Classic« - but with a more accessible external
screw connection. The two side studs can be omitted, which
greatly simplifies the installation.
For all models
		

Item-No.: 37990-300

VALVE COVER POLISHED
Looks exactly like »Classic« – here it is polished – a fact that
makes it look awesome and easier to maintain.
For all models
		

Item-No.: 37990-400

VALVE COVER
TOURING AND TOURING-EXTRA
A first glance a recreation of the Classic valve cover from SIEBENROCK, but equipped with an extra: An easily accessible oil
nozzle on the cover ensures that oil refills are no longer a great
big mess – the cover can be bolted easily to the left or right.
Also available as »Touring-Extra« version which includes a practical external screw- on mechanism – so both side studs bolted
from inside and hardly accessible are made redundant – a fact
that makes fitting a lot easier.
Includes external screw-on mechanism

For all models
Touring		

Item-No.: 37990-100

Touring-Extra		

Item-No.: 37990-500

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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VALVE COVER LIMITED EDITION – BLACK
A nicely finished special series of the round-shaped valve cover, wearing a matt black coating and elegantly polished angles.
Fits all Airhead-Boxer fom 1969 with conventional screw-on
mechanism via studs (included) from behind and big cap nut
from the front. Makes an elegant combination with the valve
cover protector.
For all models
Per unit 		

Item-No.: 37990-202

VALVE COVER ENDURO
Has always been first choice for Enduro riders as it’s clearly
more robust than the original item and due to being two part
it is replacable for many reasons. This cover comes in four versions: Classic version has conventional screw-on mechanism,
the Classic-Extra unit offers an outer Srew-on mechanism. The
Touring version offers an oil-filling nozzle, so does the Touring-Extra including external bolting inclusive all screens.
For all models
Classic 		

Item-No.: 37990-600

Classic-Extra 		

Item-No.: 37990-700

Touring 		

Item-No.: 37990-800

Touring-Extra 		

Item-No.: 37990-900

Two-part Enduro valve cover Classic
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CAP NUT STAINLESS STEEL FOR VALVE COVER
A perfectly matching cap nut from stainless steel, all polished.
There is no nicer way of fitting a valve cover…
For all models
Cap nut		

Item-No.: 37991-000

VALVE COVER PROTECTOR
At the time of writing certainly the most chic as unobtrusive
protector to fit the round-shaped valve cover. This brace incorporates the elegant zest of the cooling fins and ensures extra
protection.
For all models
Piece		

Item-No.: 37992-000

VALVE COVER GASKET
High quality gasket material, fits round-shaped and squareshaped valve covers!
For all models
		

Item-No.: 38130-000

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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ELASTOMERE CONTROL PLUG
Brittle, old plugs for ignition timing may fall out, do not seal
properly and may not look very nice. These highly flexible
Elastomere control plug do last and seal properly – finished in
sacred black.
For all models
black		

Item-No.: 38020-000

SET OF ENGINE BOLTS
Want to cheer up your engine and no longer worry about nasty
old original bolts? Then you might consider investing in this
noble set of hexagon stainless steel bolt for the Boxer engine.
Thus, the most important visible nuts are again nice and shine.
VA bolts for end cover, oil sump, oil filter and oil pump cover,
gearbox and starter motor cover...
For R45/65, R60/75/90, R 80 G/S/ST/RT/GS, all R 100 models
		

Item-No.: 37535-000

WUNDERLICH ENGINE LABEL / FORK LABEL /
FORK STICKERS
On many Airhead-Boxer machines engine labels showing
engine and data got lost over the years. We could not find
any neat replacement sets for it – so we thought about it and
designed a label from black anodized ourselves. We were fond
of it and gave it our Logo. For those who don’t like the reflectors on the forks, may go for our suitable fork label fitting the
reflector console space.
Don’t worry if your forks do not have a reflektor console: Our
universal high quality sticker does fit, it is uv-resistant and
utterly adhesive!

Engine label

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Engine label (black/silver)
Set		

Item-No.: 45110-300

Per unit 		

Item-No.: 45110-000

Fork label (black/silver)
Set		

Item-No.: 45110-200

Per unit 		

Item-No.: 45110-100
Fork label

Fork sticker (black/silver)
Set		

Item-No.: 45110-210

Per unit 		

Item-No.: 45110-110
Fork sticker
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OILCOOLER KIT
Especially during rides in town, on motorways or off road
engine temperatures of the Airhead-Boxer rise up to dizzying
heights. All 800 cc models are lacking an oil cooler despite the
fact all are proverbial hotspurs. To get a significant lower oil
temperature there is hardly a way round this kit. It is fitted from
underneath the steering head.
Scope of supply:

Oil cooler Kit: both elegant and secure – that’s how the oil cooler can be fitted
to the GS.

• compact aluminium cooler with high efficiency
(like original on R 100 GS)
• large tubular cross section for improved cooling
• anti-splinter stainless steel tubes, with teflon inner coating
• redesigned oil filter cover including new riser pipe
(old out, new in)
• gasket kit included
• robust, painted fitting set from own production
• Oil filter
• Guide clamps for clean mounting
• Threadlock adhesive included
• Cable tie kit
• New horn- wiring Set
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

For R 80 G/S, R 80 G/S P.D., R 80 GS, R 80 GS Basic
		

Item-No.: 44220-000*

* Vehicles without fairing brackets only. On both G/S- and GS-models either a front
mudguard with air slots or a lower mounted unit should be fitted for improved cooling.

GS OIL COOLER CENTRAL MOUNTING
The oil cooler has been taken away from its exposes crash bar
position, so it doesn’t get damaged. That’s why we offer this
Conversion set for central mounting below the steering head.
Facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safe position underneath the steering head
anti-splinter stainless steel tubes, with teflon inner coating
large tubular cross section for improved cooling
robust mounting set – completely painted
complete fitting kit including all accessories
Set with horn mounting for »crash bar-less« fitting
Five years warranty

For R 100 GS*, R 80 GS Basic
		
* GS models without fairing brackets only

Item-No.: 37960-000

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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DOUBLE SCREW-ON CONNECTOR
Original-BMW oil cooler may shear off from its screw-on connectors. While touring, a bypass double connector is handy so
the holiday won’t be spoiled.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

For all models with oil cooler
		

Double screw-on connector

Item-No.: 37970-000

OIL FILTER COVER FOR OIL COOLER
A CNC-milled and accurately fitting alternative to the original
part with oil cooler connection. Not only cheaper than the
original, but also significantly better in terms of fitment and
absolutely oil-tight!
For all models with oil cooler
		

Item-No.: 44230-000

STAHLFLEX OIL HOSE SET
Solid line silver hose package. Stainless steel jacket, with teflon-coated inner hose. A replacement that does make sense to
reduce oil temperature and/or a tasteful renewal. Includes new
copper sealing rings.
Fits all central mounted oil cooler units
		

Item-No.: 39480-000

GS oil cooler central mounting kit
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OIL SUMP EXTENSION WITH WEBS
The increased oil volume through the spacer ring on the oil
sump ensures the reduction of the oil temperature and a longer
engine life. With cast-in buffle webs to soothe the oil, so that
it can always be sucked correctly out of the oil sump even in
off-road use. We recommend the extension ring with a fitting kit
– please note that extra ordering is necessary. The kit contains
longer bolts and gaskets – two to fit the oil sump and two for
the oil pump. Simple fitting.
Facts:
• Oil volume increased by 1.3 litres!
• Lower oil temperature means less wear and tear
• Also reduces spezific oil stress = oil will be fresh for a longer
period

For all models oil sump extension
Strong oil sump spacer ring with surge bars for calming the oil –
suitable fitting kit needs to be ordered separately

		

Item-No.: 37980-000

Fitting kit
		

Item-No.: 37980-100*

* Includes 14 Allen bolts for fitting the 30 mm spacer ring incl. wave washer, two oil
sump gaskets and two for the oil pump gaskets.

OIL SUMP EXTENSION ADVENTURE
Surely the most elegant and the healthiest solution for oil sump
and engine: Here the oil sump extension and base protection
unit are bolted together, oil volume is increased to an extra
»healthy« 1.3 litres. Instead of the series oil sump a 30 mm
weight-optimized distance ring is fitted. The item includes castin baffle webs to soothe the oil so there is always a correct supply from the sump, even during offroad use. The supplied base
plate made from strong 5mm aluminium is directly bolted to
the distance ring – for weight optimizing! – it also serves as an
engine protector. The extension ring Adventure is supplied with
two new gaskets and all further accessories needed with fitting.
Strong oil sump extension with base plate which doubles as engine protector

Facts:
•
•
•
•
•

stable base plate made from 5 mm aluminium
Oil sump distance ring with cast-in webbing
Oil volume increased up to 1.3 litres!
Lower oil temperature means less wear and tear
Also reduces spezific oil stress = oil will be fresh for a longer
period
• For all Airhead-Boxers
• Including all gaskets and fitting kit

For all models
		

Item-No.: 37981-000

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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SET OF BOLTS FOR OIL SUMP
Anyone who every unbolted the sump will surely be pleased
about this corrosion-free stainless bolt set. Allen key units
replace quick rounded-off originals.
For all models
		

Item-No.: 37531-000

OIL SUMP GASKET
Leaks at the oil sump are quite common if Boxers have reached
a certain amount of mileage. With this slightly thicker gasket
in OEM-quality, always to be fitted including a light smear
Hylomar sealing, the Boxer engine will definitely not sweat as
quickly.
		

Item-No.: 38160-000

OIL DRAIN PLUG MAGNETIC
This drain plug takes fine metalic abrasives from the oil ciruit,
thus wear can be decreased and also be recognized early. For
extra oil tightness we have this bolt built as a very flat unit for
Allen key use.
For all models

Oil drain plug with integrated magnet for efficient »wear-collection«

Oil drain plug		

Item-No.: 24160-000

Sealing ring, copper		

Item-No.: 24170-000
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OIL TEMPERATURE GAUGE

Oil temperature gauge with air bubble for pressure compensation

A practical and by all means very sensible item. RR-oil temperature gauges are protected against vibrations with their
Teflon coating. This makes them more robust and accurate
compared to cheaper units on the market. These items are
almost inevitable for any Airhead-Boxer – not only to control
warm-up but also to protect the engine from overheating. To
prevent vibration of the counter the instrument is filled with
glycerine for improved damping – the visual air bubble helps
for volume-compensation, it’s not a reason for exchange! The
unit can simply be replaced against the original oil filling nozzle. Comes with seals. Supplied in two different length.

For all models
275 mm		

Item-No.: 37370-010*

285 mm		

Item-No.: 37370-020*

* Please measure oil dipstick on your machine before ordering.

OIL DIPSTICK
IF THE OIL DIPSTICK NEEDS TO BE CHANGED DISTANCES OF BOTH »MAX« AND »MIN« SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO THE OIL TEMPERATURE GAUGE. WITH A FILE IS THE EASIEST WAY TO DO THIS. TO INCREASE READING ROUGHENING THE BOTTOM WITH SAND
PAPER HELPS – SO OIL WILL STICK BETTER TO THE DIPSTICK.

OIL MESH GASKET
Oil mesh gasket in OEM quality 2 V Boxer.
		

Item-No.: 38180-000
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STAHLBUS OIL DRAIN VALVE
Any conventional oil change means spilling and dirty finger.
Therefore we developed this system, with which any oil change
can be managed safe, secure and tidy.
Facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simple handling with quick lock
Drain plug can’t get lost
No danger of burning due to hot oil
Sealing change not necessary
Oil sump thread is saved
Double leak protection by protective cap and valve
Connection to extraction unit possible
Metered drining for sample collection or overfilling
Protection cap with O-Ring
No tools needed for oil change

Stahlbus oil drain valve –
for a tidy oil change

Operation:
• Simply exhange Stahlbus oil drain for existing oil drain plug
• For oil change take off protection cap from Stahlbus oil drain
valve and connect drain tube by self-sealing quick-lock
• Secure oil draining without leaks or burns: ball valve in Stahlbus
oil drain valve will not open before quick lock of drain tube is
seated correctly
• At quick lock take-off ball valve closes immediately without any
leakages
• Worldwide, extraordinary test results verify benefits and excellent quality of Stahlbus oil drain valve

For all models (M18 x 1.5)
		

Item-No.: 20210-100
Function

OIL PRESSURE SWITCH 2V
Oil pressure switch M 12 x 1.5er thread for all Airhead-Boxer.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

For all models
Oil pressure switch 		

Item-No.: 24161-000
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OIL FILTER
Original Mahle fine filter unit, outstanding cleaning action and
still the best you can offer to your Boxer engine. Both two-part
filter units are supplied with a complete seal kit.
Two-part, without oil cooler
		

Item-No.: 37800-100

Two-part, mit oil cooler
		

Item-No.: 37800-200

One-piece, without oil cooler
Mahle two-part fine filter

		

Item-No.: 37800-300

OIF FILTER SEAL KIT
Complete seal kit, as necessary with any oil filter change.
For all models
		

Item-No.: 37810-000

Seal kit:
Oil filter including aluminium sealing disc for the oil drain plug

FITTING OF OIL FILTER
FOR USE ON THE BOXER ENGINE THERE ARE THREE DIFFERENT OIL FILTER VARIANTS TO BE DISTINGUISHED. THERE ARE ONEAND TWO-PART VERSIONS FOR MODELS WITHOUT OIL COOLER AND THERE IS A TWO-PART VERSION FOR BOXER MODELS WITH OIL
COOLER – THOSE UNITS ARE SLIGHTLY LONGER. ON MODELS WITHOUT OIL COOLER THE TWO-PART VERSION IS TO BE PREFERRED
AS FITTING IS EASIER. IN GENERAL, CARE MUST BE TAKEN WHEN FITTING THE SEALS WHICH ARE – DEPENDING ON THE FILTER
MANUFACTURER – ARBITRARILY SUPPLIED. FITTING THEM DOES ALSO DIFFER ACCORDING TO THE ENGINE HOUSING. A FLAT OIL
FILTER TOP LIKE THE ONE USED FOR /5 AND/6-MODELS ONLY NEEDS A PAPER GASKET (!). IF FILTER CAP HAS A ROUND GROOVE
THE BIG WHITE O-RING NEEDS TO BE FITTED. APART FROM THAT THE GENERALLY SUPPLIED METAL RING MAY BE USED FOR
SHIMMING -IF THE DISTANCE BETWEEN MANTLE TUBE (OIL FILTER HOUSING) AND ENGINE HOUSING EXCEEDS 3.7 MM. IF NECESSARY MORE METAL SHIMS HAVE TO BE USED TO PUT THE O-RING UNDER PRESSURE. OFTEN AN ALUMINIUM SEALING DISC TO FIT
THE OIL DRAIN PLUG IS ALSO SUPPLIED.

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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GASKET SET COMPLETE BMW BOXER
Made in Germany/Europe (OEM-Quality exclusively), with
high-value gasket coating. All gaskets are waterjet-cut which
guarantees for best fit without punch edgin. Gasket sets with all
O-Rings and plugs (for pushrod tubes).
R 80 G/S, R0 80 GS/R/ST, R 90 S
		

Item-No.: 38110-000

R 100 GS/R
		

Item-No.: 38110-100

Gasket set, complete

GASKET SET CYLINDER
Proven gasket set, including two valve cover gaskets, two cylinder head gaskets, two cylinder base O-Rings, four cylinder stud
O-Rings and four pushrod rubbers.
900 cc from 04/1975 to 09/1980
		

Item-No.: 38131-300*

Up to 90o cc from 9/1980
		

Item-No.: 38131-400*

all 1000cc models up to 09/1980
		

Item-No.: 38131-500

all 1000cc models from 09/1980
		

Item-No.: 38131-600

* except R 65

CYLINDER HEAD GASKETS
High quality head gaskets for the sensible area between cylinder and cylinder head.
For R 45 to R 90 S
		

Item-No.: 38131-700

For all R 100 machines
		

Item-No.: 38131-800

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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GASKET SET ENGINE
Complete gasket set fort wo-valve Airheads, made in Europe
according to ISO 9000 from high-quality materials (Reinz- and
Elring gasket paper) and compiled. Available for different models – including head- and base gaskets, valve cover gaskets,
pushrod tube rubbers, oil sump and end cover gaskets, and
more …
all R 45, R 65-models*
		

Item-No.: 38131-000

all R 80-models from 09/1980**
		

Item-No.: 38131-100

all R 100 Models from 09/1980**
		

This high quality and slightly more expensive gasket set for all R 80 und R 100

Item-No.: 38131-200 Boxer models is supplied with crankshaft oil seals

* without crankshaft oil seals / ** with crankshaft oil seals

POWER RESTRICTION KIT 35KW
In spring 2013 current moped category will be replaced with the
new European category AM. Since today young riders had to
drive 2 years with motorcycles up to 25 KW. Now it will be possible to drive motorcycles with an engine power output up to
35kW. The power restriction will be realised the most times with
a throttle restrictor, which is easily installed. The conversion
back after 2 years is very easy. Just let remove the restriction kit
from a specialised dealer. A short examination of the inspection
agency and the full power could be legally used on the street.
When ordering please let us now know the Vehicle Identification Number of your vehicle. The throttle set comes with a TÜV
certificate (German Type approval) is designed for use within
the framework of the German StVO. You can find out whether
foreign authorities accept a German TÜV certificate (German
Type approval) at the responsible area on site.
•
•
•
•
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Proven quality
Easy installation
Detailed fitting instructions
With TÜV certificate (German Type approval)

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R 80 (1981-)		

Item-No.: 42509-100

R 100 R, R 100 GS		

Item-No.: 42509-000
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CLUTCH / GEARBOX
S. 321 – S. 329

CLUTCH FRICTION PLATE
CLUTCH CABLES
BEARING SET GEARBOX
GEARBOX VENTILATION NOZZLE
GEARBOX OIL LEVEL GLASS
GEAR LEVER
SEAL KITS
ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES
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COMPOSITE CLUTCH FRICTION PLATE MADE BY
TRW LUCAS
A good mix made from organic lining with high Metal proportion. Due to its ideal combination of material the lining engages
softly without grabbing, offering a maximum traction under all
circumstances.
Facts:

Composite clutch friction plate made by TRW

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Great for touring due to its soft response and exceptional dosing
No breakin-in time necessary
developed for high stress
hard-wearing and reliable
base material made from hardened steel
water jet cut base plate
hight-tensile toothing
extension decoupled Special rivetting
Made in Germany

For models from 10/1980 onwards
		

Item-No.: 38040-000

For models up to 09/1980
		

Item-No.: 38040-100

CHANGING THE CLUTCH FRICTION PLATE
WHEN CHANGING THE FRICTION PLATE ALWAYS CHECK BOTH PRESSURE PLATE AND DRIVE PLATE FOR WEAR. IF NECESSARY RENEW
THESE ITEMS.

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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STABURAGS NBU 30 PTM ASSEMBLY GREASE
The best assembly grease – recommended by BMW – for those
highly stressed slide-meshing as found on the drive shaft of
a BMW. But this solid lubricant and absolutely water-resistant
grease should also be fitted to the serrated friction plate, as it
also prevents tribocorrosion (corrosion caused by fretting and
friction). The are filled in 10 gram units, which are in general
sufficient enough for an Airhead life.
		

Item-No.: 37536-000
10 gram Staburags – filled in tiny plastic units with screw-type caps

CLUTCH CABLES
Only use original cables which can’t be beat in terms of reliability and wear resistance – therefore they are no cheapies.
For all models from/6 and/7 with raised handlebars, as well as
for G/S-, GS- and RT models
Length 1.520 mm
		

Item-No.: 44580-000

For all R 80/100 R and Mystic
Length 1.436 mm
		

Item-No.: 44580-100

For all R 45 and R 65, R 65 LS flat handlebars as well as
R 100 RS Monolever
Length 1.495 mm
		

Item-No.: 44580-200

For all models from/6 and/7 up to 1984,
R 65 and R 80 Lenker flat handlebars as well as R 90 S/S
Length 1.386 mm
		

Item-No.: 44580-300

NEW!

ADJUSTMENT SCREW
This adjustment screw is used to connect original BMW clutch
cables when using Magura clutch controls.
		

Item-No.: 44543-000
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BEARING SET FOR FIVE SPEED GEARBOX
If the gearbox starts to play up, makes funny noises and changing gear is getting worse, bearings are generally the culprits.
This high-quality FAG bearing set with all in all five roller bearings is meant for the five-speed gearbox!
For all models with five speed gearbox
		

Item-No.: 44236-000

GEARBOX VENTILATION NOZZLE
This elegant ventilation nozzle made from aluminium prevents
moisture inside the gearbox despite giving way to an active
ventilation. It is used after a modification to a digital speedo
(with sensor at the front wheel) instead of the speedo cable.
Ventilates with attached tube!
For all models from 09/1980
		

Item-No.: 44241-000

Ventilation nozzle from billet aluminium – if an electronic speedo (with sensor at
the front wheel) is fitted, the empty cable hole need to be covered in an »appropriate« manner.

Here fitted with ventilation tube to prevent any
water finding its way inside.

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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GEARBOX OIL LEVEL GLASS
This fine level glass is not merely nice to look at but also make
sense from the maintenance aspect: A glance at the left gives
a quick and simple idea about the gearbox level, apart from
checking for any water which may find its way from a leaking
speedo rubber into the gearbox (oil is rather milky than black)
– A fact which often means the beginning of the end for any
gearbox! Simply a fit-and-forget replacement of the often nasty
old Allen bolt at the gearbox for this fine aluminium item.

GEARBOX VENTILATION
BATTERY BOLT AT MINUS WHICH DOUBLES AS SPEEDO
CABLE CLAMP, FEATURES A LITTLE BORE RIGHT THROUGH
ITS LENGTH! TAKE CARE AS THIS IS THE GEARBOX VENT.
IF THE BOLT IS REPLACED WITH AN ORDINARY M6 UNIT,
PRESSURE MAY BUILD UP INSIDE THE GEABOX HOUSING
WHICH INEVITABLY LEADS TO LEAKAGES.

For all models
		

Item-No.: 44240-000

Gearbox bolt before....

...and after.

GEARBOX PLUG
An elegant plug made from galvanized steel to replace an often
nasty-looking steel unit, which after all those years may as well
has caught a brownish tan. Even looks fine on older models
used as final drive oil plug. Thread is M 18 x 1,5 plus copper
sealing ring.
For all models
Per item		

Item-No.: 44242-000

RUBBER GROMMET SPEEDO (GEARBOX)
New, highly flexible material, improved shape and function.
Has more tension so water can’t get inside the gearbox any
more.

This rubber grommet has extra tension
which makes it definitely tight!

For all models
		

Item-No.: 38136-000

CHANGING SPEEDO CABLE RUBBER GROMMETS
WITH TIME, ORIGINAL RUBBER GROMMETS FITTED AT THE SPEEDO CABLE LOOSE THEIR TENSION WHICH LEADS INEVITABLY TO
LEAKS: WATER GETS INSIDE THE GEARBOX, A FACT WHICH MAY LEAD TO GEARBOX FAILURE – SOONER OR LATER.
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GEAR LEVER MODIFICATION KIT
Taken seriously the original gearshift mechanism on any
BMW is technically immature as gearlever and foot give
opposite-moving arcs. So at the touching point of lever to foot
friction is created at the right gear rubber, which can be felt as
notchy, stiff gear change ability. So we decided to use a gear
rubber supported by rollers, which gives a rather exact and
easier operation. Scope of supply: Bolting made from stainless
(supported on Polyamid roll) inclusive roll. Modification of
existing gear lever, no new item supplied.
For all R 80/100 models, R 65/GS
Original gear lever after modification

		

Item-No.: 37390-000

WUNDERLICH GEAR LEVER ADJUSTABLE
A clever alternative the flimsy, unpractical and much too bland
original unit. Now the gear lever is adjustable to any boot size
or preference, the Boxer engine is easy to shift thanks to its
roller bearing at the end. Supplied with all necessary parts for
assembly.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Foldable gear lever boss
easy, exact shifting with rubber supported by roller bearing
Length adjustable
Wear stainless folding mechanism – extra bolting
Safety wire prevents branches getting wedged behind lever
Extremely light Layout
High-tensile CNC milled 7075 T6-type aluminium
5 years warranty
Made in Germany

For R 80/100 GS, R 80/100 R, Mystic, R 80 ST & R 80 G/S
		

Item-No.: 40200-001
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WUNDERLICH ADJUSTABLE GEAR LEVER
An adjustable to all needs and in contrast to original foldable shift lever with many other benefits. The lever is infinitely
adjustable in length (110 – 140 mm). It has a strong safety
wire to avoid catching branches etc. between gear lever and
motor housing and thanks to roller-mounted shift lever rubber.
The Gearbox can now be easily and accurately shifted. For a
long-term pleasure, the increased interlocking and the extra
screwed-on folding mechanism made of stainless steel.
The facts:
• Foldable
• Infinitely adjustable length (110 - 140 mm)
• Easy, precise shifting thanks to roller-mounted shift leverhifted
rubber
• With safety wire. Prevents the impact or catching of Branches etc.
between shifter and motor housing
• Wear-free VA-folding mechanism.
• Reinforced toothing
• Extremely light layout
• High strength, drop forged and CNC machined
• 7075T6 aluminum
• 5 year warranty
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R 100 RT, R 100/7, R 80, R 80/7
silver		

Item-No.: 40200-101

GASKET SET GEARBOX
Complete gasket set with all necessary seals. For gearbox,
available in different variants.
Paralever without kickstart
		

Item-No.: 38135-000

Paralever with kickstart
		

Item-No.: 38135-100

From 09/1980 without kickstart
		

Item-No.: 38135-200*

From 09/1980 with kickstart
		

Item-No.: 38135-300*

Up to 09/1980 without kickstart
		

Item-No.: 38135-400

Up to 09/1980 with kickstart
		
* Except for Paralever models

Item-No.: 38135-500

Lever boss is foldable and adjustable in length
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PETROL TANK / FUEL COMPONENTS
S. 331 – S. 335

FILLER CAP
FUEL TAP
CLASSIC TANK PAD
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TANK CAP »MONZA«
A truely noble tank cap in classical Monza-looks for retrofitting.
In combination with our »Aston & Monza« adapter directly
ready for assembly. Fits all R-models with screw-on type caps.
Not lockable.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Tank cap »Monza« 2.5 Inch
		

Item-No.: 36881-000

Tank cap in classical Monza-Look – to be had separately or as a set including
adapter for different BMW petrol tanks

TANK CAP SET »MONZA«
This set contains the Monza tank cap and suitable adapter (see
right) and is cheaper as a completed set.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Tank cap »Monza« plus adapter and rubber seal
		

Item-No.: 36881-100

TANK CAP »ASTON«
What a sight, what a majestic elevation: The »Aston« turns
every petrol tank into a monument, it flips so easy and relaxed
every filling station attendant should go green with envy. In
combination with our no less elegant adapter »Aston & Monza«
it can be assembled to any R 80/100 R, Mystic and R 80/100 GS.
Not lockable!
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Tank cap »Aston« 2.5 Inch
		

Item-No.: 36881-400

Aston tank cap with Adapter, here assembled on a R 100 R

TANK CAP SET »ASTON«
Aston-Tank cap and the suitable adapter (see right) make a nice
set, too which is also less costly than separate items.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Tank cap »Aston« plus adapter and rubber seal
		

Item-No.: 36881-500
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FILLER CAP FLAT SEAL
This seal fits the filler caps »Monza« and »Aston«. Note: By
using this flat gasket, the fuel caps Aston and Monza can be
easily aligned in the direction of travel.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

0,5 mm		

Item-No.: 36882-000

1,0 mm		

Item-No.: 36882-100

ADAPTER TANK CAP »MONZA« AND »ASTON«
Suitable adapter for »Monza« and »Aston« tank cap. Made from
fine aluminium, milled from billet material, this item fits 1:1 the
original-Tank of many BMW models. On assembly it is important to fit the rubber seal (must be ordered separately) between
adapter and petrol tank. Outer diameter of adapter is 63 mm.
For Models with screw-on type petrol caps as R 45, R 65, R 65
LS, R 60/7, R 75/7, R 80/7, R 80, R 80 R, R 80 GS, R 80 RT,
R 80 ST, R 80 G/S, R 100/7, R 100S, R 100 RS, R 100 RT, R 100 CS,
R 100 R & Mystic, R 100 GS, R 80 GS Basic
Tank adapter
		

Item-No.: 36881-200

Rubber seal for tank adapter
		

A fine adapter for tank caps »Monza« und »Aston«

Item-No.: 36881-300
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WUNDERLICH FILLER CAP
Our noble, filler cap of very high-quality made of the finest
aluminium comes with a rolled thread and simply replaces the
original flat filler cap. It is is available either in black or silver.
For models with flat safety tank cap screw tank cap like
R 45, R 65, R 65 LS, R 60/7, R 75/7, R 80/7, R 80, R 80 R, R 80 GS,
R 80 RT, R 80 ST, R 80 G/S, R 100/7, R 100S, R 100 RS, R 100 RT,
R 100 CS, R 100 R & Mystic, R 100 GS, R 80 GS Basic
silver		

Item-No.: 36881-701

black		

Item-No.: 36881-702

Gasket tank adapter and Wunderlich filler cap
black		

Item-No.: 36881-300
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FUEL TAP »KARCOMA«
If the petrol tap leaks, it’s often easier and especially less exhausting to replace the complete unit. This is the original made
by Karcoma – OEM – usable at left and right. Please note: Filter
and inner fiber sealing ring need to be ordered separately!
For all models with straight outflow left & right
left		

Item-No.: 44265-000

right		

Item-No.: 44265-100

Filter		

Item-No.: 44265-200

Fiber sealing ring		

Item-No.: 44265-400

Original Karcoma petrol tap with filter for right tank side
and fibre sealing ring – Tube connection: Diameter 7,5 mm,
length 18 mm

CLASSIC TANK PAD
Exactly matching the design this is a three dimensional set of
tank pads, which doesn’t merely protect from scratches or damage. Improved knee contact gives a more grippy riding feeling
which upgrates riding fun significantly. Black, soft, PU-material
in good thickness. Adhesive.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For R 80/100 GS, R 80/100 R & Mystic
		

Item-No.: 36900-000

RECOATING THE INSIDE OF A PETROL TANK
WITH A RUSTY PETROL TANK OR IF THE RED PROTECTION COATING HAS COME LOOSE STEADILY BLOCKING THE TAP FILTER WE
RECOMMEND A RECOATING OF THE INSIDE. FOR THIS NOWADAYS THERE ARE SIMPLE TO OPERATE TANK-RESEALING KITS JUST
LIKE THE ONE FROM TANKDOC (SIEHE WWW.TANKDOC.DE). WITH THESE KITS REFURBISHMENT OF THE TANK INSIDE IS EASY. THE
SET CONTAINS CLEANER, DE-RUSTER AND THE ACTUAL SEALER. FIRST OF ALL TANKSHALL BE TREATED TO A CLEAN MAKING THEN
IT SHALL BE FILLTED WITHE CLEANER WHICH WAS DISSOLVED IN WATER. AN IMMERSION HEATER HOLDS A TEMPERATURE OF 50
TO 60° CELSIUS OVER A TIME PERIOD OF 30 BIS 90 MINUTES, DEPENDING ON RUST. THE SAME PROCEDURE NEEDS TO BE APPLIED
WITH THE DE-RUSTER. IF THE PETROL TANK IS IMMACULATELY CLEAN, THE TWO-COMPONENTS LACQUER CAN BE FILLED IN. THEN,
IT IS ONLY A MATTER OF ROTATION TO DISTRIBUTE ALL OF IT…

A glance underneath the tank cap gives
an idea about the amount of rust inside
the tank

Is the tank absolutely clean inside, the
two-component sealing lacquer can be
poured in.

For tank refurbishment the repair set and
an immersion heater is needed.

The lacquer needs to be distributed well.
After roughly 8 days the inside coating is
petrol-resistant.

Cleaner (a granulate) must be solved in
water and warmed up to 60° Celsius.

A quick glance inside shows the coating is
an utter success.
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AIR FILTER / CARBURETTOR
S. 337 – S. 347

AIR FILTER »COVER«
ENGINE VENTILATION K&N
ROUND- / FLAT SQUARE AIR FILTER
FLOAT CHAMBER SAFETY WIRE
CARBURETTOR SPARE PARTS
CHOKE- / ACCELERATOR CABLE
CABLE DISTRIBUTOR
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WUNDERLICH AIR FILTER »COVER«
In order to get the machine look lighter and less bulky the original air filter has to go. As an alternative either K&N-Filter or
open Bellmouths can be bolted directly to the carburettors. The
original flat type air filter including those intake snorkles make
way for that made-to-measure and exactly fitting cover made
from anodized aluminium – that’s how a real Boxer should look
like. For all Airhead-Boxer fitted with flat type air filter – available in two options: with or without bore for engine ventilation
(see also air filter »Cover« Carbon on the next page).
without ventilation bore
Without bore for engine ventilation …

		

Item-No.: 44351-001

with ventilation bore
		

Item-No.: 44351-101

AIR FILTER »COVER« CARBON
With the same intention which makes us produce the starter
motor cover in Carbon: Here’s a super light air filter cover made
from Carbon.
without bore
		

Item-No.: 44351-007

with bore

Without bore …

		

… with bore

Item-No.: 44351-107
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ENGINE VENTILATION K&N
This good-looking filter with screw-on connection on its back
fits directly onto the two-valve engine ventilation tube e.g. if
the »AirfilterCover« is fitted. We have supplied the K&N Filter
here with an additional stainless steel mounting for tight fit.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Filter 16 mm
		

Item-No.: 44352-000

Mounting, stainless Steel
		

Item-No.: 44351-300

SECONDARY AIR SYSTEM COVER PLUGS
Can’t be bothered with the hardly elegant-looking secondary
air system between cylinder head and air filter box anymore? If
you furthermore want to get rid of the square air box anyway,
you might preferred these low-price and significantly lighter
blanking plugs. Simply take off this complex secondary air
system with all its tubes from the air filter box and put in those
two blanking plugs at the cylinder head and those two rubber
plugs at the air filter housing. Exhaust emissions stay within
the tolerances if engine is in fine tune – a rebuild for authority
reasons normally is not necessary. For safety reasons, however, do keep the old parts!
For all models with secondary air system: R 65, R 80,
R 80 RT, R 100 RS, R 100 RT, R 80/100 GS, R 100 GS P.D.,
R 80/100 R Mystic, R 80 GS Basic
		

Item-No.: 44355-000

FLAT SQUARE AIR FILTER AND ROUND AIR FILTER
Mahle Air filter comply with the original and guarantees best
filter performance – not merely in every-day use. For dusty
terrain and offroad use Mahle-Filter are recommended as they
filter out even smallest particles on their way inside the engine.
That way, high quality filter materials ensures security.
Round filter
		

Item-No.: 37780-000

Square filter
		

Item-No.: 37790-000

Blanking plug-set including rubbers for the air filter housing
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No conventional air filter can cope with those virtues. Despite
the long maintenance-intervals an extremely good filter effect
can be gain by its refined multi-layer system.
For all models with round-type air filter
		

Item-No.: 37220-000

For all models with square-type flat air filter
		

Deep lamella
increase filter
area by 10-20
%. For an
extraordinary
filter effect
and minimal
flow resistance

a very smooth
surface
and a soft,
hard-wearing
rubber
For airtight
frame

Item-No.: 37210-000

BLUE-Filter pass
a time-intensive, four-step
production, to keep rubber
amount within the fleece
as low as possible. Mass
manufacturers, on the other
hand, working with high
working pressure in terms
of quantity. So, rubber can
intrude the fleece thoroughly, a fact that may reduce
air flow often by 25%.

BLUE LONG-TERM AIRFILTER
»BLUE« long-term air filter have specially been developed
according to our specs and wishes. They feature an extremely
high air rate and maximum filter effect. BLUE-air filter replace
the series air filter and pay off by themselves as their filter life
is nearly unlimited.
• Deep lamella increase filter area by 10–20% giving extraordinary
filter effect and little streaming resistance
• Higher airflow and acceleration of the air stream within engine
intake
• Oil soaked, very homogeneous cotton fleece
• Filter material does not take up dirt but simply lets it adhere on
the outside
• Insensitive for temperature and atmospheric influences, humidity
and moisture
• If filter gets wet it will dry out quickly and completely
• BLUE-Filter are carefully produced in small quantities, so the rubber amount within the fleece is negligible
• Cleaning is due only after every 50.000 Kilometer
• (during off-road – and desert use: roughly every 20.000 km)
• 20 years warranty
• Stainless steel grid at both sides for best stability
• Airtight Filter frame made from differently hardened plastics (for
high stability or tightness)
• Patented fastening supports
• Easily exchanged for original item

Round air filter

BLUE-CARE AND MAINTENANCE
If the filter needs treatment, only use the specially matched
range of oil- and care products. That way air flow remains and
the enormous life span will be reached. Use Cleaner for careful
but thorough removal of all remnants. After cleaning the filter
needs to be oiled. BLUE-combination pack: Cleaner 500 ml and
oil 300 ml. The low-price complete set – lasts as long as your
machine.
Combination pack
		

Item-No.: 29540-000
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CARBURETTOR BASIC TUNE
AT FIRST TURN TICKOVER MIXTURE SCREW (7) SLOWLY CLOCKWISE ALL IN- AFTER THAT – ROUGHLY – ONE SINGLE TURN OUT.
BEST TURN SCREWDRIVER A »GNATS« MORE THAN 360 BACK. NOW TURN OUT THE THROTTLE STOP SCREW (34) SO IT DOESN‘ T
TOUCH THE STOP ANY MORE. TRY BY HAND IF THROTTLE VALVE TURNS FREELY IN PLACE. BEST IS TO TAKE OUT SPRING. THROTTLE
VALVE MUST CLOSE COMPLETE. IF IT DOESN’T TURN FREELY THE LAST FEW DEGREES IT NEEDS TO BE DISMANTLED AND OVERHAULED. HOLDING THE CARBURETTOR IN YOUR HAND MAKES INSPECTION EASIER: A LIGHT GAP SHOWS WHETHER THE THROTTLE
VALVE S CLOSES PROPERLY ALL-ROUND OR NOT.
THEN PLACE A PAPER BETWEEN SCREW AND STOP. TURN IN SCREW UNTIL PAPER CAN JUST BE TAKEN OUT WITHOUT TEARING
IT APART.
NOW TURN THROTTLE VALVE STOP SCREW CLOWWISE FOR ANOTHER 1/2 TO 3/4 TURNS. WITH THIS BASIC ADJUSTMENT THE
ENGINE SHOULD RUN DECENTLY WELL. IF IDLING REVS GO UP ON THEIR OWN, THROTTLE VALVE IS OPEN TOO FAR E.G. STOP
SCREW IS TURNED IN TOO MUCH – OR FLAP DOES NOT CLOSE PROPERLY DUE TO OTHER REASONS.

Turn Idle mixture screw (7) Carefully clockwise until fully closed

Throttle valve stop screw (34) needs to be turned in – but just as far as
the paper can be pulled out of gap without being torn
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WUNDERLICH FLOAT CHAMBER SAFETY WIRE
It surely occured to many Airhead-Boxer riders that the carb
float chamber cover got lost as the bracket came loose or
was loosened with the boots by coincidence. In order these
experiences are not put on the backlist as »karma comedy«, we
decided to produced the float chamber safety wire in series. An
important accessory, which definitely counts as a standard for
both offroad riders and tourers.
Complete set for both carburettors.
With this security cable the
float chamber can be fixed to
the housing.

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For all models
		

Item-No.: 37450-000

CARBURETTOR BOLT SET
Corrosion-free and noble stainless bolt set. For Bing carbs, to
bring them back to former glory.
Complete bolt set including top bolts for 26/28/32 and 40 mm
Bing carbs
up to 09/1980		

Item-No.: 37452-100

from Bj. 10/1980 		

Item-No.: 37452-000

SCREW SET
Replaces the original crosshead screws with Allen head bolts.
For older models where the carburetor has 4 screws, you'll need
two sets. Includes allen wrench.
		

Item-No.: 37410-000

INTAKE RUBBER
Old, brittle intake rubbers are often the main culprits for air
leaks and an unsound running engine. If in doubt do always
change these rubbers as soon as any signs of wear occur.
800er Boxer		

Item-No.: 38230-000

1000er Boxer		

Item-No.: 38240-000

CARB-FLOAT CHAMBER
IF CARB OVERFLOAT OCCURS REGULARLY FLOAT CHAMBER OR FLOAT CHAMBER VALVES ARE THE CAUSE. FLOAT CHAMBER MAY BE
TOO HEAVY AFTER YEARS OF USE (PLEASE COMPARE WEIGHTS), THAT’S WHY ITS BUOYANCY SEEMS BE TOO LESS FOR CLOSING THE
NEEDLE VALVE PROPERLY. NOTE: IT RARELY OCCURS THAT THE NEEDLE VALVE OR THE VALVE SEAT ITSELF ARE WORN OUT.
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CARB DIAPHRAGM
If the diaphragm ages and looses its flexibility, throttle response of the Boxer gets worse and idling speed often tends to
go up.
For 32mm Bing carb
		

Item-No.: 44490-000*/**

For 40mm Bing carb
		

Item-No.: 44490-100**

* Except for R45 & R65 with flat top / ** Price for one item only

CARBURETTOR GASKET SET FOR BOTH CARBS
Gasket set for both Bing carbs, consisting of two cork seals
for float chamber, two paper gaskets for choke and a complete
O-Ring set for all jets etc...
Gasket set for two Bing carburettor
		

Item-No.: 38250-000

CHOKE CABLES »CLASSIC«
Choke operation from handlebars often is hard work, not very
accurate, also lacks style for old Boxer-engined machines.
Therefore we added this cool choke lever to our product range,
it is mounted directly on the carb giving access for an exact
adjustment during warm-up.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Set for 40 mm Bing carburettors
		

Item-No.: 37451-000*

* On assembly of the choke cables original return springs have to be taken off
from carb!

Choke cable set ready for
assembly
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SYNCHRONIZING THE CARBURETTORS
IN ORDER TO CARRY OUT A SUCCESSFUL SYNCHRONIZATION OF THE BING-CV (CONSTANT VELOCITY) CARBS THE
FOLLOWING PARAMETRES MUST BE MET:
1. BOTH CYLINDERS SHOULD SHOW SIMILAR COMPRESSION RATES : 8 – 10 BAR AT STARTER MOTOR REVS
2. BOTH THROTTLE CABLES NEED TO WORK FREELY IN THEIR SLEEVES
3. VALVES MUST BE CORRECTLY GAPPED
4. IGINITION HAS TO BE CORRECTLY ADJUSTED – SPARK PLUGS & SPARK PLUG CONNECTORS NEED TO BE IN GOOD
WORKING ORDER
5. CARB INTAKE RUBBERS SHOULD BE AIRTIGHT
6. CARBS NEED TO BE CORRECTLY JETTED, FLOAT CHAMBERS NEED TO BE IN WORKING ORDER
WARM UP ENGINE AND CONNECT SYNCHRONIZING TESTER (E.G. CARBTUNE II) TO THE RELEVANT CARB BORES (SEE PHOTO 1).
BY ADJUSTING THE THROTTLE STOP SCREW IDLING SPEED IS TAKEN TO ROUGHLY 800 RPM. BOTH FLUIDS INSIDE THE TUBE (OR
AT THE MANOMETRE) SHOULD SHOW THE SAME READING. NOW BOTH CARBS NEED TO BE ADJUSTED TO THEIR HIGHEST IDLING
SPEED BY USING THE MIXTURE SCREWS. AFTER THIS THE IDLING SPEED WILL BE READJUSTED ACCORDINGLY (AGAIN, 800 TO 1000
RPM) WITH THE THROTTLE STOP SCREWS. IF THE ENGINE DOES NOT RESPOND TO ADJUSTMENT OF THE MIXTURE SCREW THIS IS
OFTEN CAUSED BY DIRT WITHIN THE IDLING SYSTEM. IF IDLING IS OK THROTTLE VALVES CAN BE SYNCHRONIZED. CABLES MUST
BE WORKING PROPERLY AS BOTH CARBS NEED TO BE ADJUSTED WITH THEIR CABLE STOP SCREWS. THEN REV UP CAREFULLY AND
CONTROL IF FLUIDS IN BOTH TUBE S GO UP AND DOWN EVENLY.

1. Synchronizing tester is connected to vacuum tube

5. Fluids in both tubes must go
up and down evenly

2. Idling speed is adjusted with
the throttle valve stop screw

3. Highest possible idling speed
must be gained by adjusting
the mixture screw

4. Throttle valves are synchronized by adjusting the cable
stop screws
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WUNDERLICH COVER CHOKE OPERATION
If choke cables »Classic« (see 37451-000) are used, of course
the functionless and quite nasty-looking choke lever at the
handlebars can be taken off. Here we offer an elegant, decently
milled and matt black anodised alternative made from aluminium, an item which is simply bolted to the switchgear thus
giving a neat overall look.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For all models from 09/80 with handlebar choke
		

Item-No.: 37453-002

* On assembly please use security fluid to make sure the slim cover does not get lost.

Top is screw-on type

CHOKE CABLES
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Starter cable left below: For R 50/5, R 60/5, R 60/6, R 60/7,
Slide carb, twin-cable, left engine side
485-360 mm		

Item-No.: 44586-000

Starter cable right below: For R 50/5, R 60/5, R 60/6, R 60/7,
Slide carb, twin-cable, right engine side
575-450 mm		

Item-No.: 44586-001

Starter cable, for R 90 S, left or right, usable on both engine
sides
441-337 mm		

Item-No.: 44586-100

Starter cable left & right below: For all models up 09/1980 with
Bing CV-carb, left engine side
		

Item-No.: 44586-200

Starter cable left & right below: For R 45, R 65, LS (from
09/1980), usable on both engine sides, 3-piece
564 mm		

Item-No.: 44586-300

Starter cable below: For 26 & 32 mm carbs, models from
09/1980, not For R 45, R 65,
487 mm		

Item-No.: 44586-400

Starter cable top: For all R 45, R 65, R 65 LS flat handlebars and
R 100 RS (from 1987), top, 3-piece
545 mm		

Item-No.: 44586-500

Starter cable top: For all models (800 & 1000cc, from 9/80),
also for R 65/R 80 (from Monolever) with flat handlebars, top,
3-piece
671 mm		

Item-No.: 44586-600

Starter cable top: For all R models from 09/1980 incl. Mono &
Paralever, with raised and RT handlebars, top, 3-piece
764 mm		

Item-No.: 44586-700
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THROTTLE CABLES
Throttle cable right 40mm carb: For Paralever models R 100 GS,
R 100 GS P.D. (from 1991), R100R & Mystic (from 1991), right,
twin cables
1178 mm		

Item-No.: 44582-000

Throttle cable left, 40mm carb: For 2V-Paralever models R 100
GS, R 100 GS P.D. (from 1991), R 100 R & Mystic (from 1991),
left, twin cables
1143 mm		

Item-No.: 44582-001

Throttle cable left, 32mm carb: For 2V-Paralever models R 100
GS + P.D. (1988-1990), R 80 GS (1991-1995), R 80 GS Basic,
R 80 R Paralever (1991-1995), left, twin cables
1130 mm		

Item-No.: 44582-100

Throttle cable right 32mm carb: For 2V-Paralever models R 100
GS + P.D. (1988-1990), For R 80 GS (1991-1995) + R 80 GS Basic,
For R 80 R Paralever (1991-1995), right, twin cables
1165 mm		

Item-No.: 44582-101

Throttle cable top: For all R45/R65 models from 09/1980 with
raised and RT handlebars, also R 80 RT (09/1980-1984), R 65
GS, R 80 G/S, R 80 ST, top, 3-piece
770 mm		

Item-No.: 44582-200

Throttle cable top: For all R45/R65 models from 09/1980 flat
handlebars, R 65 LS and R 80 (09/1980-1984), top, 3-piece
640 mm		

Item-No.: 44582-300

Throttle cable left/right below, 32mm carb: For R 45, R 65, R 65
LS, R 65 GS, R 80 G/S, R 80 ST, R 80, R 80 RT (09/1980-1984),
left and right below, 3-piece
487 mm		

Item-No.: 44582-400

Throttle cable left/right below 32mm carb: For R 45, R 65,
R 65 LS, R 65 GS, R 80 G/S, R 80 ST, left and right below,
3-piece
382 mm		

Item-No.: 44582-500

Throttle cable left/right, top, 40mm carb: For R 100 with raised handlebars and R 100 RT (09/1980-1984 ), top, 3-piece
765 mm		

Item-No.: 44582-600

Throttle cable left/right, top, 40mm carb: For R 100, R 100
CS/RS, top, 3-piece
675 mm		

Item-No.: 44582-700

Throttle cable left/right below, 40mm carb: For all R 100
from 09/1980-1984, both engine sides, below, 3-piece
517,5 mm		

Item-No.: 44582-800

Throttle cable left, 26 & 32mm carb: For R 65 und R 80
Monolever models (from 1985) flat handlebars, left, twin
cables
1027 mm		

Item-No.: 44582-900

Throttle cable right, 26 & 32mm carb: For R 65, R 80 Monolever models (from 1985) flat handlebars, right, twin-cable.
Note: For R 100 RS Monolever model (from 1986) usable at
left and right engine side
987 mm		

Item-No.: 44582-901

Throttle cable left, 26 & 32mm carb: For R 65, R 80 Monolever models (from 1985) with raised handlebars, R 80 RT
Monolever model (from 1985), R 100 RT Monolever model
(from1987), R 80 GS Paralever (1988-1990), left, twin cables
1158 mm		

Item-No.: 44583-000

Throttle cable right, 26 & 32mm carb: For R 65,
R 80 Monolever models (from 1985) with raised handlebars,
R 80 RT Monolever model (from 1985), R 100 RT Monolever
model(from 1987), R 80 GS Paralever (1988-1990), right,
twin cables
1118 mm		

Item-No.: 44583-001

Throttle cable left/right, Slide carbs: For R 50/5, R 60/5, R
60/6, R 80/7 flat handlebars, both engine side, twin cables
1000 mm		

Item-No.: 44583-100

Throttle cable left/right, Slide carbs: For R 50/5, R 60/5,
R 60/6, R 80/7 with raised handlebars, both engine sides,
twin cables
1100 mm		

Item-No.: 44583-101

Throttle cable links/right 32mm carb: For/5/6/7-models and
R 80, R 90/6, R 100/7 until 09/1978, flat handlebars, both
engine sides, twin cables
1007 mm		

Item-No.: 44583-200

Throttle cable left/right 32mm carb: For/5/6/7-models, and
R 80, R 90/6, R 100/7 up to 09/1978, with raised or RT handlebars, both engine sides, twin cables
1096 mm		

Item-No.: 44583-201

Throttle cable links/right: For R 90 S, both engine sides, twin
cables
1025 mm		

Item-No.: 44583-300

Throttle cable links/right: For R 45/65 up to 09/1980, with
raised handlebars, both engine side, twin cables
1096 mm		

Item-No.: 44583-401
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CABLE DISTRIBUTOR FOR THROTTLE- AND CHOKE
CABLES
Robust distributor including protection cap. For all Airhead-Boxers with 3-piece throttle (single-cable twist grip) and/
or choke cables. Worth changing when new cables are fitted to
gain best ease of operation.
Set		

Item-No.: 44586-800

Fig. similar
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AIRHEAD-BOXER

EXHAUST SYSTEM
S. 349 – S. 357

DOWNPIPES
Y- SHAPED PIPES/COLLECTOR BOX
SILENCERS
FINNED EXHAUST DOWNPIPE NUT
FINNED EXHAUST NUT WRENCH
ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES
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DOWNPIPE STAINLESS WITHOUT INTERFERENCE
TUBE
A really nicely crafted downpipe set with drawn-in, curved
lines. Turns every Boxer engine into a real jewel. Omitting the
interference tube both downpipes are close to the housing
giving a slim appearance. High quality workmanship, good fit
and an extraordinarily nice surface.
The facts:
Surely the most elegant and classy stainless downpipe set for Airhead-Boxers
without interference pipe

• Straight port to collector box (not usable for series item)
• fits collector box Item-No.: 39880-000, 39880-100
38 mm diameter
right-through
• Highly polished stainless tubing
• Very good fit
• without EU-ABE

Downpipe set right & left
R 80/100 R & Mystic & R 80/100 GS, R 80 GS Basic
		

Item-No.: 39870-100

Downpipe set right & left, R 80 G/S and R 80 ST
		

Item-No.: 39870-200

DOWNPIPE STAINLESS
Especially within the downpipe area corrosion damages are
very obvious – that’s why we compiled a downpipe set made
from stainless steel. 10 years warranty.
The facts:
• angled port to collector box (series item)
• fits collector box Item-No.: 38300-000

R 80 G/S, R 80 ST
		

Item-No.: 38290-000

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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DOWNPIPE STAINLESS WITH INTERFERENCE TUBE
Lighter than the original item and even less costly! Stainless
steel downpipes with interference tube. Made from 38mm
stainless tube with a thickness of only 1,0 mm, the result is
presentable: A lightweight at only 1,5 kg! For certain there is no
lighter downpipe set for R 100 R and R 100 GS. Great for combination with those Y-pipes presented here, they also fit well with
the original pre-silencer – original gasket is no longer needed!
The facts:
•
•
•
•

made from stainless steel
at only 1,5 kg an extremely light downpipe set
with EU-ABE – complete and ready to fit
also fits Y-pipe Item-No.: 39880-000, 39880-100

Downpipe set for R 80/100 R & Mystic, R 80/100 GS,
R 80 GS Basic
		

Item-No.: 39870-000

Y-PIPE STAINLESS STEEL
This is not merely a very lightweight and utterly high-quality
Y-pipe, but also a perfect fit! Surely the easiest way to save a
decent amount of weight on a GS or R model (it is minus 2,6
Kilo compared to the series pre-silencer system). We don’t need
to talk about looks, do we – these Y-pipes stand out anyway.
Made from fine stainless steel pipe, with merely 1 mm in thickness made on CNC machinery, its weighs only 1,1 kg! Due to
the attached resonance tailpiece improved torque and performance is confirmed. Including two stainless clamps for fitting!
With EU-ABE (type-approval). Road use is absolutely legal!
Surely the lightest and best-looking replacement for a bulky pre-silencer

The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

replaces original collector box
polished stainless
long-lasting construction (stainless throughout)
reduces exhaust gas back pressure by at least 35%
great Sound without any losses in output
available for R 100 R und R 100 GS
supplied with two exhaust clamps
with EU-ABE

high end, for R 100 GS, R 80 GS, R 80 GS Basic
		

Item-No.: 39880-000

low end, for R 100 R, R 100 Mystic, R 80 R
		

Item-No.: 39880-100
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COLLECTOR MONOLEVER 2IN2
For all Monolever models, this is a neat and light replacement
of the pre-silencer. It weighs only 1,25 kg, apart from this it
guarantees more power and better Sound. Stainless steel
collector is easily fitted between downpipes and silencers. It
also has the necessary side stand stopper and all the official
paperwork – an EU-ABE makes it road-legal. May also make a
neat combination with other silencers if required. Inner diameter to downpipe 38 mm, same as the outer diameter at the rear
to silencer.
The facts:
• suitable as replacement for original collector box

For Monolever models R 65, R 80, R 80 RT, R 100 RT & R 100 RS
		

Item-No.: 39875-100

COLLECTOR BOX STAINLESS
Rust is easily spotted at the downpipe area – that’s why we
decided to offer a collector box in high quality, made from
unusual rust-protected material. 10 years warranty.
The fact:
• suitable for replacing the original collector box

R 65 GS, R 80 G/S, R 80 ST
		

Item-No.: 38300-000

SILENCERS »CLASSIC«
These are the classics for single-swingarm (Monolever) models
from 1985 with 38mm in diameter and ABE!, all from SIEBENROCK.
The facts:
• high quality chromed unit
• complete set for left and right
• with EU-ABE and complete fitting kit

For R 65, R 65 RT, R 80, R 80 RT, R 100 RS, R 100 RT from 1985
Silencer set for Monolever models

		

Item-No.: 39875-000
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SILENCERS »CIGAR«
Culty pots from SIEBENROCK in legendary »short«cigar-type
shape. Give a typical nostalgic Boxer sound – timelessly elegant, high quality chroming, a great fit and of course including
ABE paperwork!
The facts:
•
•
•
•

hort cigar-shape with 38 mm inner diameter
fully chromed housing
complete set for right and left
with EU-ABE and complete fitting kit

Complete set (right & left) short cigar, 38 mm diameter, for
R 50/5, R 60 /5/6/7, R 75 /5/6/7, R 80 /7, R 90 /6, R 90 S, R 100 /7,
R 100 CS, R 100 RS, R 100 RT, R 100 S
		

Item-No.: 39876-000

Legendary cigar-shape, for all the /models with EU-ABE
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GPR SILENCER »VINTALOGY«
This stylish silencer completely made from polished stainless
steel, is not merely an alternative to the GS original. In fact, it
is a lot lighter, fits the rear end harmonically and may even be
combined with the original hard case carrier. Comes with EU
paperwork – which also means no need to register it here for
our German customers.
The facts:
•
•
•
•

silencer unit made completely from stainless material
Significantly lighter than original item
with EU-ABE and complete fitting kit
simple to attach

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For R 80/100 GS
		

Item-No.: 44250-000

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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FINNED EXHAUST DOWNPIPE NUT
The everlasting suffering from nasty-looking and by unusable
tools damaged finned downpipe nuts now comes to an end –
with a both low-cost but high-quality replacement. This original
is reproduced from hard-wearing aluminium-silicon alloy and
now available in three versions.
for/5 &/6 models
Per item		

Item-No.: 38280-100

For R 45 & R 65
Per item		

Item-No.: 38280-200

For all models from/7
Per item		

Item-No.: 38280-000

Finned downpipe nut tool for /5 and/6-models

WRENCH FOR FINNED EXHAUST NUT
A heavy, precise cast alloy one from SIEBENROCK with long lever and a light tool roll version for touring, made from stainless
steel.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Wrench, workshop version
		

Item-No.: 37100-000

The robust and heavy workshop version, which may open any mushroomed
finned exhaust nut playing up – utterly simple and secure to handle

Assembly of the EXHAUST NUT
ON ASSEMBLY OF THE FINNED DOWNPIPE NUT OR ON OTHER EXHAUST SCREW-ON, PUSH/PULL-CONNECTIONS IT IS ALWAYS WISE
HAVE A LITTLE COPPER PASTE ON HAND.
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DOWNPIPE-PRESSURE AND CLAMPING RINGS
If downpipes are no longer tight at their cylinder connections,
new pressure and clamping rings may help ...
Pressure ring 40 mm
		
Downpipe pressure ring

Downpipe clamping ring

Item-No.: 38260-000*

Pressure ring 38 mm
		

Item-No.: 38260-100*

Clamping ring 40 mm
		

Item-No.: 38261-000*

Clamping ring 38 mm
		

Item-No.: 38261-100*

* Price per item

EXHAUST SYSTEM CLAMPS STAINLESS
Utterly stable and tight mounting pipe clamps, for connection
of downpipes to Y-pipe (pre-silencer), or silencer to Y-pipe. Can
take up nearly unlimited stress, absolutely tight due to a completely circumferential tension strap.
For all G/S, ST, GS and R-models silencer item (44-47 mm)
		

Item-No.: 38760-000

For downpipe (40-43 mm)
		

Item-No.: 37130-000

HEAT PROTECTION EXHAUST TAPE
This heat protection exhaust tape has been race-tested intensively. It ensures to raise temperature and flow velocity inside
the downpipes. It is also great for insulation of the pipes and
may also protects trousers, boots and bags. The tape is characterized by its high resistance to temperature (750°C) and its
high flexibility which makes wrapping of tight radii possible.
Note: Wrapping of downpipes ensures a certain insulation,
however any direct contact in these areas should best be
avoided.
The facts:
•
•
•
•

Asbest-free
water-resistant
non-mouldy
length: 10 metres, width: 50 mm, thickness: 2 mm

Important hint: With modern four-stroke engines and their high
power density we don‘ t advice the use of the tape – as here the
permitted temperature range might be permanently exceeded.
This can easily be seen as the tape will whiten by and by.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Beige 		

Item-No.: 44260-100

Graphite		

Item-No.: 44260-102
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ENGINE ELECTRICS
S. 359 – S. 367

STARTER
ALTERNATOR / CONTROLLER
IGNITION SYSTEM
IGNITION COIL
SPARK PLUGS
ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES
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STARTER MOTOR VALEO
1,2 kW starter motor from OEM supplier VALEO, which can
often be used as a replacement for the older, less powerful and
certainly heavier Bosch unit. Turns clockwise, 12V 1,2kW,
9 teeth.
For all Airhead-Boxer from 09/1975
Valeo starter motor 		

Item-No.: 37250-000

ALANKO STARTER
The cost-effective alternative to Alanko's Valeo starter with the
same technical specifications and extremely accurate production.
Clockwise, 12V 1.2kW, 9 teeth, no exchange !
For all Airhead-Boxer from 09/1975
		

Item-No.: 37250-200

Alanko Starter – Made in Germany

CARBON BRUSHES VALEO
If starter motor only turns rather tired despite fully charged battery and can’t get the engine going, a close look on the carbon
brushes might be worth it.
For all Valeo starter motors
		

Item-No.: 37250-400

STARTER RELAY
If the starter motor no longer decouples very often a failing
starter relay is the culprit. This item is brand new – no part
exchange needed.
For all Valeo starter motors
		
Starter relay for Valeo & Alanko starter motors

Item-No.: 37250-300

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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ALTERNATOR BRUSHES WITH RING CONNECTORS
Those quick-wearing carbon brushes inside the Bosch alternators are soldered in place as Standard so replacing them is not
as easy. We offer this brusher with a – as we consider it – clever
ring connector which make replacing a cinch. There is no more
soldering need, simply stick ring connector under each cable
connection, and that’s it!
For all models
		

Item-No.: 38510-100

Important: Front carbon brush has to be connected to DF in direction of movement to
the left, the rear brush to D-

New alternator brushes with ring connector, which don’t need to be soldered.

ALTERNATOR CHARGING INDICATOR
IF THE RED ALTERNATOR CHARGING INDICATOR WITHIN THE INSTRUMENTS STARTS FLICKERING, THE ROTOR IS LIKELY TO BE
FAULTY – MAYBE NOT. OFTEN THE CAUSE IS TOO LITTLE PRESSURE OF THE CARBON BRUSHES INSIDE THE ALTERNATOR. IN GENERAL
BRUSHES ARE TOO SHORT AND MUST BE REPLACED. BOSCH RECOMMEDS A CHANGE OF THE BRUSHES AFTER 50,000 – 60,000 km...

ALTERNATOR-ROTOR IN EXCHANGE
This alternative to the original rotor is just as high quality
produced as the original. This rotor from Alanko for the Airhead-Boxers Bosch alternator we can highly recommend after
extensive tests.
Exchange service (within Germany):
• You order the rotor, we charge an additional 50,00 € deposit.
• Would you like to use our exchange procedure?
please order by e-mail via kundenservice@wunderlich.de a
return label. You can use this within
• 14 days to sen us your old alternator rotor free of charge
(only for returns within Germany).
• You will immediately receive a refund for your old rotor
in the amount of 50,– Euro back

Customers from Europe an Overseas: Please contact our
Customer Service in advance: kundenservice@wunderlich.de
For all models
		

Alternator rotor (OEM-quality)

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

Item-No.: 38510-200*

ROTOR PULLER
Essential for dismantling the alternator rotor. Simply screw in
the puller screw instead of the original mounting bolt into the
rotor to break the cone – that’s easy as a pie!
		

Item-No.: 37110-000

With the rotor puller the rotor is loosened dead easy – simply screw in and
loosen the cone
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SILENT BLOCK DIODE BOARD
Diode board failures can often be traced back to worn or broken
rubber dampers which cannot absorb the engine vibrations
any more. So, it’s worth having a closer look at the diode board
from time to time. There are four rubber dampers per diode
board.
Rubber bearings M5 x 15mm
Piece		

Item-No.: 37230-100

Suitable silent block for diode board

ALTERNATOR REGULATOR »POWER PLUS«
An optimized, lossless regulator which takes 14.5 V from the
alternator at 3000 rpm. This item, renowned as »authority
regulator«, does not only give significantly more voltage than
the Original, but it is also an extremely robust unit. Electronically controlled this regulator uses the alternator power flexible
and considerably more efficient. So, there is enough voltage
in even situation and additional users do not bend down the
wiring system down so quickly. Simply replace for the original
– comes in light sheet metal housing and with 5 years warranty.
For all models
		

Item-No.: 37240-000

DIODE BOARD (RECTIFIER)
Right form OEM-supplier this is the original (14 V, 22 Ah) at a
stunning price. Absolutely recommendable as emergency unit
for touring. Brand new, no part exchange necessary!
For all models
		

Item-No.: 37230-000

Diode board from OEM supplier

More Infos on classicbywunderlich.de
in 5 languages
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TWIN COIL BOSCH
With older models the ignition coil is often the reason behind
a badly running engine, as coils tend to crack up with age.
This is the original Bosch coil in its last incarnation. For all
Airhead-Boxers from 1985 onwards, reliability and bright spark
guaranteed.
For all models from 1985
		

Item-No.: 37260-200

Original Twin coil made by Bosch, for all Airhead-Boxer machines from 1985
onwards

IGNITION CONTROL DEVICE BERU
The ignition control unit made by Beru was installed from 1980
to all Airhead-Boxers and gives reliable service as required.
With a missing spark and all other error sources excluded, the
ignition »Black box« is the culprit and needs replacing.
For all models from 1980
»Black-Box« made by Beru – supplied since 1980 to all 2V-Boxer machines

		

Item-No.: 37260-400

SPARK PLUG CAP CHAMPION
This fine silicone connector in 90 degree-form brings some
colour into the dull, black connector everyday life. Waterproof,
interference suppressed (5 kOhms), 4 mm thread connectors
and extremely heat-resistant.
Per piece		

Item-No.: 37010-100

IGNITION CABLE BERU
A suitable red ignition cable, not mere usable with Champion
cap, is manufactured by Beru. This silicone ignition cable, additionally strengthened with glass silk, is highly flexible even in
extremely cold weather.
Per meter		

Item-No.: 37010-200

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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IGNITION CABLE SLEEVE
Ignition cable with practical screw-on thread. Supplied per
piece. This cable sleeve is simple screwed into the end of the
ignition cable e.g. into Beru Item-No. 37010-200 and ensured
secure contact between cable and coil. Usable or single and
twin coils.
Per piece		

Item-No.: 37010-300

SPARK PLUG CAPS NGK
For many years the NGK spark plug cap has been a reliable and
robust item for the Boxer. Absolutely waterproof and durable.
Also available in high temperature-resistant RED LABEL version.
Price per unit – For all models
black		

Item-No.: 37010-000

red		

Item-No.: 37020-000
A classic made by NGK – Available in black or red
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IGNITION HARNESSES
The ignition harness, consisting of ignition cables, water-resistant covers and caps, is often totally neglected. Old, cracked-up
ignition cables, missing rubbers and faulty spark plug caps are
often reasons for bad starting and uneven running. But it’s not
merely these cased why replacing the ignition harness does
pay off – our high-quality components with NGK spark plug
caps and CSM ignition cables ensure for a constantly stable
spark at the spark plugs.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

CSM ignition cable with Silicone coating
utterly stable, temperature-resistant up to 130° Celsius
with cooper core for all ignition types
readily connected brass coil contacts
BERU water protection caps
NGK spark plug caps (absolutely waterproof!)

Complete set for right and left, suitable for all models
		

Item-No.: 37260-000

NGK SPARK PLUG STANDARD
Worldwide, NGK is the most important supplier of motorcycle
spark plugs. Numerous motorcycle manufacturers trust in
them, just like most of the MotoGP teams do. For their standard
products, NGK-plugs offer excellent quality which gives a
smooth-running engine, clean throttle response and long life
for everybody.
The facts:

NGK BP6ES, dependable standard spark plug for Airhead Boxer engines

•
•
•
•

Smooth running engine
clean throttle response
long engine life
OEM supplier for BMW motorcycles

NGK BP6ES
		

Item-No.: 40960-000

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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NGK SPARK PLUG IRIDIUM
With their extremely thin and highly resistant central electrode
iridium spark plugs ensure a better throttle response, more
performance and a higher energy efficiency. Its design also
decreases soot formation within short-haul operation. Also,
pollution load is lowered, and fuel consumption is reduced.
While electrode distance increases with miles piled up, this
does not occur with iridium plugs – distance remains constant
throughout the complete plug lifetime.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

doubles life span
High self-cleaning effect
Best combustion
Low sooting
Smoother acceleration
Elektrode distance remains

NGK Iridium spark plug features extremely thin central electrodes

NGK BPR6EIX
		

Item-No.: 40970-000
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VEHICLE ELECTRICS
S. 369 – S. 395

BATTERIES
BATTERY CHARGER
BATTERY GUARD
BATTERY BOXES
WIRING HARNESS
HANDLEBAR SWITCHGEAR SET
SINGLE-CABLE THROTTLE GRIP SYSTEM
HEAD LIGHT MOUNTING
HEAD LIGHTS / ADDITIONAL HEAD LIGHTS / INDICATORS
HORN
IGNITION LOCK
ILLUMINANT
ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES
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INTACT GEL-BATTERY
Test winner within GEL-Batteries made by Keckeisen-Akkumulators.
The facts:
• 300 A peak starting current.
• More than 20 cold starting processes (with fully charged battery)
possible.
• According to test the battery possesses more than 130 percent of
stated capacity in delivery condition.
• 119 percent capacity after cold starting test (start procedure after
battery remained 12 hours in cold chamber at -20°).
• Very little danger of ABS-failure due to low battery performance.
• Very durable, as remaining capacity after cycle stability test
• (Durability test) was still 114 percent.
• Damages by deep discharging impossible.
• Absolutely maintenance-free.
• Leak proof (also in horizontal position) and gas tight (no ventilation tube necessary).
• Electrolyte is fully absorbed in fleece.
• Control of acid level not necessary.
• In contrast to conventional batteries there is no hydrogen generation during charging procedure.
• Robust ABS housing.
• Readily filled unit.

R 80/100 GS, R 80/100 R, R 100 RS, R 100 CS, R 100 RT, R 100 S,
R 100 T
		

Item-No.: 45080-100*

* Please note our reference to battery deposit law!

Capacity 20 h
20 Ah

Length

Width

Height

Weight

180 mm

78 mm

172 mm

6,2 kg

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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* Battery deposit law
WE ARE BOUND BY LAW TO TAKE A BATTERY DEPOSIT FEE OF 7.50 EURO. REFUNDING OF THIS AMOUNT IS USUALLY CARRIED OUT
AT RETURN OF A SECONDHAND BATTERY AT OUR PREMISES. DURING POSTAL ORDER AN OLD BATTERY CANNOT BE SEND IN. HOWEVER, IF A DEPOSIT COUPON OF AN APPROVED DISPOSAL POINT IS INCLUDED WE WILL CERTAINLY REFUND THE DEPOSIT AMOUNT.

LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
Anyone who wants most modern Technology on board and
decides on saving a lot of weight, might get weak here: This
Lithium-Ion battery for Boxer models weighs only 1200 grams,
is significantly smaller than the original item (length/width/
height: 150/87/105-164 mm) and can be fitted in any possible
position as it doesn’t contain any acid. A Lithium-Ion battery
can’t only cope well with high currents for quick charging (up to
90 percent within six (!) minutes, they also hold their charge for
a long time – self discharge rate is only 5 percent in a month.

Even the high price of this battery pays off long-term. With possible charge cycles six times of those possible with a normal
lead-acid battery these JMT High-tech batteries offer an extremely long battery life. What’s more is the even charge condition
of all cells is ensure by a build-in processor (»balancer«). The
battery itself is equipped with one or several spacers which are
stuck underneath so the battery fits the box exactly.

Lithium-Ion battery with »Spacer« for adaption to differently sized battery
boxes.

The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weighs roughly 1/3 of a comparable lead-acid unit
Can be fitted in any position as it doesn’t contain any acid
Contains no heavy metal
Equal condition of all cells due to a »balancer«
Quick charging no problem
Very low self-discharge rate
Battery life up to six times compared to a conventional lead-acid
battery
Quick and simple replacement
No memory effects
Can be charged via on-board socket
With charging condition display
12 V& 6 Ah
Cold test current 360 A

		

Pressing the test-button the charging condition will show up.

Item-No.: 34651-000*

* Please note our reference concerning the battery deposit law!

CAUTION WHEN CHARGING!
WARNING: CHARGING DEVICES TRYING TO DESULFATE DEEP DISCHARGED BATTERIES (VOLTAGES BELOW 10 VOLTS) AT CHARGING
VOLTAGES HIGHER THAN 14,9 VOLT MUST NOT BE USED WITH LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES. A MAXIMUM CHARGING VOLTAGE OF 14,9
VOLT SHOULD NEVER BE EXCEEDED – EXPLOSION HAZARD!
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ODYSSEY BATTERIE »POWERPACK 680«
The powerhouse and serial test winner! Same dimensions as
the original, but with 280 Ampere starting current (conventional
20 Ah battery has 120 ampere). Weight: 6.2 kg; Dimensions:
W/D/H:184 / 79 / 192 mm
For R 80 G/S, R 80/100 GS, P.D., Basic, R, Mystic and all other
models
		

Item-No.: 28560-000*

* Please note the advice on the law concerning battery recycling (Germany only)!

Odyssey »PowerPack 680« - the powerhouse for extreme
high life expectancy!

ODYSSEY »LITE 545«
First choice for a powerful lightweight construction: despite
the small dimensions, the relevant electric values are far above
those of the original. Starting current: 230 Amperes (conventional 20 Ah battery: only 120 A); 13 Ah. Dimensions: 4.9 kg
W/D/H: 172 mm / 82 mm / 130 mm. To fit the battery an adapter
is needed due to the smaller size, order separately.
For R 80 G/S, R 80/100 GS, P.D., Basic, R, Mystic and all other
models
		

Item-No.: 28570-000*

* Please note the advice on the law concerning battery recycling (Germany only)!

Odyssey »LITE 545«: 20% lighter than the original and a little more compact!

* Battery deposit law
WE ARE BOUND BY LAW TO TAKE A BATTERY DEPOSIT FEE OF 7.50 EURO. REFUNDING OF THIS AMOUNT IS USUALLY CARRIED OUT
AT RETURN OF A SECONDHAND BATTERY AT OUR PREMISES. DURING POSTAL ORDER AN OLD BATTERY CANNOT BE SEND IN. HOWEVER, IF A DEPOSIT COUPON OF AN APPROVED DISPOSAL POINT IS INCLUDED WE WILL CERTAINLY REFUND THE DEPOSIT AMOUNT.
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ODYSSEY PURE LEAD BATTERY PC 680
This battery is the solution for non starting BMW bikes. The extremely strong starting power ensures that the Boxer will start
even in very cold weather. Amazing starting power + extremely
long life (can last 8-10 years if treated correctly) + vibration
proof. Will hold the charge for months when not in use (needs
to be fully charged beforehand) and is totally maintenance
free. The special pure lead »Dry« technology made this battery
spill-proof, weather proof and reliable.
Same size as original but with 280 amp. (!) starting power, 680
(!!) peak starting current, (conventional 20Ah battery has only
120 A and a very good »Gel« battery about 170 A).
• Size: 6,2 Kg, 185x79x169 mm
• The battery is sold ready to go (no initial charging needed).
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

R 100 GS, R 100 R, R 65, R 80 G/S, R 80 GS, R 80 R, R 80 ST,
R 90 S
		

Item-No.: 36980-000*

* Please note the advice on the law concerning battery recycling (Germany only)!

What are the Odyssey batteries made
of? Pure lead Odyssey battery plates
consist of 99.99% lead and dispose about
a much larger, more active plate surface.
The plates are in time-consuming steps
assembled to Performance blocks and
in the high-strength housing installed.
Unlike the conventional Batteries (even
the similar-looking, sealed battery types),
therefore, the electrical key data are at
least 100% above the norm. To our knowledge, only the manufacturer Enersys
with the Odyssey battery offers a pure lead battery, which is suitable for motorcycles.

More Infos on classicbywunderlich.de

Model

Capacity

Length

Width

Height

Weight

PC680

16 Ah

184,7 mm

79,0 mm

191,8 mm

7,0 kg

OPTIMATE LITHIUM BATTERY CHARGER
OptiMate Lithium, the first OptiMate to protect your LiFePO4
battery in a way no other charger did before! The new OptiMate Lithium will protect your investment and guarantee your
Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4 / LFP) battery will perform as
advertised for a very long time.
With 5 Amps of charge current available, OptiMate Lithium’s
unique multi step ampmatic program recharges and balances
cells within the battery quickly and efficiently.
OptiMate Lithium’s maintenance program delivers current to
the vehicle circuitry, protecting and keeping the battery at 100%
charge.
		

Item-No.: 40950-000
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BATTERY CHARGER »OPTIMATE 4 DUAL-PROGRAM EDITION«
The OptiMate 4 charging device is a universal tool for maintaining your battery. It comes with automatic programs for
diagnosis, reactivation, charging and maintaining of your
vehicle’s battery. The OptiMate 4 automatically sustains and
charges your battery. This mode includes low voltage reactivation impulses for an even more effective charging process of
extremely run-down and sulphated batteries.
More Infos on classicbywunderlich.de

Delivery includes a weather-resistant plug for the on-boardsocket as well as a weather-resistant safeguard and a terminal
kit for charging outside of the vehicle. The delivered version is
already CAN-Bus ready and needs no further adjustment.
The facts OptiMate 4 DUAL charging device:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weather-resistant case
Integrated fastening lug
CAN-Bus-Edition including matching plug for on-board socket
Plug and play
Input current max. 0,15 A at 230 V
Output current 1,0 A until 14,3 V voltage
Desulphation
Automatic battery check when connecting
Elongates battery lifespan up to 4 times

		

EMPFEHLUNG

Item-No.: 20190-200

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

WUNDERL

Weather-resistant case

ICH-EDIT

ION
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BATTERY CHARGER
Cheap and cheerful alternative made by BAAS, with nothing
left amiss. This is 2-stage automatic charger for lead-(acid) and
gel-batteries. Fully insulated connectors for both motorcycleand car batteries. Thanks to Q/D-coupling this device can be
connected to a cigarette or DIN- (BMW socket) *. Battery-gentle
long-term connecting with intelligent controlling of charge-/
maintaining condition. Can also be used for maintenance-free
batteries.
Charging procedure up to a voltage of 13,9 V – then it switches
into maintenance mood. Charge/maintenance are shown on a
two-coloured LED display. Usable for all original batteries. For
our pure lead-batteries we recommend charger from the CTEK
range. Charging capacity 800 mA.
		

Item-No.: 23990-000*

* Cannot be used with vehicles featuring Can-Bus wiring.

BATTERY GUARD
With the intAct Battery Guard and with the help of an app
which can be downloaded free of charge you can now check
the charge status of your battery quickly and easily on your
smartphone. The current, positive charge status of the battery
guarantees full capacity and usability. It also prevents possible
premature damage failure of the battery.
After simply connecting to the battery via eyelets and downloading the Android or Apple app, you can call up the current
voltage value. The transmitter can be used for 6 V, 12 V and 24 V
batteries. The range is approx. 6 metres. The four-colour display
that resembles a tachometer displays the charge status in dark
green (full charge), light green (partial charge), orange (discharged) and red (heavily discharged).
The voltage value is also displayed alphanumerically. If the
voltage falls below the minimum voltage value, a notification
appears to charge the battery soon. The voltage of up to 5
batteries can be checked using the app, of course the intAct
Battery Guard must be installed on each battery.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

R nineT | Pure | Racer | Scrambler | Urban G/S
		

Item-No.: 45070-000

Cheap and cheerful battery charger made by BAAS.
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BATTERY CASE »G/S«
Lighter and high quality, because no longer rusting VA replacement for the original. This custom-fit battery box for G / S, ST
and the R 45 and R 65 models are made of stainless steel and
then receives a valuable powder coating in black matt - here the
rust has no chance! internal dimensions 180 x 75 x 175 mm.

R 45/1, R 45/2, R 65, R 65 GS, R 80 G/S, R 80 ST
VA black		

Item-No.: 28561-100

WUNDERLICH STAINLESS STEEL BATTERY BOX
FOR LITHIUM BATTERY
This refined stainless steel battery box replaces the crude original part and also accommodates the mudguard thanks to an
integrated holder.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•

High-quality stainless steel design
Accommodates the lithium ion battery
For battery dimensions W/D/H 150/87/105-164 mm
Uses the original attachment points
Installs transversely to the direction of travel beneath the seat

R 100 GS, R 100 R, R 80, R 80 GS, R 80 R
VA		

Item-No.: 28561-300

STAINLESS STEEL BATTERY CASE
Anyone wanting to make the Airhead-Boxer lighter and above
all more "transparent" shouldn't be without this fine stainless
steel battery case. It replaces the heavy, clunky original, elegantly takes up space between the tail and main frames and fits
in so small that the great Odyssey batteries – whether PC 680
or PC 545 – can take all the space they need. The frame installs
transversely to the direction of travel and the original attachment points can be used again. With recesses for on-board
socket and fuse box.
Internal diameter of battery: 180x75x175 mm.
R 100 GS, R 100 R, R 80, R 80 G/S, R 80 GS, R 80 R, R 80 ST
VA		

Item-No.: 28561-000
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WUNDERLICH »TWINSHOCK 2V« BATTERY BOX
STAINLESS STEEL
The stainless steel battery box is extremely light and gives
your BMW the "vision". A clear view through the frame triangle
lends the BMW a wiry look. The battery box is made to take a
lithium ion battery with either 14Ah or 20Ah. Both batteries do
their job flawlessly, even under high compression. The batteries
weight 1000 g and 1200 g, respectively. This represent a weight
saving of over 6 kg! A lithium ion battery can take six times
more charging cycles than a conventional battery. Self-charging
only accounts for 5% per month. A rewarding purchase over
time.
The battery box is optimally suited both for the original tail as
for any tail conversion. Can be used with or without filter box.
R 100 CS, R 100 RS, R 100 RT, R 100 S, R 100 T, R 45/1, R 45/2,
R 65, R 65 LS, R 65/1, R 65/2, R 75/5, R 75/6, R 75/7
VA 		

Item-No.: 28561-601

BATTERY STRAP
In length adjustable battery strap made from stainless steel, fits
our stainless-steel battery boxes. Simply hook up the strap at
both ends, tighten with a bolt and it holds the battery bombproof.
R 100 GS, R 100 R, R 80, R 80 G/S, R 80 GS/R/ST
		

Item-No.: 28561-500

SILENT BLOCK BATTERY BOX
Worn or cracked rubber dampers at the battery box are quite
common due to the vibrations of the Boxer. As original replacements from the BMW deal rare not cheap, we took those silent
blocks which are no worse in quality for our product range.
Rubber bearings M6 x 8 mm
Piece		

Item-No.: 28561-200

More Infos on classicbywunderlich.de
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WIRING LOOMS
Our wiring looms are supplied readily configurated for three
different speedo units (Motogadget-Motoscope Tacho Speedo
(Item-No.: 44480-200), Acewell (Item-No.: 44480-000 and
004). Also, our cast alloy switchgear is supplied pre-finished
and ready for fitting. All the vast BMW-Electrics from inside
the headlamp disappears, something that is enormously
advantageous for individual front end Conversions. Still, the
wiring loom also fits all Airhead-Boxer models with slim petrol tank tunnels. A relay for the starter motor is supplied. The
wiring looms (except for Racing variant) are all fitted with a
load-independent indicator relay (0,9-90 Watt).
All our looms are supplied with a clear wiring diagram. This
also helps all those customers who e.g. want to fit the Motogadget loom and the suitable Motogadget Tacho, but rather
use their own switchgear instead of our offerings.
For all those who generally want to fit different speedo/tacho
units and switchgear we offer a universal-type wiring loom
– of course supplied with a detailed wiring diagram. Original
BMW wiring colour codes are used. If original switchgear or
other types are to be used connectors have to be made by
the customers themselves as there are countless numbers of
variants. However, the circuit diagram is supplied.
For racing there is a reduced, ultra-light race loom available
on which we abandoned all light, indicator and horn branches for weight reasons.

• 44970-200 Wiring loom Acewell ACE-4453*
• 44970-300 Wiring loom Acewell CA085-213*
• 44970-400 Wiring loom Universal including male plug
• 44970-000 Wiring loom »Rennsport«
• 44970-500 handlebar switchgear Set alloy housing
(right & left)
• completely new main wiring loom
• Plug & Play solution
• Readily configurated for different speedo-tacho-/switchgear units
• Wiring diagram is with scope of supply
• Colour coding as original BMW electrics
• Includes indicator relay
• Includes starter motor relay
• Electrics of headlight housing abandoned
• Also fits BMW models with slim petrol tank tunnel
• Ultra-light race version also available
• Fits all Airhead-Boxers

*W
 iring loom fits handlebar switchgear set alloy (see following pages, Item-No.: 44970-500).

rear wiring harness
Rear end wiring harness With our rear end wiring harness, you can easily close the tail light, brake light and the rear of your
Classic rear conversion Turn signal on the original main wiring harness of your 2V boxer.
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WIRING LOOMS
Motogadget Motoscope Chronoclassic
		

Item-No.: 44970-100

Acewell ACE-4453
		

Item-No.: 44970-200

Acewell CA085-213
		

Item-No.: 44970-300

Universal including (male) plug
		

Item-No.: 44970-400

Charge wiring loom
his charge wiring loom developed by us is an ideal addition to
our looms. Its exposed position on the engine and its thermal
load encourage insulation aging. The loom connects generator,
diode plate (rectifier) and regulator. Without image.
		

Item-No.: 44970-700

Replacement fuse
2 A		

Item-No.: 44970-120

10 A		

Item-No.: 44970-110

More Infos on classicbywunderlich.de
in 5 languages

REAR WIRING HARNESS
When customizing the rear end of your motorbike our rear
wiring harness is helpful to connect rear light, brake light and
the rear indicators to the original main wiring harness of your
Airhead-Boxer. It comes with the original six-pin BMW plug.
The cable length is a generous length.
There are also two insulation hoses, which can be used as needed. We have kept the original cable colours. The rear wiring
harness thus makes the electrification of the rear end achild’s
play. So you can disassemble the complete original rear together with the electrics and put it to one side you don't end up
destroying the original. This means it is always possible to back
equip your original rear end again.
However, it's also suitable as a replacement for the often dilapidated original rear cable wiring harnesses.
Note: Please check, if your BMW is equipped with the 6-pinplug (see Foto).
The rear wiring harness consists of:
• Six-pin original plug with cabling for brake light, rear light, and
indicator
• Cable length approx. 930 mm
• Insulation hose diameter 7 x 0.7 mm, length approx. 750 mm
• Insulation hose diameter 4 x 0.5 mm, length approx. 500 mm,
approx. 500 mm per indicator cable
• 1-metre roll with classic, black insulation tape for holding the
ends of the insulation hose

		

Item-No.: 44971-000
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HANDLEBAR SWITCHGEAR SET
There is a large number of switchgears made cheap from
plastics. They look nasty and spoil the overall impression of an
individually rebuild two-valve machine. What’s more – they give
an imprecise feel when operated.
So, there are enough reason to choose proper switchgear to fit
our wiring loom. These items have been produced from cast
aluminium with attention to detail. Switch arrangement is logically designed, all designations are engraved in well-readable
size and color-coded All in all neat-looking (simply eye candy),
they engage exactly with haptic feedback just as required. No,
just as it needs to be.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Cast aluminium housing
		

Item-No.: 44970-500

Throttle sleeve (only fits Item-No.:44970-500)
		

Item-No.: 44542-300

SINGLE CABLE THROTTLE SYSTEM
Single cable throttle system, specially matched to our handlebar switchgear set (Item-No.: 44970-500). We developed a
throttle system which may easily be combined with our right
handlebar switchgear. It contains a throttle sleeve,
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Throttle kit – cable length 845 mm
		

Item-No.: 44542-500

Throttle kit – cable length 895 mm
		

Item-No.: 44542-510

Throttle sleeve (only fits Item-No.:44970-500)
		

Item-No.: 44542-300

Without image.

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.
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NEW!

WUNDERLICH LIGHT HOLDER FOR IGNITION LOCK
This individual, anodised black light holder replaces the left
light holder from our complete light holder set, if the original
22 mm ignition lock is to be retained in the headlight. Since this
only affects the front part of the light holder, it fits all sets no
matter the diameter of the guide tube.
R 100 RS | R 100 RT | R 60/6 | R 75/6 | R 80 RT | R 90 S | R 90/6
black		

Item-No.: 44476-402

HEADLIGHT MOUNTING »HIGHSIDER«
Filigree and high-quality CNC machined headlight-mounting
made from aluminium. For different fork tube diameter sizes.
Highlight of these two-part mounts made from mounting units
and clamps: The mountings are fitted to the clamps in a way to
adjust them perfectly to the relevant headlight size. This apart
the mounts have indicators mounts up to thread size M10.
Mounts are 87 mm in length, measured from clamp fastening
bolt to hole centre in headlight mount. Overall length from
outside fork tube 104 mm at straight fit.

Highsider headlight mount is ideally adjustable to different sized headlight types
and features integrated indicator mounts – comes in black or silver

Set contains four clamps, two mounts and reduction stripes.
Depending on model and fitting situation it might be necessary
to alter the steering stop, so the clamps don’t touch the petrol
tank.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

36 mm
chrome		

Item-No.: 44476-010

black		

Item-No.: 44476-012

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

38 – 41 mm
chrome		

Item-No.: 44476-000

black		

Item-No.: 44476-002

HEADLIGHT MOUNT »ALU-CLASSIC«
This headlight mount in classic style, available in cast and
high-polished or in black anodised aluminium is not merely
produced in high quality, it also suits all the different headlight
types we have here on offer. Length, measured from headlight
mounting bore to tube clamp centre, is about 113 mm – height
at the fork clamping itself is 54 mm. With reduction sleeves the
mount fits fork tubes from 32 to 41mm.
Alu polished		

Item-No.: 44476-100

Alu black		

Item-No.: 44476-102

* Depending on BMW model and headlight type relevant sleeves must be fitted
between mount and headlight to gain a visually straight line

Low-cost but still elegant and classically shaped headlight mount
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NEW!

LED HEADLIGHTS »RENO 3«
LED headlights on the Airhead-Boxer? Yes! discreet Headlamp
with high-quality appearance in a classic look, Fits perfectly
with the Airhead-Boxers and ensures decent light. With the
latest, innovative LED technology. Parking light function and
clear glass. The high-gloss chrome-plated, asymmetric reflector
is approved for left hand traffic. E-examined. We offer the round
metal case optional glossy-black lacquered or chrome-plated.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Case diameter: 200 mm
Headlight insert diameter: 178 mm
Clear glass
With parking light
Case depth: 160 mm
Distance between mounting holes (center - center): 170 mm
Mounting: laterally with M8 threaded bolt
Distance mounting hole (center) to housing end: approx. 90 mm
including mating connector (connector, equivalent to H4) with
210 mm cable
• E-approved
• Incl. Lamp
Note: Asymmetric beam, only legal for right-hand traffic.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 44470-102

chrome		

Item-No.: 44470-103
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HEADLIGHT »DAYTONA VINTAGE 53/4«
DAYTONA H4-HEADLIGHT VINTAGE in 5-3/4 Inch format does
not merely look good, it also comes in top quality and features
a readily-cut speedo hole (60 mm). The headlight has a lateral
mounting on its metal housing which also comes in matt black
or chrome – the shape is chromed, too. Supplied with parking
light bulb but without H4 bulb. HEADLIGHT suits neatly our
Daytona or MMB-Tacho (diameter 60 mm). If no speedo is used,
the readily supplied cover can be fitted inside the cut-out.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

H4-HEADLIGHT in 5 3/4 Inch
Coined glass
With parking light
Depth140 mm
Hole distance (Outer diameter) 190 mm
E-approved

Housing matt black		

Item-No.: 44472-002

Housing chrome		

Item-No.: 44472-004

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

HEADLIGHT »BRITISH STYLE«
Neat looking, classic H4-Headlight with coined glass in a
high-quality metal housing. With side mounting thus accessible
for headlight mount »Highsider« and »Classic« (see page 381)
combined. Either in matt black or chrome.
•
•
•
•
•

H4-HEADLIGHT ,7 Inch
Coined Glass
With parking light
Hole distance (Outer diameter) 190 mm, depth 140 mm
E-approved

matt black		

Item-No.: 44471-002

chrome		

Item-No.: 44471-003

* Please order bulbs separately

HEADLIGHT »RENO 7 INCH«
Elegant 7-Inch HEADLIGHT, drop-shaped, with modern prism reflector (Clear glass!). This noble metal housing is available in high
gloss black or chrome, has a lateral mounting on a M8 thread.
Comes including H4 insert with parking light, bulbs not supplied.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•

H4-HEADLIGHT in 7-Inch metal housing
Prism reflector
With parking light
Hole distance (Outer diameter) 190 mm, depth 160 mm
E-approved

black 		

Item-No.: 44470-002

chrome 		

Item-No.: 44470-003

* Please order bulbs separately

British-Style 7-Inch headlight with classic coined glass
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WUNDERLICH LED ADDITIONAL HEAD LIGHT
»ATON«
Highly luminous, low energy absorption and more active safety! ATON additional headlights increase the vehicle outline and
provide a considerably expanded field of view at night.
• 100% uniform illumination thanks to the stretched, three-dimensional diffuser lens
• Pure white daylight temperature
• Very long life (about 100.000 hours)
• No self-glare
• Very good additional illumination to headlight
• Extremely robust – waterprotected according to the IP67
• Integrated ballast unit = no additional mounting or space required
• E approved as fog light
• Special bracket set for every vehicle type
• Headlight set (right & left), weight optimised bracket set and electrical installation kit
• Note: You will find the suitable protection grille in the section
protection/safety
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Crash bar/tube mounting
Optional protection grille
Item-No.: 42839-102

silver		

Item-No.: 28380-101*

black 		

Item-No.: 28380-102*

* For crash / tank bar & round tubes with a diameter of 20 to 28.5 mm

WUNDERLICH LED ADDITIONAL HEAD LIGHT
»MICRO FLOOTER«
These additional head lights Micro Flooter be mounted on the
original indicators bracket. The standard indicators can still be
used. By using our Kellermann indicators the standard indicators can also be omitted.
• 100% uniform illumination thanks to the stretched, three-dimensional diffuser lens
• Pure white daylight temperature
• Very long life (about 100.000 hours)
• No self-glare
• Very good additional illumination to headlight
• Extremely robust – waterprotected according to the IP67
• Integrated ballast unit = no additional mounting or space required
• E approved as fog light
• Special bracket set for every vehicle type
• Headlight set (right & left), weight optimised bracket set and electrical installation kit
• Note: You will find the suitable protection grille in the section
protection/safety
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Crash bar/tube mounting
Optional protection grille
Item-No.: 28365-101/102

silver 		

Item-No.: 28380-201*

black		

Item-No.: 28380-202*

* For crash / tank bar & round tubes with a diameter of 20 to 28.5 mm
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WUNDERLICH GRILL TO FIT AUXILIARY HEADLIGHTS »MICRO FLOOTER« AND »ATON«
These high quality protection grills prevent costly damages at
your auxiliary headlights from chipped stones or similar. Light,
coated aluminium grill. Easy attachment.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

For auxiliary headlight »Micro Flooter«
silver		

Item-No.: 28365-101

black		

Item-No.: 28365-102

For auxiliary headlight »ATON«
black		

Item-No.: 42839-102
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MOTOGADGET INDICATOR »M-BLAZE DISC«
The m-Blaze Disc is the indicator signal of the latest generation.
Characteristic feature of the LED indicator is its transparent
lighting disc on a compact aluminium base which harmonically
completes with the handle at the bar end. The discreet aluminium housing acts as a good mount for the glass as well as it
integrates control unit and high-End LEDs
left		

Item-No.: 36342-202

right 		

Item-No.: 36342-302

HELLA »OX EYES«
Talking of handlebar-end indicators, always means oxeyes
made by Hella. There are many copies on the market – however, the original can’t be beat, nor in quality nor in haptics – it
is a treat, not just for the eyes! Fits only steel handlebars with
22 mm outer and 18 mm inner diameter. Marked K-Nr. 12749,
E-approved.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

per piece 		
A true classic handlebar end indicator made by Hella and still en vogue

Item-No.: 36345-000*

* Per piece, without bulbs (tubular bulbs, 12V/18W Item-No.:23761-000) and wire
connector.

OX EYES »BLACK«
A low-cost handlebar end indicator version in chic, matt black
housing, easily combinable with yellow indicator glass covers.
These »oxeyes« can be adapted to many handlebar types as
different rubber sleeves are and bulbs are supplied. E-approved
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

black 		
Black alternative to Hella original suitable for different handlebar types – also
fits aluminium handlebars

* Price per pair

Item-No.: 36345-102*
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KELLERMANN HANDLEBAR END INDICATORS
»BL 2000«
At the moment, the »BL 2000« made by Kellermann is certainly
the most discreet indicator for handlebar end, probably also
one of the most sophisticated items. Its smoked, ring-shaped
indicator glass fits the black metal housing well and. If the
indicator seems to be virtually unseen at the bike, it surprises
with its bright signal. This is ensuring by using the latest development step of the Kellermann HighPower LED technology.
Within scope of supply are all necessary adapters for fitting the
units to common handlebar types. It might be possible that a
load-dependent relay or power resistors are necessary to compensate the indicator frequency.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HighPower LED technology
Made in Germany
ECE-approved front indicators
Smoked, ring shaped glass
Very bright
High quality metal housing
Usable for 12 V

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Per piece 		

Item-No.: 36341-002*

* Please order resistor (Item-No.: 40530-000) separately

KELLERMANN INDICATOR »MICRO RHOMBUS DF«
Exceptional »Indicator-brake-rear light-combination« made
by Kellermann in Rhombus housing offering new dimensions
for rear end design. These characteristic gleaming double rear
lights of the Rhombus DF set their own standards. Perfect opportunity for weight reduction.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Black housing, white glass
Replaces existing brake-/rear light and indicators
Sensational rear optics – at day and night
Kellermann HighPower LED technology
Double security with two rear& brake lights respectively
High quality metal housing
Silent rubber blocks can be replaced
Thread M8 x 20 mm
ECE-approved at the rear as full replacement for all
three functions

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

rear right		

Item-No.: 36330-000*

rear left		

Item-No.: 36330-100*

* Please order resistor (Item-No.:40530-000) separately

LED-INDICATOR
IF SERIES INDICATORS ARE FITTED WITH 10-WATT BULBS, REQUIRED INDICATOR ONLY GIVE 6 OR 4,3 WATT (LED) INDICATOR RHYTHM WILL BE TOO FAST. THEN EACH INDICATOR REQUIRES A REVELANT POWER RESISTOR SOLDERED INLINE BETWEEN
CONNECTORS AT THE WIRING LOOM AND AT INDICATOR WIRES. THESE RESISTORS GET HOT UNDER LOAD (INDICATING)AND SHOULD
NOT BE PLACED DIRECTLY ON PLASTIC PARTS.
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KELLERMANN INDICATOR »MICRO RHOMBUS PL«
Exceptional »indicator daylight combination« made by Kellermann in Rhombus housing, guaranteed for good visibleness
and more security.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Black housing, white glass
More security with better visibleness
Sensational new front optics
Kellermann HighPower LED technology
High quality metal housing
Silent rubber blocks can be replaced
Thread M8 x 20 mm
Front indicators ECE-approved

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

front left		

Item-No.: 36340-100*

front right 		

Item-No.: 36340-000*

* Please order resistor (Item-No.: 40530-000) separately.

KELLERMANN INDICATOR »BULLET 1000«
One »highlight« of the product comes in the form of the newly
developed light technology, which enables a homogenous,
ring-shaped beam and once again makes a mark. After all,
design quality doesn‘t stop with the product design and product surface but is also defined through the light emitted. The
high-quality crafted metal casing with a maximum diameter of
39 mm appears discreet as a decoration on your motorcycle
and is available in surface variations of chrome, black or matte
chrome. The Bullet 1000 thus fits any demanding bike design.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black / rear		

Item-No.: 36340-302

matt chrome / rear		

Item-No.: 36340-301

black / front		

Item-No.: 36340-202

matt chrome / front		

Item-No.: 36340-201

Fitting Resistor
piece		

Item-No.: 38910-000

More Infos on classicbywunderlich.de
in 5 languages
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INDICATOR »BULLETLIGHT«
Not merely a very elegant, but also an absolutely high-quality
indicator made from aluminium. These bullets make a good
impression – up front as well as at the rear end. All glasses are
E-approved, so even TÜV-inspectors cannot moan. Short studs
can be replaced with longer ones (see next page, Item-No.:
36343-100), something that makes sense at the rear. Readily
wired up and including bulbs, diameter: max. 47 mm. E-approved.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Per piece 		

Item-No.: 36343-000

LED INDICATOR »SPARK« TINTED
The most modern light technology packed into an extremely
small size. An optical highlight on any motorcycle. Mini indicator with black plastic housing and tinted glass, E-approved.
• Length of rubber handle: 11 mm
• Threaded bolts: M8
• Scope of delivery: 1 pair

Note: Depending on the software status of your motorcycle,
for the indicators to function properly, you will probably need
an additional resistor for each indicator. This is available as a
practical set with standard plugs for easy insertion, compatible
with the original connectors, from our shop under the item
number 44109-400. As an alternative, the resistor is also available individually for self-soldering (item number 40530-000).
Please be aware that this may also be necessary if, for example,
your workshop assigns a new software status to your motorcycle during maintenance work.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black / pair		

Item-No.: 36347-002

LED TAIL LIGHT / INDICATOR »SPARK« TINTED
This unit stands out thanks to its small size. For installation at
the rear – e-tested. Scope of delivery: 1 pair
Note: Depending on the software status of your motorcycle,
for the indicators to function properly, you will probably need
an additional resistor for each indicator. This is available as a
practical set with standard plugs for easy insertion, compatible
with the original connectors, from our shop under the item
number 44109-400. As an alternative, the resistor is also available individually for self-soldering (item number 40530-000).
Please be aware that this may also be necessary if, for example,
your workshop assigns a new software status to your motorcycle during maintenance work.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black / pair		

Item-No.: 36347-102
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RESISTOR FOR LED INDICATORS
Necessary resistor when Kellermann micro Rhombus indicator
or BL 2000 handlebar-end indicator are fitted. 10 Watts.
Pair		

Item-No.: 40530-000

INDICATOR RELAY »M-FLASH«
The m-Flash is the smallest load-independent indicator relay
on the market, it is individually usable for nearly all types of indicators. Unbeatable in size and simplicity! Dimensions: L/B/H:
18/13/9,5 mm, connection wires 2 x 50 mm, weight: about 4 g
The facts:
•
•
•
•

Ultra-small and light – candy-size
Mounting in headlight, inside handlebars possible
Nearly load-independent (min 1 Watt)
For nearly all LED-indicators, Micro- indicators, Halogen indicators, 10 and 21-Watt indicators
• Simple connection with two wires – connected in series
• Absolutely waterproof and resistant to vibration as fully encapsulated
• Quality »Made in Germany« – by Motogadget

		

Item-No.: 36342-000

INDICATOR-STUD EXTENSION
Nice looking, fully chromed indicator studs – about 90 mm in
length and hollow for invisible wiring. To fit indicators such as
the Bullet (see above) with toothed adapters.
The facts:
• Mounting diameter 13,6 mm
• Length about 90 mm, includes 26 mm thread M 10 x 1.25
Indicator stud extension fully
chromed.

Per piece		

Item-No.: 36343-100

UNIVERSAL INDICATOR MOUNT
Universal indicator mount made from stainless steel, simple
fitting at the number plate carrier.
Any other products shown in the picture are not included in the scope of delivery!

Stainless steel, silver		

Item-No.: 38655-000

Stainless steel, black		

Item-No.: 38655-002
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MINI-REAR LIGHT »TEXAS«
Stylish rear light which suits perfectly our own mudguard
design. Available in high gloss black or with chromed plastic
housing. With adjustable mount, including number plate illumination.
For 12 Volt 21/5 Watt. Glass diameter 50 mm, Housing diameter
about 85 mm
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

chrome		

Item-No.: 36344-000

black		

Item-No.: 36344-002

Mini rear light Texas in plastic housing

LED-REAR LIGHT »OLD SCHOOL«
These LED rear lights not only cut a good figure on top of our
GFK- and aluminium mudguards. Classic round shape, they
are to be ordered with black or fully chromed plastic housing,
which has a chamfered base – so it often fits the shapes of
many mudguards. Housing diameter 56,3 mm, length top/base:
57/22 mm, fastened with two bolts – includes LED-illuminants
for rear and brake light – without number plate illumination!
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

chrome		

Item-No.: 36344-100

black		

Item-No.: 36344-102

Black variant with modern
LED technics

NUMBER PLATE-ILLUMINATION »DROP«
Tiny but nice LED number plate light is only just 10 x 42 x 12 mm
(HxBxD) in size but features three powerful LEDs (12 Volt/1 Watt)
and always integrated itself nearly invisible with every slim
rear. Mounting at the number plate holder is ensured by two
bolts – diameter 3 mm each, distance 27 mm. Scope of supply
includes nuts, relevant wires and connectors. E-approved.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

black		
Utterly small and fine number plate illumination made by Koso with powerful
LED technics

Item-No.: 36346-100
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IGNITION LOCK »CUSTOM«
Elegant, chromed ignition lock looks great next to the instruments, but also inside the headlamp. Has three steps: »Off«,
»ignition« and »ignition with lights«. No parking light included.
Supplied with two keys which are not too big but sufficiently
robust. Dimensions: Length/depth ca. 48,5 mm, diameter 32
mm, fitting diameter (e.g. for hole) 23,8 mm.
		

Chromed ignition lock, which
can be fitted at various positions at the Boxer

Item-No.: 44750-000

With three connectors
at the rear (B-Battery/
IG-Ignition/L-Light)

HORN »CHROME«
Anyone who needs to emphasize visual features will not get
around this chromed horn. So, the formerly grey – or rather
black – mouse is made an eye-turned which also sounds more
relaxed, too.
The facts:
• Diameter 100 mm
• Plug & Play instead of Original
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

		

Item-No.: 44760-004

Horn »Chrome« fitted to R 100 R
Ignition lock »Custom«
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»RALLYE 100 WATT«
All bulb approved by the Germany Road Traffic Act (StVO) are
torch lights compared to this appearance! It’s like turning nights
into day with this one. These bulbs are very popular among
long-term tourer, and for sure not for nothing – they give 100
Watt which is hard to replace! Still, we have a hint: We use this
bulb (except during sports events) preferably as high beam,
so no one gets dazzled. That’s why we added this H4 bulb in its
rare but powerful combination.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For Germany not approved!
H4 (55/100 Watts)
		

Item-No.: 23820-000

H7 (100 Watts)
		

Item-No.: 23850-000

Without illustration.

OSRAM »COOLBLUE«
An alternative to expensive Xenon headlights: This bulb gives
a light colour similar to normal daylight which increases the
rider’s concentration and it reflect any street markings and road
signs better and more efficient.

Osram
CoolBlue H4

H4 12Volt 55/60 Watt
		

Item-No.: 37000-000

PHILIPS »CITYVISION«
CityVision
by Philips

Thanks to its characteristic orange-coloured reflection the
motorcycle gains a better visibleness during night- and during
daytime rides. But also, the riders own sight in the distance is
being optimized as these new bulb give 40 percent more white
light and a light beam which exceeds standard bulbs by 10 to
20 metres. With these features the equipped headlights minimize the main safety risks for motorcyclists in general: Rider’s
sight and visibleness. H4 12 Volt 55/60 Watts
H4 12 Volt 55/60 Watt
		

Item-No.: 23860-000

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.
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STANDARD BULBS
Headlight
H4 12V 55/60W
		

H4 headlight bulb 12 Volt
55/60 Watts

Item-No.: 23770-000

H3 12V 55W (MicroFlooter)
		

Item-No.: 23790-000

H3 12V 35W (MicroFlooter)
		

Item-No.: 23800-000

Rear-/brake light (red for white rear lights)
12 Volt 21/5 Watt white
		

Item-No.: 23750-000

12 Volt 21/5 Watt red
		

Item-No.: 39500-000

Indicator (clear, for orange indicator glasses)
12 Volt 21 Watt
		

Rear /brake light
12 Volt 21/5 Watts

Item-No.: 23690-000

Indicator (orange for white indicator glasses)
12 Volt 21 Watt
		

Item-No.: 23730-000

Parking light (bayonet fitting)
12 Volt 2 Watt
		

Item-No.: 23760-000

Tubular bulb (For Hella ox eye & rear light)
12 Volt 18 Watt
		

Item-No.: 23761-000

12 Volt 21 Watt
		

Parking light with
bajonet fitting

Tubular bulb e.g.
for Hella ox eyes

Item-No.: 23761-100

Indicator bulb orange
12 Volt 21 Watts
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CHASSIS / SUSPENSION
S. 397 – S. 411

CHASSIS STRUT
FORK YOKE
HANDLEBAR CLAMP
FORK COVERS
FORK STABILIZER
FORK SEALS
FORK SPRINGS
FORK OIL
GAITORS
BEARINGS
FORK TUBES
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Classic by Wunderlich
chassis struts
Back in the 70s and 80s, BMW sports- and racing riders with suspension
struts increased the rigidity of the standard Airhead-Boxer frame. This
offered to connect the front and the rear part of the frame with a suitable
strut. The professional executed were welded to the frame, the rest was
hinged with questionable clamps and their effect was rather decorative. The
fact is: The effective effect of the chassis struts stands or falls with the
rigid connection between the frame and the strut.
We have received a lot of inquiries in recent years as to
whether or not we have a »clever chassis strut« in our
range. We did not have. Reason enough for our development
department to think about improvements for the chassis: The
suspension struts should be easy and flexible mountable,
so they can also be used in conversions and in various
carburettor yoke and inlet configurations. Moreover, without
welding, which would inevitably cause the frame to lose its
approval, they should be rigid but reversible to the frame get
connected. And: The struts should under no circumstances act
as foreign bodies in the old chassis.
Classic by Wunderlich solves this task with high-quality,
screwed to the frame aluminum consols that accommodate
the adjustable in length chassis struts. Thus, the alignment of
the struts is possible individually and with different carburetor layouts. Anyone who wants to can do a preload of the
aluminum struts by hand. The attention to detail can already
be seen when weighing in the hand: fine workmanship, the

best materials, which can be seen in the familiar from the
classic mechanical engineering crosshatch knurling, the strut
tube and the subtly engraved logo. The effect is phenomenal:
The normal stirring of the Airhead-Boxer frame on a bad
road or when driving over manhole covers, which has become
easy to get used to over the years, disappears with classic
chassis struts from Classic by Wunderlich. The machines noticeably gain in stability, rigidity and steering precision. The
advantages of the suspension struts is not limited to sports
suspension, they are just as effective on the two-valve GS
and on road machines. They can be tested in our test center.

YouTube Link
»Chassis struts«
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Wunderlich suspension
chassis components
For the Airhead-Boxer we offer noble and functional suspension components, such
as our triple clamps, fork stabilizers, shock absorbers and our chassis struts.

Classic by Wunderlich triple
clamps performance

Classic by Wunderlich shock
absorbers

We have refined our Performance triple clamps in terms of
technology and shape. The Performance triple clamps impresses compared to the original with a refined construction
that increases the rigidity four-fold compared to the original
yoke. This makes the steering behaviour and directional stability more accurate, greatly improving the response of the
front wheel. It is ideal in combination with our chassis strut!

The first Airhead BMW models (/5 series) originally had suspensions with two springs (twin-shock, a distinction is made
between short and long swingarm) from 1969 onwards, later
with the first R 80 G/S a pioneering monolever suspension,
which has been refined into the paralever suspension. We
provide shock absorbers tailored to your individual requirements for all suspension variants. Your preferred riding
style and load are essential parameters for the design. When
designing the suspension, the altered, usually lower weight
is crucially relevant for a responsive suspension design,
especially in converted machines.

CNC-milled from high-strength aluminium, it captivates with
a harmonious design that matches the Airhead-Boxers and is
a real upgrade for this classic. We provide a black anodised
version. It is equally suitable for installing tube or stub handlebars. The drill holes are already in place to hold the handlebar brackets for fitting a tube handlebar. The handlebar
brackets are 30 mm in height. The clamps of stub handlebars
can be located easily below the fork brace.
Note: All triple trees performance with TÜV certificate
(German Type approval).

Configure you
customised spring here.
www.wunderlich.de
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WUNDERLICH CHASSIS STRUT CBW
The struts should be easy and flexible to mount on all Airhead-Boxer frames so that they can be used with different
configurations of carburettors and intakes. To that end, we’ve
developed high-quality, screw-on aluminium consoles that
incorporate the adjustable suspension struts. This means it’s
possible to align the suspension struts individually. The pre-tensioning of the aluminium struts made of 20 mm tube pipe is
done carefully by hand. The setting is fixed with a locknut.
The advantages of the suspension struts aren’t limited to sports
suspensions. They’re just as effective with the Airhead-GS,
conversions and road bikes. Flexible fitting, with adjustable
pre-tensioning.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Chassis strut
Set		

Rear console

Item-No.: 44369-002

Console in front
strut on the right

strut on the left
Pre-tensioning

YouTube Link
»Chassis struts«
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FORK YOKE 36 MM TS (TWINSHOCK)
This performance triple clamp is made of high strength aluminum CNC milled. It impresses with a coherent, to the Airhead-Boxer matching design and is a real upgrade of the classic. The Performance Bridge convinces compared to the original
a triple clamps sophisticated construction. The ridgidety is
quadrupled. This will cause steering behavior and driveability
more precise, so that the feedback of the front wheel is greatly
improved. With TÜV certificate (German Type approval).

Model

Year

BMW R 80 RT

1980 –1984

BMW R 80 GS

1980 –1987

BMW R 80 GS P. D.

1984 –1987

BMW R 80 ST

1982 –1984

BMW R 100 S

1976 –1980

BMW R 100 RS

1976 –1980

BMW R 100 T

1978 –1980

BMW R 100 RT

1978 –1980

BMW R 100

1980 –1984

BMW R 100 CS

1980 –1984

BMW R 100 RS

1980 –1984

BMW R 100 RT

1980 –1984

Note: When assembling the triple clamp, it may be necessary
to modify the mounting arrangement of the original instrument
panel.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For tubular handlebars
black		

Item-No.: 44420-002

Maximum performance at minimal weight

Yoke is always supplied according to fork leg diameter including steering head
bolt and possibly fork plug
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WUNDERLICH
FORK YOKE 38,5 MM (MONOLEVER)

Maximum performance at minimal weight

Yoke is always supplied including steering head bolt and fork plug

This performance triple clamp is made of high strength aluminum CNC milled. It impresses with a coherent, to the Airhead-Boxer matching design and is a real upgrade of the classic. The Performance Bridge convinces compared to the original
a triple clamps sophisticated construction. The ridgidety is
quadrupled. This will cause steering behavior and driveability
more precise, so that the feedback of the front wheel is greatly
improved. With TÜV certificate (German Type approval).

Model

Year

BMW R 65

1985 –1993

BMW R 80

1984 –1985

BMW R 80 RT

1984 –1995

BMW R 100 RS

1986 –1992

BMW R 100 RT

1987 –1995

Note: When assembling the triple clamp, it may be necessary
to modify the mounting arrangement of the original instrument
panel.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For tubular handlebars
black		

Item-No.: 44423-302

WUNDERLICH FORK YOKE 40 MM (PARALEVER)

Maximum performance at minimal weight

This performance triple clamp is made of high strength aluminum CNC milled. It impresses with a coherent, to the Airhead-Boxer matching design and is a real upgrade of the classic. The Performance Bridge convinces compared to the original
a triple clamps sophisticated construction. The ridgidety is
quadrupled. This will cause steering behavior and driveability
more precise, so that the feedback of the front wheel is greatly
improved. With TÜV certificate (German Type approval).

Model

Year

BMW R 65 GS

1985 –1993

BMW R 80 GS

1987 –1990

BMW R 80 GS

1990 –1994

BMW R 100 GS

1987 –1990

BMW R 100 GS

1990 –1996

Yoke is always supplied including fork plug

Note: When assembling the triple clamp, it may be necessary
to modify the mounting arrangement of the original instrument
panel.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For tubular handlebars
black		

Item-No.: 44423-102
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WUNDERLICH FORK YOKE 41 MM (PARALEVER)
This performance triple clamp is made of high strength aluminum CNC milled. It impresses with a coherent, to the Airhead-Boxer matching design and is a real upgrade of the classic. The Performance Bridge convinces compared to the original
a triple clamps sophisticated construction. The ridgidety is
quadrupled. This will cause steering behavior and driveability
more precise, so that the feedback of the front wheel is greatly
improved. With TÜV certificate (German Type approval).

Model

Year

BMW R 80 R

1991 –1994

BMW R 80 R Mystic

1994 –1995

BMW R 100 R

1991 –1996

BMW R 100 R Mystic

1994 –1996

BMW R 100 GS

1990 –1996

Maximum performance at minimal weight

Yoke is always supplied including fork plug

Note: When assembling the triple clamp, it may be necessary
to modify the mounting arrangement of the original instrument
panel.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For tubular handlebars
black		

Item-No.: 44423-202

More Infos on classicbywunderlich.de
in 5 languages

WUNDERLICH HANDLEBAR RISERS
The risers are CNC machined from high strength aluminum and
fit on our triple clamps. The raisers have a height of 30 mm.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•

Also compatible with original 36 mm triple clamps
With TÜV-certificate (Type approval)
High strength aluminum
Black anodized
Supplied with complete attachment kit

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Riser for 22 mm-Handlebars
black / 30 mm		

Item-No.: 44424-002

Riser for 28,5 mm-Handlebars
black / 30 mm		

Item-No.: 44424-102
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FORK COVERS
Fork cover, for use on original lower fork yoke. In general, on
most of the BMW specials covers and headlight mounts are
taken off. But with this original lower fork yoke reveals a nasty
looking step. In order not to start with machining or rubbing it
down by hand we produce a nice little ring as a cover which is
fixed by a tiny grub screw.
Cover ist available in two versions – one for 36 mm fork tube
diameter and another one for the 38,5 mm version. Offered
anodized colours are silver and black.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For 36 mm forks
silver		

Item-No.: 44420-601

black		

Item-No.: 44420-602

For 38,5 mm forks
silver		

Item-No.: 44420-701

black		

Item-No.: 44420-702

36 mm TS (Twinshock)
Model

Year

BMW R 80 GS

1980 –1987

BMW R 80 GS P. D.

1984 –1987

BMW R 65 GS

1987 –1992

BMW R 80 RT

1980 –1984

BMW R 80 GS

1980 –1987

BMW R 80 GS/P.D.

1984 –1987

BMW R 100 S

1976 –1980

BMW R 100 RS

1976 –1980

BMW R 100 T

1978 –1980

BMW R 100 RT

1978 –1980

BMW R 100

1980 –1984

BMW R 100 CS

1980 –1984

BMW R 100 RS

1980 –1984

38,5 mm ML (Monolever)
Model

Year

BMW R 80

1984 –1985

BMW R 80 RT

1984 –1995

BMW R 100 RS

1986 –1992

BMW R 100 RT

1987 –1995
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FORK STABILIZER »GS«
This fork stabilizer is lasered from 4 mm stainless steel material
and perfectly folded. With extraordinary fit and massive design
this unit ensures more stiffness at the GS forks, especially
during braking, but it also improves steering precision and
looks neat. Stabilizer is available in two versions for low and
high mudguard. Please check your mudguard version – on the
first few GS production years there were some machines which
need the high stabilizer version despite their lowly mounted
mudguard.
For R 80, R 100 GS, R 80 GS Basic
High mudguard
		

Item-No.: 38653-100

Fork stabilizer for high GS mudguard

FORK STABILIZER
R 80/100 R AND MYSTIC
Everybody who has an R 80/100 R or Mystic parked up in the
garage surely wondered whether there is alternative to the
nasty looking front mudguard and the broad phoney stabilizer.
There is one, however the Conversion is neither easy nor cheap
as it needs to replace the stabilizer, mudguard and at best the
brake line, too.
This stabilizer, which lives up to its name as it is firmly bolted
to the fork and not merely whacked from the rubber bits as the
original unit, can be bolted to the original mounting points. If
correctly fitted and aligned, it improves steering precision of
these R-type models vastly. Machined from fine aluminium and
then high quality anodized this unit looks terribly good, even
when combined with a set of fork gaiters.
The facts:
• H
 igh tensile aluminium, machined from billet material and
anodized
• With certificate – official registration possible
• More stfromility and steering precision
• Made in Germany
• Completely with suitable allen bolts and sleeves for simple and
quick fitting

For R 80/100 R & Mystic
		

Item-No.: 38652-102

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

Our fork stabilizer in its new design
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REPLACE FRONT FORK SEALS
LEAKING FORK SEAL ARE EVERYDAY ISSUES ON BMW MACHINES, ESPECIALLY THE HARD-RIDDEN GS-MODELS SUFFER FROM OIL
STAINS UNDERNEATH THEIR GAITERS. TO REPLACE THOSE THE FORKS NEED TO BE DISMANTLED. WE START TAKING THE FRONT
WHEEL OUT, TAKE OFF FORK STABILIZER AND MUDGUARD.
NOW THE FORK LEG IS LOOSENED FROM BOTH YOKES AND PUSHED OUT INCLUDING STANCHION. FORK GAITER IS NEXT TAKEN
OFF, THEN SPRING IS PULLED OUT AN ALL THE OIL DRAINED. BOLT AT THE BOTTOM OF THE LEG NEEDS TO BE LOOSENED TO PART
STANCHION FROM FORK LEG. SECURITY RING IS TAKEN OFF WITH CIRCLIP PLIERS AND DAMPER TUBE IS THEN TAKEN OUT COMPLETELY. NOW FORK SEAL IS ACCESSABLE AND CAN BE PULLED OR DRIVEN OUT WITH A BIG SCREWDRIVER OR A SUITABLE LEVER.
NEW SEAL MUST BE PUSHED IN USING A SOCKET OR TUBE – WITH DUE CARE NOT TO TILT THE NEW ITEM. FORK REBUILD IS OPERATED IN OPPOSITE ORDER, THEN FORK OIL IS ADDED ACCORDING TO SPECIFICATION.

1. Unbolt stanchion from top
and bottom yoke

2. Stanchion is parted from
fork leg

3. Piston and damper tube are
taken out of stanchion

4. Old seal needs to be drifted
out with a suitable lever

5. Seal can be forced in using a
suitfromly sized socket
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FORK SEALS
Fine materials and improved sealing pressure give longer live
and less leakages. This product is from Ariete – a business
branch from the Swiss-based Technopolymer AG-Schweiz.
Dimensions 36x46x7/9 fit the 36mm stanchions of /5, /6, /7 models, also R 45, R 65, R 80 G/S, R 80 ST and R 100 up to 1984. Size
38x48x7 fits 38mm stanchions for R 65, R 80 and R 100 models
from 1985. Dimension 40x52/52.7x10/10.5 fits 40mm stanchions
for R 80/100 GS & Basic. Largest are 41x54x11 for 41mm stanchions – they fit R 80/100 R and Mystic.
Prices are one set each
36er Forks		

Item-No.: 37840-100

38er Forks		

Item-No.: 37840-200

40er Forks 		

Item-No.: 37840-000

41er Forks 		

Item-No.: 37840-300

High quality fork seals made by Ariete are available in different sizes to fit all
fork types/models.

WUNDERLICH FORK SPRINGS
Front forks of many BMW models are on one side much to insensitive for immediate response, on the other side they are quickly
overstrained if loaded up or ridden a bit sporty. With the aid of
progressive fork springs by Wilbers the fork responds more willingly and more sensitive to uneven ground, it also gets harder
if loaded up unlike the series spring. An enormous gain of both
comfort and safety.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High quality chrome-silicone spring steel
Fine response
Soft takeover zu progressive effect
Improved directional and curve stability
Minimized brake nodding and less complete fork bottoming out
More comfort – even if loaded up
Compensated additional weight e.g. with tank bag etc.
With FROME – certificate (no registration needed)

		Onlineshop

WILBERS FORK OIL
For long-term effect of the chassis improvements Wilbers has
developed perfectly matched oil and viscosities. Fork oil not the
same as fork oil! So Wilbers fork springs are best suited to fork
oil of the same manufacturer. According to slide characteristics,
wear resistance and damping performance they are the best
choice! Vehicle order is based on viscosities recommended by
Wilbers:
R 80 G/S*: SAE 7,5 / R 80/100 GS & R 80 GS Basic*: SAE 7,5
R 100 GS Paris Dakar: SAE 7,5 / R 80/100 R & Mystic*: SAE 10
1 litre		

Onlineshop

* These models only need 1000 cc of fork oil for both fork tubes. Fork spring manual
shows exactly how to determine the right amount of oil per fork tube.

Wunderlich
Suspension
Configurator
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GAITER KIT R 80/100 R AND MYSTIC
These are not only an effective predection of the fork seals but
also give a cool sight on the slim 41mm stanchions. Dirt and
insects get no chance of obstructing the fork stanchions and
make them leak sooner or later. Gaiters have sensible placed
ventilation holes to prevent inflating when stanchion dives into
fork leg.
Includes tie straps for fitting.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For R 80/100 R & Mystic
		

Item-No.: 27690-000

Classic and well-protective gaiters also make on the R 100 R a
good figure

GAITERS FROM/5 TO GS
With age, fork gaiters are getting dull and and nasty-looking.
Also, they tend to crack up and can’t protect parts they are
hiding. Here we have low-cost replacements in orginal optics
– gaiters have 13 ribs fpr /5-models, 11 ribs for /6 models. R 65
GS, R 80 G/S as well as all GS-models use 15 rib-gaiters.
For all/5-models		

Item-No.: 27691-000

For all/6-models		

Item-No.: 27691-100

For R 65 GS & R 80 G/S		

Item-No.: 27691-200

For GS models from 08/1989		

Item-No.: 27691-300

For GS models up to 08/1989		

Item-No.: 27691-400

STEERING HEAD BEARINGS
High precision is needed in the steering head area, so we only
offer taper roller bearings which meet these demands. Set,
dimensions 28x52x16 for upper and lower bearing sides!
For all models
Set		

Item-No.: 24920-000

WHEEL- AND SWINGARM BEARINGS
On many older Boxer models such as the R 80 G/S and R 80 ST
wheel- and swingarm bearings were taper roller type bearings
in dimension 40x17x14. These could wear quickly if incorrectly
adjusted or not maintained properly – something that may lead
to a lack of comfort and a badly handling machine.
For R 80 G/S & ST, R 45 – R 100 with conventional swingarm
		

Item-No.: 24921-100
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SWINGARM BEARINGS PARALEVER
alever models are equipped with four special bearings far from
cheap. They cannot be obtained in a bearing shop but tend to
wear out with miles piling up, sometimes also due to little or
less maintenance. This makes, however, handling quite bad.
We can offer the fine needle roller bearing the CV-joint, it is
10x32x17, as well as the taper roller bearing at the swingarm
pivot, it is 40x17x17. Both bearings are OEM quality.
Special bearings on Paralever machines are often neglected.

For all Paralever models
needle roller bearing rear
		

Item-No.: 24921-200*

Taper roller beaing front
		

Item-No.: 24921-300*

* Price per item/unit

Wunderlich Suspension
REAR SHOCK ABSORBERS
Early Airhead-Boxer models (/5 series) from 1969 onwards had a chassis with twin shock
absorbers at the rear – also, there are short- and long swingarm chassis versions. With
the R 80 G/S a path-breaking Monolever chassis was develop which gave way to the socalled Paralever chassis. For all variants, however, we offer matching shock absorbers,
according to individual applications. As a main parameter for matching there is your
personal riding style and the load. Especially with modified machines an altered, often
lowered weight has to be taken into account for a well-responsive chassis.

Please configurate
your individual shock
absorbers at
www.wunderlich.de
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WUNDERLICH SUSPENSION
SHOCK ABSORBER R 80/100 R
For the R 80 and R 100 R models, we have had a tailor-made
shock absorber, which, thanks to its slim design, fits perfectly
with our lightweight classic rear frame and the 150 mm wide
rear fender. The shock of type 630 has the following advantages:
The Mono-shock absorber does not build so wide in diameter
and can therefore easily be combined with most rear fenders.
The progressively wound spring is longer than most accessory
shock absorbers and therefore fits visually much better to the
classic line of the Airhead-Boxers and of course to most custom
conversions. The slim 36er radial pistons run here in polished
precision cylinders and guarantees the finest response with
a still stable damper behavior. We offer this exclusive shock
absorber in black with red ring for rebound damping and additional height adjustment to adjust the optimal balance between
front and rear wheel
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
More Infos on classicbywunderlich.de
in 5 languages

high quality and noble finish
Self-aligning bearing with Teflon bush
sensitive response
stable damper behavior
22-way adjustable rebound damping
infinitely adjustable spring base
with height adjustment
with ABE (Type approval)
five-year warranty

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For R 80/100 R & Mystic
Typ 630		

Slender Wilbers shock absorber type 630 with height adjustment and variable
rebound damping - tailor-made for the R 80/100 R & Mystic

Item-No.: 44870-500
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HAGON STEREO SHOCK ABSORBER
To whom who is searching for a shock absorber with a uneqaled worth-to-price relation and who puts the value on a
classic look, we recommend the shock Hagon absorbers. They
are available in 3 different designs for classic boxer models and
have no technical disadvantages compared to the original.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

different Classic variants available
progressive spring
stable damper behavior
triple adjustable spring base
simple modular system
with ABE (Type aproval) for original shock absorber length
with TÜV certificate (German Type approval) for special sizes
two years warranty

For R 45
Hagon Road		

Item-No.: 44870-000

Hagon Classic 1		

Item-No.: 44870-001

Hagon Classic 2		

Item-No.: 44870-002

For R 65
Hagon Road		

Item-No.: 44870-100

Hagon Classic 1		

Item-No.: 44870-101

Hagon Classic 2		

Item-No.: 44870-102

For R 80 RT
Hagon Road		

Item-No.: 44870-200

Hagon Classic 1		

Item-No.: 44870-201

Hagon Classic 2		

Item-No.: 44870-202

For R 100 RT
Hagon Road		

Item-No.: 44870-300

Hagon Classic 1		

Item-No.: 44870-301

Hagon Classic 2		

Item-No.: 44870-302

For R 80/7
Hagon Road		

Item-No.: 44870-400

Hagon Classic 1		

Item-No.: 44870-401

Hagon Classic 2		

Item-No.: 44870-402

More Infos on classicbywunderlich.de
in 5 languages

the Hagon Classic 2 with black
coated cover sleeves
(custom-made)
mounted on an R 45

Hagon Road
with chrome-plated
spring and adjustable
preload

Hagaon Classic 1
with additional
classic chrome cap

Hagon Classic 2
fully encapsulated
in chrome
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BRAKE SYSTEM
S. 413 – S. 423

STEEL REINFORCED (STAHLFLEX) BRAKE LINE KITS/BRAKE LINES
BRAKE DISCS/BRAKE PADS
—
BRAKE CABLES
—
BRAKE AND CLUTCH LEVER
BRAKE CYLINDERS
—
ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES
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STAHLFLEX MODIFICATION KIT
HINGED ATE BRAKE CALIPER
This kit improves models fitted with hinged brake calipers at
the front wheel (they have a brake cable from lever to the brake
cylinder below the petrol tank, from where there are one or
two lines to ATE brake caliper/s (one or two). Retarding and
pressure point will be significantly improved.
Brake lines are available in different colour combinations and
length, depending on handlebars. Connectors are available in
silver, red, gold, black, blue, titan or polished stainless steel.
Brake lines are to be had in transparent, red, black, blue, carbon-Look uad white.
Modification in combination with Magura master cyclinder
(Item-No.-Nr. 44430-400) is possible after simply unbolting the
original headlight. After this a 3-in-one pressure distributor has
to be fitted. Brake fluid holder below petrol tank can be dismantled as it’s no longer necessary
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Made to measure!
For all models fitted with hinged (ATE) brake caliper
		

Item-No.: 25817-300

STAHLFLEX-KIT R 80/100 R AND MYSTIC
This kit does simply not only improve the front brake visiually, also dosing on R 100 R gains significantly and a defined
pressure point can be felt. Brake lines are available in different
colour combinations and length, depending in handlebars.
Connectors are available in silver, red, gold, black, blue, titan
or polished stainless steel. Brake lines can be order in transparent, red, black, blue, carbon-look and white. On the R 100 R
this modification is possible after simply unbolting the original
headlight. After this a 3-in-one pressure distributor has to be
fitted on the lower fork yoke.
Made to measure!
R 80/100 R & Mystic
		

Item-No.: 25817-100

BRAKE PADS
IF BRAKE RATTLES OR MAKES FUNNY NOISES, THERE IS OFTEN DIRT ON DISCS OR PADS. SOMETIMES PADS ARE SIMPLY TOO OLD,
OR MAYBE »GLASSED«. OFTEN IT HELPS TO PUT A THIN LAYER OF COPPER PASTE AT THE REARSIDE OF THE PADS.
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STAHLFLEX BRAKE LINES
Those who still run their bikes with old and possibly hardened
rubber brake lines may think about replacing those lines with
steel reinforced »Steelflex« brake lines made by TRW Lucas.
They guarantee not merely for utterly better and more direct
retarding; these brake lines also improve dosing and pressure
point. At least, those advantages can not only be sense at high
speeds or during emergency cases.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teflon coated
Exact pressure point
Brake retards immediately – there is no time delay
Does not crack up or get porous
Free from oxidation, anodised aluminium connectors (titan
coloured)
Every brake line needs to pass a special end control and strict
quality control requirements
Twistable connectors
FROME-approved (no registration needed)
5 years warranty

R 80/100 R*
		

Item-No.: 37340-000

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!

Item-No.: 37340-100

If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

R 80/100 R Mystic*
		

Steel reinforced brake line, anodized, titan coloured aluminium connectors

R 65 GS, R 80 G/S & ST & P. D.
		

Item-No.: 37280-000

R 80/100 GS up to 07/1990
		

Item-No.: 37310-100

R 80/100 GS from 08/1990
		

Item-No.: 37310-000

* Brake line for single- or twin disc brake/s

STAHLFLEX BRAKE LINES
STEEL REINFORCED BRAKE LINES ARE, IN FACT, A MUST – AND REALLY MAKE SENSE ON A YOUNGTIMER MOTORCYCLE. STEEL
COATING ENSURES THE BRAKE LINE WILL NO LONGER ENLONGATE WITH AGE (BALLOON EFFECT) AND GUARANTEES BRAKING
PRESSURE BUILD UP BY THE LEVEL WILL BE DISTRIBUTED EVENLY TO THE CALIPER PISTONS. BRAKE DOES NO LONGER FEEL
SPONGY – DOSING INCREASES AND THERE IS A DEFINITE PRESSURE POINT TO BE SENSED, EVEN ON OLD BRAKE SYSTEMS – GIVE
IT A TRY ...

BANJO BOLT
Banjo bolt M10 x 1,00. Please order in right quantity for use on
Stahlflex brake lines.
		

Item-No.: 25817-200
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DISTRIBUTOR 3-IN-1 ALUMINIUM
We bolted this nice and valuable distributor to the lower yoke
of the 100 R (Plug & Play) which means both discs can now be
operated with two separate Stahlflex brakes lines. Does not
merely look better than original, it is in fact safer as the pressure point and controllability are increased. Has M 10 thread
thus fits all BMW models with twin discs at the front end. Suitable steel reinforced brake lines must be ordered separately.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

		

Item-No.: 39471-000

This distributor is bolted to the lower fork york on the R 100 R and can take
three separate brake lines

STAHLBUS BLEEDING VALVE
With this noble item you will kill two birds will one stone: For
one, bleeding the brake will then be a cinch, on the other hand
particular emphasis can placed to those black Brembo calipers.
Caps on these bleed valve can be ordered in anthracite, silver,
red, blue and gold.
The facts:

Bleed valve + valve cap in gold

•
•
•
•
•
•

Simply replace for original bleed bolt
Bleed on your own, no help needed
Bleeding valve made from nickle-plated steel
With conical seat for good seal
M 10 x 1 for Brembo calipers
Made in Germany

Valve		

Item-No.: 41650-000

Cap silver 		

Item-No.: 36740-001

Cap red 		

Item-No.: 36740-002

Cap blu 		

Item-No.: 36740-003

Cap gold 		

Item-No.: 36740-004

Cap anthracite 		

Item-No.: 36740-005

BOLT SET BRAKE FLUID COVER
Replaces those sensible and quick-wear Phillips bolts and
ensure a neat look. We supply a set of allen key bolt in correct
length (three per set) in stainless steel!
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For R 80/100 GS (from 1990) R 80 GS Basic,
R 80/100 R & Mystic – 3 bolts
		

Item-No.: 37530-000
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AUTOMATIC BRAKE BLEEDER
Now anyone can bleed the brakes at home – simple and quick,
without any special tools. Manual venting is as easy as that:
Push bleeder and tube above bleeding fit, loosen the later
and the system can be bled immediately with a few pumping
moves at the lever. There is an adjustable valve at the end
of the tube which opens with pressure thus preventing any
backflow.
		

Item-No.: 23630-000*

* Note: PLease have FROMS and Integral-FROMS only bled at a skilled workshop!

LUCAS-BRAKE FLUID DOT4
High performance brake fluid glycolether-based. Its extremely
high nucleation point increases safety of the brake system
– even under difficult conditions. Fulfills all required norms
(FMVSS 116, DOT4, SAE 70R3 and SAE J1703).
250 ml		

Item-No.: 24950-000

Makes bleeding the
brakes easy as a pie
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BRAKE DICS EBC »PRO-LITE«
A full floater brake alternative: Does not merely look better than
original – works and retards far more efficient! As the original
BMW discs tend to get score marks and crack up between
the bores and miss out real bite, a replacement makes sense.
Pro-Lite brake discs made by EBC are also full floating rotors,
which are produced as a complete unit from disc and inner ring
including stable rivets. Outer rings are made from hardened
billet special steel, inner material is a special, silver colored,
hardened alloy.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•

Full floating discs for best pad matching
Newly designed, high tensile bass
Unique »winged«bore scheme for better temperature dissipation
Improved hot brake force effect
Up to 18 percent improved friction compared to original, less
fading
• High temperature resistand special steel
• Anti-corrosion-coated
• Included FROME (no registration needed)

To gain best retarding discs should be run with matching pads.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For R 65 GS und R 80 G/S
260 mm Brake disc
		

Item-No.: 44560-000

matching pad set
		

Item-No.: 23600-000

For R 80/100 GS & Basic
285 mm brake disc
		

Item-No.: 44560-100

matching pad set
		

Item-No.: 37934-000

For R 80/100 R & Mystic
Brake disc right
		

Item-No.: 44560-100

EBC disc left
		

Item-No.: 44560-200

matching pad set*
		
* Needs two sets for both brake discs.

Item-No.: 38010-000
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300 MM BRAKE DISC »GS KIT 1«
With this kit the overstrained original is turned into a grippy experience. A big, floating mounted brake disc (300 mm) ensures
hefty retarding, low manual force and a tremendous dosing
plus. These advantages are gained with the larger disc, the
floating mount, an improved friction combination (Ferodo pads
and high-performance steel) and the steel reinforece brake line.
300 mm brake disc »GS KIT 1« contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full floating 300mm-brake disc
Adapter to fil brake caliper (CNC machined and anodised)
Complete pad set with improved friction
Steel reinforced brake line and seals
Fastening material
Made in Germany
TÜV certificate (German Type approval)

»GS KIT 1« for all R 80/100 GS
		

Item-No.: 39470-000

Replacement brake disc
		

Item-No.: 39470-300

Replacement pads for »GS KIT 1«
		

Item-No.: 37940-000

300 MM BRAKE DISC WITH
FOURPISTON CALIPER »GS KIT 2«
At the time of writing this is the most powerful alternative to a
rathe bland GS front brake: A big, floating mounted brake disc
(300 mm) made from high tensile steel with black anodized aluminium inner ring which ensures combined with a high quality,
machined four piston brake calipers made by ABE powerful
retarding. With its enlarged pad area of the four-piston caliper
performance is significantly increased, at the same time manual force is lowered. Dosing plus can be sensed with the steel
reinforced brake lines, further guaranteed by a stable caliper
and those improved brake pads.
300 mm brake disc »GS KIT 2« contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full floating 300mm Spiegler brake disc
CNC machined and anodized four piston brake calipers
Adapter to fit caliper (CNC machined and anodized)
Complete brake pad set with improved friction
Steel reinforced brake lines with seals
Made in Germany
TÜV certificate (German Type approval)

»GS KIT 2« for all R 80/100 GS
		

Item-No.: 39470-100

Replacement brake disc
		

Item-No.: 39470-300

Replacement pads for »GS KIT 2«
		

Item-No.: 39470-200

Kit 2 with exclusive four piston caliper made by ABM
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TRW LUCAS BRAKE PADS FRONT ORGANIC
One of the best brake pads on the market. For years we have
successfully been counting on TRW Lucas quality
»Made in Germany«. This is an organic pad for touring riders
requiring great performance and long pad life.
TRW Lucas advantages:

Organic pads R 100 R front

• Ceramic base layer for best insulation between pad and brake
caliper
• Exactly grooved on pad to drain dirt and water
• Environment-friendly production – without asbestos, cadmium,
lead or formaldehyd
• Very good braking performance in any situation
• High pad life
• Usable on any brake disc
• Including FROME

For R 45 & R 65 (1978-1980)
		

Item-No.: 37931-000*

For R 65 (1989-1995), R 80 (from 1989),
R 100 RS (1988-1992), R 100 RT (1989-1995)
		

Item-No.: 37932-000

For R 75/6 &/7 (1974-1980), R 80/7 (up to 1981), R 80 RT (1989-1995),
R 90 S, R 90/6, R 100 RS (1976-1980), R 100 RT (1978-1980),
R 100 S (1976-1980), R 100 T (1976-1980), R 100 (1976-1977),
R 100/7 (1977-1980)
		

Item-No.: 37933-000

For R 45 (1981-1985), R 65 (1981-1989), R 65 GS, R 65 LS,
R 80 (1981-1988), R 80/7 (1981-1984), R 80 G/S & R 80 ST,
R 80 RT (1983-1988), R 100 RS (1981-1984), R 100 RT (1981-1988),
R 100 S (from 1980), R 100 T (1980-1984)
		
Organic pads R 100 GS front

Item-No.: 37930-000

For R 80/100 GS & P.D. & Basic
		

Item-No.: 37934-000

For R 80/100 R & Mystic
		

Item-No.: 38010-000*

* Price per set

TRW LUCAS SINTERED BRAKE PADS FRONT
Our warm proposal for all those who want to get out maximum
performance from their original brake.
The facts – added to the »TRW Lucas advantages«:
•
•
•
•
•

MOTORRAD-Test winner
Fully metallic pad mixture
Very high friction coefficient after only a short grind-in phase
Tremendous brake performance in the wet
Very long life

For R 80 G/S
		

Item-No.: 37950-100

For R 80/100 GS & P. D. & Basic
		

Item-No.: 37950-000

R 80 R, R 100 R & Mystic
		

Item-No.: 23550-000
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TRW LUCAS BRAKE PADS REAR
Exceptional consistent pad material guarantees a stable
retarding effect and long life for both pads and drum. If brake
drum is still in good condition high brake performances can be
transferred. »Made in Germany«.
For R 45/65 1978-1980 and /5, /6 & 7/models
		

Item-No.: 37820-000

For all models from 09/1980 up to 08/1989
(*except for R 65 LS)
		

Item-No.: 37820-100

For all models from 09/1989 such
as R 100 GS and R 100 R
		

Item-No.: 37820-200

REPAIR-SET BRAKE CALIPER
Even Brembo brake calipers have to be controlled for wear and
tear every now and again as under those rubber boots pistons
tend to red and sometimes only give less performance. With
this original Brembo repair set 38 and 48mm brake caliper can
be completely refurbished without too much effort. Repair sets
are supplied with all seals, rubbers, bolts and O-rings needed
for one caliper overhaul. The more expensive 48mm set also
includes brake pistons.
For R 80, R 80 RT, R 80 T 1976-1984, R 65 GS, R 80 G/S, R 80 ST
1980-1992, R 100/7T, R 100 CS, RS, RT, S, T 1976-1984
38er brake caliper
		

Item-No.: 44520-000*

Repair set for 38mm twin-piston caliper to fit G/S

For R 65, R 80/R 100 from 06/1988 and R 80/100 GS
48er brake caliper
		

Item-No.: 44520-200*

For 48 mm caliper including caliper pistons
For R 65, R 80/R 100 from 06/1988 and R 80/100 GS 48mm
brake caliper + pistons
		

Item-No.: 44520-100*

* Price per set

REFURBISH A BRAKE CALIPER
WITH THE REPAIR SET BREMBO CALIPERS CAN BE FULLY REFURBISHED TO AS-NEW CONDITION. TAKE OUT BRAKE FLUID, UNBOLT
BRAKE CALIPER AND TAKE PADS OFF. THEN SLACKEN THE TWO BIG M10-ALLEN BOLTS. THIS IS BEST CARRIED OUT WITH CALIPER
IN A VICE AS BOLTS CAN BE VERY TIGHT. NOW BRAKE PISTONS CAN BE TAKEN OUT BY HAND OR WITH THE AID OF AIR PRESSURE
THEY MAY BE LOOSENED FROM THEIR SEATS. CLEAN PISTONS AND BORES AS PERFECT AS POSSIBLE, SMEAR NEW SEALS AND
RUBBERS LIGHTLY WITH THE PASTE SUPPLIED AND BOLT UP ALL THE PARTS IN REVERSE ORDER. IF PISTONS AND BORES SHOW
GROOVES OR DEEP MARKS THEY NEED TO BE REPLACED. UNFORTUNATELY FOR SOME CALIPERS THERE ARE NO MORE REPAIR SET
WITH PISTONS ON THE MARKET.
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BRAKE CABLES FRONT AND REAR
We don’t leave transfers of your retarding forces to chance:
Brake cables can be obtained here in OEM quality – of course
with the relevant lifespan.
Brake cable rear for paralever models

Brake cable front
für R 50/5, R 60/5, R 75/5 & R 60/6
		

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

Item-No.: 44581-000

For all/6-models from 09/1975 &/7 models,
master cylinder below petrol tank
Length 659 mm
		

Item-No.: 44581-100

Brake cable rear
For all paralever models
Length 557-350 mm
		

Item-No.: 44581-200

BRAKE LEVER EXTENSION
Foot resting area of the rear brake lever is somewhat small and
leave a safety risk as it can be difficult to reach it. With our resting extension slipping off is prevented, no more missing steps.
Extensively machined and anodized. Easy to fit.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For R 80/100 GS & Basic
		

Brake lever extension for GS

Item-No.: 37460-000
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MAGURA BRAKE- AND CLUTCH LEVERS
Magura classics, for bowden cables on brake and clutch. Sporty
style, with black pivot piece made from light alloy, two-part
clamp for handlebar fitting and forged, polished levers made
from aluminium, eurostyle-design, length is 160 mm – including bore for mirror bolt Ø 8,2 mm.
Note: We recommend to order immediately the adjusting screw
(Item-No.: 44543-000) which fits to the original BMW clutch
cables.
Clutch lever
		

Item-No.: 44430-000*

Brake lever
		

Item-No.: 44430-100*

Predection caps, set
		

Plain but elegant clutch- and brake lever – a classic made by Magura

Item-No.: 44430-200

Brake light switch
		

Item-No.: 44430-300

* Supplied including nipple mount, soldered nipple, adjusting bolt
(Caution! Takes only 8 mm-nipple on clutch lever).
Matching brake light
switch for brake
lever is supplied
including connection
wires

BRAKE MASTER CYLINDER MAGURA 16 MM
This plain hydraulics unit may act as a replacement for a number of BMW-master cylinders which feature a 16 mm piston.
This is the advantage: The original BMW switch unit is no
longer needed so the righthand switchgear is made completely redundant and a more compact unit like our Mini CNC Alu
(Item-No. 44440-000) placed to the left should suffice. Unfortunately, this master cylinder has no ABE-certificate. Suitable
brake light switch (Item-No. 44430-300) is also available.
For modified BMWs using 16 mm brake master cyclinder
		

Item-No.: 44430-400

More Infos on classicbywunderlich.de
in 5 languages
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FRAME / SEAT / ATTACHMENT PARTS
S. 425 – S. 437

CLASSIC REAR FRAMES
SEATS »SPORT« / »PURE« / »CLASSIC«
SEAT TRAY »CLASSIC« GFK
PILLION GRIPS
MUDGUARDS
LOW FOOTRESTS AND GEAR LEVER
LICENSE PLATE HOLDER
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WUNDERLICH REAR FRAME »CLASSIC«

For R 80/100 R & R 80/100 GS

Anyone who wants to radically »beautify« a BMW, will not get
around this light and slim rear piece. Compared to the original
rear frame of a R 100 R or R 100 GS there are three kilograms in
weight to be saved. Made from high quality 17 mm steel tube
with three millimetres in thickness and classic styled strengthening at the neuralgic kinky area between lower frame tube
and seat base. On purpose we gave this rear frame a slight momentum in the rump area which was not yet to be seen on an
BMW airhead – still, in combination with our different made-tomeasure seats it guarantees a truly aesthetic look. Has optional
mounts for alloy or plastic/glasfibre mudguards. We combined
the rear with a 6 or 5-inch mudguard made from glasfibre, the
item can also act as a number plate holder.
The facts:
•
•
•
•

Only weighs 2,3 kg
Black powder-coated
Constructed to goof fit, at original fastening points at main frame
May be combined with our seats or seat bases. Please note:
original seat will no longer fit!
• TÜV (German Type approval)
• Made in Germany

Made-to-measure for our seats »Pure«, »Classic« and »Sport1«
(see following pages) all of which are bolted to the rear frame
from underneath.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!
For R 45, R 65 & R 65 LS (1978 up to 1985)

For R 80/100 R & R 80/100 GS
W-8010		

Item-No.: 44370-002*

For R 45, R 65 & R 65 LS (1978 up to 1985)
W-8011		

Item-No.: 44370-102*

For R 80 G/S, R 80 ST, R 65 GS & R 80 GS Basic
W-8013		

Item-No.: 44370-202*

For R 100 R Mystic
W-8015		

Item-No.: 44370-302*

For /5, /6 & /7 models (1970 up to 1984)
W-8012		

Item-No.: 44370-402*

For R 65, R 80, R 80/100 RT, R 100 RS Monolever
(1984 up to 1995)
W-8017		

Item-No.: 44370-502*

* For Rear subframe orders please always give model, petrol tank version and vehicle
year to prevent faulty orders.

Rear subframe »Classic« combined with seat »Pure« and rear mudguard
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Tailbone relief – Sits and fits!
On our classic seat variants Classic, Pure and Sport comfort
has always been good and cozy – something that even our
»heavyweight« customers admit. The reason for this is the
high-quality craftsmanship of our skilled upholsterer. He
swears by well-chosen upholstery. While riding, you will totally
forget about the seat if there is nothing to bother if there are no
pinches or nasty rubs. Therefore, our classic seats are generally
ordering in lowest and best-lookiny upholstery height at 70 mm.
A soft seat is only supposedly comfortable. In the end upholstery softens and it might be down in true sense – up to the
hard seat shell. Then, it is a bit of luck if the shell features no
stiffening ribs! As we are nevever fully satisfied und keep developing our products even if they seem to be utterly mature,
we decided to keep improving our seats.

A pain, which hurts many riders on long journeys, is triggered
by a pressure on the tail bone. Together with our upholsterer we developed a unique tailbone relief system which was
carefully roadtested for lots of kilometers. It ensures a permanent pressure relief at the tailbone by using a very special
upholstery shape. So, from now on all our classic seats will be
upgraded with this comfort feature, without charging anything
extra!
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WUNDERLICH SEAT »SPORT«
A sporty humped seat is simply a strict must for the product
range of the Airhead-Boxer and it never went out of fashion.
Here we have a neatly flat version made from slightly grained
leather and developed from our seat designer, combined with
dark sewing thread. Even this seat is specially suited for our
rear subframe »Classic«. It is fixed by a seat guide rail on the
front, two stop nuts are responsible for its firm rear fit. Including fastening material at frame and rear subframe.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For rear subframe R 80/100 R, Mystic & R 80/100 GS
black		

Item-No.: 44371-200

brown		

Item-No.: 44371-210

Modern interpretation of a humped seat with discreet rise and enough space
for the solo rider

For rear subframe R 45, R 65 & R 65 LS
black		

Item-No.: 44371-201

brown		

Item-No.: 44371-211

For rear subframe R 80 G/S, R 80 ST, R 65 GS, R 80 GS Basic
black		

Item-No.: 44371-202

brown		

Item-No.: 44371-212

For rear subframe /5, /6 & /7 models (1970-1984)
black		

Item-No.: 44371-203

brown		

Item-No.: 44371-213

For R 65, R 80, R 80/100 RT, R 100 RS Monolever (1984-1995)
black		

Item-No.: 44371-204

brown		

Item-No.: 44371-214

More Infos on classicbywunderlich.de
in 5 languages
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WUNDERLICH SEAT »PURE«
This variant is a pattern of our designer Nicolas Petit who is
fond of a sports seat but still keeps an eye not to loose the classical components. With a mere 50 cm seat area the seat »Pure«
is even thinner.
This makes the Boxer even more compact, a little more sportylooe and more dynamic. This variante combines, as pictured
here, its slightly grained artificial leather with a light double
seam. Unfortunately the seat is officially not for pillion use as
the German TÜV prescribes a two-seater with a seat area of
600/650 mm in length.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!
Seat »Pure« – features a circumferential light double seam

For rear subframe
R 80/100 R, Mystic & R 80/100 GS
black		

Item-No.: 44371-100

brown		

Item-No.: 44371-110

For rear subframe
R 45, R 65 & R 65 LS
black		

Item-No.: 44371-101

brown		

Item-No.: 44371-111

For rear subframe
R 80 G/S, R 80 ST, R 65 GS, R 80 GS Basic

First drawings of the Classic with light subframe and flat seat

black		

Item-No.: 44371-102

brown		

Item-No.: 44371-112

For rear subframe
/5, /6 & /7 models (1970-1984)
black		

Item-No.: 44371-103

brown		

Item-No.: 44371-113

For rear subframe
R 65, R 80, R 80/100 RT,
R 100 RS Monolever (1984-1995)
black		

Item-No.: 44371-104

brown		

Item-No.: 44371-114
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WUNDERLICH SEAT »CLASSIC«
Even this seat is tailored to our light rear subframe and could
be called a »plug & play solution«. The seat base is made from
stable multilayered fiberglass, the seat centre, e.g. the upholstery is also built up as a multilayer unit in order to guaranteed
high seat comfort despite its flat outline. On the seat »Classic«
your seat height on the BMW will be lowered again. However,
as it is 67 cm long, this one ready for taking a pillion if combined with a relevant grip or bar.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For rear subframe
R 80/100 R, Mystic & R 80/100 GS
black		

Item-No.: 44371-000

brown		

Item-No.: 44371-010

Seat »Classic« with 60 cm in length –also available in black

For rear subframe
R 45, R 65 & R 65 LS
black		

Item-No.: 44371-001

brown		

Item-No.: 44371-011

For rear subframe
R 80 G/S, R 80 ST, R 65 GS & R 80 GS Basic
black		

Item-No.: 44371-002

brown		

Item-No.: 44371-012

For rear subframe
/5, /6 & /7 models (1970-1984)
black		

Item-No.: 44371-003

brown		

Item-No.: 44371-013

For rear subframe
R 65, R 80, R 80/100 RT, R 100 RS Monolever (1984-95)
black		

Item-No.: 44371-004

brown		

Item-No.: 44371-014

SEAT – FROM FIRST DRAWING TO SERIES PRODUCTION
At first there is the idea tos horten the rear and make it look more elegant. First drawings appear, the rear subframe needs
to be calculated and matched. For a suitable seat the base needs to be modeled from glasfibre…

On the basis of an old seat
base a slim, short version
comes to light, on with a
rounded-off rear.

The original upholstery is cuted
out to fit the first prototype.

The model close to the series
has been matched to the GfK
series seat base.

First prototyp takes shape on
a R 100 R.
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WUNDERLICH SEAT BASE »CLASSIC« GFK
All seatbases are made from robust fibreglass – suitable to
match our rear subframe. They can also be obtained raw, e.g.
without upholstery and cover. For those who want their freedom to design their own individual BMW seat. Available in five
versions including fastening kit for »Classic« subframes.
For rear subframe (Item-No. 44371-002 and Item-No. 44731-302)
R 80/100 R, Mystic & R 80/100 GS
		

Item-No.: 44371-300

For rear subframe (Item-No. 44371-102) R 45, R 65 & R 65 LS
(1978-1985)
Robust fibreglas shell is fastened to the rear using two bolts, front frame mounting is carried out with a guide rail

		

Item-No.: 44371-301

For rear subframe (Item-No. 44371-202)
R 80 G/S, R 80 ST, R 65 GS & Basic
		

Item-No.: 44371-302

For rear subframe (Item-No. 44370-502)
R 65, R 80, R 80/100 RT, R 100 RS Monolever (1984-1995)
		

Item-No.: 44371-303

For rear subframe (Item-No. 44371-402)
/5, /6 & /7 models (1970-1984)
		

Item-No.: 44371-304

WUNDERLICH SEAT GUIDE RAIL
Unfortunately, this spare part is no longer available from BMW.
This was a reason for us, to design it as an addition to our
product range. The seat guide rail fits our Wunderlich Ergo seat
as well as the seats »Classic«, »Pure« and »Sport1«. Moreover,
it matches the seat bases »Classic« and of course those original
BMW seats.
Seat guide rail made from strong aluminium guarantees best grip

		

Item-No.: 43630-000

WUNDERLICH PASSENGER HAND GRIPS
This pair of hand grips gives the passenger the grip they need.
Sturdy, easy to install using the four aluminium holding construction screws supplied. The grips have a stable metal core
and a polyurethane coating that's pleasant to touch. Can be
used with all Classic rear frame.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For all Paralever-models außer R 80 GS Basic
black		

Item-No.: 44379-002
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WUNDERLICH MUDGUARD ALU UNIVERSAL
Fine, highly polished aluminium mudguard, not just for the old
Airhead-Boxer machines. These lights but stable mudguards
are available in different imperial (inch) sizes for front- and
rear wheels. Without bores as they can be made to fit on all
Airhead-Boxer machines.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

18-inch front, arch length 500 mm, width 105 mm
		

Item-No.: 44398-000

These fine polished aluminium mudguards are available with different radii,
width and arch length

19-inch front, arch length 600 mm, width 105 mm
		

Item-No.: 44398-100

21-inch front, arch length 700 mm, width 92 mm
		

Item-No.: 44398-200

REAR, arch length 600 mm, width 145 mm, radius 400 mm
		

Item-No.: 44399-000

REAR, arch length 1000 mm, width 145 mm, radius 400 mm
		

Item-No.: 44399-100

WUNDERLICH MUDGUARD FRONT »R-CLASSIC«
Front mudguard in classic style, for R 80 R and R 100 R models
– both of which are blessed with rather bland looking, threepiece front mudguard. This item made from robust glasfibre-reinforced plastics is easily fastened within minutes using the
fastening kit and can be painted in any required colour. TÜV-inspection and registration possible.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For R 80/100 R & Mystic (18-inch front wheel)
		

Item-No.: 44397-000*

* These GFK -mudguards (GFK: glasfibre reinforced plastics) are handmade and feature
a black separating coating as they come out of their mould. Surface may have inclusions which, however, after painting will no longer be visible.

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

GFK front mudguard, classic styled – the original item (see below) will soon be
forgotten
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WUNDERLICH MUDGUARD REAR
»CLASSIC«
A true classic-style rear mudguard for those slim-looking rear
subframes »Classic« (see over there), which cut a fine figure
on all Boxer models. This item made from robust glasfibre-reinforced plastics is easily fastened within minutes using the
fastening kit and can be painted in any required colour. Width
optional 150 or 130 mm – arch length (outer) 750 mm. TÜV-inspection and registration possible.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For rear subframe »Classic« and universal suitable,
about 150 mm wide
Robust GFK mudguard – this is the 150 mm version, fitted to R 100 R.

		

Item-No.: 44397-100*

About 130 mm wide
		

Item-No.: 44397-200*

* These GFK -mudguards (GFK: glasfibre reinforced plastics) are handmade and feature a
black separating coating as they come out of their mould. Surface may have inclusions
which, however, after painting will no longer be visible.

Rear mudguard, available in
black unpainted, no bores, two
optional width.

LOW FOOTRESTS AND GEAR LEVER
Compared to original footrest 30 mm are gained in a diagonal
line, something that helps tall riders to keep a relaxed position.
Arm angle is significantly decreasing which ensure a less tiring
journey. Parallel to this we have altered the gear lever ratio resulting in shorted and more exact shifting, at least leading to a
more enjoyable ride. By the way – it’s made from stainless steel
and has TÜV-approval! Easy fit!
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

R 80/100 GS & P.D.
		

Item-No.: 37420-000

R 65/80 G/S
		

Item-No.: 37430-000
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WUNDERLICH NUMBER PLATE HOLDER
»UNIVERSAL«
A suitable number plate mount made from 4 mm aluminium –
in fact it can be adapted to our GFK mudguards, but also suits
our aluminium mudguards. We don’t do any pre-bending on
these items, as arch radius can be very different, dependent on
modification and mudguard type. German TÜV, however, prescribes an angle of zero to 30 degrees in order to stay readable.
This item features additional two holes at the lower end, to bolt
the cateye – this is also an offically necessary item controlled
by TÜV inspectors.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

		

Item-No.: 38654-000

WUNDERLICH NUMBER PLATE HOLDER »SPORT«
This noble number plate holder »Sport« is mounted straight to
the rear subframe, taking up number plate and our illumination
»Drop« (Item-No.: 36346-100, please order separately).
The facts:
•
•
•
•

High quality stainless steel version
Simple fits directly to our rear subframe »Classic«
Features mounting for number plate illumination »Drop«
Pre-drilled for invisible wiring

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

		

Item-No.: 38654-100

WUNDERLICH NUMBER PLATE HOLDER »SIDE«
Our noble number plate holder for side mounting is directyl
mounted on our rear subframe and takes number plate and
integrated illumination.
The facts:
•
•
•
•

High quality stainless steel version in black
Simply bolts directly on our rear subframe »Classic«
With integrated illumination
Easy fastening

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

		

Item-No.: 38654-202
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WUNDERLICH NUMBER PLATE HOLDER »2V«
With this universal number plate holder, the registration can be
attached almost anywhere you choose without major effort. The
rust-proof holder lasered from VA steel is also flexible and thus
also adapts to »problem areas«.
VA silver		

Item-No.: 38654-300

WUNDERLICH NUMBER PLATE HOLDER
»2V ADJUSTABLE«
With this universal number plate holder any plate can be easily
fastened to nearly every position on the bike. However, the
stainless steel holder has been laser-cut, it can bent and so he
is perfectly adaptable even for use on »problem zones«. On top
of that this particular holder can be adjusted at any required
angle.
VA silver		

Item-No.: 38654-400

WUNDERLICH UNIVERSAL INDICATOR BRACKET VA
Universal indicator bracket made from stainless steel, easy
mounting on the licence plate holder.
VA silver		

Item-No.: 38655-000

VA black 		

Item-No.: 38655-002

CYLINDER CRASH BAR »RETRO«
It’s a real „vintage» item among the protection bars but still an
eyeturner. Bar is bolted with two brackets at the frame and to
the front engine bolt, so it offers solid allround protection for
cylinder and cylinder heads. Does not fit to models with secondary air systems (SLS) – only if it already blanked off.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For R 80, R 80 G/S & ST, R 100 S/T & CS,
R 90 S and all /5, /6 & /7-models
		

Item-No.: 44406-000
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SIDE STAND STAINLESS GS AND R
Finally, the series crash bar can be taken off as this amazing
side stand made from fine blasted stainless steel is bolted directly to the front engine mount. It snaps right back if unloaded
and can be operated even with coarse-type boots and make
fold-outs look like a relaxed cinch – anything else you require?
The facts:
• Only fits if crashbars are taken off!
• Light but stoll very stable stainless tubular construction
• Perfect fit stainless mount (black plastic coated) which is simply
bolted with front engine montíng axle
• Double spring action for secure fold-up
• Quick & easy fitting
• Cannot be combined with engine crash bar

Note: For fitting side stand, the long engine front mounting
shaft (length 315 mm) is necessary, an item that’s fitted to all
models with crash bars.
For R 80/100 GS & R 80 G/S
		

Item-No.: 44410-000*

For R 80/100 R & Mystic
		

Item-No.: 44410-100*

* suitable side stand plate, Item-No.: 44411-002

SIDE STAND BASE EXTENSION
Even fully loaded securely placed at any surface. This exactly
machined extension plate is quickly bolted to the side stand
and prevent the machine sinking or toppling over.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safe stand of machine on all surfaces
Compensated the very steep work angle
Gives more than 100 percent of extra surface area
Made from 6 mm Dural-Aluminium
No corrosion as black anodized
Machined and original support rubber-fitted for vibration-damping
CNC-machined

Note: Before fitting, it helps to cover often paintless and rustprone original side stand surface area with paint or primer!

For side stand stainless GS
and R

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Only for original GS side stand
R 80/100 GS, P. D. & Basic
		

Item-No.: 38000-000

For side stand stainless GS and R
R 80/100 GS, R 80 G/S, R 80/100 R & Mystic
		

Item-No.: 44411-002

Only for Original-GS side stand
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HANDLEBARS / SWITCHGEAR / INSTRUMENTS
S. 439 – S. 463

HANDLEBARS

THROTTLE ROCKER

-

-

HANDLEBAR END WEIGHTS

HAND GUARDS

-

-

GS HANDLEBAR RAISER

HANDLEBAR MUFFS

-

-

BRAKE- / CLUTCH LEVER

MIRROR

-

-

MASTER BRAKE CYLINDER

INSTRUMENTS

-

-

HANDLEBAR SWITCHGEAR SET

SPEEDO- / TACHOMETER CABLE

-

-

GRIPS

STEERING LOCK

-

-

INDICATOR RESET

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES
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HANDLEBARS »SPEED BAR«
This »Speed Bar« is great working mix between the cool
»Brooks Bar« and those extremely low »Drag Bars«. It may
serve those riders who like it a bit sportier and always need to
know what the front wheel is doing.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Steel handlebars
Outer diameter 22,2 mm
Width 690 mm
Height 40 mm (to top radius/edge of tube)
Depth 115 mm (clamp to end)
Includes parts certificate

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!
»Speed Bar« gives a little less height than »Brooks Bar« does

black		

Item-No.: 25814-002

chrome		

Item-No.: 25814-004

HANDLEBARS »FLAT TRACK«
What a show: With the Flat Tracker fitted the machine gains in
size and cool looks – the 800 mm sizes bars ensure the rider is
placed more relaxed and may enjoy a decent breeze round the
nose. Especially in combination with the broad R 100 R petrol
tank this seems quite a well-shaped synthesis – available in
chrome or in black coated form as an option.
The facts:
»Flat Track« is extra wide and gives an utterly riding position

•
•
•
•
•
•

Steel handlebars
Outer diameter 22,2 mm
Width 835 mm
Height 110 mm (to top radius/edge of tube)
Depth 185 mm (clamp to end)
Includes parts certificate

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 25817-002*

chrome		

Item-No.: 25817-000*

HANDLEBARS »DRAG BAR«

With this Fehling »DragBar« fitted the BMW is turned into a stylish Bobber

Nice and wide, neatly straight and very flat: This Drag Bar made
by Fehling turns every Airhead-Boxer in a showpiece. Now –
don’t forget your open-face lid and move straight on – towards
the sun…
The facts:
• Steel handlebars, 22,2 mm outer diameter
• Width 755 mm, depth 65 mm, clamping width 310 mm
• Includes parts certificate

black		

Item-No.: 25818-002*

chrome		

Item-No.: 25818-000*
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HANDLEBARS »BROOKS BAR«
Anyone looking for cool and relaxed feel behind bars might
add our »Brooks Bar« closer to the handlebar choice range.
It fits those old Airhead on looks and technics really well, as
it doesn’t exaggerate with a width of »mere« 700 mm which
means it is also close to the original item. Due to slighty
rear-tilted ends it may resemble old BMW-models from the
1920ties – quite stylish!

Utterly cool-looking »Brooks Bar«, tubular handlebars for relax way of burbling
along

The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Steel handlbars
Outer diameter 22,2 mm
Width 700 mm
Height 80 mm (to top radius/edge of tube)
Depth 220 mm (clamp to handlebar end)
Includes parts certificate

black		

Item-No.: 25814-102*
More Infos on classicbywunderlich.de
in 5 languages

HANDLEBARS »SUPERBIKE«
This rather flat variant of Superbike handlebars gives the rider
a more upright but still sporty position thus enforcing a dynamic integrating within the vehicle. Might be an option, though,
not merely for all R-model riders who rather prefer a style not
as upright and conservative. This classic is made from high-tensile steel, outer-Ø is 22,2 mm, thickness is 2,0 mm, available in
chrome or with a black coating atop.

Superbike-type handlebars for R-Models: these are quite a great option
to go for

The facts:
•
•
•
•

Steel handlebars, outer diameter 22,2 mm, inner diameter: 18 mm
Width 740 mm
Height 55 mm (to top radius/edge of tube)
Includes parts certificate

black		

Item-No.: 25816-002*

chrome		

Item-No.: 25816-000*

KONICAL ALUMINIUM HANDLEBARS
FOR FORK YOKE»PERFORMANCE«
These handlebars are not just an utterly noble sight, it deserves
a notice to reveal the best combination from height, width and
offset. From this, of course, follows a proper result of relaxed
seat positioning and a perfect integration. A stable aluminium handlebar-design will not twist – something that gives
improved steering precision. Features robust anodize coating,
furthermore an inclination scale. 28 mm clamping, 22 mm at
bar ends.
gold		

Item-No.: 35660-003*

silver		

Item-No.: 35660-001*

black		

Item-No.: 35660-002*

* Registration handlebars on pre-1996
vehicles in Germany is generally carried
out by individual examination according to
§ 21 StVZO (German road traffic licensing
authority).
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HANDLEBARS TOMMASELLI
The original of course by Tommaselli and not only for the
G/S - optionally black lacquered or exquisitely chromed and of
course with the obligatory center brace. For all Airhead-Boxers
suitable for 22er handlebars. Including TÜV certificate (German
Type approval)
Handlebar width 870 mm, height 125 mm, clamping width 150 mm
black		

Item-No.: 25815-002*

CLIP-ONS LSL
Calling all sports riders! Extra light clip-ons, machined bracket
and clamped steering tube from LSL. Diameter is 22,2 mm,
length 280 mm. Including ABE (German Type approval).
Clip-ons with brackets 36mm
Item-No.: 44540-301

silver (Set)		
Clip-ons 40 and 41 mm

Clip-ons with brackets 40mm
silver (Set) 		

Item-No.: 44540-401

Clip-one with brackets 41mm
Item-No.: 44540-501

silver (Set)		

Brackets for those 36 mm
clip-ons

HANDLEBARS »ENDURO CLASSIC«

Fehling »Moto Cross« features a
massive middle strut

A true classic from Fehling, not just a face-wipe for any GS but
also first choice for any scrambler. Features a fat middle strut
which gives those handlebars quite some extra stiffness and in
turns more steering precision for the rider – available in black
paintwork or fully chromed.
The facts:

* Registration handlebars on pre-1996
vehicles in Germany is generally carried
out by individual examination according to
§ 21 StVZO (German road traffic licensing
authority).

• Steel handlebars, 22,2 mm outer diameter
• idth 750 mm, height 180 mm, clamping width 200 mm
• includes parts certificate

chrome		

Item-No.: 25815-100*

HANDLEBAR END WEIGHTS
Those universal handlebar-end weights made from fine aluminium are a good match for the handlebar-end rearview mirrors
»Montana«, as they not boast themselves into the foreground
due to their conical shape and don’t like to take it up like other
similar round-shapes vibration-killers.
Aluminium handlebar weights for different diameters.
Unbeatable when combined with handlebar-end mirrors

black / Set		

Item-No.: 44454-002
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GS-HANDLEBAR RAISER
If handlebar positioning on the GS will not fit, you by any
means are bar raiser seems a method worth trying for your
overall wellness. Easy fit within minutes, no further things need
any altering. With improved adjusting opportunities of the handlebars seat position can again be improved.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Optional raising 25 or 35 mm
Relaxed, upright riding position, aufrechte Sitzposition
Makes standing during offroad use possible
Made from machined high-tensile Dural aluminium
Made in Germany
Black anodised
Includes bolt kit
FROME-approved (no registration needed)

For R 80/100 GS
25 mm
black		

Item-No.: 25810-012

silver		

Item-No.: 25810-011

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

35 mm
Item-No.: 25810-022

black		

MAGURA BRAKE-/CLUTCH LEVERS
Classics made by Magura for cable-operated brake and clutch.
Sporty-styled brake and clutch levers with black aluminium pivot piece, two-part clamp for handlebar mounting and forged,
polished levers made from alloy, all in eurostyle, length 160
mm – including bores for fastening mirrors, Ø 8,2 mm.
Note: We recommend to order immediately the adjusting screw
(Item-No.: 44543-000) which fits to the original BMW clutch
cables.
Clutch lever
		

Item-No.: 44430-000*

Brake lever
		

Item-No.: 44430-100*

Set protection caps
		

Plain but elegant clutch- and brake lever – a classic made by Magura

Item-No.: 44430-200

Brake light switch
		

Item-No.: 44430-300

* Supplied including nipple mount, soldered nipple and adjuster.
(Caution! Only for mounting 8 mm nipple at clutch lever).

Brake light switch for
brake lever will be
supplied with connection wiring
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BRAKE MASTER CYLINDER MAGURA 16 MM
This plain hydraulics unit may act as a replacement for a number of
BMW-master cylinders which feature a 16 mm piston. This is the advantage: The original BMW switch unit is no longer needed so the righthand
switchgear is made completely redundant and a more compact unit like
our Mini CNC Alu (Item-No. 44440-000) placed to the left should suffice.
Unfortunately, this master cylinder has no ABE-certificate. Suitable brake
light switch (Item-No. 44430-300) is also available.

For modified BMWs using 16 mm brake master cyclinder
		

Item-No.: 44430-400

HANDLEBAR SWITCHGEAR »MINI CNC«
The effort pays off: Anyone who needs to take off the quite
plain-looking original switchgear, should think a bit more
radical and prefer a minimalistic solution. For instance, we put
this unit on the lefthand side of an R 100 Sport and combined
it with a »kill«-switch on the right! The unit features switches
for indicator, horn and high beam– in fact, there is nothing
more left to be desired. Starter button was simply lowered and
placed next to the engine. Switchgear unit includes a rearview
mirror mount.
On the right, however, a kill-switch needs to be placed at the
handlebars, requiring just a little space there (please order killswitch, Item-No.:44440-100, separately).
chrome		

Item-No.: 44440-000

anthracite		

Item-No.: 44440-002

HANDLEBAR SWITCHGEAR SET ALU
There are countless switchgear versions all cheaply made from
plastics. They don’t give a nasty appearance but spoil the overall
look on an individually-build Airhead-Boxer. What’s even worse
– in use, they give a rather indifferent feel in.
Enough reason to carefully select switchgear for our loomsitems which are produced from cast aluminium with attention to
detail are due care. Switch order is pretty logical, all designation
is properly and readable sized as well as color-coded. All in all
(real eye candy) neat looking, switches engage exactly and give
haptic feedback as required – no, just as expected.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

		

Item-No.: 44970-500

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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SINGLE CABLE THROTTLE SYSTEM
Single cable throttle system, specially matched to our handlebar switchgear set (44970-500). We developed a throttle system
which may easily be combined with our right handlebar switchgear. It contains a throttle sleeve,
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Throttle kit – cable length 845 mm
		

Item-No.: 44542-500

Throttle kit – cable length 895 mm
		

Item-No.: 44542-510

Throttle sleeve (only fits Item-No.:44970-500)
		

Item-No.: 44542-300

Without image.

KILL SWITCH »SPORT«
The chic round button here comes from the enduro sport, is
designed as a push button and does not need a lot of space of
your handlebar. It interrupt the circuit but only when pressed.
This switch can also be used as Button for the retrieval of cockpit information.
		

Item-No.: 44440-100

HANDLEBAR GRIPS »GRIP PUPPIES«
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Material neoprene
Material thickness 3,8 mm / Length 12,7 cm
Suitable for a handle circumference from 3,17 cm to 3,68 cm
The Length is shortable
Can also be used with heated grips
Reduced vibrations
No removal of the original handles necessary
Very good grip comfort

black / Set		

Item-No.: 42320-000

GRIPS
With this universal usable rubber grips you can replace worn
or unsightly grips of your BMW. The rubbers can be easily
installed, are delivered in BMW-OEM-quality and provide a
comfortable and strong grip. Also usable with heated grips.
black / Set / Fig. 1		

Item-No.: 42110-100

black / Set/ Fig. 2		

Item-No.: 42110-000

Fig. 2

Fig. 1 Substitutes the unreliable »plastic mixture«
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GRIP »TOMMASELLI DAYTONA«
Really nice-looking and by all means high quality and slighly
translucent (in brown only) rubber grip made by ARIETE from
best natural rubber. Has a grippy strut on throttle side, so the
ride can newer fail to twisty, feel and stay relaxed. Easily to be
combined with handlebar-end indicators or ox eyes. Length of
grip 125 mm.
Nature brown translucent		

Item-No.: 44455-004

black		

Item-No.: 44455-002

red		

Item-No.: 44455-005

Tommaselli Daytona grips are available in nature brown, red or black

GRIPS »MAGURA TRIAL«
Very slim grip gives best feel, not only for sporty riders: Many
Trial- and Offroad riders swear by this one, as handlebar can be
hold tightly although there is enough room left to leave fingers
loosely at the clutch. Grip length 120 mm.
Set		

Item-No.: 44460-000

FITTING RUBBER GRIPS
SOAK RUBBERS IN HOT WATER BEFORE FITTING TO MAKE THEM SOFTER AND WIDER FOR FITTING.

GRIPS »2V«
Looks exactly like the originals fitted to BMWs Airheads but has
been refined and improved. Utterly reliable grip rubber with
long life and great feel. Now even more robust and grippy!!
For all Airhead-Boxers from/7 up to 1996

Now refined original for many BMW models

left		

Item-No.: 44461-000

right		

Item-No.: 44461-100

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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GRIP SET »BARREL-STYLE«
Grip rubbers in true classic, slightly convex style which stems
back to the Seventies. Has grippy, corrugated surface and
barrel-shape for best haptic pleasure. Icing of every handlebar
cake – not only for Custom-Bikes. Fits all handlebars with 22
mm diameter – length 130 mm – Outer diameter 38 mm. Also
fine for fitting ox eyes or handlebar-end mirrors. Available in
transparent brown or black.
brown		

Item-No.: 44462-103

black		

Item-No.: 44462-102
Classic grip in barrel-Style,
here black version
A culty grip set in translucent brown

OXFORD »HOTGRIPS«
Fits all 22 mm tubular handlebars, significantly less expensive
compared to original BMW heated grips.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Best temperature, even at extreme cold
Four heating steps
Protected switch
Comes with additional fues
Even grip warmnig at relatively low energy input
Grip rubbers are soft, reliable, have great ergonomics and are
resistant to abrasion
• Comes with fitting kit, manual and switch unit
• Easy fit

Usable for all models
		

Item-No.: 25210-000

Oxford HotGrips, low-cost
alternative to original BMW
parts.
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THROTTLE VENHILL 600 A
This Throttle grip, which is very similar to the legendary Magura
Throttle grip 312 immediately got us hooked up so we had to
add it to our product range! Depending on personal »twisting«
taste it is easily adjustable from long- to short stroke.
		

Item-No.: 44542-210

WUNDERLICH INDICATOR RESET
Resetting the indicator switch is certainly not one of the easiest
exercises on an Airhead. This switch makes life easier, we developed it as an easy-to-reach retaining help.
The facts:
•
•
•
•

1,5 mm thick, high-quality spring steel
Black coated
Easy fit
Made in Germany

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For R 80/100 GS & Basic, R 80/100 R & Mystic
With this »switch-aid« indicator is alway set back easily and securely

		

Item-No.: 40620-000

THROTTLE ROCKER
Patented throttle grip-addition, taking the sting out of long journeys. It prevents cramps on throttle hand and ensures more
riding fun – a clever and easy alternative to cruise control.
The facts:

Throtte Rocker fitted to R 60/6 with ox eyes made by Hella

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ergonomical, perfect additon for throttle grip
Even power distribution on palm and ball of the thumb
No more joint pains or cramps
No sliding off with thick gloves
Better throttle dosing
Perfect speed holding
Easy to fix to desires speed
Simply switching off if not in use
Flexible, injection-mouldes special plastic
Has rubber adhesive ring (necessary for slippery grips)

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For all models
		

Item-No.: 25020-000

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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HAND PROTECTOR ACERBIS TO
»RALLY BRUSH«
Still, this is one of the best-looking, lightest and especially the
most stable hand protector on the market with an utterly good
price-performance ratio. The flat plasitc spoiler is fixed to the
handlebar end, inner stiffening struts guarantee for best dimension stabilty. »Rally Brush« made by Acerbis is supplied with
universal fitting kit for 22mm and 28mm handlebar diameters
– so it also fits to wide, conical-type handlebars without any
problems.
Spoiler is simply
fixed to protector and
ensures for additional
cover against rain
and wind

Protector
white		

Item-No.: 44433-000

black		

Item-No.: 44433-100

Spoiler
black		

Item-No.: 44433-200

WUNDERLICH HANDLEBAR MUFFS
Heated grip only dispense heat to palm. Best protection from
getting cold, numb fingers is warming the outside, with classic
handlebar muffs. Our muffs made from absolute waterproof,
high-quality textile is simple whacked over the grips and fixed
with a Q/D-strap. A transparent window in the switchgear-area
made from UV-resistand, flexible
»PVC-Glas« (does not fade), prevents operation faults. These
are no universal muffs but special developed units for all BMW
models with or without hand protectors. They guarantee riding
fun at any temperature. Small packing, 5 years warranty – for
all models

black		

Item-No.: 25200-000

SAFE		

Item-No.: 25200-004

Wunderlich handlebar muffs – forcold days, they are the
best-tempered recommendation

SAFE-Variant with
3M-SCOTCHLITE™
reflecting material

REARVIEW MIRROR »GS AND CO.«
Rearview mirror in OEM quality: Round plasic housing, ballshaped head, simple mirror glass. These mirrors fit to various
BMW mirrors. Available as Standard type or extended in black.
Prices are per item.
For R 65/80 G/S & R 80/100 GS & R, Basic & Mystic
Original length right
		

Item-No.: 37850-000

Original length left
		

Original BMW rearview mirrors are available in different length

Item-No.: 37880-000

R 80/100 GS (from1991), R 80/100 R (all)
Right and left same (turnable head) extended right
		

Item-No.: 37860-000
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REARVIEW MIRROR »MONTANA«
Elegant aluminium-type mirror, which may leave the BMW
Original utterly antiquated. Montana is available in black or silver anodized, its aluminium head is easily and exactly adjusted
thanks to a fine, proper-fitting ball-head and its mirror arm so it
lives up well to the rider’s preferences. Mirrors can be used on
both left and right side, they are supplied with special M10x1.25
mm lefthand thread-adapters. However, on most BMW models
the Montana only needs to be fastened from below with a relevant bolt (M8 x 40 mm) on its original position.
The facts:
• Universal rearview mirror, usable forleft and right
• Head diameter 102 mm, mirror arm: 150 mm
• E-approved
Rearview mirror Montana mounted on R 100 R

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 44450-002*

silver		

Item-No.: 44450-000*

* Price per item

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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NEW!

MINI MIRROR
• Only 8 cm (~3-1/8”) diameter
• Convex (curved) mirror for optimal view field
• Reduces/eliminates blind spot
(when used as an additional mirror)
• For all BMWs with original or Wunderlich handlebar end weights
• CNC machined aluminium adapter
• Easy to fit
• Anodised aluminium surface
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 23680-002

silver		

Item-No.: 23680-001

HANDLEBAR END MIRROR »MONTANA«
Same high quality as »Montana« this mirror can be used on
all handlebars with 22,2 mm (7/8) or 25,4 mm (1 inch) outer
diameter. Looks most elegant if combined with handle bar end
indicators or handlebar end weights (see right).
The facts:
• Aluminium heda with 100 mm in diameter, optional black oder
silver anodised
• Individuell adjustable with ball head
• Machined aluminium mounting
• Includes plastic adapter for 22mm tubular handlebar
• Height 180 mm
• Has e-approval mark
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

All mirrors are usable left and right!
black		

Item-No.: 44451-002*

chrome		

Item-No.: 44451-000*

* Price per item.

REARVIEW MIRROR »CHROME«
Elegant, chromed and short mirrors used originally on R 45 and
R 65 as well as on /6 and/7-models, still being made in Germany.
left		

Item-No.: 44452-000

right		

Item-No.: 44452-100

Short, chromed version cutting a good figure on many Airhead-Boxers
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ACEWELL »ACE-4453«
True jewel made by Digital-Instrument, includes classic-type
pointer for rev counter (up to 9000 rpm) and digital display for
speed, time, gearshift, temperature etc. This lot is fitted inside
a fine matt-black or chromed aluminium housing making a nice
but still low-price replacement for original instrument. Apart
from that Acewell is up to date the only instrument with a
special BMW speedo sensor (please order separately), by which
speed can directly be transfered from gearbox and displayed.
Up to date the most elegant solution for Boxer Airhead as with
this magneto pick-ups at rear wheel are made redundant.
Display for:

The Acewell »ACE-4453« speedometer fits into a sleek, closed aluminum housing and keeps all important information at a glance

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

peed up to 399.9 km/h
Revs up to 9000 rpm
Engine and outer temperature
Overall & days kilometre display
Time
Voltage
Fuel capacity (not for 2V – may be masked!)
Gear shift
Remote control
Includes ABE certificate
Diameter 80 mm, depth 70 mm
Supplied with instrument mount (not spezifically for BMW-models!), rpm-sensor, hall-sensor for speed including magneto,
temperature sensor, all necessary wiring and assembly material,
remote control, mounting kit for handlebar, manual and circuit
diagram

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Fully enclosed and absolutely waterproof aluminium housing

Matt black 		

Item-No.: 44480-000

chromeed		

Item-No.: 44480-004

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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ACEWELL »SPEEDO SENSOR«
What a plus for the Acewell speedo: This speedo sensor is
simply bolted to the gearbox instead of the speedo cable and
immediately speedo gets its calculation impulses for speed
display. Nothing simpler as that, take off those often-odd-looking magnetos at the front or rear wheel. Unfortunately, Acewell
TA7 does not correspond with other speedo/tacho instrument
presented here.
ACE TA 7		

Item-No.: 44480-100

ACEWELL »CA085-213«
Latest and presumably most elegant item of Acewells Classic-Generation instruments this includes many of those fine
solutions featured in the »4453«.
85 mm in diameter, the »CA085«is a bit bigger than the 4453,
but still it may be integrated in a housing e.g. headlight
(mounting kit included). If required, it may be used as singular
speedo unit in its own speed ring within rider’s sight. This classic pointer instrument displays more than 200 km/h, digital display shows revs, maximum and average speed, daily miles/km
clocked up, total mileage, time, voltage on requirement. There
are six integrated controls for indicators, high beam, generator, oil pressure, fuel and neutral gear. Additional shift light
acts as rpm warning lamp. Background illumination colours
are adjustable. Besides, this Acewell may also be fitted with a
special BMW speedo sensor (see left, please order separately!)
transferring speedo data directly from gearbox.

With additional, bolted-up rear part (see photo) the CA085 can be made a separate speedo »clock« – this is a chromed variante featuring a black dial

Up to date surely the most elegant solution for Airheads, as this
makes magneto pick-up at front- or rear wheel redundant. »CA085« can be combined with black housing and white dial or put
in a chrome housing featuring a black dial. Mount for integrated
fastening as e.g. in a headlight housing as supplied within the
series kit, as well as speed sensor, rpm sensor, wiring material and manual. If instrument shall be used as singular sitting
»clock«, the relevant rear part, also available in black or chrome,
has to be ordered as addition.
R 100, R 100 CS, R 100 GS, R 100 GS P.D., R 100 R, R 100 R
Mystic, R 100 RS, R 100 RT, R 100 S, R 100 T, R 100/7, R 45/1,
R 45/2, R 50/5, R 60/5, R 60/6, R 60/7, R 65, R 65 GS, R 65 LS,
R 65/1, R 65/2, R 75/5, R 75/6, R 75/7, R 80, R 80 G/S,
R 80 G/S P.D., R 80 GS, R 80 GS Basic, R 80 R, R 80 R Mystic,
R 80 RT, R 80 ST, R 80/7, R 90 S, R 90/6
Housing chrome, black dial		

Item-No.: 44740-004

Housing black, white dial		

Item-No.: 44740-002

Housing black, black dial		

Item-No.: 44740-003

Rear part chrome		

Item-No.: 44740-104

Rear part black		

Item-No.: 44740-102

Supplied with holder, sensors, complete electrics and a screw-up ring for integrated mounting
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CHARGE CONTROL ADAPTER ACE-INR03
Functions as LED-INVERTER ACE-IVR 3 with resistor for charge
control light:
LED-INVERTER is necessary to drive preset input comand
signals for control lights. Adding to that the inverter ACE-IVR 03
incorporated necessary resistors for charge control lights to activate field current for generator in order to charge the battery!
		

Item-No.: 44483-000

ACEWELL SPEEDO HOLDER
FOR»PERFORMANCE«YOKE
From stainless steel, lasered speedo mount, fits our performance yoke. Mount is simply bolted from underneath to the
provided threads. Also fits many accessory-type speedos, e.g.
the Acewell.
R 65 GS, R 80 G/S & P.D., R 80 ST
		

Item-No.: 44740-022

WUNDERLICH SPEEDO SENSOR FOR MOTOSCOPE
»CHRONOCLASSIC SPEEDO«
This speedo sensor was developed as customer requirement
for the Motoscope Instrument »Chronoclassic Speedo«. It is
bolted to the gearbox instead of the speedo cable and transfers data to the speedo for modifying calculation impulse for
display. Can’t be made any simpler, makes magnet pick-ups at
front or rear wheel redundant.
Can be covered up with rubber grommet, Item-No.:38136-000.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

R 65 GS, R 80 G/S & P.D., R 80 ST
		

More Infos on classicbywunderlich.de
in 5 languages

Item-No.: 44479-002
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MOTOSCOPE »CHRONOCLASSIC SPEEDO«
Extremey elegant analogue speedo, styled like an italian or
britisch classic item. Chronoclassic speedo made by motogadget is an analogue instrument with additional digital features
all put in a classic round housing. Its black dial looks exceptional, as it is combined with a white pointer resembling legendary Smith instruments. Visual diameter is 80 mm, complete
diameter including screw-up ring 85 mm. Speedo has a very
low depth of 34 mm, fastening is done by three M4 threads into
a supplied holder.
Scope of supply: Instrument and 55 cm connecting wire loom,
complete plug connection, fue, speedo sensor M5 x 0,5 (fine
thread) incl. 150 cm wiring, 2x Magneto, Mini switch, 3x stainless steel M4 bolts and an extensive manual for assembly and
operation.
Display for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Speeds 200 km/h analogue with pointer
Over mileage & daily mileage
Riding time
Revs on LCD-Display
Adjustable shift light
Voltage
Oil temperature
Outer temperature
Gearshift
Average speed

WUNDERLICH MOUNT FOR MOTOSCOPE TACHO
SPEEDO BASIC YOKE

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

		

Motoscope »Chronoclassic Speedo« is supplied with black ring and
LCD display.

Item-No.: 44480-200

A special mount to fasten instruments of motoscope Classic
and Chronoclassic series to the yoke. Uses original threads and
bolts. Precisely CNC-machined and anodized from aluminium.
		

Item-No.: 44480-201
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MMB TACHO
A simple and low-cost opportunity to fit the old Airhead with a
classic, stylish and ageless round instrument. Simply connect to
original BMW speedo cable, join Plus/Minus for speedo illumination, and Bob’s your uncle.
Mechanical MMB Messtechnik speedo works according to eddy
current principle, it needs no frills. Displayed are only speed and
total mileage.
There is, in fact, nothing else needed for motorcycling. Speedo can be elegantly mounted into a headlight housing (please
order mounting kit) or it can be mounted as separate instrument
(needs holder). There are four control lights already integrated.
Classical round instrument with mechanical speedo drive, easily adapted for
any BMW Airhead-Boxer

Kit for fastening within headlight
etc.

The facts for installation or mounting
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For mounting inside or as a separate unit
Mounting diameter 60 mm, outer diameter 65 mm
Depth 75-85 mm
With control lights
K-value 0,7
Shows speeds up to 180 km/h
12 Volts
M18 speedo cable connection – fits all BMW s
Made in Germany

Housing & front ring black, black dial
		

Item-No.: 44741-302

Housing & front ring chrome, blackes dial

Holder for MMB instrument

		

Item-No.: 44741-304

Mounting kit MMB-Tacho 60 mm
		

Item-No.: 44741-100

Holder for MMB-Tacho 60 mm
		
With special M18 connection for BMW
speedo cables.

Item-No.: 44741-202

Load resistance 10 W for BMW charge control
		

Item-No.: 44741-400

K-VALUE
TO MAKE SURE ANY ANALOGUE SPEEDO SHOWS CORRECT SPEED, ITS SPEED PROPORTIONAL VALUE–CALLED K-VALUE – HAS TO
CORRESPOND. THIS VALUE SHOWS RATIO OF SPEEDO CABLE REVS AND DISTANCE COVERED. ON OLDER MACHINES K-VALUE EQUALS
1,0 – E. G. AT ONE TURN OF THE CABLE THE MACHINE COVERS EXACTLY 1,O METRE. ON JAPANESE MACHINE K-VALUE NORMALLY
IS 1,4, ON BMW-MODELS IT IS 0,7 TO 0,75. IF IN DOUBT LOOSEN SPEEDO CABLE AND PUSH MACHINE FOR A DEFINITE DISTANCE
(E.G. 10 METRES), THEN NOTE NUMBER OF CABLE REVOLVES RECORDED. IT IS POSSIBLE TO ADJUST A SPEEDO WITH WRONG
K-VALUE – USING A SPECAL REDUCTION GEAR IN CASE OF EMERGENCY – SEE ON WWW.KA-JA-TACHO.DE.

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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MMB TACHO »BASIC 60«
A simple and low-cost opportunity to fit the old Airhead with a
classic, stylish and ageless round instrument. Simply connect
to original BMW speedo cable, join Plus/Minus for speedo
illumination, and Bob’s your uncle. Mechanical MMB Messtechnik speedo works according to eddy current principle, it needs
no frills. Displayed are only speed and total mileage. There
is, in fact, nothing else needed for motorcycling. Speedo can
be elegantly mounted into a headlight housing (please order
mounting kit) or it can be mounted as separate instrument
(needs holder). There are four control lights already integrated.
The facts for installation or mounting
•
•
•
•
•

Mounting diameter 60 mm, outer diameter 65 mm
Installation depth 75-85 mm
k value 0.7
Speed up to 180 km / h
12 volt connection• M18 speedometer connection suitable for BMW
• Made in Germany

A classic round instrument with mechanical speedometer drive, which is very
easy to adapt to any Airhead Boxer

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Housing & front ring chrome, blackes dial
		

Item-No.: 44741-004

Mounting kit MMB-Tacho 60 mm
		

Item-No.: 44741-100

Holder for MMB
speedometer

Installation kit for mounting in the headlight

Holder for MMB-Tacho 60 mm
		

Item-No.: 44741-202

Load Risitor 10 W as replacement für for BMW battery charge
indicator
		

Item-No.: 44741-400

Equipped with M18-BMW
speedometer cable connection

ACEWELL SPEDDOMETER HOLDER FOR TRIPLE
CLAMP PERFORMANCE
Stainless steel, laser-etched speedometer holder, suitable for
the Performance triple clamp. The holder is simply screwed
from below into the provided threads. Fits many accessory
tachos, such as the Acewell.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 44740-012
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CONTROL LIGHT UNIT MOTOSIGN MINI
Hardly ever a control unit can be a more discreet and compact
package. Five LED units, for indicator right (green), indicator
left (green), high beam (blue), charge control (red) and neutral
(green) are all nicely fitted in a slim, water-proof sealed aluminium housing, available in black anodized or silver polished form.
With two (M3) bores at the rear-side Motosign Mini can be
individually fitted to many positions on the vehicle.
Adding to that we also offer a special mount (Item-No.: 44482102) for the Motosign Mini, which can be placed discreetly
between handlebar clamping units thus positioning control
light unit perfect inside the rider’s sight.
The facts:
• Dimensions: approx. 46 x 7 x 13 mm
• Mounting: laterally with M3 threaded bores
• Supplied including wiring, integrated pre-resistors and a circuit
diagram
• In completely sealed housing protected from all weathers

Control light unit
black		

Item-No.: 44482-002

polished		

Item-No.: 44482-004

Holder
black		

Item-No.: 44482-102

CONTROL LIGHT UNIT »BASIC 48«
This plain MMB control unit is a perfect match for the mechanical speedo Tacho but may be also combined with other classical
speedo units. There are no LEDs used but bright 2 W-bulbs,
which can be used on BMW-models – e.g. as charge control
lights. Mounting diameter 48 mm, depth 46,3 mm, weight 150
grams, symbols and colour areas accordig to TÜV/Dekra. Supplied with two self-locking M4-nuts, including manual.
Symbols for:

Most important four control, lights for your BMW in classic round housing

•
•
•
•

Indicator (green)
High beam (blue)
Neutral gear (green)
Charge control (red)

Housing and front ring black, white dial
		

Item-No.: 44742-002

Housing and front ring chrome, black dial
		

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

Item-No.: 44742-004
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FITTING SETS (OUTSIDE/INSIDE) FOR
CONTROL LIGHTS »BASIC 48«
To fit control light unit. Outside fitting set – available in black
or chrome – contains a made-to-measure plastic housing plus
aluminium holder, which may quite universally – e.g. to the
upper yokes – be fitted within rider’s sight. Inside fitting set is
for integrating the control unit inside a head light or a separate
aluminium housing.
Outside fitting set, black
		

Item-No.: 44742-102

Outside fitting set chrome
		

Fitting set for control light unit Basic 48 includes plastic housing and aluminium
bracket

Item-No.: 44742-104

Inside fitting set
		

Item-No.: 44742-105

Inside fitting set if control light unit needs to be integrated in a housing.

DAYTONA LED CONTROL LIGHTS »ALPHA«
Discreet and compact way to place control lights in rider’s
sight. Those five LED signals for indicator left & right, oil
pressure, high beam and neutral are all housed in a robust
ABS plastic unit, which can be fitted with supplied handlebar
clamps made from CNC-machined aluminium to 7/8 (22 mm)
and 1-Inch handlebars – as required, vertically or horizontally.
Supplied with long wiring kit, handlebar mounts and bolt kit.
Dimensions: Length x Height: 47 x 14 mm.
		

Item-No.: 44742-202
Armature pad protects sensible lock area from scratching

Direction
Indicator Warning

Direction
Hi-beam Indicator
Neutral
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SPEEDO CABLE
For all Airhead-Boxer (without GS) from /6-models on to 1996
and R 45/65
		

Item-No.: 44585-000

For GS-modelle from 1991 & R 100 GS P.D.
		

Item-No.: 44585-100

For /5-models
		

Item-No.: 44585-200

Replacement Rubber gommet
		

Item-No.: 38136-000

TACHO CABLE
For all /5-models
		

Item-No.: 44585-300

For all /6 &b /7 models from 9/1977 & R 90 S
		
More Infos on classicbywunderlich.de
in 5 languages

Item-No.: 44585-400
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STEERING LOCK BROKEN?
NOT A BIG PROBLEM – SIMPLY LEVER OFF THE FRONT COVER HELD BY THE DOWEL PIN, WITH A SCREWDRIVER (OR HAMMER AND
SMALL CHISEL). IF LOCK IS ENGAGED, LOCK CYLINDER MUST BE DRILLED OUT. FOR THIS A SMALL DRILL SHOULD BE USED FIRST (3
TO 4MM) STARTING IN THE MIDDLE OF THE KEY „SCELETON“, USING LOW REVS FOR DRILLING. AS LOCK IS MADE FROM BRASS AND
ONLY CLOSING PIN IS MADE FROM STEEL, BORING OUT IS NOT TOO MUCH OF AN EFFORT. AFTER THIS, USE 8 OR 9 MM DRILL FOR
FURTHER DRILLING. TAKE LOCK OFF COMPLETELY WITH PIN FROM STEERING HEAD. IN ANY CASE BORED-OUT LOCK SHOULD BE
KEPT AS PATTERN FOR REPLACEMENT.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES PUT IN A LOCK WHICH IS TOO LONG AS IT MAY OBSTRUCT THE STEERING AND BLOCK IT WHILST RIDING. USE GRAPHITE OR FINE OIL FOR PUTTING NEW LOCK IN PLACE – KEY IS TWISTED IN LOCKING DIRECTION. THIS SHOULD BE
FINISHED WITHIN MINUTES. NEW RIVET NEEDS FINALLY TO BE DRIVEN TO KEEP LOCK COVER BACK IN PLACE.

STEERING LOCK BMW
Original Neimann steering lock for Airhead-Boxers. Includes
two keys, dowel pin, spring washer, new cover and spring.
Dismantling the old one is pretty straightforward – as stated on
the right. Outer diameter 12 mm, pin length 18 mm, pin wisth 7
mm, overall length 44 mm.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For all models
steering lock complete
		

Item-No.: 44751-000

Cover ignition lock round plus dowel pin and spring washer
		
Neimann steering lock complete

Replaces bland plastik cover, even on a R 100 R or R 100 GS

Item-No.: 44751-100
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TRANSPORT / TOURING
S. 465 – S. 481

TANK BAGS

REAR BAG

»MAMMUT« / »RETRO« / »ELEPHANT« / »BASIC EDITION«

»MAMMUT« / »RACK PACK«

-

-

ACCESSORIES FOR TANK BAGS

TOOL ROLL »MAMMUT«

-

-

PHOTO INSERT FOR TANK BAG »ELEPHANT«

PANNIERS / TOP CASES

-

-

COOL BAG FOR TANK BAG »ELEPHANT«

CARRIER SYSTEMS

-

-

TANK BAG »ELEPHANT TOUR EDITION«

BAG FOR PANNIER LID

-

-

TANK BAG-POWER ACCESS

DEFLECTOR »VARIO-ERGO+«

-

-

LEG BAG

SCREENS

-

-

HANDLEBAR BAG »BARBAG MEDIA« WASSER-PROOF

HEAD LIGHT MASK »VINTAGE«

-

-

WUNDERLICH HANDLEBAR BAG »BARBAG MEDIA«

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

WUNDERLICH HANDLEBAR BAG »BARBAG EVO«
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WUNDERLICH TANK BAG »MAMMUT«
A real classic is revived: the »Mammut« TANK BAG is back,
made with traditional production methods, and some gentle improvement. So, we replaced vulnerable materials with
water-proof and age-resistant cloth, its »Old Style«, however is
still kept. Even the big zippers can be operated with gloves, it
doesn’t give any problems.
It was our main aim, however, to manufacture such a cultural
jewel here in Europe, as only here there are specialist able
zu process this robust leather thus guaranteeing a very high
standard quality. So, in the end out Mammut is not purely a
motorcycle tradition, but also a recollection traditional production methods.

The facts:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Base compartment 6 litres, upper part 17 litres in volume
Tank bag extendable up to 23 litres
Fastening with two leather stripes – adjustable in length
Rear strap can be shifted so fastening to different petrol tank shapes is made possible
Big map compartment – also cover zip of variable box, compressed its contents and can be adjusted in height - at the rear with
strap, on the front by classical screw-type lock
Lateral insertion pocket for e.g. toll map
High quality zip with big handles, which allow use with gloves
Detachable top
Water- and age-resistant material
Base compartment made from dimensionally stable and strengthened cowhide
Two lateral looks for fastening e.g. rubber straps
Reliable, chuddly and skip-proof base plate saves paintwork.
Detachable for threading front strap
Made in Europe

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Fits all Airhead-Boxer and Youngtimer/Classic machines with
flat petrol tank offering opportunity to secure strap below
petrol tank.
		

Item-No.: 40340-000

Rain hood – recommende for transport or sensitve devices
and/or during heavy rain
		

Item-No.: 20690-000

Mammut with all folded-out top offer an overall storage space of noble 23 Litres.

Screw-type lock for adjusting package height.

Big map compartment included.

Base compartment from reat leather with
stiched-in strengthening.

Real leather fastening strip can be shifted.

With separate base plate for easy refueling.

Long front strip for secure mounting at steering
head.
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TANK BAG »MAMMUT«

WUNDERLICH TANK BAG »RETRO«
A modern Classic – a compact, noble and stylish companion
offering 7 litres of storage space. Universal, classic fitting with
stripes round the steering head and below seat. Base material
is soft top fabric, high quality production with leather parts and
partly fitted with leather straps. Waterproof zip with big handles, lockable map compartment with additional flap. Pleasant
cowhide handle.
Dimensions: 32 cm x 25 cm x 14 cm.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 40340-202

brown		

Item-No.: 40340-205

Black

Brown
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WUNDERLICH TANK BAG »ELEPHANT«

EmpfEhlung

This new tank bag features a solid base which is first
attached to the tank. The tank bag is then quickly and
easily attached to the base plate by means of a tab that
fits into the base plate. Removal is just as simple and
for those bikes where the »tank« is really a tank, we
have designed an easy access flap to the filler, so that
the base can remain in place.

Tank Bag »Elephant«

Quick release: open at the front

and take off in one go

Additional fastenings front for
Off-road / heavy load

Additional attachments behind for
Off-road / heavy load

• Extendable up to to 25 litres capacity.
• Can be compressed (using perimeter zipper) to 15 litres.
• Elastic compression band that can be adjusted and tightened (if the bag is not completely full when it is extended). Creates a firm, stable unit.
• Fast removal with one hand for fueling (obviously not on
bikes with the gas tank at the rear...).
• Maximal space efficiency, Strong grip and paint protection through usage of base plate.
• Base plate can be quickly removed or stay on the motorcycle.
• Quick mounting with Off Road securing.
• Very large (A4) rotatable and removable map holder
made of soft, strong PVC material. Handy rubber zip for
easy opening (180° opening) to insert and remove the
map easily.
• Zig zag rubber for fast removal, e.g. gloves.
• Protected interior compartment for a spare helmet visor.
• Functional side bags with useful inner compartments.
• E-connect: waterresistant outlet for electric cables such
as mobile phone chargers etc.
• Ergonomic zipper.
• Blue inner lining for a better overview, everything can be
found easily.
• Hard PVC plastic reinforced walls to keep the shape.
• Waterrepellent, dirtresistant and tefloncoated CORDURA:
very strong, abrasionresistant and will not fade.
• Additional carrying system. Can be used as a rucksack or
shoulder bag with the straps supplied.
• Ergonomic carrying handle.
• Light weight.
• Base plate and tank bag are offered separately, so you
only need a new base when you change the motorcycle.
• Soft, slip-proof base. Protects against scratches on the
tank (sticks like cling-film).
• Removable multifunctional bag (optional) with practical
compartments for commonly needed items. Fast attachment integrated in the tank bag.). Optional available.
• Made in Germany & Europe.

Customer review
I'm really excited, I like the design, the function of the structure and the overall concept is great. Just remove the seat and
loosen two screws on the tank cover and fasten the base plate.
Finished!! The whole does not take 3 minutes. Many small bags,
card transparent cover, all top, I'm thrilled. For refueling is only
a buckle to solve and the entire backpack can be folded up.
User Marcus M.

Incl. practical transport /
storage bag
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EmpfEhlung

Removable, reversible card compartment with 180 ° card slot opening

Protected replacement visor compartment

Zigzag rubber for e.g. gloves

Easy access to the tank

With up to 25 liters maximum content

Cable inlet

Water-repellent, dirtresistant
and tefloncoated CORDURA

Functional side bags with useful
inner compartements

Water-repellent zipper

The map pocket can also be
fixed on the basic holder (without Tank bag)

WUNDERLICH TANK BAG
»ELEPHANT BLACK EDITION«
The classic in rich black – insensitive even in the hardest use.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Tank bag incl. map pocket
black		

Item-No.: 20600-000

Basic holder
black		

Item-No.: 20640-000
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WUNDERLICH TANK BAG
ELEPHANT »BASIC EDITION«
The basic version of the tank bag series »Elephant«.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

waterresistant, dirtresistant and tefloncoated CORDURA
15 litres capacity
strong grip and paint protection through usage of base plate
fast removal with one hand for fueling
map pocket (optional)
strong grip and paint protection through usage of base plate
dust and waterresistant cable inlet, for e.g. mobile phone charger
functional side bags with useful inner compartements
can also be used as backpack
incl. storage bag
Made in Europe

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Tank Bag
black		

Item-No.: 40980-000

Basic holder
black		

Quick release: open at the front

Item-No.: 20640-000

and take off in one go

Reise-Motorrad-Magazin says:
»Thanks to well thought-out base plate optimal
and fast (dis) assembly, good workmanship, robust
Construction, ideal for daily use.«

Additional fastenings front for
Off-road / heavy load

Additional attachments behind for
Off-road / heavy load

WUNDERLICH ACCESSORIES FOR
TANK BAG »ELEPHANT«
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Organizer pocket
•
•
•
•

Map pocket

Order and quick access to important things
Spacious, removable, with practical compartments
Suitable for our tank bags Elephant
Attached to the tank bag via a quick release

		

Item-No.: 20680-000

Map pocket
		
Organizer pocket

Rain cover

Item-No.: 20700-000

Rain cover
Recommended when transporting sensitive equipment and / or
during continuous rain.
		

Item-No.: 20690-000
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WUNDERLICH PHOTO INSERT
FOR TANK BAG »ELEPHANT«
This practical and flexible photo insert turns out Elephant tank
back – and almost all other tank bags – into a complete photo
tank bag.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Photo insert with all-around protective cushioning
Cushioning also in the base and the cover
Totally adjustable, multi-part internal divider also with cushioning
Suitable for our Elephant and almost all third-party products in a
similar size
Large, all-around zipper for visibility and quick access
Sturdy design even without contents
Anti-spray protection and water-repellent
Incl. two lens supports for perfect positioning
Large loop for quick removal from the tank bag
Two sturdy eyelets for attaching a shoulder strap (strap is part of
the Elephant delivery scope)
Measurements: (L / W / H ) 30 cm / 25 cm / 17 cm

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 20601-002

Sturdy design, even without content

Tip: Both our Elephant as well as the photo insert are protected against spray and water-repellent. For transporting your
valuable photo equipment in the pouring rain, we recommend
you use our universal tank bag rain cover or our waterproof
luggage bag (Item no.: 44000-000).

Lens support for perfect positioning

NEW!

WUNDERLICH COOL BAG
FOR TANK BAG »ELEPHANT«
This practical and well-insulated cool bag fits perfectly in a
number of our helpful luggage solutions such as tank bags,
seat and rear frame bags or in our top case or case top bags.
Sturdy material and careful craftsmanship guarantee a long
lifespan and corresponding effectiveness.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Material: Strong 600d polyester
Interior material: Laminated aluminium
Completely PVC-free
Suitable for food items
Dimensions: 25.5 x 16 x 15 cm
Features: Main compartment with 2-way zip closure, flat front
pocket, handles

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 20861-002
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WUNDERLICH TANK BAG
»ELEPHANT TOUR EDITION«
The compact, robust, long-lasting companion for tours and
trips.
• Water-repellent, fluorocarbon-impregnated CORDURA fabric. Also
coated on the inside. Highly durable, non-abrasive, can't bleach out
• 7-litre capacity
• Size (approx. 20 x 28 cm), map slot with soft, robust sight
window (approx. 16 x 19 cm) made of PVC foil
• Particularly adhesive underside material, which perfectly suits the
tank and prevents the base plate from slipping
• Maximal use of space, shellproof support and protection of the
paint through use of a base plate
• One-time quick fastening to the vehicle with additional security
during heavy strain or loading. Can be removed from the tank
with a handle
• Water-repellent zippers and cable bushing or electrical leads,
such as the handy charging cable, etc.
• Can be used with the enclosed carrying straps as a backpack or a
shoulder bag
• Available with side plates of covering fabric (silver) or true carbon fabric with a transparent PVC coating.
• Made in Europe

silver/black

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!
Cable inlet

Water-repellent zipper

Tank Bag
silver/black		

Item-No.: 40980-100

Real carbon/black		

Item-No.: 40980-101

Basic holder
black		

Item-No.: 20640-000

TANK BAG POWER SUPPLY
An ingenious idea: just put the onboard socket for charging mobile phones or Smartphones into the waterproof tank bag. The
universal plug (DIN and cigarettes) is installed in place of the
original socket and the one meter long cable can be directed
via a water-tight shell in every tank bag, where a cigarette-outlet with cap is installed.
Angled plug
		

Item-No.: 42040-100

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.
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WUNDERLICH LEG BAG
All utensils which on every motorcycle always need to be close
to male or female rider, may now be stored inside our innovative leg bag. With its fully adjustable belt- and leg loop it always
sits safe and comfortable at the thigh, undisturbing, without
giving a crampy feeling. Water-repellent and dimensionally
stable, approx. 26 cm x 19 cm. Available for right and left leg.
Additional outer compartment for smartphone, paperwork etc.
Made from abrasion-proof and unfading CORDURA.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black / right		

Item-No.: 44880-000

black / left		

Item-No.: 44880-100

Belt
For proper fixing of leg bag a belt is necessary. In case you
need one, here is our alternative - fully adjustable in length.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 44880-200

NEW!

WUNDERLICH HANDELBAR BAG
»BARBAG MEDIA WATER-PROOF«
This bag is an advanced development our recent handlebar bag
which gave an enormous step towards utter waterproofness.
We changed the top and the complete flap for waterproof tarpaulin material and heat sealed the smartphone compartment.
So now the mobile is perfectly protected.
• Easy to put on/off
• Safe grip under all conditions
• Media slot for devices on version L up to (dimensions):
130 x 70 x 10 mm (HxWxD)
• Media slot for devices on version XL up to (dimensions):
150 x 90 x 10 mm (HxWxD)
• Device still usable in slot
• Water-repellent wiring access
• Additional holder and bay in inside flap
• Dimensionally stable when empty
• Quick-mount on handlebars via velcro
• Water-repellent and dustproof zips
• Upholstered with liner
• Shoulder strap
• Water-repellent, fluorcarbon impregnated CORDURA®-material
• Bag flap made from robust, waterproof tarpaulin material, heatsealed slot

Impregnated CORDURA® material

Media slot for different devices

Q/D mount on handlebar with tight
velcro lock

Upholstered with liner

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black / L		

Item-No.: 29870-302

black / XL		

Item-No.: 29870-402
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WUNDERLICH HANDLEBAR BAG
»BARBAG MEDIA«
• Easy to fit/detach
• Secure grip in all conditions
• Media slot for devices on version L up to (dimensions):
130 x 70 x 10 mm (HxWxD)
• Media slot for devices on version XL up to (dimensions):
155 x 90 x 10 mm (HxWxD)
• Device remains operable
• Water repellent cable access
• Additional holder and pocket in lid interior
• Stable form even when empty
• Quick handlebar attachment
• Waterrepellent and dust tight zip closures
• Padded and with interior lining
• Carry belt
• Waterrepellent, fluorocarbon-impregnated CORDURA fabric

Media version with viewing window

Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Quick lock via high stable velcro
fastener

E-Connect: water repellent cable
access

black / L		

Item-No.: 29870-100

black / XL		

Item-No.: 29870-200

WUNDERLICH HANDLEBAR BAG
»BARBAG EVO«
All the advantages of the BarBagMedia, but without the device slot.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 29870-000

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

»BarBagEvo«

»BarBagMedia L«

»BarBagMedia XL«
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WUNDERLICH REAR LUGGAGE ROLL »MAMMUT«
Perfectly suited for our side bags.
• Waxed cotton contains reinforcements and straps made from
leather
• Durable lining
• Volume 17 litres
• Secure fixing with incorporated strap guides and matching, fully
adjustable expander straps
• High wear comfort
• Large aperture with zip and Velcro dust-proof leather cover strip
• Roll can be fitted on seat or rack
• Hand crafted
• Available in black, brown or khaki
• Carrying strap inclusive
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 44115-612

brown		

Item-No.: 44115-602

khaki		

Item-No.: 44115-622

WUNDERLICH STRAP
Stabile P.E.S. strap with metal clamp for safe grip and easy
handling. In contrast to expansion strap these do not stretch
but are fully adjustable. So, all stays at its place, securily! Easily
shortened if required.
Length 200 cm / Width 2 cm
blue		

Item-No.: 25120-010

black		

Item-No.: 25120-012

WUNDERLICH »RACK PACK«
The ultimate pack bag from Wunderlich. Easy to access through
the opening on the top and more convenient to carry than other
pack bags.
• Easy to access content thanks to the opening that covers the
whole length.
• Extremely resilient 3D-welded PD 620 material.
• Carrying handle
• Padded shoulder strap.
• 49 litres volume (~13 US gallons)
• 100% dust and water-tight
• Dimensions: (HxLxW) 34x61x32 cm)
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 25180-102

WUNDERLICH STRAP
Strong webbing strap with metal clamping buckle for secure
hold and easy operation. Does not stretch, fully adjustable. So,
everything stays tightly secured. Easily shortened if necessary.
Length 200 cm / width 2 cm
black		

Item-No.: 25120-012

blue		

Item-No.: 25120-010
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WUNDERLICH TOOL ROLL »MAMMUT«
Robust tool roll according to original pattern from the 1920s,
crafted with modern know-how.
• Waxed cotton, straps made from leather
• can be fastened to all round-shaped tubes(leather belt-Set
supplied)
• Handcrafted
• Available in black, brown or khaki
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

black		

Item-No.: 44115-700

brown		

Item-No.: 44115-710

khaki		

Item-No.: 44115-720

CASE SET CLASSIC
Thes cases are reworked and improved reproductions of the
legendary »Krauser« motorcycle cases. Theses well-sealed
items feature an alloy frame which guarantees absolute dimensional stability. As originals they fit all common Hepco & Becker
case mounts and have a recess for the seat rail at the rear. For
mounting the wear those reliable Hepco & Becker metal mount
with claw-type locks. Inside the Classic are fitted with practical
handles, volumes are respectable 35 litres per case. These are
an absolute must for all touring Airhead-Boxers, retro-modded
bikes and of course for all those who simply enjoy motorcycle
history.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Absolutely dimensionally stable
Case lockable fourfold
Reliable and lockabel mounting
Fits Hepco & Becker base mount
Approx. 35 litres per case
TÜV and GS-approved
Dimensions: 47cm, 27cm, 33cm
Metal mounting and H&B claw-type lock
Impact-resistant ABS plastic
Recessed seat rail
Practical handle

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For all Airhead-Boxers featuring tubular BMW-case mount
		

Item-No.: 43817-002

Ageless Krauser case cuts a great figure on every Airhead-Boxer

More Infos on classicbywunderlich.de
in 5 languages
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TOPCASES »JOURNEY«
The proven generation of Hepco & Becker in the revolutionary
Target Design with one-lock system for opening, closing and
dismatling from the carrier by one lock. Paintable plastic, completely waterproof and reinforced edges. Fits all H & B topcase
carriers. Safe position of the parked topcases. Opens exactly
at 90 °. Optionally available are inside pocket, back cushion,
railing and paint protection film. TÜV approved.
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

TC 40
The new compact TC 40 holds a whopping 38 liters of luggage
and fits harmoniously into almost every BMW rear end.
black		

Item-No.: 35240-002

black/silver		

Item-No.: 35240-003

TC 50 black

TC 50
The mega top case with space for two System4 helmets plus
luggage. The formal reduction fits very well with original suitcases. 48 liters volume.
Item-No.: 35250-002

black		
black/silver		

Item-No.: 35250-003

black		

Item-No.: 37710-002*

* Optionally for secure mounting on Krauser and Hepco & Becker topcase carriers or
also by means of adapter plate on external carriers available. But then only usable, if
a flat bearing surface is available for the adapter plate!

Topcase carrier
black		

Item-No.: 25802-002

TOPCASE CARRIER EQUIPMENT »JOURNEY«
Shown products might not be included in purchase objects!

Back pad
black / TC 50		

Item-No.: 35320-000

Reling
black / TC 50		

Item-No.: 35340-000

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.

TC 50 black/silver
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HEPCO & BECKER CARRIER SYSTEM
Carrier: The basis of all needs: Can carry large quantities of
luggage, is absolutely suitable for pistes and impresses with
impeccable appearance. Luggage rack: As a basis not only for
the spacious Hepco & Becker topcases, there is this solid and
on the bare minimum reduced luggage rack. Up to 50 liters
(for 2 helmets!) find space in the top case. The carrier is simply
mounted instead of or on the original carrier plate.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multiple attachment and additional cross bracing
Additional reinforcement for better load distribution
Weight-optimized round and oval tube construction.
Solid double-walled (tube in tube) steel construction
High-strength surface refinement: black plastic-coated
Practical connection parts (NC-turned) aluminum and rust-proof
screws
• Easy construction
• Made in Germany

Case carrier
R 80/100 GS & P.D.
black / Set		

Item-No.: 37630-002

R 80 GS BASIC
black / Set		

Item-No.: 37660-002

R 100 R Mystic
chrom / Set		

Item-No.: 37690-001

Luggage rack
R 80/100 GS & P.D.
black / Piece		

Item-No.: 37640-002*

Topcase carrier
R 80/100 R
black / Piece		

Case carrier
R 80/100 GS & PD

Item-No.: 37650-002

R 80 GS BASIC
black / Piece		

Item-No.: 37670-002

R 100 R Mystic
chrom / Piece		

Item-No.: 37700-001

* for Motorbikes from 1988

Luggage rack for GS Paris-Dakar

Test your new Wunderlich
Product – no risk guaranteed!
If not fully satisfied you may return the article within
60 days from your original date of purchase.
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WUNDERLICH CASE LID POCKET
Now the side and top case lids can also be used for convenient
and practical storage. Dimensions: 29x18 cm Case lid pocket for
all side and top cases. One main pocket and two outer compartments. Lightweight, strong attachment through two interlocking fastener pads. The pocket can be quickly removed and
reinstalled. CORDURA (top side). Water and abrasion resistant.
Teflon coated underside. For all top cases and side luggage.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

black / Piece		

Item-No.: 44180-000

WUNDERLICH SPOILER TOP »VARIO-ERGO+«
Biggest probblem on the original fairing screen is its non-individual definable tear-off edge which arise turbulences. We improved
the functional principle of SAENG-fairing additions significantly
and may recommend: if you are satisfied with the proportions of
the original screen but upset with occuring turbulencen, please
try this spoiler.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy adjustment
Quick mounting/dismantling
Secure fixing
Weight-optimized, machined fastening mechanism
Anodized Dural-Aluminium
unbreakable Lexan screen
ABE-certified

Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

transparent / silver		

Item-No.: 20280-001

smoke / titan		

Item-No.: 20280-002

Vario-ERGO+ optimizes every screen.
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VARIO-SCREEN
Vario-Screen R 100 GS & Basic

Sports- and touring screen in one, for individually adjustable
joyful rides. Up to date we have not experienced a better
system for R 100 R and GS: Aerodynamic base is fine already
but is vastly improved with those many adjustment opportunities – especially those for height. Compact, relaxing unit, which
has our warm proposal, also as far as finish and production are
concerned. Mounting kits are both solid and ingenious.
Made in Germany. Has ABS-certificate and 5 years warranty.
Fits R-, G/S- and GS-models up to 1987.
The facts:
• Adjustable in height, by two-part screen system and special
guide-adjustment
• Simple and quick adjusted and released via knurled bolts
• Tilt angle variable
• Can be varied to any rider requirements or habits
• Includes rear streaming: Depending on adjusted heigth air
stream is altered and countercats turbulences with a relaxing
counter stream
• Due to this it is possible to have your nose in the wind at a very
hot day and adjust screen to maximum protection if required
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

Vario-Screen		

Item-No.: 37180-000*

* Please order mounting kit separately.

Mounting kit for R 80/100 R, Mystic and R 80/100 GS
(all models without frame-mounted fairing), R 80 G/S
(up to 1981) and R 80 GS Basic.
Mounting kit		

Item-No.: 36950-000

More Infos on classicbywunderlich.de
in 5 languages

FAIRING BOLTS
Exactly cut to size and rust-free galvanized knurled bolts made
to adjust the GS fairing within minutes.
Set		

Adusting bolts for GS fairing

Item-No.: 37520-000
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TOURING SCREEN »GS«
Aerodynamically sophisticated screen for GS which improves
the riding comfort significantly. Its design gives extra 10 cm
thus connecting homogenously to fairing which even gives
taller riders relaxed riding feel at almost any speed. Screen
adjustment remains to full extend. For riders up to 1, 70 m we
recommend the smoke grey screen.
Shadow version (nearly black) could be rather disturbing.
Screen has ABE-certificate, so no registration needed.
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!

For R 80/100 GS with frame-mounted fairing (not Paris-Dakar)
smoke grey		

Item-No.: 39120-002

shadow		

Item-No.: 39120-003

HEADLIGHT MASK »VINTAGE«
This minimalistic headlight mask in true Norton Manx style
gives an ideal compromise between fairing and true Roadster
feeling. Retro-Design complete front of any die Airhead-Boxer
ideally ensuring a significant wind pressure decrease. Very
light, made from ABS plastic. Easy to fit, includes ABE certificate.
The facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Puristic Retro design in Norton Manx style
Sustainable decrease of wind pressure
Relief of upper body and head
Higher average speeds possible
Mask made from light but robust 5 mm-ABS plastic
Stainless steel fitting kit, black coated, includes all necessary
material for fastening
• Easy fitting
• Dimensions: 210/255mm, depth approx. 120mm,
height approx. 265mm
• Fits 7-inch headlight (diameter approx. 180 mm)

Note:
• Unpainted headight mask variante is NOT UV-resistant.
We strongly recommend having it painted.
• Please order separately (see accessories): Fairing screen
»VINTAGE«, available in colors transparent, smoke or yellow.
• Headlight mask only fits our own 7 inch- clear glass
• »Reno« headlight (Item-No. 44470-002 bzw. 44470-003).
• This combination is a perfect fit for our headlight mount
Highsider (Item-No. 44476-000 bzw. 44476-002)
Shown product parts might not be included in purchase objects!
transparent

R 100 R
		

Item-No.: 44475-300

Matching screens
transparent		

Item-No.: 30471-301

smoke		

Item-No.: 30471-302

yellow		

Item-No.: 30471-303

smoke

yellow
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WHICH MODEL ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?
Does the Boxer need an original restauration or is it »simply« used as a basis for special? In general, it doesn’t make
sense to obtain a rare and expensive R 90 S or R 80 G/S
Paris Dakar just to redesign it according to one’s own ideas
– that’s just not on! However, anyone who wants to restore
and stay close to original looks may have a good think
which model the »guts« might have to become a classic, so
the money is well-invested.
Surely cheapest way in for customizing is either a R 45 or R
65, they can still be had for little money and most of them
are average not high mileage machines, so an expensive
engine revision is not to be taken into account. If asking for
better performance and more horsepower there are many
800cc road models to choose from - which, on the other
hand, are all apparently dearer.
Does the custombike need to look pretty cool and seem
miles away from the original, any old /5 and/6 model might
be a good basis. They are, of course, significantly older and
more expensive concerning repairs but have an apparent
advantage: Legal requirement e.g. from our German authorities like TÜV are much less, especially regarding emissions
(exhaust and intake noise levels) so there are less restrictions for building or modifying special bits to the machinen.

Here, models, first registered before January 1, 1989 need no
exhaust emission test and are somewhat easier to match with
maybe radical conversion ideas of their rebuilder. It is,
however, always advisable to hold on to any old parts to
make sure a re-build can be done just in case there are any
unforeseen difficulties.
As far as 1000cc models and engines are concerned RT-models and power units are still to be obtained for decent
money - they will, of course, be generally have higher
mileages.
If you want it a »gnat« sportier and perhaps more stable,
look for models of the last few Paralever-years which
guarantee an enormous riding fun if slightly fitted with fine
conversions.
An R 80 or R 100 R, maybe even a Mystic are still quite common and there are loads of examples to choose from. They
are both well-performing with 50 and 60 hp respectively and
can be reduced with a bit of craftsmanship to a weight below
200 kg. Very popular are still G/S and GS-models, and despite
the high demand they simply are not more expensive but also
come with high mileages and have not been treated gently a circumstance that might lead to a costly restauration.

Prices
All secondhand prices for old Airhead-Boxer are steadily
on the rise. R 80 G/S Paris Dakar or R 90 S examples are
virtually unaffordable, other models are going to follow suit
as these Boxer machines are not merely at the top of the
customizing folks’ list. If looking for a comparision, the most

recent one can be obtained during a steady look at the sales
portal at ebay - some prices, however, should be treated
with a pinch of salt as owner seem to dream and need to be
woken up. Please see our rough price estimated on the next
few pages.

Largest vehicle platforms (Germany)
www.mobile.de

www.motoscout.de

Inspection
Don’t be fooled by a cheap price or a high glossy finish
during the first contact. Get as much information on the
machine beforehand so you can check all the important

points in site and save money and hassle, giving the owner
an opportunity to correct his price idea with decent reasons
in a right direction.

most important points to check on vehicle and paperwork
• Frame number (VIN) compare readings on frame and in
registration document
• Engine number – should be identical to
frame number (VIN)
• Are accessories needing registraton all registered within
the relevant document (e.g. exhaust, brake lines etc.)

• Tool box - all there and complete?
• Control petrol tank and fairing parts for scratches
and dents
• Are side covers all there, their taps and brackets complete?
• Test all electric loads for proper working order

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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• Petrol tank inside (with torch) – corrosion?

• Any moisture in speedo unit?

• Engine bash plate - dents or similar show hard offroad use

• Rust on spokes, are they all there and have tension?

• Switchgear - faded parts show vehicle spend most of the
time outsides

• Control front and rear brake - can you feel a proper pressure point?

• Seat - well padded, all seams in good order?

• Tires - control condition and age

• Has seat taken paint from petrol tank?

Most important point to check on engine
• Does it start and idle well?

• Do all gears in box work securely, how is the gearchange?

• Are cylinder bases dry?

• Does the clutch disengage fully, also under load?

• Are rubbers of pushrod tubes slightly wear or does it
even drip from there?

• Exhaust system - check for rust and tightness –
ridden all year?

• Any signs of leakages at the gearbox?

• Does the rear wheel turn freely and smoothly in neutral no signs of gearbox of rear wheel damages?

Most important points to check on chassis
• Steering stop controll

• Are the rear shocks working properly and leak-free?

• Steering head bearing – move handlebar easily from left
to right?

• All hydraulic parts of brake system tight?

• Wheelbearings – no play, smooth-running?
• Gaiters and collars of front forks - look underneath and
check for leakages

• Brake discs - control for scars, grooves and cracks
• Rims - control true-running
• Elektrics under petrol tank – all original or a big mess?
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ALL Airhead-Boxer
FROM 1969-1996 AT A GLANCE
R 50/5 (1969-1973)
Price: 3696 DM, Bikes produced: 7865
Secondhand guide price: 2100 up to 5500 Euro
498 cc, Bore x stroke: 67 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 32 PS at 6400rpm
Max torque: 39 Nm at 5000/min
Weight 210/205 kg,
Petrol tank capacity 22/17,5 Litres, Seat height 810 mm
V-max 157 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 10,2

R 60/5 (1969-1973)
Price: 3996 DM, Bikes produced: 22.721
Secondhand guide price: 2200 up to 5800 Euro
599 cc, Bore. x stroke: 73,5 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 40 HP at 6400/min
m. Max torque: 49 Nm at 5000rpm
Weight 210/205 kg,
Petrol tank capacity 22/17,5 Litres, Seat height 810 mm
V-max 167 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 8,2 s

R 75/5 (1969-1973)
Price: 4996 DM, Bikes produced: 38.370
Secondhand guide price: 2400 up to 5900 Euro
745 cc, Bore x stroke: 82 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 50 HP at 6200rpm
Max torque: 60 Nm at 5000/min
Weight 210/205 kg,
Petrol tank capacity 22/17,5 Litres, Seat height 850 mm
V-max 175 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 6,4 s

R 60/6 (1973-1976)
Price: 5992 DM, Bikes produced: 13.511
Secondhand guide price: 1600 up to 5300 Euro
599 cc, Bore x stroke: 73,5x70,6 mm
Engine output: 40 HP at 6400rpm
Max torque: 49 Nm at 5000rpm
Weight 210 kg,
Petrol tank capacity 18 Litres, Seat height 810 mm
V-max 167 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 7,7 s

R 75/6 (1973-1976)
Price: 7110 DM, Bikes produced: 17.587
Secondhand guide price: 2200 up to 6000 Euro
745 cc, Bore x stroke: 82 x 70,6 mm
Engine output:50 HP at 6200rpm
Max torque: 60 Nm at 5000rpm
Weight 215 kg,
Petrol tank capacity 18 Litres, Seat height 810 mm
V-max 177 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 6,7 s

R 90/6 (1973-1976)
Price: 7620 DM, Bikes produced: 21.097
Secondhand guide price: 2500 up to 6500 Euro
898 cc, Bore x stroke: 90 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 60 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 73 Nm at 5500rpm
Weight 215 kg,
Petrol tank capacity 18 Litres, Seat height 810 mm
V-max 188 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 5,2

R 90 S (1973-1976)
Price: 9130 DM, Bikes produced: 17.465
Secondhand guide price: 3500 up to 10.800 Euro
898 cc, Bore x stroke: 90 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 67 HP at 7000rpm
Max torque: 76 Nm at 5500rpm
Weight 220 kg,
Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres, Seat height 810 mm
V-max 200 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 4,8 s

R 60/7 (1976-1980)
Price: 5992 DM, Bikes produced: 11.163
Secondhand guide price: from 1900 up to 5200 Euro
599 cc, Bore x stroke: 73,5x70,6 mm
Engine output: 40 HP at 6400rpm
Max torque: 49 Nm at 5000rpm
Weight 215 kg,
Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres, Seat height 810 mm
V-max 167 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 7,7 s
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R 75/7 (1976-1979)
Price: 7985 DM, Bikes produced: 6264
Secondhand guide price: from 2400 up to 5900 Euro
745 Cc, Bore x stroke: 82 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 50 HP at 6200 rpm
Max torque: 59 Nm at 5000rpm
Weight 215 kg, Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres,
Seat height 810 mm
V-max 177 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 6,7 s

R 100/7 (1976-1978)
Price: 8590 DM, Bikes produced: 12.056
Secondhand guide price: from 1800 up to 5000 Euro
980 cc, Bore x stroke: 94 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 60 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 73 Nm at 4500rpm
Weight 215 kg, Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres,
Seat height 810 mm
V-max 188 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 5,1 s

R 100 S (1976-1980)
Price: 10.190 DM, Bikes produced: 11.762
Secondhand guide price: from 1800 up to 5800 Euro
980 cc, Bore x stroke: 94 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 65 HP at 6600rpm
Max torque: 75 Nm at 5500rpm
Weight 220 kg, Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres,
Seat height 810 mm
V-max 188 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 5,1 s

R 100 RS 1 (1976-1980)
Price: 11.210 DM, Bikes produced: 22.083
Secondhand guide price: from 2100 up to 6100 Euro
980 Cc, Bore x stroke: 94 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 70 HP at 7250rpm
Max torque: 76 Nm at 5500rpm
Weight 230 kg, Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres,
Seat height 810 mm
V-max 190, 0-100 km/h in 4,6 s

R 80/7 (1977-1980)
Price: 7990 DM, Bikes produced: 18.552
Secondhand guide price: from 1900 up to 6500 Euro
785 Cc, Bore x stroke: 83 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 50 HP at 7250rpm
Max torque: 58 Nm at 5500rpm
Weight 215 kg, Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres,
Seat height 810 mm
V-max 177 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 6,4 s

R 100 T (1978-1980)
Price: 9290 DM, Bikes produced: 5643
Secondhand guide price: from 2100 up to 4700 Euro
980 cc, Bore x stroke: 94 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 65 HP at 6600rpm
Max torque: 76 Nm at 5500rpm
Weight 215 kg, Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres,
Seat height 810 mm
V-max 190 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 4,7 s
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R 100 RT 1 (1978-1980)
Price: 11.480 DM, Bikes produced: 6354
Secondhand guide price: from 1800 up to 4800 Euro
980 cc, Bore x stroke: 94 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 70 HP at 7250rpm
Max torque: 77 Nm at 5500rpm
Weight 240 kg, Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres,
Seat height 810 mm
V-max 185 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 5,0 s

R 45 /1 (1978-1980)
Price: 5880 DM, Bikes produced: 15.9054
Secondhand guide price: from 1200 up to 3500 Euro
473 cc, Bore x stroke: 70 x 61,5 mm
Engine output:27/35 HP at 6500/7250rpm
Max torque: 32/38 Nm at 5000/5500min
Weight 205 kg, Petrol tank capacity 22 Litres,
Seat height 770 mm,
V-max 145/160 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 8,5/7,4 s

R 65 /1 (1978-1980)
Price: 6980 DM, Bikes produced: 11.975
Secondhand guide price: from 1300 up to 3600 Euro
650 Cc, Bore x stroke: 82 x 61,5 mm
Engine output: 45 HP at 7250rpm
Max torque: 50 Nm at 5500rpm
Weight 205 kg, Petrol tank capacity 22 Litres,
Seat height 770 mm
V-max 175 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 5,9 s

R 100 (1980-1984)
Price: 10.160 DM, Bikes produced: 10.111
Secondhand guide price: from 2100 up to 6100 Euro
980 cc, Bore x stroke: 94 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 67 HP at 7000rpm
Max torque: 72 Nm at 5500rpm
Weight 225 kg, Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres,
Seat height 810 mm
V-max 190 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 5 s

R 80 RT 1 (1980-1984)
Price: 10.990 DM, Bikes produced: 7315
Secondhand guide price: from 1700 up to 4000 Euro
798 cc, Bore x stroke: 84 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 50 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 59 Nm at 3500rpm
Weight 235 kg, Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres,
Seat height 810 mm
V-max 161 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 7,1 s

R 100 CS (1980-1984)
Price: 11.260 DM, Bikes produced: 4038
Secondhand guide price: from 2500 up to 6200 Euro
980 cc, Bore x stroke: 94 x 70,6 mm
Engine output:70 HP at 7000rpm
Max torque: 76 Nm at 6000rpm
Weight 220 kg, Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres,
Seat height 810 mm
V-max 200 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 4,4 s
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R 100 RT 2+ (1980-1984)
Price: 13.450 DM, Bikes produced: 11.661
Secondhand guide price: from 1900 up to 5100 Euro
980 cc, Bore x stroke: 94 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 70 HP at 7250rpm
Max torque: 76 Nm at 5500rpm
Weight 245 kg, Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres,
Seat height 810 mm
V-max 185 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 5,0 s

R 100 RS 2 (1980-1984)
Price: 13.450 DM, Bikes produced: 11.565
Secondhand guide price: from 2100 up to 5800 Euro
980 cc, Bore x stroke: 94 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 70 HP at 7250rpm
Max torque: 76 Nm at 5500/min
Weight 230 kg, Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres,
Seat height 810 mm
V-max 190, 0-100 km/h in 4,6 s

R 45 /2 (1980-1985)
Price: 6940 DM, Bikes produced: 11.343
Secondhand guide price: from 1200 up to 3500 Euro
473 cc, Bore x stroke: 70 x 61,5 mm
Engine output:27/35 HP at 6500/7250rpm
Max torque: 32/38 Nm at 5000/5500min
Weight 205 kg, Petrol tank capacity 22 Litres,
Seat height 750 mm,
V-max 145/160 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 8,5/7,4 s

R 65 /2 (1980-1985)
Price: 7860 DM, Bikes produced: 16.859
Secondhand guide price: from 1300 up to 3600 Euro
650 cc, Bore x stroke: 82 x 61,5 mm
Engine output: 50 HP at 7250rpm
Max torque: 52 Nm at 6500rpm
Weight 205 kg, Petrol tank capacity 22 Litres,
Seat height 750 mm
V-max 175 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 5,8 s

R 80 G/S (1980-1987)
Price: 8290 DM, Bikes produced: 21.334
Secondhand guide price: from 2500 up to 6800 Euro
798 cc, Bore x stroke: 84 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 50 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 56,7 Nm at 5000rpmWeight 191 kg,
Petrol tank capacity 19,5 Litres,
Seat height 860 mm
V-max 168 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 5,6 s

R 65 LS (1981-1985)
Price: 8990 DM, Bikes produced: 6389
Secondhand guide price: from 1600 up to 3900 Euro
650 cc, Bore x stroke: 82 x 61,5 mm
Engine output: 50 HP at 7250rpm
Max torque: 52,3 Nm at 6500rpmWeight 208 kg,
Petrol tank capacity 22 Litres,
Seat height 750 mm
V-max 175 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 5,8 s
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R 80 ST (1982-1984)
Price: 9490 DM, Bikes produced: 5963
Secondhand guide price: from 2200 up to 4800 Euro
798 cc, Bore x stroke: 84 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 50 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 57 Nm at 5000rpm
Weight 198 kg, Petrol tank capacity 19,5 Litres,
Seat height 845 mm
V-max 174 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 6,0 s

R 80 (1984-1995)
Price: 10.440 DM, Bikes produced: 13.815
Secondhand guide price: from 1600 up to 3700 Euro
798 cc, Bore x stroke: 84 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 50 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 58 Nm at 4000rpm
Weight 210 kg, Petrol tank capacity 22 Litres,
Seat height 807 mm
V-max 178 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 6,0 s

R 80 G/S P.D. (1984-1987)
Price: 10.120 DM, Bikes produced: 2975
Secondhand guide price: from 3800 up to 8500 Euro
798 cc, Bore x stroke: 84 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 50 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 57Nm at 5000rpm
Weight 205 kg, Petrol tank capacity 32 Litres,
Seat height 860 mm
V-max 168 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 5,6 s

R 80 RT 2 (1984-1995)
Price: 12.110 DM, Bikes produced: 22.069
Secondhand guide price: from 1700 up to 4000 Euro
798 cc, Bore x stroke: 84 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 50 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 58 Nm at 4000rpm
Weight 227 kg, Petrol tank capacity 22 Litres,
Seat height 807 mm
V-max 170 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 6,4 s

R 65 (1985-1993)
Price: 8980 DM, Bikes produced: 8260
Secondhand guide price: from 1200 up to 3500 Euro
650 cc, Bore x stroke: 82 x 61,5 mm
Engine output:48 HP at 7250rpm
Max torque: 47,8 Nm at 3500rpm
Weight 205 kg, Petrol tank capacity 22 Litres,
Seat height 807 mm
V-max 173 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 9,9 s

R 100 RS/2 (1986-1992)
Price: 15.700 DM, Bikes produced: 6081
Secondhand guide price: from 2300 up to 5500 Euro
980 cc, Bore x stroke: 94 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 60 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 74 Nm at 3500rpm
Weight 229 kg, Petrol tank capacity 22 Litres,
Seat height 807 mm
V-max 185 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 5,0 s
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R 80 GS 1 (1987-1990)
Price: 10.950 DM, Bikes produced: 1488
Secondhand guide price: from 2300 up to 5600 Euro
798 cc, Bore x stroke: 84 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 50 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 61 Nm at 3750rpm
Weight 210 kg, Petrol tank capacity 26 Litres,
Seat height 850 mm
V-max 168 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 6,0 s

R 100 GS 1 (1987-1990)
Price: 12.990 DM, Bikes produced: 13.363
Secondhand guide price: from 2400 up to 5800 Euro
980 cc, Bore x stroke: 94 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 60 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 76 Nm at 3750rpm
Weight 215 kg, Petrol tank capacity 26 Litres,
Seat height 830 mm
V-max 180 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 4,8 s

R 100 RT 2 (1987-1995)
Price: 16.150 DM, Bikes produced: 9378
Secondhand guide price: from 1600 up to 4800 Euro
980 cc, Bore x stroke: 94 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 60 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 74 Nm at 3500rpm
Weight 229 kg, Petrol tank capacity 22 Litres,
Seat height 807 mm
V-max 182 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 5,0 s

R 65 GS (1987-1992)
Price: 9540 DM, Bikes produced: 1727
Secondhand guide price: from 2100 up to 5100 Euro
650 cc, Bore x stroke: 82 x 61,5 mm
Engine output:27 HP at 6200rpm
Max torque: 45,5 Nm at 3500rpmWeight 194 kg, Petrol tank
capacity 19,5 Litres,
Seat height 860 mm
V-max 146 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 9,4 s

R 80 GS 2 (1990-1994)
Price: 12.800 DM, Bikes produced: 6481
Secondhand guide price: from 2200 up to 4800 Euro
798 cc, Bore x stroke: 84 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 50 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 61 Nm at 3750rpm
Weight 215 kg, Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres,
Seat height 830 mm
V-max 168 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 6,0 s

R 100 R (1991-1996)
Price: 14.950 DM, Bikes produced: 16.936
Secondhand guide price: from 3500 up to 5800 Euro
980 cc, Bore x stroke: 94 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 60 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 76 Nm at 3750rpm
Weight 225 kg, Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres,
Seat height 800 mm
V-max 180 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 4,9 s
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R 100 GS 2 (1990-1996)
Price: 14.800 DM, Bikes produced: 8730
Secondhand guide price: from 2500 up to 6100 Euro
980 cc, Bore x stroke: 94 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 60 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 76 Nm at 3750rpm
Weight 220 kg, Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres,
Seat height 830 mm
V-max 180 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 4,8 s

R 100 R Mystic (1994-1996)
Price: 14.950 DM, Bikes produced: 3650
Secondhand guide price: from 3800 up to 6500 Euro
980 cc, Bore x stroke: 94 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 60 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 76 Nm at 3750rpm
Weight 220 kg, Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres,
Seat height 790 mm
V-max 180 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 4,9 s

R 100 GS P.D. (1989-1996)
Price: 15.950 DM, Bikes produced: 9007
Secondhand guide price: from 2400 up to 6000 Euro
980 cc, Bore x stroke: 94 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 60 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 76 Nm at 3750rpm
Weight 236 kg, Petrol tank capacity 38 Litres,
Seat height 850 mm
V-max 180 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 5,0 s

R 80 R (1991-1994)
Price: 13.450 DM, Bikes produced: 3503
Secondhand guide price: from 2800 up to 4700 Euro
798 cc, Bore x stroke: 84 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 50 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 61 Nm at 3750rpm
Weight 220 kg, Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres,
Seat height 800 mm
V-max 168 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 6,3 s

R 80 R Mystic (1994-1995)
Price: not avail., Bikes produced: 90
Secondhand guide price: from 2500 up to 4800 Euro
798 cc, Bore x stroke: 84 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 50 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 61 Nm at 3750rpm
Weight 220 kg, Petrol tank capacity 24 Litres,
Seat height 790 mm
V-max 168 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 6,3 s

R 80 GS Basic (1996)
Price: 15.500 DM, Bikes produced: 3003
Secondhand guide price: from 3000 up to 6500 Euro
798 cc, Bore x stroke: 84 x 70,6 mm
Engine output: 50 HP at 6500rpm
Max torque: 61 Nm at 3750rpm
Weight 215/225 kg, Petrol tank capacity 19/32 Litres,
Seat height 850 mm
V-max 171 km/h, 0-100 km/h in 6,1 s
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AUTHORITIES-ALLOWANCES AND PRESCRIPTIONS
(based on German/EU- law)
Kind, size and success of any conversion here in Germany depend heavily on things which are admitted by the TÜV. Which parts may
be modified, what ideas are no-goes for examination and are there any bits which can’t ever be modified? We listed the most important basic parameters, which can vary from the year the machine was manufactured and registered.

Frame

Further manufacturer approvals can be downloaded on the

Any work on frame is prohibited, no drilling, bending. Alterations
(such as shortening the rear frame) need to be registered.

internet. On assembly direction of travel must be controlled

Seat

movability can be registered via indivual acceptance.

A change in seat spaces (1 or 2) generally needs to be registrated. Twin seats with straps between spaces need to be 65 cm at
the very least. On a tight handle at the rear or at the side (on
rear frame) seat area has to not shorter than 60 cm. A single
seat needs to be 30-40 cm in length! TÜV inspectors love…

Side- and main stand

Footrests

Rearview mirrors

Footrest can be replaced by accessory components but their
number (2 or 4) must accommodate the seats. They don’t need
to be folding types, but they require a certificate or ABE (general operating permit) in which this particular machine has be
included.

Prescripted number depends on first vehicle registration (EZ)

and checked if tire can roll freely. If no manufacturer approvals
are present, alternative tires with correct size, free running and

Handlebars
They can be generally be replaced but replacement must be
approved parts e.g. they need a stability certificate or ABE with
relevant marking at the handlebas. Registration is necessary
on old Airhead-Boxers as there is no ABE ready in most cases.
So, the TÜV needs to test on site if conversion and freedom of
movement are appropriate – e.g. handlebar must no jam fingers
at maximum steering lock. In general vehicle width must not
exceed 1metre (unless a special parts certificate!). Holes in
handlebars are only allowed between clamps in the middle.

Brakes
Brake line as e.g. Stahlflex units are free from registration but
must be placed according to manufacturers assembly prescription. They must not be twisted and need to be placed without
kinks or abrasion. Brake discs, e.g. wave discs, always have a
certificate or ABE (general operating permit) and have to be
intended for the particular machine. Brake pads must carry a
nationale (KBA-No.) or international (EU or ECE-designation)
registration at the rear.

Side- and/or main stand need to be present! Riding with foldout stand must not be possible - and all stand must have a fixed
(via springs) and secure position during ride.

as follo: Before 01.01.1990 one item on the left does suffice.
From 01.01.1990 all vehicles quicker than a registered max.
speed of 100 km/h, need two rearview mirrors. Mirror area
needs to be 60 cm² at the very least. From 1998 onwards, this
area precripition goes up to 68 cm²!

Wheel covers
In Germany there is a national prescription of wheel coverage:
It is 150 mm above axle middle and needs to cover the complete
tire tread. Motorcycles with EU registration do not need any
more wheel coverage. However - don’t exaggerage the »naked«
look - if the German TÜV reckons this conversion could lead to
traffic hazard, they can demand it. See assembly prescriptions
for cateyes and rear lights.

Exhausts
Designations: All accessory system for road use have an authorization sign (KBA-Nr. Or EU/ECE-sign). On EG-ABE (general
operating license) any exhaust pipe has a E-number stamping
replacing this license in black-and-white form – so there is no
additional registration necessary, but it can be done on request.
Standard-ABE needs to be present whilst driving. Also, registration is no necessary, can also be done on request. TÜV certificate
(German Type approval) may be tested by inspector and regis-

Tires
Tires must carry right size and desigantions. If vehicle registration document carries a specific manufacturer, right type of tire
must be used.

tered in vehicle’s paperwork – after this no further carrying of
papers is needed. If registered as »Eigenbau« (DIY-construction)
performance and noise measuring are prescripted (up to manufacturing year 1988), from 1989 onwards there is an additional
emission test.

AIRHEAD-BOXER
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Noise limits for motorcycles are
(dependent on manufacturing date):

Fog light

• Up to 13.09.1953 -> 90 Phon

need to be assembled symmetrically in the middle of the vehicle.

• up to 20.05.1956 -> 87 Phon
• up to 31.12.1956 -> 84 Phon
• up to 12.09.1966 -> 82 Phon
• up to 30.09.1983 -> 84 dB(A)N
• up to 30.09.1990 -> 82 dB(A)N

Yes, you may fit one, according to EU even two. In that case they
According to StVZO the fog light may only be fitted at a maximum
of 250 mm away from vehicle’s middle (in direction of travel) so
fastening on the crash bars is permitted. Height percriptions are
just as the low beam ones, switching can be done with park-,
low and high beam. A control light may be fitted, too.

Daylight
Daylight illumination help to improve recognition of vehicles at

• from 01.10.1995 -> 80 dB(A)N

daylight. Fitting to motorcycles (vehicles with speeds of more

If accessory exhaust gets louder with time, owner, not manufacturers is in charge! If applicable, the silencer must be renewed. A
noise comparision measuring with data in registration is possible
at TÜV premises upon arrangement.

than 45 km/h or 50cc) is allowed not prescripted.

Headlight
Park light is prescripted according to EU. EU even allows two,
but they need to be assembled in width symmetrically to middle
of vehicle (direction of travel). According to StVZO (Road Traffic
Licensing Regulations) park light needs to be inside the headlight. Height: 350 1200 mm acc. to EU, acc. StVZO up to 1500 mm
in low beam.
Low beam is prescripted, EG allows two. With two headlights the
maximum distance between two is 200 mm (symmetrically to
middle of vehicle!). According to StVZO lowbeam may be fitted
at a maximum distance of 200 mm from high beam headlight,
also only symmetrically to middle of vehicle. Height: 500 1200
mm, acc. to StVZO vehicles before registration date 1.1.88 up to
1000 mm.
High beam is prescripted, also two are allowed. With two headlights distance of illuminated areas may be 200 mm in width.
There are no prescription in height - however, a blue control
lamp needs to be present, according to StVZO even a switch
postion should suffice.

After a change of § 17 StVO on 01.04.2013 motorcycles may use
Daylight illumination instead of low beam. Still, independent
from this, low beam needs to be switched according to § 17 StVO
on if sight is bad or during fog, snowfall, heavy rain, at dusk/
dawn or if necessary.

Brake light
Prescripted, according to StVZO for vehicles first registration
01.01.1988. It needs to be fitted in the middle, lower edge of
light has to be fitted at least 250 mm (according to StVZO min.
350 mm) above road surface. Top edge of light can be as high as
1500 mm.

Rear light
Prescripted, in same order as brake light.

Number plate illumination
Is prescripted for motorcycle - no certain measurement known.

Reflector
Prescripted, need to be round or square. Lower edge has to be at
least 250 mm above road surface, upper edge max. 900 mm.

Indicator
According to StVZO from registration date 01.01.1962 prescripted.
As EU prescribes, front indicators need a minimum distance
of 240 mm between each other, at the rear this is 180 mm.
According to (national law - StVZO) this is 340 mm at the front
and 240 mm at the rear. Handlebar end indiators, so-called
ox-eyes, need a minimum of 560 mm distance between each
other. Height can be pretty flexible at 350 1200 mm. Switch-on
controls is prescripted according to EG, through optical (lamp
in instruments) or acustical device (beeper)! According to StVZO
these ox eyes need to be fitted with additional rear indicators at
vehicles registered from 1.1.87. For an additional hazard light,
a special switch for synchronized function of all indicators is
prescripted as well as a switch-on control – according to StVZO
with red light!

Number plate holder
Only prescriptions for visibleness are known. On fully loaded
vehicle lower edge of plate needs to be at least 200 mm above
road surface. Upper edge may be 1500 mm above surface.
Visibleness aka angle from which plate must be fully visible, is
30° upwards, 5° downwards and 30° to each side. Incline may be
max. 30° to front on the upper edge, at lower edge max. 15° to
front are allowed. Plate must be illuminated!

Luggage carrier
No need to register those - only parts must not have sharp
edges or be unstable.
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Country / Address

Dealer

Phone

Email

Internet

1

D-04328 Leipzig
Schongauerstr. 29-31

Autohaus Müller Leipzig GmbH

+49 341 2587457

Matthias.Kielas@automobile-mueller.info

bmw.de/partner/ah_mueller_leipzig

2

D-13599 Berlin
Nonnendammallee 32

2wheels4u GmbH

+49 30 33604166

info@2wheels4u.de

2wheels4u.de

3

D-21635 Jork
Osterjork 23

BMW Söhl GmbH

+49 4162 911777

info@reimersoehl.de

reimersoehl.de

4

D-24988 Oeversee
Stapelholmer Weg 10

G. Wilhelmsen
Motorradtechnik GmbH

+49 4630 90600

parts@motorradtechnik.de

motorradtechnik.de

5

D-33397 Rietberg-Varensell
Wortstraße 24

BEJO Tec GmbH

+49 5244 906690

bejo-tec@t-online.de

bejo-tec.de

6

D-44534 Lünen
Am Wetterschacht 23

Motorrad Special

+49 2306 50042

info@motorradspecial.de

motorradspecial.de

7

D-46562 Voerde
Kleiner Kiwitt 15

Schneider-Motorradhaus

+49 2855 964416

ks@motorradhaus-schneider.de

motorradhaus-schneider.de

8

D-49835 Wietmarschen-Lohne
Einsteinstraße 3

Helming & Sohn GmbH

+49 5908 919990

m.lampe@bmw-helming.de

bmw-helming.de

9

D-51103 Köln
Kalk-Mülheimer-Str. 255-257

Motorradhaus StuteHengst GmbH

+49 221 987940

c.heyer@stutehengst.de

stutehengst.de

q

D-53489 Sinzig
Kranzweiherweg 12

Flagship-Store Wunderlich

+49 2642 97980

info@wunderlich.de

wunderlich.de

w

D-65624 Altendiez
Bökelmannstr. 2

MCA GmbH
Motorrad Center Altendiez

+49 6432 92060

ersatzteile@mca-altendiez.de

mca-altendiez.de

e

D-67454 Haßloch
Hans-Böckler-Str.20

Klaus Mayer GmbH & Co. KG

+49 6324 926211

j.lewang@klaus-mayer-bmw.de

klaus-mayer-bmw.de

r

D-76229 Karlsruhe
Eisenbahnstraße 40

Motorradhaus
Bohling u. Eisele & Co. GmbH

+49 721 7907770

info@bohling-eisele.de

bohling-eisele.de

t

D-79336 Herbolzheim
Friedrichstraße 21

GS Parts

+49 7643 9378422

info@gs-parts.de

gs-parts.de

y

D-83620 Feldkirchen-Westerham
Münchener Str. 9-11

Bikeway

+49 8063 2039431

bikeway@bikeway.de

bikeway.de

u

D-88677 Markdorf
Daimler Str. 14

LM Design

+49 7544 964345

lauber@lm-Design.biz

lm-design.biz

i

D-89547 Gerstetten
Hausener Straße 43

Hechler Motor GmbH

+49 73242109

mail@hechler-motorrad.de

hechler-motorrad.de

o

D-97204 Höchberg
Heisenbergstr. 3

Motorradhaus Ebert e.K.

+49 931 40486317

pascal.pickl@motorrad-ebert.de

motorrad-ebert.de

p

AT-1190 Wien
Heiligenstädter Straße 64

BMW Wien Motorradzentrum

+43 1 36868680

office@bmw-wien.at

bmw-wien-motorradzentrum.at

a

AT-8053 Graz
Harter Str. 70

Euro Motors Graz
Motorradhandels GmbH

+43 316 263106

verkauf@euromotorsgraz.at

euromotors.cc

s

AT-9500 Villach
Maria-Gailer-Straße 38a

Mega Bike

+43 4242 37733

office@megabike.at

megabike.at

d

CH-6275 Ballwil
Hochdorfstr. 9

Motocenter Seetal AG

+41 41 4483363

info@motocenter-seetal.ch

motocenter-seetal.ch

f

CH-8134 Adliswil
Moosstr. 45-49

Arrigoni Sport GmbH

+41 44 7323040

argurian.demolli@arrigoni.ch

arrigoni.ch

All Wunderlich dealers
in your area. Worldwide.

On the way on test
and photo rides

What looks like an idyllic Sunday outing here is sometimes hard work. We travel the world, but also
on Germany's roads, collect experiences with our products, with our motorcycles, we test, ride, travel,
photograph, as here in Spain. Wherever, however, we love and live motorcycling!
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General Terms and Conditions (AGB) (as of August, 14th, 2018)
I. General, Customers, Language
(1) All offers, sales contracts, deliveries and services made on the basis of any orders
by our customers (each, a „Customer“) through our online shop www. wunderlich.
de (the „Online Shop“) and our catalog shall be governed by these general terms
and conditions of sale (the „General Terms and Conditions“).
(2) Our product offerings are directed to both Consumers and Business Customers
(as defined below), but in each case only to end users. For the purpose of these
General Terms and Conditions, (a) a „Consumer“ is any individual entering into the
contract for a purpose not related to his or her business, tra de or self-employed
professional activity (Sec. 13 of the German Civil Code), and (b) a „Business Customer“ is an individual, company or partnership vested with legal capacity who
enters into the relevant contract in the conduct of its business or its self-employed
professional activity (Sec. 14 (1) of the German Civil Code).

(5) In the event that no date of dispatch has been specified or otherwise agreed upon
or we are no longer required to deliver within any agreed time period pursuant to
subsection 4, we shall be required to dispatch the product within a period of three
weeks after the Relevant Date pursuant to subsection 1.
(6) In the event that our supplier fails to deliver in a timely manner a product that has
been indicated on the order form as "not in stock" or has been sold off in accordance with subsection 4 above, any applicable delivery period pursuant to this
Section 4 shall be deemed to be extended until delivery is made by our supplier
plus an additional period of three business days, but in no event by a period of
more than three weeks, provided that our supplier’s failure to timely supply the
products is not a result of our fault or negligence and that we have without undue
delay ordered the relevant products from the supplier.

(5) We reserve the right for technical and price changes, as well as errors.

(7) In the event that the product is no longer available or cannot be timely delivered,
for any of the reasons set out in subsection 6, we shall without undue delay inform
the Customer thereof. If the product is no longer available from our suppliers
within the foreseeable future, we shall be entitled to terminate the sales contract.
In case of such termination, we shall without undue delay reimburse the Customer
any payments which the Customer has made to us in respect of the order. The
legal rights of the Customer resulting from late delivery shall not be affected by
this provision; provided, however, that the Customer may claim damages only subject to the provisions of Section IX of these General Terms and Conditions.

II. Conclusion of Contract

V. Shipment, Insurance and Passing of Risk

(1) Our offerings in the Online Shop and catalog are non-binding.

(1) Unless expressly otherwise agreed upon, we shall be free to determine the appropriate mode of shipment and to select the carrier at our reasonable discretion.

(3) Standard business conditions of the Customer do not apply, regardless of whether
or not we expressly object to them in a particular case.
(4) Our contracts with the Customer shall be made in the language of the respective
country depending on which website the Customer makes the relevant purchase.
Therefore, if the order is made on our English website, exclusively the English version of these General Terms and Conditions shall be relevant.

(2) By placing an order, the Customer makes a binding offer to purchase the relevant
product. The offer will remain open for acceptance by us for a period ending at
the end of the third business day following the day of the offer.
(3) Without undue delay upon receipt of the order, we will send to the Customer by
e-mail a confirmation of receipt, which shall not constitute an acceptance of the
order. The order shall be deemed to be accepted by us either upon subsequent
(e-mail) acceptance of the order or by dispatching the product. The sales contract
with the Customer shall not become effective until our acceptance.
(4) Any Customer who is a Consumer shall be entitled to revoke the offer and return
the product in accordance with the cancellation and return policy as separately
made available to the Customer on our website during the ordering process.

III. Prices and Payment
(1) Our prices include statutory VAT, but are net of shipping costs. Any customs duties
and similar public charges shall be borne by the Customer.
(2) Unless expressly otherwise agreed by us, all shipments by us shall require advance payment, by credit card or PayPal (to be made in the manner specified in our
order form made available in the Online Shop) or shall be paid cash on delivery, in
each case upon receipt of an invoice. Upon the Customer’s request, to be made in
the order form, we will deliver the product against cash payment in our store.
(3) In the event that we have agreed to payment after delivery, our invoices shall
be due and payable by the Customer within 7 business days upon receipt of the
product and the invoice.
(4) The Customer shall have no right of set-off or retention, except to the extent that
the counterclaim has not been disputed by us or been determined by a final and
binding decision.

IV. Dispatch of the Product
(1) Any date of dispatch communicated by us shall be only approximate and may therefore be exceeded by up to two business days, except if a fixed date of dispatch
has been agreed upon.
(2) Any time period relevant to determine the date of dispatch pursuant to this Section 4 (as specified by us when the order is made or as otherwise agreed upon)
shall begin (a) if advance payment has been agreed, upon receipt by us of the full
purchase price (including VAT and shipping costs) or (b) if cash on delivery or payment after delivery has been agreed, upon the conclusion of the sales contract.
(3) The date of dispatch shall be such day on which the product is handed over by us
to the carrier.
(4) Regardless of whether any product is indicated on the order form as "in stock", we
may sell such product at any time, provided that
a) the order form has included a notice as to the limited availability of the product
or
b) an advance payment has been agreed upon and this payment amount is not received by us within a period of five business days upon our acceptance of the order.
	In such cases, we shall only be obligated to dispatch the product within the time
period agreed upon or indicated by us as long as stock lasts.

(2) We shall only be obliged to properly and timely deliver the product to the carrier
and shall not be responsible for any delays caused by the carrier. Any transit
times specified by us shall therefore only be non-binding estimates.
(3) If the Customer is a Consumer, the risk of accidental destruction, damage or loss
of the delivered product shall pass to the Customer upon delivery of the product to
the Customer or upon the Customer’s default of acceptance. In all other cases, such
risk shall pass to the Customer upon delivery of the product by us to the carrier.

VI. Retention of Title and Resale
(1) We retain legal title to any product supplied by us until the purchase price (including VAT and shipping costs) for such product has been fully paid.
(2) The Consumer shall not be entitled to resell any products delivered by us which
are under retention of title, except with our prior written consent.
(3) The Business Customer is entitled, to resell any products delivered by us within
regular business, but Customer may neither pawn nor assign the goods by way of
security. He retires already today all demands against the buyer from the reselling
at us for our security. The customer is required to give Wunderlich GmbH detailed
information on these demands.
	On customer`s request we undertake to release the securities to which we are
entitled, as far as the realiseable value exceed the value of the claim to be secured by more than 20%.

VII. Warranty
(1) In the event of a defect of the delivered product, the Customer shall be entitled
to request from us to repair the defect or to supply another product (as ordered)
which is free from defects. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the Customer is a
Business Customer, we shall have the right to choose between any such remedies
at our discretion, provided that such choice shall be made by us by written notice
(in „text form“, including by telefax or by e-mail) within a period of three business
days following receipt of the Customer’s notice of the defect. We may refuse to
remedy a defective product in the manner requested by the Customer if such
remedy would result in unreasonable costs.
(2) If the remedy (supplementary performance) pursuant to Section VII (1) fails or
cannot reasonably be expected from the Customer or we refuse to remedy the
defect, the Customer shall be entitled to terminate the sales contract, reduce
the purchase price or claim damages or frustrated expenses, in each case in
accordance with applicable law; provided, however, that damage claims of the
Customer shall be subject to the provisions contained in Sec. IX of these General
Terms and Conditions.
(3) The warranty period shall be two years upon delivery of the Product if the Customer is a Consumer or otherwise twelve months upon delivery of the product.
(4) With regard to Business Customers only, the following shall apply: The Customer
shall promptly upon delivery inspect the product with due care. The delivered product shall be deemed to be approved by the Customer unless the defect is notified
to us (i) in case of any obvious defects within a period of five business days upon
delivery or (ii) otherwise within five business days from the day when the defect
has been identified.
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VIII. Intellectual Property Rights
(1) The Customer is granted the non-exclusive right to use any software delivered
with the product for use in connection with the product.
(2) The Customer shall have no right to make copies of the software, except for the
purpose to use the software pursuant to Sec. VIII (1) or for back-up purposes.
(3) The Customer may transfer the rights to the software to any third party only if
at the same time title to the relevant product (in particular, a hardware product)
is transferred to such third party and the Customer does not retain any copy
whatsoever of the software.
(4) I n no event shall we be required to make available the source code of the software.

IX. Liability
(1) Our liability for late delivery shall, except in cases of wilful misconduct or gross
negligence, be limited to an amount equal to 10 % of the aggregate purchase
price (including VAT).
(3) We shall not be liable (on whatever legal grounds) for damages which may not
reasonably be foreseen, assuming a normal use of the product, e.g. damages in
consequence of excessive use on- and offroad and during racing . Furthermore,
our liability shall be excluded for damages resulting out of a loss of data if their
recovery is not possible or impeded due to a failure to perform appropriate data
back-up procedures. The foregoing limitations of liability shall not apply in cases
of wilful misconduct or gross negligence, or – only for consumers – gross negligence.
(4) The provisions of this Sec. IX shall not apply with respect to our liability for guaranteed product specifications (within the meaning of Sec. 444 of the German Civil
Code), personal injury or under the German Product Liability Act.

X. Data Protection
(1) We may save and process any data relating to the Customer, to the extent necessary for the purpose of the execution and implementation of the sales contract and
as long as we are required to keep such data in accordance with applicable law.
(2) We shall have the right to submit personal data relating to the Customer to credit
agencies, to the extent necessary for a credit check, subject, however, to the
Customer’s consent in each individual case. We shall not make available any personal data of the Customer to other third parties without the express consent of the
Customer, except to the extent that a disclosure is required under applicable law.
(3) We shall not be permitted to collect, submit to any third party or otherwise process personal data of the Customer for any purpose other than those set forth in
this Sec. X.

XI. Notice in accordance with Sec. 36 Consumer Dispute
Resolution Law (VSBG)
"We are prepared to participate in a dispute resolution process at the following
consumer arbitration board:
Allgemeine Verbraucherschlichtungsstelle des Zentrums für Schlichtung e.V.
Straßburger Straße 8, 77694 Kehl am Rhein, www.verbraucher-schlichter.de
For the execution of the dispute resolution process, there is the option to use the
online-dispute resolution platform (in short "OS-platform") as a point of contact for
consumers and employers who would like to resolve disputes arising from legal
transactions completed online out of court on the following link: https://webgate.
ec.europa.eu/odr."
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Instructions of withdrawal
Right of withdrawal
You have the right to cancel this contract, within fourteen days, without giving any
reason.
The period of revocation amounts to fourteen days from the date on which you, or
a third party designed by you and other than the carrier, have acquired the material
possession of the goods.
To exercise your right of cancellation you must inform us
Wunderlich GmbH, Kranzweiherweg 12, D-53489 Sinzig
Phone: +49 26429798-0, Fax: +49 26429798-33, e-mail: info@wunderlich.de
by a clear statement (for example a letter sent by post, telefax or e-mail) about your
decision to cancel this contract. You can download and use the sample we provide
for withdrawal, which is however not statutory.
To observe the revocation period, it is sufficient to send the information about your
decision to exercise the withdrawal, before expiry of the time limit.

Consequences of withdrawal
If you withdraw this contract, we must repay all payment we received from you,
excluding delivery costs, immediately and within fourteen days from the day we
receive your information about the withdrawal of this contract (the whole is only valid
for Germany).
For this repayment we use the same means of payment you used by the initial
transaction, unless something else has been specifically agreed with you: no additional charge about this repayment will be calculated, under no circumstances.
We can refuse the repayment until we receive the products back or until you
demonstrate that you sent the goods, depending whichever is earlier.
You must immediately send or give us the products back, anyway within fourteen
days from the day of the notice of the contract withdrawal.
The time limit will be kept if you send the goods before the expiry of the fourteen days
limit.
You bear the direct costs for returning the goods. That is not valid for returned goods
with a purchase price of at least 50 €. In this case we bear the costs (the whole is
only valid for Germany).
You might expect a loss of value of the goods, resulting from the handling other than
what is necessary, after an examination of condition, characteristics and functions.

End of the withdrawal.
In order to exercise the withdrawal, for orders made from 13 June 2014, you can use
the following withdrawal form. If you like to withdraw the contract please fill in the
form and send it back to us:

Withdrawal form (sample)
Wunderlich GmbH, Kranzweiherweg 12, D-53489 Sinzig,
Phone: +49 26429798-0, Fax: +49 26429798-33, e-mail: info@wunderlich.de
I/We hereby give notice that I/We withdraw from my/our contract of sale of the following goods (*)/following provision of services(*):
Ordered on (*) / received on (*)
User name

XII. Applicable Law and Competent Courts
(1) Any contracts entered into between us and the Customer shall be governed by the
laws of the Federal Republic of Germany under exclusion of the UN Convention
on the International Sale of Goods (CISG), without prejudice to any mandatory
conflict of laws provisions.

User address

(2) If the Customer is a corporation, limited liability company or commercial partnership or otherwise operates a commercial business (Kaufmann within the meaning
of Sec. I (1) of the German Commercial Code) or is a legal entity or special fund
organized under public law, the courts in Sinzig/Koblenz shall have exclusive jurisdiction in respect of all disputes arising out of or in connection with the relevant
contract. In all other cases, we or the Customer may file suit before any court of
competent jurisdiction under applicable law.

Date

User signature (only for communication on paper)

(*) Delete as appropriate

Imprint:
Copyright by Wunderlich GmbH. The reprint, even in part, is only permitted with the expressly permission of Wunderlich GmbH
Fotos: Felix von Canstein »Canstein-Pictures«, Kai Nieman, Arturo Rivas »Arturo Rivas Photography«, Erich Wunderlich, Oliver Lohner, Karl-Heinz Kalkhake, Arne Flander,
Sascha Bartel » SashMedia«, René Unger, Christian Perret, Michael Engelke, Till Kohlmey. Furthermore, we thank all those who have granted us rights of use for text and image material.
Texts: Arno Gabel, Michael Engelke
Visual Design and Typesetting: Bernd Kreuder »Kreuder | Designbüro«, Print and Production: Bernd Kinzel »bk betterkonsult«
Note: We reserve the right to make technical changes, errors and price changes. All information in this catalog is made to the best of our knowledge and belief, we accept no
responsibility for the accuracy.
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Made by Wunderlich

Wunderlich Waterproof

Products bearing this label come directly from our
think tank in Sinzig. Made by Wunderlich protects
you from cheap imitations and reliable inferior
goods.

These items are dirt and in very high volume
water repellent. Processing, however, can
penetrate water at the seams. The usage
a rain cover in case of prolonged rain
makes sense.

Tested by Wunderlich

Wunderlich Cordura

These are quality products from our partners who we
ourselves in particularly elaborate test series have
examined intensively.

These items are made of high quality nylon
Fabric Cordura. This is outstandingly tearproof and
is therefore in particularly security-relevant areas
used.

Exclusive by Wunderlich

This label carries the highest quality products
by Partners made and exclusively available from
us are.

Wunderlich Ergo

The focus is on the unit man and motorcycle.
Our Ergo products optimize seating position and
Attitude and care under security relevant
Aspects of relaxed and tire-free driving.

Wunderlich ABE

These items come with a general operating
permit delivered and are approved in Germany.
A Demonstration at the TUV is not necessary.
The ABE must be taken along.

Made in Germany

These items are from selected manufacturers
Made to strict standards in Germany.

Wunderlich EC-ABE

The EC-ABE is largely in line with ABE but is for
the entire EU area. The EC ABE must also
always be taken along.

Made in Europe

Wunderlich E-approved

5 years warranty

These items are from selected manufacturers
Made to our German standards in Europe.

These articles have an e-test number and are
approved in the EU. The documentation requirement is
canceled. A demonstration is not necessary.

For these items, we give five from date of purchase
Years warranty on material and workmanship.

20 years warranty

Wunderlich TÜV

For these items, we give twenty from the date of purchase
Years warranty on material and workmanship.

These items come with a German TUV certificate
delivered and must after assembly at the TUV
be performed.

LED-Technology

These items are equipped with the latest
LED-technology.

Orders

Customer Service

Payment

Wunderlich Store

Mo. – Fr. from 08:00 – 18:00 h

Order status /
Order information
Telephone: +49 (0)2642 9798-74
export@wunderlich.de

Debit (Germany only)
Account number, Swift code, IBANAccount holder, bank code and
Specify credit institution.

Product support /
Technical advice
Telephone: +49 (0)2642 9798-65
support@wunderlich.de

Cash on delivery (Germany only)
plus NN fee

Personal service on site.
Monday to Saturday is our shop
open. Our store opening times
vary seasonally. You're welcome
inform yourself by phone or Internet on
the Internet at www.wunderlich.de

Order-Hotline
+49 (0)2642 9798-74
Orders by fax
+49 (0)2642 9798-33
Orders by e-mail
export@wunderlich.de
Orders online
www.wunderlich.de/en

Returns / Complaints
Telephone: +49 (0)2642 9798-56
kundenservice@wunderlich.de
Catalog orders
Telephone: +49 (0)2642 9798-74
www.wunderlich.de/en/catalogue

Credit card
16-digit number, validity period
and specify a 3-digit check digit
(You will find the digit on the
back of the card)

We are at your disposal under +49 (0) 2642 9798-74 and export@wunderlich.de
We are here for you Monday through Friday from 8 am to 6 pm.

WUNDERLICH ONLINE
NO MATTER WHERE, NO MATTER WHEN.
STAY TUNED.
FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK, YOUTUBE, INSTAGRAM AND WITH OUR WUNDERLICH APP (IOS & ANDROID).
HERE YOU WILL FIND THE LATEST IDEAS, PRODUCTS AND NEWS FROM THE WUNDERLICH WORLD.

VISIT US ON
    WUNDERLICH.DE
    WUNDERLICH.DE/EN
    WUNDERLICH.FR
    WUNDERLICH.IT
    WUNDERLICH-ESPANA.COM

The No 1 worldwide for high-end BMW motorcycle accessories.
Wunderlich GmbH | Kranzweiherweg 12 | D-53489 Sinzig | Tel: +49 2642 9798-74 | wunderlich.de

